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FOREWORD

Since the inception of our Nation, the United States Committee 
on Finance (Committee) has conducted vigilant oversight of the Ex-
ecutive Branch agencies and departments under its jurisdiction. 
Given the significance of tax policy and its administration, the 
Committee has historically focused a large portion of its time and 
resources overseeing the activities of the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS), the Executive Branch agency charged with tax matters. Two 
years and two months ago, the Committee became aware of allega-
tions regarding the potential targeting by the IRS of certain tax- 
exempt organizations, based on the names and political views of 
those organizations. Serious allegations such as these strike at the 
very heart of the principal that the Nation’s tax laws are to be ad-
ministered fairly and without regard to politics of any kind. Accord-
ingly, these allegations warranted swift Committee response in the 
form of an investigation—an activity the Committee is uniquely po-
sitioned to carry out as a result of its oversight authorities and re-
sponsibilities with respect to the IRS. 

Despite the partisan political nature of these allegations, the 
Committee proceeded in true bipartisan spirit and initiated a joint 
investigation on May 21, 2013, under the direction of former Chair-
man Baucus and then-Ranking Member Hatch. When Senator 
Wyden assumed the Chairmanship of the Committee in February 
2014, he agreed to continue the bipartisan work begun by Chair-
man Baucus. This bipartisan cooperation has continued unabated 
since I became Chairman in January 2015. Accordingly, despite 
several changes in the chairmanship, the Committee has continued 
its tradition of a bipartisan investigative effort. 

While much has been reported about the alleged political tar-
geting over the last two years, it is important to stress that this 
Committee has conducted the only bipartisan investigation into the 
matter. Consequently, this report will perhaps serve as the defini-
tive account of events transpiring at the IRS and the management 
failures and other causes that were at the root of the IRS’s actions. 
Hopefully, this report will provide a roadmap for how Congress and 
the public can act to make sure this type of conduct does not hap-
pen again. 

We want to acknowledge the hard work and countless hours of 
time spent by Committee staff who conducted over 30 exhaustive 
interviews, reviewed more than 1.5 million pages of documentation, 
drafted numerous versions of this report, and performed countless 
other tasks necessary to bring this investigation to closure. The 
Committee staff whose diligence and devotion to duty made this in-
vestigation and report possible include the following: John Angell, 
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Kimberly Brandt, John Carlo, Justin Coon, Michael Evans, Daniel 
Goshorn, Christopher Law, Jim Lyons, Todd Metcalf, Harrison 
Moore, Mark Prater and Tiffany Smith. 

ORRIN G. HATCH.
RON WYDEN.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This bipartisan investigation of the Senate Finance Committee 
examined the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) handling of applica-
tions for tax-exempt status submitted by political advocacy organi-
zations, following allegations that the IRS discriminated against 
some of these organizations based on their political views. 

Our investigation found that from 2010 to 2013, IRS manage-
ment was delinquent in its responsibility to provide effective con-
trol, guidance, and direction over the processing of applications for 
tax-exempt status filed by Tea Party and other political advocacy 
organizations. IRS managers either failed in their responsibility to 
keep informed about the very existence of the applications, or failed 
to recognize the sensitivity of these applications. In the case of the 
former, IRS managers forfeited the opportunity to shape the IRS’s 
response to the influx of political advocacy applications by simply 
failing to read reports informing them of the existence of those ap-
plications. In the case of the latter, IRS managers did not take ap-
propriate steps to ensure that the applications were processed ex-
peditiously and accurately. 

Our investigation focused particularly on the Exempt Organiza-
tions (EO) Division of the IRS, which is responsible for admin-
istering the tax code provisions related to tax-exempt organiza-
tions, including processing and deciding applications submitted by 
organizations seeking tax-exempt status. Lois Lerner served as the 
Director of the EO Division from January 2006 to May 2013. 
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Lerner first became aware that the IRS received applications from 
Tea Party groups in April or May 2010. For the next two years, 
Lerner failed to adequately manage the EO employees who proc-
essed these applications. Moreover, Lerner failed to inform upper- 
level IRS management of the serious delays in processing applica-
tions for tax-exempt status from Tea Party and other politically 
sensitive groups. Consequently, it was a year before the IRS Office 
of Chief Counsel became involved, and nearly two years before 
Lerner’s superiors in the IRS management chain were aware of the 
gross mismanagement of Tea Party and other sensitive advocacy 
applications.

While under the leadership of Lois Lerner, the EO Division un-
dertook a number of initiatives aimed at finding a way to process 
the Tea Party and other political advocacy applications. Each of 
these initiatives was flawed in design and/or mismanaged. In one 
example, EO management sanctioned the use of the Be On the 
Lookout (BOLO) list, which improperly identified the Tea Party 
and other organizations by name and policy position. The IRS used 
the BOLO list to subject applications received from Tea Party 
groups to heightened scrutiny, even when that scrutiny was unwar-
ranted because the applications gave no indication that the organi-
zations would engage in political campaign intervention. Other ini-
tiatives to process political advocacy applications sanctioned by EO 
management were under-planned, under-staffed and under-exe-
cuted. In each case, these poorly formed initiatives ended in pre-
dictable failure and each failure resulted in applicant organizations 
enduring inexcusably long delays in receiving decisions on their ap-
plications. Those delays often proved to be harmful or fatal to the 
organizations by undermining the very purposes for which they 
were formed. 

The workplace ‘‘culture’’ prevalent in the EO Division was one in 
which little emphasis was placed on providing good customer serv-
ice, a fact inconsistent with the IRS’s promise to provide ‘‘top qual-
ity service.’’ Indeed, the EO Division operated without sufficient re-
gard for the consequences of its actions for the applicant organiza-
tions. Not only did those organizations have to withstand delays 
measured in years, but many also were forced to bear a withering 
barrage of burdensome and inappropriate ‘‘development letters’’ 
aimed at extracting information the IRS wrongly concluded was 
necessary to properly process the applications. 

Factors further contributing to the dysfunctional ‘‘culture’’ of the 
EO Division included the office structure of the Determinations 
Unit that placed managers in offices located in geographic locales 
far from the employees they supervised, and employees and man-
agers who frequently teleworked, in some cases up to four days a 
week. The confluence of remote management and a dispersed work-
force undoubtedly impaired coordination and communication within 
the Determinations Unit. Moreover, acrimony typified the relation-
ship between various organizations within the EO Division and 
served to further embitter the workplace ‘‘culture.’’ 

In the wake of the Citizens United decision in 2010, the IRS re-
ceived an increasing number of allegations that tax-exempt organi-
zations were engaged in political campaign intervention incon-
sistent with their exempt status. Recognizing the importance of 
having a process to evaluate these allegations, IRS management, 
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1 In addition to the recommendations enumerated below, Committee staff also considered 
whether the IRS should improve its employee training program and whether it should modify 
the expedited review process. We have omitted these recommendations because they were in-
cluded in TIGTA’s recent report, Status of Actions Taken to Improve the Processing of Tax-Ex-
empt Applications Involving Political Campaign Intervention, TIGTA Audit Report 2015–10–025 
(Mar. 27, 2015) at 2. We encourage the IRS to follow the recommendations outlined in TIGTA’s 
report.

including the Commissioner and Acting Commissioner, focused 
their efforts on devising a workable process that would allow the 
IRS to evaluate and investigate these allegations. Management’s 
efforts proved fruitless, and as a consequence, the IRS performed 
no examinations of 501(c)(4) organizations related to political cam-
paign intervention from 2010 until 2014. 

The Committee’s investigation included a review of more than 
1,500,000 pages of documents and interviews of 32 current and 
former IRS and Treasury employees. Issuance of this report was 
delayed for more than a year when the IRS belatedly informed the 
Committee that it had not been able to recover a large number of 
potentially responsive documents that were lost when Lois Lerner’s 
hard drive crashed in 2011. 

At the Committee’s request, the Treasury Inspector General for 
Tax Administration (TIGTA) investigated the circumstances behind 
the loss of data and other related issues, and was ultimately able 
to recover 1,330 emails that had not been produced to Congress. 
TIGTA’s findings are described below in Section II(C). Overall, the 
IRS’s less than complete response to these circumstances cast 
doubt about the thoroughness of their efforts to recover all relevant 
records related to the investigation, as well as their candor to this 
and other Congressional committees. 

Although it was not possible to completely produce the records 
that were lost, the Committee exhausted all available measures to 
mitigate the amount of missing information by collecting additional 
information from the IRS, other executive agencies, and outside 
sources. This report accurately summarizes the facts known to the 
Committee, and we believe that our conclusions are supported by 
the record. 

Committee staff have agreed on numerous bipartisan investiga-
tive findings. Some of these findings are highlighted below, along 
with corresponding recommendations to address the underlying 
problem. Greater discussion of these and other findings related to 
the determination process are contained in Section III, and ancil-
lary findings are in Section IX.1

Finding #1: The IRS’s handling of applications from advocacy 
organizations may affect public confidence in the IRS. To avoid any 
concerns that may exist that IRS decisions about particular tax-
payers are influenced by politics, the following recommendations 
are made. 

Related Recommendation #1: Publish in the instructions 
to all relevant application forms objective criteria that may 
trigger additional review of applications for tax-exempt status 
and the procedures IRS specialists use to process applications 
involving political campaign activity. Prohibit the IRS from re-
questing individual donor identities at the application stage, 
although generalized donor questions should continue to be al-
lowed, as well as requests for representations that, e.g., there 
will be no private inurement. 
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Related Recommendation #2: Revise the Hatch Act to 
designate all IRS, Treasury and Chief Counsel employees who 
handle exempt organization matters as ‘‘further restricted.’’ 
‘‘Further restricted’’ employees are held to stricter rules than 
most government employees and are precluded from active par-
ticipation in political management or partisan campaigns, even 
while off-duty. By designating those employees as ‘‘further re-
stricted,’’ the public can be assured that any impermissible po-
litical activity by an IRS employee that is detected will result 
in serious penalties, including removal from federal employ-
ment.

Related Recommendation #3: Create a position within the 
Taxpayer Advocate Service dedicated solely to assisting organi-
zations applying for non-profit tax-exempt status. 

Finding #2: The IRS systematically screened incoming applica-
tions for tax-exempt status from more than 500 organizations and 
implemented procedures that resulted in lengthy delays. Until 
early 2012, certain top-level management was unaware that these 
applications were being processed in this manner. (See Section 
III(A).)

Related Recommendation #1: The Exempt Organizations 
division should track the age and cycle time of all of its cases, 
including those referred to EO Technical, so that it can detect 
backlogs early in the process and conduct periodic reviews of 
over-aged cases to identify the cause of the delays. A list of 
over-aged cases should be sent to the Commissioner of the In-
ternal Revenue Service quarterly. 

Related Recommendation #2: The Exempt Organizations 
division should track requests for guidance or assistance from 
the EO Technical Unit so that management can assess the 
timeliness and quality of the guidance and assistance it pro-
vides to both Determinations Unit employees and the public. 

Related Recommendation #3: The Exempt Organizations 
division should track requests for guidance or assistance from 
the Office of Chief Counsel so that management can assess the 
timeliness and quality of the guidance and assistance it pro-
vides to both the Determinations Unit employees and the pub-
lic. Any requests for guidance or assistance from the Office of 
Chief Counsel that have not been responded to on a timely 
basis should be promptly reported to the Commissioner of the 
Internal Revenue Service. 

Finding #3: The IRS took as long as five years to come to a deci-
sion on applications for tax-exempts status submitted by Tea Party 
and other applicants potentially involved in political advocacy. The 
IRS lacked an adequate sense of customer service and displayed 
very little concern for resolving these cases. (See Section III(E)(1).) 

Related Recommendation #1: The Internal Revenue Man-
ual contains standards for timely processing of cases. Enforce 
these existing standards and discipline employees who fail to 
follow them. Managers should also be held accountable if their 
subordinates fail to follow these standards. 

Related Recommendation #2: For all types of tax-exempt 
applicants, IRS guidelines should direct employees to come to 
a decision on whether or not it will approve an application for 
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tax-exempt status within 270 days of when an application is 
filed.

Finding #4: Important issues were not elevated within the IRS. 
Some Sensitive Case Reports containing information about Tea 
Party applications were sent to top IRS managers in 2010, but the 
managers did not read them. (See Section III(A).) 

Related Recommendation: Revise the Sensitive Case Re-
port process or develop a more effective way to elevate impor-
tant issues within the organization other than the Sensitive 
Case Reports system. Require the senior recipient of each Sen-
sitive Case Report within the Division (a member of the Senior 
Executive Service) to memorialize specific actions taken in re-
lation to each issue raised in the report, and require such re-
port to be forwarded to the IRS Commissioner for review. 

Finding #5: A contributing factor to the IRS’s management 
problems was the decentralization of its employees, including some 
who worked from home as often as 4 days per week, and managers 
who remotely supervised employees 2,000 miles away. (See Section 
III(E)(2).)

Related Recommendation: Evaluate whether current or-
ganizational structures and workplace locations are inhibiting 
performance. Make appropriate adjustments to improve com-
munication between employees and their managers. 

Finding #6: Some managers within the EO Division were not 
trained in the substantive tax areas that they managed, including 
one who did not complete any technical training during the 10 
years that she served in a managerial EO position. (See Section 
III(E)(4).)

Related Recommendation: Set minimum training stand-
ards for all managers within the EO Division to ensure that 
they have adequate technical ability to perform their jobs. 

Finding #7: The IRS did not perform any audits of groups al-
leged to have engaged in improper political activity from 2010 
through April 2014. During that time, the IRS tried to implement 
new processes to select cases for examination, but a memo from 
Judy Kindell, Sharon Light and Tom Miller stated that this ap-
proach ‘‘arguably [gave] the impression that somehow the political 
leanings of [the organizations] mentioned were considered in mak-
ing the ultimate decision.’’ The IRS recently discontinued use of the 
Dual Track process and now uses generalized procedures when de-
ciding whether to open an examination of an exempt organization’s 
political activities. (See Section IX(A).) 

Related Recommendation #1: Review the recently-enacted 
procedures to determine if: (1) the process enables the IRS to 
impartially evaluate allegations of impermissible political ac-
tivity; (2) any of the referrals have resulted in the IRS opening 
an examination related to political activity, and if so, whether 
such an examination was warranted; and (3) if necessary, the 
IRS should make further modifications to ensure that it carries 
out the enforcement function in a fair and impartial manner. 

Related Recommendation #2: The IRS should fully imple-
ment all recommendations of the Government Accountability 
Office in their July 2015 report titled ‘‘IRS Examination Selec-
tion: Internal Controls for Exempt Organization Selection 
Should be Strengthened,’’ GAO–15–514. 
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Related Recommendation #3: No later than July 1, 2017, 
we request that TIGTA conduct a review of the three points 
noted above in Recommendation #1 related to the revised EO 
Exam procedures. 

Finding #8: On multiple occasions, the IRS improperly disclosed 
sensitive taxpayer information when responding to Freedom of In-
formation Act (FOIA) requests. Employees who were responsible for 
these disclosures received minimal or no discipline. (See Section 
IX(C).)

Related Recommendation: Require all outgoing FOIA re-
sponses to be reviewed by a second employee to ensure that 
taxpayer information is not improperly disclosed. 

Finding #9: In 2010, the IRS received a FOIA request from a 
freelance journalist seeking information about how the agency was 
processing requests for tax-exempt status submitted by Tea Party 
groups. After 7 months, the IRS erroneously informed the jour-
nalist that they did not possess any documents that were respon-
sive to her request. (See Section IX(B).) 

Related Recommendation #1: Ensure that IRS procedures 
specify which organizational units within the agency should be 
searched when the IRS receives an incoming FOIA request on 
a particular topic. For example, when the IRS receives a FOIA 
request for records related to tax-exempt applications, the 
agency should search the records of all components within the 
Exempt Organizations division. 

Related Recommendation #2: To be consistent with the 
intent of FOIA, employees handling FOIA requests should con-
strue the requests broadly and contact the requestor to clarify 
the scope of the request whenever necessary. However, the IRS 
should also take appropriate measures to safeguard taxpayer 
information and avoid improper disclosure. 

Finding #10: The IRS has made Office Communicator Server 
(OCS) instant messaging software available to its employees. 
Under the collective bargaining agreement with the National 
Treasury Employees’ Union, the IRS agreed that it would not auto-
matically save messages sent to and from employees. As a result, 
messages can only be recovered if an employee elected to save 
them. TIGTA opined that this policy does not necessarily violate 
federal recordkeeping laws, but noted that ‘‘[w]hether OCS is being 
used according to NARA’s guidance depends on how OCS end-users 
are utilizing the system.’’ (See Section II(C)(2)). 

Related Recommendation: The IRS should review how 
employees use OCS. If the program is not used for IRS busi-
ness, the agency should evaluate whether it is appropriate and 
necessary. If OCS is used for official IRS purposes, the IRS 
should take measures to ensure such use complies with federal 
recordkeeping laws. 

While the above findings and others detailed more fully on the 
succeeding pages have been jointly agreed to by the Majority and 
Minority, those Staffs were unable to reach agreement on three 
areas as set forth below: 

• The extent, if any, to which political bias of IRS employ-
ees, including Lois Lerner, affected the IRS’s processing of ap-
plications for tax-exempt status. 
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2 American Bar Association, Transcript of The Exempt Organization Tax Review (May 10, 
2013) ABA Tax Section’s Exempt Organizations Committee Meeting, Vol. 72, No. 2 pp. 126–127. 

3 TIGTA, Inappropriate Criteria Were Used to Identify Tax-Exempt Applications for Review 
(May 14, 2013) TIGTA Audit Report #2013–10–053. 

• Whether the IRS used improper methods to screen and 
process applications for tax-exempt status submitted by pro-
gressive and left-leaning organizations. 

• The involvement, if any, of Treasury Department and 
White House employees, including President Obama, in direct-
ing or approving the actions of the IRS. 

The Majority and Minority have rendered their own conclusions 
on these and other topics which are set forth more fully in the sec-
tions of this report entitled Additional Views of Senator Hatch Pre-
pared by Republican Staff and Additional Views of Senator Wyden 
Prepared by Democratic Staff. 

II. BACKGROUND ON BIPARTISAN INVESTIGATION BY 
THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

This section describes the scope of the Senate Committee on Finance investigation; 
the Committee’s access to taxpayer information and its use in this report; the 
Committee’s access to information relevant to this investigation;the IRS’s loss of 
records potentially relevent to this investigation; the legal background of tax-exempt 
organizations involved in the investigation; and, the way that the IRS processed 
applications for tax-exempt status. 

A. SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION AND THIS REPORT

The United States Senate Committee on Finance (the Com-
mittee) has exclusive legislative jurisdiction and primary oversight 
authority over the IRS. 

On May 10, 2013, Lois Lerner, IRS Director of EO, disclosed at 
a panel for the Exempt Organizations Committee of the Tax Sec-
tion of the American Bar Association that IRS employees had se-
lected certain 501(c)(4) tax-exempt applications that contained the 
words ‘‘Tea Party’’ and ‘‘Patriots’’ for further review simply because 
the applications had those terms in the title.2

On May 14, 2013, TIGTA released a report finding that the IRS 
‘‘used inappropriate criteria that identified for review Tea Party 
and other organizations applying for tax-exempt status based upon 
their names or policy positions instead of indications of potential 
political campaign intervention.’’ 3

At the time of the IRS and TIGTA disclosures that groups with 
the words ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/12’’ or ‘‘Patriot’’ in the name were se-
lected for additional scrutiny, there was speculation and concern 
expressed that the singling out of conservative organizations by 
name may have been a consequence of political bias or motivation 
on the part of IRS employees. There was further speculation con-
cerning the role of political appointees at the IRS, Treasury De-
partment or the White House in the selection of these conservative 
organizations for heightened scrutiny. 

On May 20, 2013, the Committee sent a detailed letter to the IRS 
requesting that the IRS answer questions and turn over internal 
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4 Letter from Chairman Baucus and Ranking Member Hatch to the Acting Commissioner Ste-
ven Miller (May 20, 2013). 

5 26 U.S.C. 6103 (2013). 
6 Section 7213 states that criminal violations of section 6103 must be knowing, while under 

section 7431, civil violations must be knowing or negligent. Under section 7431(b), someone who 
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power to conduct audits of groups and individuals whose political views and activities were of 
concern to others. Special groups were established to conduct such audits under the Kennedy, 
Johnson, and Nixon Administrations. On at least one occasion an audit was conducted at the 
request of a congressional committee.’’ Hearing. Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee 
on Administration of the Internal Revenue Code, Federal Tax Return Privacy (Jan. 23, 1976) 
p. 10. 

documents relating to the targeting controversy.4 Simultaneously,
the Committee began an in-depth bipartisan investigation to deter-
mine the facts surrounding the controversy. This investigation was 
prompted by the serious nature of allegations that political consid-
erations may have driven the IRS’s heightened scrutiny of conserv-
ative-leaning organizations applying for tax-exempt status. 

The Committee held a hearing to publicly explore these issues on 
May 21, 2013, with Steven Miller, then Acting Commissioner, In-
ternal Revenue Service; Douglas Shulman, Former Commissioner, 
Internal Revenue Service; and J. Russell George, Treasury Inspec-
tor General for Tax Administration, United States Department of 
the Treasury. The primary purpose of this report is to examine the 
IRS’s handling of applications for tax-exempt status from 2010 
through 2013, but it also covers other topics related to the IRS’s 
oversight of tax-exempt organizations. Committee staff did not in-
vestigate the IRS’s administration and enforcement of other parts 
of the Internal Revenue Code, including individual taxpayers and 
corporate for-profit entities; nor did it investigate the potential im-
position of the gift tax for contributions made to tax-exempt organi-
zations. Accordingly, these and other divergent topics are not cov-
ered by this report. 

B. THE COMMITTEE’S ACCESS TO TAXPAYER INFORMATION PRO-
TECTED BY SECTION 6103 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, AND
USE OF TAXPAYER INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT

When taxpayers submit information to the IRS, they expect it to 
be treated confidentially. Accordingly, section 6103 of the Internal 
Revenue Code prohibits the IRS from disclosing any ‘‘returns’’ or 
‘‘return information,’’ and these terms are defined broadly.5 Vio-
lating section 6103 is a felony, punishable by imprisonment and 
fines and also subject to civil lawsuits for damages.6 Section 6103, 
which was substantially tightened in 1976 in the wake of the con-
troversy surrounding the Nixon Administration’s attempt to review 
the tax returns of political enemies, is an essential safeguard.7 It
protects taxpayer privacy and prevents the IRS or anyone else from 
using taxpayer information for political or otherwise inappropriate 
purposes.

Section 6103 contains a set of narrow exceptions, which allow the 
IRS to disclose taxpayer information in certain limited cir-
cumstances and with appropriate safeguards. For example, there 
are exceptions for disclosure to federal or state law enforcement of-
ficials in certain circumstances and for disclosure to various federal 
agencies for the purpose of compiling government statistics. 
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8 Section 6103(f) also allows other (i.e., non-tax) congressional committees to receive taxpayer- 
specific information, but only pursuant to a Senate or House resolution. Further, section 6103 
contains a series of other exceptions, including allowing release of taxpayer-specific information 
to certain tax administrators, release of taxpayer-specific information of Presidential appointees, 
and release of taxpayer-specific information to criminal investigators pursuant to a court order. 

9 Contrast section 6103(f)(4)(A) with section 6103(f)(4)(B), which provides that information ob-
tained by a committee other than the Finance, Ways and Means, or Joint Committee on Tax-
ation may be submitted to the Senate or the House ‘‘only when sitting in closed executive ses-
sion’’ (unless the taxpayer consents). In the case of a submission to the House or Senate by one 
of the tax committees, in contrast, there is no equivalent requirement that the submission occur 
in closed session. 

One of the exceptions, in section 6103(f), requires the IRS to pro-
vide taxpayer-specific information requested by the Congressional 
tax committees (Senate Committee on Finance, House Committee 
on Ways and Means, and the Joint Committee on Taxation),8 and
it authorizes the chairmen of the tax committees to designate staff 
members to ‘‘inspect returns and return information at such time 
and in such manner as may be determined by [the] chairman.’’ 
This allows the committees to have access to taxpayer-specific in-
formation for the purposes of undertaking policy analyses or inves-
tigations.

As a general matter, staff who are designated by the chairman 
to review taxpayer-specific information are themselves subject to 
the confidentiality requirements of section 6103. In other words, 
they are required to keep the information confidential, subject to 
criminal and civil penalties. However, section 6103(f)(4)(A) goes on 
to provide that ‘‘[a]ny return or return information obtained by or 
on behalf of such committee . . . may be submitted by the com-
mittee to the Senate or the House of Representatives, or to both.’’ 
Thus, taxpayer-specific information reviewed by the Finance Com-
mittee under section 6103(f) may be disclosed to the full Senate in 
open session, and, hence, to the public,9 but only through the for-
mal and careful process of a Committee vote to make a submission 
to the Senate. 

In the course of this investigation, the Finance Committee has 
received extensive information under section 6103(f). For example, 
Committee staff examined, in detail, how specific applications for 
501(c)(4) status were reviewed, to understand the decision-making 
process that the IRS applied. It also was important to consider 
whether particular applications were from ‘‘conservative’’ or ‘‘pro-
gressive’’ organizations, in order to determine whether the IRS was 
taking an even-handed approach. 

In preparing this report of the investigation, the Finance Com-
mittee has decided, after careful consideration and after consulta-
tion with the Senate Legal Counsel’s office, to include limited tax-
payer information available to the Senate and the public, by mak-
ing a formal submission to the Senate under section 6103(f)(4)(A). 
We have decided to do so for several reasons. 

First, this approach is clearly permissible under section 6103. Al-
though the principal purpose of section 6103 is to protect taxpayer- 
specific information, section 6103 also clearly contemplates the 
need for the public disclosure in compelling circumstances, and it 
establishes a formal and carefully considered process for a release: 
a submission by one of the tax committees to the House or Senate. 

Second, the disclosure of limited taxpayer information facilitates 
a fully informative report. There has been a great deal of specula-
tion about exactly what happened during the IRS review of 
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10 Section 6103 broadly prohibits public disclosure of ‘‘return information’’ in order to protect 
taxpayer privacy. Section 6103(2)(b) defines ‘‘return information’’ as information that can be 
identified with a particular taxpayer, but allows for disclosure of aggregate data for statistical 
analysis as long as that data doesn’t directly or indirectly identify a taxpayer. Therefore, a re-
port that does not contain return information protected under 6103 would necessarily be based 
on aggregated data, making a comprehensive review of the entity specific facts at issue difficult. 

501(c)(4) organizations, and this has important implications for our 
governmental and political institutions. Under Supreme Court and 
IRS interpretations of section 6103, it would be difficult to provide 
a comprehensive review of the facts without making a formal sub-
mission to the Senate and thereby allowing disclosure notwith-
standing section 6103.10 In light of this, we have included some of 
the names of specific organizations, both conservative and progres-
sive, who submitted section 501(c)(4) applications during this pe-
riod, along with details about the handling of the applications 
which are essential to understanding the underlying facts. 

Third, we have limited the disclosure to the minimum necessary 
to provide an informative report. We have omitted material, re-
dacted material, and summarized wherever appropriate, and we 
have disclosed no personal names, financial information, or other 
details that are not necessary to understanding the essential facts. 
We have also, wherever possible, relied on information that already 
is in the public record. 

Accordingly, the Committee has decided, on a bipartisan basis, to 
submit this report, including limited material covered by section 
6103, to the full Senate in open session. We expect that, in the fu-
ture, the Committee will only disclose section 6103 material in 
similarly compelling circumstances and with similar safeguards. 

C. LIMITATION ON THE COMMITTEE’S ACCESS TO RELEVANT
INFORMATION

To fully investigate this matter, the Committee sought all infor-
mation that could have some bearing on how the IRS processed ap-
plications for tax-exempt status from 2010 through 2013. The Com-
mittee considered a vast amount of information—receiving approxi-
mately 1,500,000 pages of documents and conducting interviews of 
32 individuals—that enabled investigators to conduct a thorough 
review and reach the conclusions set forth in this report. Unfortu-
nately, the IRS failed to retain information that may have been rel-
evant to this investigation, which was lost when Lois Lerner’s com-
puter crashed and the IRS errantly disposed of backup data. This 
loss of information was compounded by the IRS’s lack of candor in 
notifying this and other Congressional committees about the miss-
ing documents. The Committee attempted to fill in the information 
gap with records of other employees at the IRS and outside agen-
cies; however, as described below, a large number of Lerner’s 
records were never recovered. As a result, the full extent of the 
IRS’s failings in this matter may never be known. 

In spite of these limitations, the large volume of information we 
have reviewed gives us a high degree of confidence in the accuracy 
of the conclusions reached during our investigation, as described in 
this report. 
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11 Letter from Leonard Oursler to Senator Wyden and Senator Hatch (June 13, 2014). 

1. Summary of Information That Forms a Basis for This Report 

To complete this investigation, Committee staff interviewed 32 
current and former IRS and Treasury Department employees. The 
interviewees included: (1) employees charged with reviewing and 
deciding tax-exempt applications; (2) managers who oversaw those 
employees, including former Acting Commissioner Steven Miller; 
(3) legal experts who were consulted on tax-exempt issues; (4) IRS 
executives and political appointees, including former Commissioner 
Douglas Shulman and Chief Counsel William Wilkins; and (5) two 
former senior Treasury officials, Deputy Secretary Neal Wolin and 
former Chief of Staff Mark Patterson, and current Treasury attor-
ney Hannah Stott-Bumsted. Committee investigators also inter-
viewed numerous individuals who submitted applications on behalf 
of nonprofit organizations or were otherwise involved in the appli-
cation process for 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) entities. The Committee 
sought to interview Lois Lerner, but she declined the Committee’s 
request.

In the course of this investigation, Committee staff reviewed ap-
proximately 1,500,000 pages of documents, the majority of which 
were produced by the IRS and TIGTA: 

• In response to the Committee’s May 20, 2013, document 
request letter and subsequent requests, the IRS provided the 
Committee with approximately 1,300,000 pages of documents. 

• TIGTA provided the Committee with work papers and re-
lated documentation that were used in the compilation of the 
audit report they released on May 14, 2013. TIGTA also pro-
duced other materials requested by the Committee. 

In response to requests of the Committee Chairman and/or Rank-
ing Member, the Federal Election Commission (FEC), the Depart-
ment of the Treasury, and the Department of Justice (DOJ) pro-
vided records to the Committee. The White House also provided a 
production of the limited number of documents that were sent to 
or from Lerner. Additionally, a number of nonprofit organizations 
provided information to the Committee about their interactions 
with the IRS. 

The Committee has asked the IRS and TIGTA to notify the Com-
mittee if they locate additional documents that are relevant to this 
investigation. We will supplement the findings of this report if nec-
essary.

2. The IRS Loss of Data, Failure to Notify Congress in a Timely 
Manner, and Results of TIGTA Investigation 

At 2:00 PM on Friday, June 13, 2014, the IRS first informed the 
Committee that, due to a hard drive crash of Lerner’s computer in 
2011, the IRS had not produced all documents relevant to this in-
vestigation.11 As described below, this disclosure came as a sur-
prise to the Chairman and Ranking Member, who were prepared 
to start the formal process of issuing this report on Monday, June 
16, 2014. Many of the 41 document requests in the Committee’s 
May 20, 2013 letter to the IRS initiating this investigation involved 
records maintained by Lerner. Moreover, this Committee, as well 
as House committees, requested that the IRS produce all emails 
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sent and received by Lerner from 2010 through May 2013. Thus, 
the IRS’s unexpected announcement about Lerner’s hard drive 
crash cast doubt on the completeness of the record upon which the 
Committee’s draft report was based. 

In its June 13 letter, the IRS stated that ‘‘Ms. Lerner’s computer 
crashed in mid–2011’’ and despite ‘‘multiple processes to recover in-
formation . . . the data stored on her computer’s hard drive was 
determined at the time to be ‘unrecoverable’ by the IT profes-
sionals.’’12 As a result, the IRS concluded that ‘‘[a]ny of Ms. 
Lerner’s email that was only stored on that computer’s hard drive 
would have been lost when the hard drive crashed and could not 
be recovered.’’13 The IRS further explained that IRS employees, in-
cluding Lerner, had limited storage space on the network drive and 
therefore had to save messages on their personal computers. Thus, 
the IRS’s revelation about Lerner’s hard drive meant that an un-
known quantity of emails sent and received by Lerner had not been 
retained by the IRS or produced to the Committee. These emails 
were particularly significant since they included messages trans-
mitted during 2010 and the first half of 2011—the period when 
many of the most critical events in this matter occurred. 

Based on the IRS’s June 13 letter and subsequent meetings with 
Commissioner Koskinen, Senators Hatch and Wyden quickly deter-
mined that the full extent of data loss was not known. Accordingly, 
by letter dated June 23, 2014, then-Chairman Wyden and then- 
Ranking Member Hatch asked Inspector General George to inves-
tigate six issues, enumerated in the letter and reproduced below.14

The Committee suspended release of this report until TIGTA com-
pleted its work. 

In response to the Committee’s request, TIGTA commenced a 
thorough investigation that included interviews of 118 witnesses 
and processing and reviewing more than 20 terabytes of data. On 
June 30, 2015, TIGTA issued its final report of investigation. 
TIGTA’s principal findings are as follows, and its full report of in-
vestigation is attached as an exhibit to this report.15

Committee Request #1 to TIGTA: Whether Lerner, and six 
other employees identified by the IRS as possibly suffering a 
loss of data,16 did, in fact, lose data. 

TIGTA concluded that four of the seven employees identified in 
the Committee’s letter experienced hard drive crashes but did not 
lose any data. TIGTA found that the other three employees experi-
enced computer problems that resulted in a data loss: Lerner, Julie 
Chen, and Nancy Heagney. The circumstances of each loss are dis-
cussed below in turn. 

a. Lois Lerner 
TIGTA confirmed that Lerner’s hard drive crash resulted in a 

loss of data. TIGTA determined that Lerner’s hard drive likely 
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17 TIGTA, Exempt Organizations Data Loss, Report of Investigation 54-1406-008-I (June 30, 
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18 Id. p. 9. 
19 Id. p. 10. 
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21 Id. p. 5. 
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23 Id. pp. 5–6. 
24 Id. p. 6. 
25 TIGTA Memorandum of Interview or Activity, Personal Interview of Mauricio Terrazas 
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008-I (June 30, 2014) p. 6. 

27 TIGTA, Exempt Organizations Data Loss, Report of Investigation 54-1406-008-I (June 30, 
2014) p. 6. 

28 Id.

crashed between 5 and 7 P.M. on Saturday, June 11, 2011, based 
on the computer’s failure to respond to a network query at 7 P.M.17

TIGTA attempted to determine if anyone entered Lerner’s office on 
the day of the crash; however, the building security vendor no 
longer maintained logs for this period, so TIGTA was unable to 
reach a conclusion on that issue.18 Lerner ‘‘described coming into 
office in the morning [of Monday, June 13, 2011] and seeing ‘the 
blue screen.’ ’’ 19 Later that morning, a work ticket ‘‘was entered in-
dicating Lerner’s computer screen is black and won’t allow [the] 
employee to log in.’’ 20

At that point, an IRS IT Specialist was assigned to respond to 
Lerner’s work ticket. He told TIGTA that ‘‘he was unable to recover 
any data from the hard drive, and following normal protocol, he re-
placed the hard drive in Lerner’s computer with a new hard 
drive.’’ 21 The IT Specialist ‘‘did not observe any indications of tam-
pering or physical damage to Lerner’s laptop.’’ 22 After replacing 
the hard drive, the IT Specialist noted that Lerner’s computer also 
‘‘needed a new fan system and possibly a heatsink due to over-
heating.’’ 23

The IRS requested technical support from Hewlett-Packard. A 
Hewlett-Packard employee then ‘‘worked on Lerner’s laptop to re-
place the keyboard, trackpad, heat sink, and fan due to an over-
heating issue[.]’’ 24 When interviewed by TIGTA, the Hewlett-Pack-
ard employee did not specifically recall working on Lerner’s com-
puter and ‘‘did not recall, or note in his records, any damage to the 
laptop.’’ 25 When asked for his opinion about the failure, he stated 
many different things, including the environment, can cause dam-
age to a computer, and opined that ‘‘it was unusual for so many 
components to fail at the same time.’’ 26 He also stated that ‘‘there 
are many causes for hard drive failures, although overheating caus-
ing a hard drive failure’’ is uncommon.27 The Hewlett-Packard em-
ployee further told TIGTA that ‘‘[i]f there was severe impact to a 
computer or hard drive, it could internally damage the mechanical 
components of the hard drive making it unusable.’’ 28

An IRS Criminal Investigation Division technician later exam-
ined the hard drive in an attempt to recover data. He ‘‘noted con-
centric scoring of the hard drive platters, opining that the drive 
had failed because the drive heads had impacted the platters while 
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in operation[.]’’ 29 When TIGTA asked Hewlett-Packard employee 
‘‘what scenario could have caused hard drive heads to impact the 
platter of the disk, [he] opined an impact to the laptop or hard 
drive was the most likely cause.’’ 30

During her interview with TIGTA, Lerner ‘‘denied hitting or 
damaging the hard drive intentionally’’ and ‘‘did not recall any inci-
dents that could have damaged her laptop.’’ Moreover, Lerner ‘‘was 
not aware of anyone who might want to destroy the data on her 
computer.’’ 31

Ultimately, TIGTA did not reach a conclusion about the cause of 
Lerner’s hard drive crash. 

Regardless of the cause, Lerner’s hard drive crash erased data 
relevant to Lerner’s job. Lerner told TIGTA that she regularly re-
ceived a large volume of email that exceeded the amount of net-
work storage. To keep her email functioning, Lerner and her assist-
ants, Dawn Marx and Diane Letourneau, regularly moved mes-
sages to folders on her hard drive that were organized by subject.32

Lerner said that her June 2011 computer crash ‘‘resulted in a sig-
nificant amount of data being lost’’ and told TIGTA that it ‘‘cost her 
‘a lot of time’ because so much of her current work was lost.’’ 33

Neither TIGTA nor the IRS could determine the exact number of 
records that were lost, and not subsequently recovered, when 
Lerner’s hard drive crashed. Using an email transaction log main-
tained by the Treasury Department, TIGTA calculated that ‘‘as 
many as 23,000 to 24,000 email messages may not have been pro-
vided to Congress,’’ although TIGTA noted that this estimate 
‘‘could be high’’ because TIGTA was unable to compare these logs 
to documents that the IRS was able to recover from other 
custodians and produced to Congress.34 The IRS’s efforts to recover 
Lerner’s emails through alternate means as described below likely 
yielded some, but not all, of these emails. 

b. Julie Chen 
Chen is a revenue agent in the Cincinnati EO Determinations of-

fice. The hard drive on Chen’s computer crashed on June 12, 2012. 
IRS IT was unable to recover data from her failed hard drive. Chen 
told TIGTA that she saved case documents to her hard drive but 
did not save emails—when her inbox was full, she would delete old 
emails instead of archiving them on her hard drive.35 As a result, 
Chen’s hard drive crash did not result in the loss of any emails po-
tentially responsive to the Committee’s investigation. The IRS tech-
nician who worked on Chen’s crashed computer stated that she did 
not recall any damage to the computer and did not determine a 
cause of the crash; nor was there any indication of intentional data 
loss.36
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c. Nancy Heagney 
Like Chen, Heagney is a revenue agent in the Cincinnati EO De-

terminations office. The hard drive on Heagney’s computer crashed 
on November 6, 2012. Heagney routinely saved letters to taxpayers 
and emails on her hard drive. After the crash, Heagney was able 
to recover some, but not all of the emails archived to her hard 
drive.37 The IRS technician who worked on Heagney’s crashed com-
puter did not know if the computer was damaged and did not de-
termine a cause for the hard drive failure.38 The technician did not 
see any indication of intentional data loss. 

Committee Request #2 to TIGTA: Whether, in addition to 
those seven employees, any of the 112 other IRS employees 
identified as custodians of potentially relevant records suffered 
a data loss. 

Based on a review of IT helpdesk tickets, TIGTA determined that 
31 of the 119 employees (including the 7 employees identified above 
in request #1) experienced ‘‘apparent hard drive failures since 
2009.’’ 39 Based on interviews of these employees and a review of 
records, TIGTA determined that seven of them lost data: Judith 
Kindell, Tax Law Specialist; Justin Palmer, Revenue Agent; Ronald 
Shoemaker, Supervisory Tax Law Specialist; Sonya Adigun, Super-
visory Tax Examining Technician; Kenneth Drexler, Attorney Advi-
sor; Chen; and Heagney. The IRS asserted that the failure rate of 
these employees’ equipment ‘‘is consistent with the industry stand-
ard new equipment failure rate of 5 to 6% over a three-year pe-
riod.’’ 40

TIGTA correctly noted that for three of these employees (Adigun, 
Drexler and Palmer), the IRS did not produce responsive emails or 
documents to Congress.41 Based on the Committee’s review of IRS 
records, it appears that their involvement with this matter was 
minimal, at most. 

Kindell’s hard drive crashed on August 11, 2010, which resulted 
in a loss of ‘‘all of her archived email and work documents.’’ 42

Kindell recovered some of the lost emails by asking coworkers to 
resend them to her; she was unable to recover other electronic doc-
uments.43 The IT Specialist who worked on Kindell’s computer told 
TIGTA that he could not remember the circumstances of Kindell’s 
crash, the cause, or if there were any indications that it may have 
been intentional.44

On March 4, 2011, Shoemaker’s hard drive crashed, resulting in 
the loss of ‘‘all of his archived emails and saved files for the years 
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1994 through 2010,’’ including Shoemaker’s ‘‘managerial files[.]’’ 45

IRS IT was unable to recover the lost documents. When inter-
viewed by TIGTA, the IT Specialist who worked on Shoemaker’s 
computer stated that he was not sure if he had ‘‘ever determined 
what caused Shoemaker’s hard drive to fail.’’ 46

Committee Request #3 to TIGTA: What steps, if any, the IRS 
took to attempt to recover data for each employee who lost 
data.

The measures taken by the IRS to attempt to recover data imme-
diately following the hard drive crashes of Chen, Heagney, Kindell, 
and Shoemaker are described above. 

Efforts to recover data from Lerner’s computer were more sub-
stantial than for the other employees identified above. After the IT 
Specialist who initially responded was unable to recover data, 
Lerner contacted former IRS Associate Chief Information Officer 
Carl Froehlich to say that ‘‘some documents in the files that [were 
lost] are irreplaceable’’ and asked him to take further efforts to re-
cover the files.47 Additional efforts to recover data by the IRS IT 
support and several Hewlett-Packard technicians were unsuccess-
ful, so the hard drive was then sent to IRS Criminal Investigation 
Division’s forensic lab. The IRS Criminal Investigation Division 
was unable to recover any data from the hard drive.48

The IRS Criminal Investigation Division returned the hard drive 
to the IRS’s IT depot in Washington, D.C. The IRS CI technician 
believed that ‘‘data could still potentially be recovered using a third 
party donor hard drive or [by] hiring an outside vendor.’’ 49 The IRS 
IT manager ‘‘confirmed data may have been recoverable by an out-
side vendor, but . . . decided the expense was not justified due to 
financial constraints[.]’’ 50 At this point, the IRS ceased attempts to 
recover data from Lerner’s hard drive. Lerner told TIGTA that she 
‘‘was ‘surprised’ that IRS IT could not do more to recover her 
email[.]’’ 51

After the IRS Office of Chief Counsel became aware of Lerner’s 
hard drive failure in February 2014, the IRS took additional meas-
ures to recover and produce Lerner documents to this Committee, 
other Congressional committees and the Department of Justice. 
The IRS summarized these steps in its June 13, 2013 letter to the 
Committee:

• ‘‘Retraced the collection process for Ms. Lerner’s computer 
to determine that all materials available in May 2013 were col-
lected;’’

• ‘‘Located, processed, and included in [the IRS] production 
email from an earlier 2011 data collection of Ms. Lerner’s 
email;’’
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• ‘‘Confirmed that back-up tapes from 2011 no longer exist 
because they have been recycled (which not uncommon [sic] for 
large organizations in both the private and public sectors);’’ 

• ‘‘Searched email from other custodians for material on 
which Ms. Lerner appears as an author or recipient, then pro-
duced such email.’’ 52

The IRS calculated that these efforts yielded ‘‘approximately 
24,000 Lerner-related emails between January 1, 2009 and April 
2011,’’ which were produced to this and other Committees.53 On
September 5, 2014, the IRS informed the Committee of similar ef-
forts that it took to recover and produce emails sent and received 
by Chen, Heagney, Kindell, and Shoemaker.54 After TIGTA opened 
its investigation of the lost documents in June 2014, the IRS large-
ly ceased efforts to recover additional Lerner emails to avoid inter-
fering with TIGTA’s investigation, although it continued to produce 
documents to the Committee through January 2015. 

Committee Request #4 to TIGTA: Whether any additional 
measures could reasonably be taken to attempt to recover lost 
data; and if so, TIGTA should perform its own analysis of 
whether any data can be salvaged and produced to the Com-
mittee.

An initial question was whether TIGTA could recover data from 
Lerner’s crashed hard drive, as well as hard drives of other 
custodians who lost data (Chen, Heagney, Kindell, and Shoe-
maker). TIGTA did not recover data from any of the hard drives: 

• After the IRS ended its 2011 efforts to recover data from 
Lerner’s hard drive, the IRS grouped it with other failed hard 
drives and gave the failed hard drives to the IRS’s vendor in 
charge of disposing of electronic media. TIGTA determined 
that Lerner’s hard drive was ‘‘more than likely destroyed’’ at 
a shredding facility in Marianna, Florida on April 16, 2012.55

• ‘‘TIGTA was able to locate and take possession of 
Heagney’s failed hard drive, but was unable to recover any in-
formation from the drive using standard forensic tools.’’ 56

TIGTA will see if an outside vendor can recover any informa-
tion.57

• Chen’s failed hard drive was sent to an IRS facility in Cov-
ington, Kentucky in 2012.58

• It is unclear if TIGTA determined the ultimate disposition 
of Kindell and Shoemaker’s failed hard drives. It does not ap-
pear that TIGTA located either of them. 

Next, TIGTA turned to other sources to attempt to recover lost 
data:
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• Backup (disaster recovery) tapes from the IRS’s email 
server;

• Decommissioned exchange server hard drives and associ-
ated backup tapes; 

• Lerner’s Blackberrys and the Blackberry network server; 
• Loaner laptops used by employees while waiting for resolu-

tion of IT problems; and 
• Network transaction logs. 

TIGTA’s efforts, which constituted an enormous amount of work 
over the course of a year, are described in more detail on pages 12– 
20 of its report. In particular, TIGTA activated 744 disaster recov-
ery backup tapes containing a backup of IRS email traffic from ap-
proximately November 2012. From the sources identified above, 
TIGTA produced approximately 6,400 documents to the Committee 
in April, May and June 2015. TIGTA subsequently determined that 
the IRS had not produced approximately 1,330 of these document 
to this Committee, other Congressional committees, DOJ, or 
TIGTA.59

Finally, TIGTA examined the IRS’s instant messaging system 
(called the Office Communicator Server (OCS)) to see if they could 
recover records related to the Committee’s investigation. These 
messages were of particular interest to the Committee, as Lerner 
had asked an IT employee in April 2013 if OCS conversations were 
searchable and could be produced to Congress: 

I had a question today about OCS. I was cautioning 
folks about email and how we have had several occasions 
where Congress has asked for emails and there has been 
an electronic search for responsive emails—so we need to 
be cautious for what we say in emails. Someone asked if 
OCS conversations were also searchable—I don’t know, but 
told them I would get back to them. Do you know? 60

TIGTA determined that under the terms of the IRS’s collective 
bargaining agreement, the IRS agreed that it would not automati-
cally save OCS messages. The only way that messages would be 
saved is if an individual employee copied the text into an email or 
other electronic document. TIGTA found that this retention policy 
was not necessarily a violation of National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA) guidance, noting that ‘‘[w]hether OCS is 
being used according to NARA’s guidance depends on how OCS 
end-users are utilizing the program.’’ 61 TIGTA was not able to re-
cover the substance of any OCS sessions between Lerner and other 
employees.62

Committee Request #5 to TIGTA: For each employee who lost 
data, the date when the IRS first became aware that it had 
lost information potentially relevant to the Committee’s inves-
tigation.

The Committee asked this question because it did not learn of 
any loss of potentially relevant data until June 2014. TIGTA’s re-
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port contains the following information about when the IRS first 
learned that it may have been missing data from Chen, Heagney, 
Kindell, and Shoemaker: 

• In her interview with TIGTA, Chen noted that she dis-
closed the hard drive crash at the time when she received an 
IRS litigation hold in May or June 2013. It is unclear what, if 
anything, the IRS did in response.63

• In his interview with TIGTA, Shoemaker said that during 
at least one interview with a Congressional committee, DOJ, or 
TIGTA, he mentioned that his hard drive had crashed. (He did 
not disclose this issue during his interview with the Finance 
Committee.) It is unclear if the IRS was aware of this disclo-
sure and what, if anything, the IRS did in response.64

• TIGTA’s report did not include information about when 
the IRS first learned that Kindell and Heagney lost data po-
tentially relevant to this investigation. 

TIGTA’s report and interviews establish the following timeline of 
the IRS’s knowledge of Lerner’s hard drive crash, and whether it 
resulted in data loss: 

• February 2 or 3, 2014—While the IRS was preparing a 
production of Lerner emails, former Counselor to the IRS Com-
missioner Catherine Duval ‘‘noted a gap’’ in the number of 
Lerner emails sent before July 2011. Duval brought the gap to 
the attention of Thomas Kane, Deputy Associate Chief Counsel 
for Procedure & Administration.65

• February 3, 2014—Duval and Kane mentioned the gap in 
Lerner emails at an internal meeting with Christopher Stern-
er, Deputy Chief Counsel for Operations, and Stephen Man-
ning, Deputy Chief Information Officer. The group decided to 
further investigate.66

• February 4, 2014—After investigation by attorneys under 
Kane’s supervision, ‘‘it was determined that Lerner experi-
enced a hard drive failure in June 2011.’’ 67

• February 5 or 6, 2014—Kane, Sterner, Duval and Manning 
met again to discuss the issue. Kane noted that IRS Chief 
Counsel William Wilkins ‘‘was included in the discussion at 
some point.’’ According to Kane, the discussion ‘‘included 
whether to notify Congress or whether more information was 
needed. The discussion also included how much of Lerner’s 
emails could be located elsewhere.’’ In his interview with 
TIGTA, Kane noted that ‘‘one or two Congressional commit-
tees’’ were planning to release reports around that time, in-
cluding the Senate Committee on Finance. Kane told TIGTA 
that it was decided to ‘‘not to report half or part of the story 
as Lerner emails were expected to be produced for some time 
in the future.’’ 68
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• March and April 2014—The IRS searched electronic 
records of other IRS employees for emails to and from Lerner. 
The IRS located a total of 24,000 emails.69

• April 2014—Koskinen told TIGTA that he was ‘‘first told 
about Lerner’s hard drive failure in April 2014 by Duval, but 
was advised that a hard drive failure did not necessarily mean 
a loss of data.’’ Koskinen explained to TIGTA that at this 
point, ‘‘Duval was leading an effort to validate that email were 
actually missing; and, not that the gap in email was attrib-
utable to something like an error in the backup system’’ or 
some other error. Koskinen noted that this error checking ‘‘was 
completed in April 2014.’’ 70

• Mid-April 2014—Duval informed Treasury attorney Han-
nah Stott-Bumsted that ‘‘there was an issue they (the IRS Of-
fice of Chief Counsel) were looking into regarding Lerner’s 
emails.’’ 71

• April, May, and June 2014—Led by Duval, the IRS pre-
pared a ‘‘white paper’’ that would be used to ‘‘notify Congress 
of the problem identified regarding the Lerner emails, how it 
was discovered and what steps were taken to fill in the ap-
parent gap in her emails.’’ 72 Koskinen told TIGTA that he 
‘‘wanted to secure as many emails that the IRS could locate 
. . . in order to provide a more complete reporting to Con-
gress. . . .’’ 73

In summary, in early February 2014, the IRS first became aware 
that it may have lost Lerner documents potentially relevant to this 
investigation. By the end of April 2014 at the latest, the IRS had 
confirmed that relevant emails had been lost. 

Committee Request #6 to TIGTA: Whether there is any evi-
dence of a deliberate effort to withhold information from the 
Committee.

As described above, TIGTA could not come to a conclusion about 
the cause of Lerner’s hard drive crash. TIGTA did not suggest that 
the hard drive failures of the other four employees was deliberate 
or intended to withhold information from Congress, DOJ, or 
TIGTA. Overall, TIGTA stated that ‘‘[n]o evidence was uncovered 
that any IRS employees had been directed to destroy or hide infor-
mation from Congress, the DOJ, or TIGTA.’’ 74 The National Ar-
chives and Records Administration told the Committee that they do 
not believe the IRS violated federal recordkeeping laws 75 and Paul 
Wester, Chief Records Officer at NARA told TIGTA that IRS ‘‘did 
nothing wrong as far as safeguarding records.’’ 76
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However, several of TIGTA’s other findings cast doubt on the 
thoroughness of the IRS’s efforts to recover all relevant records re-
lated to this investigation, as well as its candor to this and other 
Congressional committees. 

First, less than two weeks into its investigation, TIGTA identi-
fied 744 backup server tapes that were likely to contain Lerner doc-
uments.77 The IRS did not attempt to recover data from these 
tapes, errantly determining that they had already been recycled, or 
believed that they did not contain relevant data. Indeed, until May 
22, 2013, the IRS practice was to reuse and recycle old backup 
tapes every six months as a cost-saving measure.78 Thus, with this 
practice in place, prior to the beginning of Congressional investiga-
tions the IRS should have already recycled any backup tapes con-
taining Lerner emails lost when her hard drive crashed in June 
2011. This would prove to be incorrect, and TIGTA was able to re-
cover approximately 1,007 emails that had not been previously pro-
vided by the IRS to the Committee, although most of those mes-
sages were sent after Lerner’s June 2011 hard drive crash.79

A second troubling finding is that in 2014, the IRS may have un-
wittingly destroyed a separate batch of relevant backup tapes. 
TIGTA discovered that in March of 2014—after top IRS officials 
learned that Lerner’s hard drive had crashed—IRS employees at a 
storage facility in West Virginia ‘‘magnetically erased 422 backup 
tapes that are believed to have contained Lerner’s emails that were 
responsive to Congressional demands and subpoenas.’’ 80

The email server housing these backup tapes was located in New 
Carrollton, Maryland, and around May 2011, the IRS migrated to 
a new location in order to consolidate data centers.81 The New 
Carrollton server was then decommissioned and disassembled, and 
in April 2012, the majority, but not all, of the equipment was de-
stroyed.82 Several hard drives and backup tapes from the decom-
missioned server continued to be stored in New Carrollton until 
December 2013, when the IRS had them removed in order to ren-
ovate the space.83 These components, server hard drives and 
backup tapes, were shipped to a storage facility in West Virginia.84

According to TIGTA, the employees ‘‘did not degauss the server 
hard drives that were shipped with the backup tapes because their 
interpretation of the CTO’s May 22, 2013, e-mail directive was that 
it was meant to preserve hard drives only.’’ 85 However, the IRS 
employees did degauss the server backup tapes. Ultimately, TIGTA 
identified an additional 422 backup tapes which were used to back 
up Lerner’s email between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 
2011, but were errantly erased on March 4, 2014.86

Although it took TIGTA extensive time and resources to locate, 
identify, and process these tapes and produce relevant records, this 
type of effort was justified given the extent of data lost and the in-
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terest in this matter by Congress, the DOJ and the public. The IRS 
should have exhausted this possibility before it informed the Com-
mittee that ‘‘back-up tapes from 2011 no longer exist,’’ which 
proved to be wholly incorrect.87

TIGTA noted that it ‘‘did not uncover evidence that the IRS and 
its employees purposely erased the tapes in order to conceal re-
sponsive e-mails from the Congress, the DOJ and TIGTA.’’ 88 In-
stead, the decision to erase these tapes appeared to be the result 
of employees being unaware of, or misinterpreting, several IRS di-
rectives to preserve documents: 

• The IRS issued litigation holds in May and June 2013 for 
records related to this matter. 

• In May 2013, IRS Chief Technology Officer Terence 
Milholland ‘‘sent an e-mail to his senior managers responsible 
for destroying media and asked them to preserve media that 
might contain e-mail or data related to ‘investigations’ that 
were occurring.’’ 89

• On February 3, 2014, Duval sent a message to Deputy CIO 
Manning confirming a previous conversation with him about 
an ‘‘apparent lack of Lois Lerner email from before May 9, 
2011.’’ Per their earlier discussion, Duval asked Manning to 
take several steps, including to ‘‘ensure that the earliest pos-
sible network back-up tapes are available for review’’ and 
‘‘[c]onfirm that no back-up tapes have been recycled since the 
hold on recycling was instituted last spring[.]’’ 90

Milholland told TIGTA that he was ‘‘blown away’’ to learn that 
the 422 backup tapes had been destroyed and opined that it ‘‘was 
more significant than the loss of Lerner’s hard drive.’’ 91 We agree 
that these tapes should not have been destroyed and are dis-
appointed that IRS senior management did not adequately secure 
them.

Finally, TIGTA’s report shines light on the IRS’s failure to notify 
Congress of the missing documents in a timely fashion. It is under-
standable that the IRS would take some amount of time to assess 
the information gap and possible solutions before contacting Con-
gress. But the IRS’s decision to wait more than four months is in-
excusable, particularly in view of the following: 

• Duval and other senior employees believed the information 
gap to be significant enough to raise with Chief Counsel Wil-
kins in early February 2014, and with Commissioner Koskinen 
no later than April 2014. 

• Based on testimony from Kane, it appears that the IRS 
was unconcerned with the possibility that this Committee or 
any other Congressional committee may have issued a report 
before the IRS disclosed the problem. 
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• Duval informed the Treasury Department about this issue 
in April 2014, which in turn informed the White House shortly 
thereafter.92

• During the period when the IRS knew about the data loss 
but did not tell the Committee, Committee staff were routinely 
in contact with the IRS—including Duval and other employees 
who had direct knowledge of the data loss—about issues re-
lated to production of documents. During these conversations, 
Committee staff informed Duval that the Committee would re-
quire Commissioner Koskinen to sign a statement attesting to 
the completeness of the IRS’s productions. Committee staff 
first raised this issue to Duval on March 27, 2014, and raised 
it repeatedly in April, May and early June. Neither Duval nor 
any other IRS employee gave any indication that the IRS had 
lost documents, a fact that would materially affect the IRS’s 
ability to provide the required statement. 

• The IRS disclosed the data loss only when Committee staff 
informed Duval that release of the report was imminent, and 
placed a deadline on receipt of Commissioner Koskinen’s 
signed statement of Friday, June 13, 2014—the date when the 
IRS finally informed the Committee of the data loss. 

• Even after the IRS disclosed Lerner’s hard drive crash, it 
failed to provide a full account of what it knew to the Com-
mittee. When IRS senior staff briefed Committee staff on June 
16, they informed the Committee only of Lerner’s hard drive 
crash. Just hours later, the IRS told staff of a House committee 
that the IRS may have lost records of several other IRS em-
ployees who were relevant to this investigation. As a result, 
the Chairman and Ranking Member did not get a complete ac-
count of what the IRS knew until later that week. 

Instead of proactively informing the Committee about the infor-
mation gap, the IRS took the opposite approach. In a March 19, 
2014 letter to Senator Wyden, Commissioner Koskinen said: 

We are transmitting today additional information 
that we believe completes our production to your 
committee and the House Ways and Means committee of 
documents we have identified as related to the processing 
and review of applications for tax-exempt status as de-
scribed in the May 2013 TIGTA report. . . . 

In light of these productions, I hope that the inves-
tigations can be concluded in the very near future.93

Even if Commissioner Koskinen was not personally aware of the 
information gap at the time of this letter, the statements contained 
in this letter—which were surely made with the knowledge of sen-
ior IRS employees aware of the efforts underway to recover missing 
Lerner emails—were deeply misleading. These statements stood 
uncorrected for nearly three months, even after the Commissioner 
learned that his staff was still attempting to recover Lerner docu-
ments. Indeed, if the Committee had released its report as hoped 
for in the letter from Commissioner Koskinen, it would have been 
based on an incomplete record. 
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By failing to locate and preserve records, making inaccurate as-
sertions about the existence of backup data, and failing to disclose 
to Congress the fact that records were missing, the IRS impeded 
the Committee’s investigation. These actions had the effect of deny-
ing the Committee access to records that may have been relevant 
and, ultimately, delayed the investigation’s conclusion by more 
than one year. Without the IRS’s candor, this Committee cannot 
fulfill its charge of overseeing the administration of the tax code. 

3. Actions Taken by Committee Investigators To Mitigate the 
Information Gap 

After the IRS notified the Committee of the loss of data, the 
Committee took several actions to mitigate the information gap: 

• As described above, the Committee asked TIGTA to search 
for and recover documents, which resulted in the discovery and 
production of 1,330 records that had not been previously pro-
duced to the Committee. 

• The IRS took remedial steps to recover and produce emails 
for Lerner, Chen, Heagney, Kindell, and Shoemaker, as de-
scribed in the letter of September 5, 2014.94 On July 1, 2015, 
Commissioner Koskinen signed a declaration attesting to the 
completeness of the IRS’s productions, and promising that the 
IRS will promptly produce any additional relevant records if 
they are discovered.95

• After a review of Lerner’s communications, Committee 
staff determined that Lerner had sent and/or received emails 
from employees of the Treasury Department, the DOJ, and the 
FEC during the relevant period. Senator Hatch requested that 
these agencies search for communications between their em-
ployees and Lerner. In response, each agency produced docu-
ments to the Committee. 

• On June 18, 2014, the White House produced emails be-
tween its employees and Lerner.96

• Based on a review of Lerner’s communications, Committee 
staff determined that Lerner frequently sent and received mes-
sages from a friend who used his corporate email address. 
Some of these messages were relevant to the Committee’s in-
vestigation. Senator Hatch requested that the employer 
produce all messages between this employee and Lerner, and 
the company complied. 

Even with the benefit of information from these sources, an infor-
mation gap remains. The full number of records that were lost and 
not recovered will never be known. Nor is it possible to know if 
these records would alter any of the findings in this report. 

Although it was not possible to completely reproduce the records 
lost by the IRS, the Committee exhausted every possibility for ob-
taining copies of relevant records. We are satisfied that these ef-
forts have enabled the Committee to issue as comprehensive of a 
report as possible under the circumstances, and we believe that our 
conclusions are supported by the record. 
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D. LEGAL BACKGROUND OF 501(C)(3) AND 501(C)(4) ORGANIZATIONS

The Committee’s investigation chiefly concerns organizations ap-
plying for tax-exempt status under sections 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 

An organization may qualify for exemption under section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code if it is organized and oper-
ated for religious, charitable, educational and certain other speci-
fied purposes.97 These organizations may not directly or indirectly 
‘‘participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distrib-
uting of statements), any political campaign on behalf of (or in op-
position to) any candidate for public office.’’ 98 This prohibition is 
absolute.99 Thus, if a 501(c)(3) organization engages in any amount 
of prohibited campaign intervention, the IRS may revoke its tax- 
exempt status and impose an excise tax.100

Section 501(c)(4) provides tax-exempt status for organizations op-
erated ‘‘exclusively for the promotion of social welfare.’’ 101 In 1959, 
the Treasury promulgated regulations that interpreted ‘‘operated 
exclusively’’ to mean ‘‘primarily engaged’’ in social welfare activi-
ties.102 As a result, the IRS considers an organization to qualify for 
tax-exemption under section 501(c)(4) if its primary activity is ‘‘pro-
moting in some way the common good and general welfare of the 
people of the community.’’ 103 The regulations provide that political 
campaign intervention is not a social welfare activity,104 but a 
group recognized as tax-exempt under section 501(c)(4) may engage 
in unlimited issue advocacy related to its exempt purpose and some 
political campaign intervention, as long as the group is primarily 
engaged in social welfare.105
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Section 501(c)(3) organizations must apply to the IRS to be recog-
nized for tax-exempt status.106 Although the tax law allows section 
501(c)(4) organizations to operate as tax-exempt without applying 
for IRS recognition of their status, most organizations apply for an 
IRS determination.107 Another important distinction is that donors 
to 501(c)(3) organizations may generally take a tax deduction for 
the amount of their donation, while donations to 501(c)(4) organiza-
tions are not tax-deductible.108

Generally, the tax laws do not require 501(c)(3) public charities 
or 501(c)(4) organizations to publicly disclose the identity of their 
donors.109 By contrast, the identity of donors to section 527 polit-
ical organizations are made public, as well as periodic reports of 
contributions and expenditures filed by such organizations.110

E. STRUCTURE OF THE IRS EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS DIVISION AND
GENERAL IRS PROCEDURES FOR REVIEWING APPLICATIONS FOR
TAX-EXEMPT STATUS

The IRS used the general processes described in this section dur-
ing all times relevant to the Committee’s investigation from 2009 
through May 2013.111

The EO Division within the IRS reviewed all applications for tax- 
exempt status. As described below, revenue agents in the Cin-
cinnati EO Determinations office resolved approximately 85% of in-
coming applications after reviewing the initial application with lit-
tle or no additional follow-up. On some occasions, EO Technical or 
the Office of Chief Counsel, which are both located in Washington, 
D.C., reviewed applications. The IRS routinely elevated ‘‘sensitive’’ 
issues within the EO Division and to higher-level IRS manage-
ment, sometimes up to the Office of the Commissioner. 

At all times relevant to the Committee’s investigation, the EO 
Division had the following basic structure and management: 
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All applications for tax-exempt status were initially routed to the 
IRS’s EO Determinations office in Cincinnati, Ohio. The EO Deter-
minations office was comprised of 13 ‘‘Groups’’ that processed appli-
cations for tax exemption. One group was responsible for per-
forming an initial screening of applications. Employees in this 
group, referred to as ‘‘screeners,’’ typically spent about 15–30 min-
utes reviewing an incoming application and completed 20–30 appli-
cations per day. Screeners had four options available for each ap-
plication:

1. Recommend approval of applications that raised no issues 
(approximately 35% of applications). The screening group man-
ager would then conduct a final review of the draft approval 
letter to the applicant. 

2. Refer the case to other EO determinations agents for 
minor development (approximately 50% of applications). These 
applicants appeared to meet the requirements for tax-exempt 
status but lacked some required information, such as the arti-
cles of incorporation. 

3. Refer the case to other EO determinations agents for full 
development (approximately 13% of applications). Applications 
in this category left open questions as to the adequacy and 
scope of their exempt purposes, the inurement of a private ben-
efit, or the presence of activities inconsistent with exempt sta-
tus.

4. Return a grossly incomplete application to the organiza-
tion (approximately 2% of applications). If an application was 
missing pages or submitted on the wrong form, the screener 
could return the application and require re-submission.112

Applications in the second and third categories were sent from 
the screener to revenue agents in the EO Determinations office, 
who would then follow up with the applicant to develop the case. 
While many of these revenue agents worked in Cincinnati, some 
were located in other IRS offices around the country. The develop-
ment process varied from case to case but typically included tele-
phone calls and written correspondence (development letters) be-
tween the IRS and the applicant’s point of contact. Revenue agents 
had a fair amount of discretion about which issues needed to be de-
veloped and how much information was necessary. 

Most applications for tax-exempt status that were received by EO 
Determinations were processed to completion by EO Determina-
tions employees without outside assistance. Certain applications, 
such as those that raised complex or novel questions or that con-
tained sensitive or high-profile issues, were sent to EO Technical. 
Typically, applications that were received in EO Technical were as-
signed to a highly-graded Tax Law Specialist in one of the four EO 
Technical Groups. The Tax Law Specialist could either assume full 
control of the application or continue to work on the application in 
conjunction with an EO Determinations revenue agent. The Tax 
Law Specialist was responsible for developing the facts of the appli-
cation, applying the law to those facts, reaching a conclusion, and 
preparing a proposed determination on the application for tax ex-
emption. The Tax Law Specialist then submitted the proposed de-
termination to a ‘‘reviewer’’ within the Tax Law Specialist’s Group. 
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The Group Manager could also decide to review the proposed deter-
mination at this time, or could allow the Tax Law Specialist and 
the reviewer to make the final determination. A final determina-
tion was made on a majority of applications at the Group level. 

The Internal Revenue Manual (IRM) also specified certain issues 
that should be elevated within the IRS organization, including 
‘‘sensitive’’ issues, issues that impact a large number of individuals, 
issues involving significant dollar amounts, issues that were or 
could become newsworthy, and issues requiring coordination with 
the Office of Chief Counsel or Treasury. The primary way of ele-
vating these issues was through a Sensitive Case Report (SCR), 
which was usually prepared by the manager in charge of the issue. 
The SCR contained a summary of the facts, why the issue was im-
portant, and the proposed resolution.113 SCRs about tax-exempt 
issues were periodically distributed to EO management, including 
Lerner and her advisors, and certain reports were also sent to top- 
level IRS management, including the Office of the IRS Commis-
sioner. As discussed in greater detail below, the Committee deter-
mined that SCRs had little practical value as a tool for guiding dif-
ficult issues to resolution, as they were routinely ignored—and 
sometimes not even read—by top management. 

Once EO Technical placed an application on an SCR, additional 
procedures were followed before a final determination could be 
made. A proposed determination made at the Group level could not 
be effectuated without first providing the Manager of EO Technical 
with an opportunity to review the proposal. After the Manager of 
EO Technical completed his/her review, then the proposed deter-
mination was sent to the Director of Rulings and Agreements for 
additional review. Accordingly, including an application or other 
matter on an SCR meant that at a minimum, the proposed deter-
mination would undergo two additional levels of review (EO Tech-
nical Manager, Director, Rulings and Agreements). These addi-
tional levels of review invariably required more time to complete, 
thereby delaying the ultimate disposition of the application. 

In limited circumstances, pending applications were referred to 
the Office of Chief Counsel in Washington, D.C. The only cases 
that required mandatory review by the Office of Chief Counsel 
were proposed denials of tax-exempt status under section 
501(c)(3).114 All other applications could be sent to the Office of 
Chief Counsel for discretionary reasons specified in the IRM, in-
cluding applications that presented novel issues of law or the possi-
bility of litigation.115
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III. FINDINGS OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE 
AND SUMMARY OF SUPPORTING FACTS 

This section sets forth the bipartisan findings of the investigation and summarizes 
the supporting facts, some of which are described in greater detail later in 
this report. 

The bipartisan investigation conducted by Committee Staff iden-
tified a pattern of mismanagement commencing in 2010 by IRS 
management officials in their direction, or lack thereof, of the proc-
essing of applications for tax exemption submitted by Tea Party 
and other political advocacy organizations. This pattern of mis-
management consisted of both an underestimation of the political 
sensitivity of these applications and an overestimation of the effec-
tiveness of a number of management initiatives aimed at proc-
essing these legally and factually complex applications. Most of 
these initiatives ended in failure. As a result, Tea Party and other 
political advocacy groups experienced long delays in the resolution 
of their applications, extending in many instances for two, three or 
even four years. 

A. IRS MANAGEMENT LACKED AN APPRECIATION FOR THE
SENSITIVITY AND VOLATILITY OF POLITICAL ADVOCACY APPLICATIONS

One of the first Tea Party applications received by the IRS was 
flagged as a possible ‘‘high profile’’ case by Jack Koester, a screener 
in EO Determinations. (See Section VI(A).) Koester believed that 
the application was ‘‘high profile’’ because it had been submitted by 
an organization identifying itself as part of the Tea Party move-
ment, a movement that was receiving substantial media coverage 
at the time. In addition to the potential for media interest in the 
application, Koester took note that the Tea Party organization indi-
cated in its application that it was seeking to engage in political 
discourse, an issue that could affect its status as a tax-exempt enti-
ty.

Koester’s immediate managers, up to and including Cindy Thom-
as, EO Determinations Program Manager, agreed with Koester’s 
assessment that the application was ‘‘high profile.’’ Thomas ele-
vated the application to EO Technical in Washington D.C. Shortly 
thereafter, Steve Grodnitzky, Acting Manager for EO Technical, 
concluded that the application, as well as all other applications re-
ceived from Tea Party groups, met the criteria for the preparation 
of a SCR. The purpose of an SCR is to apprise upper management 
of applications that warrant their attention because they present a 
significant issue or raise a notable concern.116 In the case of the 
Tea Party applications, the issue was that the applications could 
attract significant media and Congressional attention. Carter Hull, 
a Tax Law Specialist in EO Technical, was assigned the Tea Party 
cases and prepared the first SCR on them in April 2010. There-
after, either Hull or Hilary Goehausen, another Tax Law Specialist 
in EO Technical, prepared an SCR on these applications every 
month until 2013. 
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During the summer of 2010, Tax Exempt and Government Enti-
ties (TE/GE) Division Executive Assistant Richard Daly sent 
monthly emails to senior IRS management that contained SCRs 
about important pending issues within the TE/GE divisions. The 
SCRs transmitted by Daly were a subset of all SCRs that had been 
prepared by divisions within TE/GE, and included only the issues 
that were deemed most necessary for elevation to upper manage-
ment.117 Included in Daly’s messages were the SCRs about the Tea 
Party applications prepared by Hull on May 24, 2010, June 22, 
2010, and July 26, 2010.118 These SCRs identified three Tea Party 
organizations by name; discussed the legal issue as ‘‘whether these 
organizations are involved in campaign intervention’’; enumerated 
how many similar applications had been received; and explained 
how employees in Cincinnati and Washington were processing the 
applications.119

Although the Tea Party SCR was sent multiple times directly to 
IRS upper management in 2010, the SCR went unnoticed: 

• Division Commissioner of TE/GE, Sarah Hall Ingram, re-
ceived all three of Daly’s messages containing the Tea Party 
SCR in 2010. Ingram had no memory of reviewing any of the 
Tea Party SCRs sent to her, asserting that ‘‘I did not read 
these [Tea Party SCRs].’’ 120 She explained that this was not 
out of the ordinary; Ingram routinely disregarded SCRs as she 
did ‘‘not personally [find] them particularly useful docu-
ments.’’ 121 Instead of reading the SCRs herself, Ingram ‘‘relied 
on [the TE/GE] directors to bring me the ones they thought 
they were worried about.’’ 122

• Deputy Commissioner of TE/GE, Joseph Grant, also re-
ceived all three of Daly’s messages containing the Tea Party 
SCR in 2010. Grant viewed SCRs as ‘‘a heads up or an aware-
ness of something that was going on,’’ but, like Ingram, Grant 
did not routinely read them.123 Although he received three Tea 
Party SCRs in 2010, Grant claimed that he was not aware of 
the Tea Party applications in 2010.124

• Assistant Deputy Commissioner for Services & Enforce-
ment (S&E), Nikole Flax, received two of Daly’s messages con-
taining the Tea Party SCR. One of Flax’s duties was to review 
incoming SCRs and inform the Deputy Commissioner for S&E, 
Steven Miller, of the most significant issues.125 Flax had no 
recollection of reviewing either of the Tea Party SCRs sent to 
her in summer 2010 or discussing them with Miller.126 Miller
also had no memory of reviewing these SCRs in 2010 or dis-
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cussing them with Flax.127 Flax noted that she never met with 
Miller to discuss SCRs.128

These IRS upper-level managers, by virtue of the positions they 
held, had the authority and the responsibility to ensure that the 
applications for exemption filed by Tea Party and other political 
advocacy groups did not languish in a bureaucratic morass. They 
were uniquely positioned to shape and direct the IRS’s response to 
the influx of applications for exemption by Tea Party and other po-
litical advocacy groups first seen in 2010. Since they either did not 
bother to read the SCRs sent to them in 2010 or had no recollection 
of having read them, they forfeited the opportunity to exert their 
management influence to ensure that the applications were being 
properly processed. Each of these managers also told Committee 
Staff that they did not learn about the delays and other processing 
issues that Tea Party and other political advocacy groups had en-
countered until 2012, when media reports and Congressional in-
quiries regarding those processing issues began to appear. By that 
time, they were essentially managing a crisis. 

Other managers like Lois Lerner, Rob Choi, Director of Rulings 
and Agreements, and Holly Paz, EO Technical Manager and later 
Director of Rulings and Agreements, all were aware of the Tea 
Party SCRs early in 2010.129 Yet they simply failed to recognize 
the sensitivity of the applications and the potential for adverse 
media and Congressional reaction if those applications were not re-
solved in a reasonable period of time. Perhaps this failure to appre-
ciate the sensitivity of the political advocacy applications was best 
summarized by Nikole Flax, who was asked by Committee Staff if 
the IRS was looking at the issue of political campaign intervention 
by 501(c)(4) organizations in 2010. Flax responded that ‘‘I wasn’t 
aware that this was, like, a big issue at the time; that that was 
a bigger issue than all of the other sensitive issues that EO was 
dealing with.’’ 130

The volatility of these applications appears to have been better 
understood by staff-level employees than by their managers. For 
example, Elizabeth Hofacre, an EO Determinations agent, stated to 
Committee Staff that ‘‘because of the nature of these cases, the 
high profile characteristics, that it could really have, you know, im-
ploded.’’ 131 Hofacre likened working with the Tea Party cases dur-
ing the period in 2010 when no determinations were being made 
on the applications to ‘‘[w]alking through a mine field.’’ 132

In the context of the Tea Party and other political advocacy ap-
plications, the identification of applications as ‘‘sensitive’’ or ‘‘high 
profile’’ and the preparation of SCRs proved to be no more than a 
paper exercise. The managers who had the responsibility and the 
authority to oversee the processing of the applications and who 
were the intended recipients of the information in the SCRs, either 
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elected to ignore the SCRs and thus missed the opportunity to en-
sure that the IRS properly managed this workload, or failed to rec-
ognize the sensitivity of the applications and take steps early in the 
process to develop a plan to address their resolution. 

Moreover, placing the Tea Party and other political advocacy ap-
plications on the SCR subjected those applications to further delays 
by requiring that they undergo additional levels of review. (See 
Section VI(A)(5).) The managers—who either did not recognize the 
sensitivity of the applications or who did not make the effort to 
keep informed of issues that could adversely impact taxpayers or 
the IRS—effectively nullified the salutary effects of the SCR proc-
ess, while leaving in place those parts of the SCR process that 
could delay resolution of the applications. 

B. IRS MANAGEMENT ALLOWED EMPLOYEES TO USE INAPPROPRIATE
SCREENING CRITERIA THAT FOCUSED ON APPLICANTS’ NAMES AND
POLICY POSITIONS

Since the early 2000s, the IRS used various methods to alert EO 
employees of important issues that could arise when reviewing in-
coming applications for tax-exempt status. (See Section V.) In 2010, 
EO Determinations managers consolidated several lists of current 
and past issues into a single document, called the BOLO list or 
spreadsheet, an acronym for Be On the Lookout. From August 2010 
until May 2013, the BOLO spreadsheet was distributed to all EO 
Determinations employees, who used it as a reference tool when 
screening and reviewing applications for tax-exempt status. The 
BOLO spreadsheet was comprised of five ‘‘tabs’’: 133

Tab name Tab characteristics / purpose 

Emerging Issues ..................... • Groups of applications for which there is no established case law or precedent. 
• Issues arising from significant current events (excluding disaster relief organizations). 
• Issues arising from changes to tax law or other significant world events. 

Watch List ............................... • Applications have not yet been received. 
• Issues were the result of significant changes in tax law or world events and would re-

quire ‘‘special handling’’ by the IRS when received. 
TAG (also referred to as Po-

tential Abusive).
• Abusive tax avoidance transactions including abusive promoters and fake determination 

letters.
• Activities that were fraudulent in nature including: applications that materially mis-

represented operations or finances, activities conducted contrary to tax law (e.g. Foreign 
Conduits).

• Applicants with potential terrorist connections. 
TAG Historical (also referred 

to as Potential Abusive 
Historical).

• TAG issues that were no longer encountered, but that were of historical significance. 

Coordinated Processing .......... • Multiple applications grouped together to ensure uniform processing. 
• Existing precedent or guidance does not exist. 

The BOLO spreadsheet itself was not problematic; on the con-
trary, if used properly, it could have been an effective way for man-
agement to communicate important directives to employees. 

A managerial failure occurred when the initial BOLO spread-
sheet was distributed in August 2010 containing a ‘‘Tea Party’’ 
entry that TIGTA found to be ‘‘inappropriate,’’ because the mere 
use of the words ‘‘Tea Party’’ should not have been enough to trig-
ger review. At that time, EO Determinations managers up to, and 
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including, Cindy Thomas were aware of the ‘‘Tea Party’’ entry.134

The problematic ‘‘Tea Party’’ entry under the Emerging Issues tab 
of the spreadsheet read as follows: ‘‘[t]hese cases involve various 
local organizations in the Tea Party movement [that] are applying 
for exemption under 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4).’’ 135 The BOLO spread-
sheet directed agents to send Tea Party applications to Group 7822 
and specified that Elizabeth Hofacre was the coordinator. A similar 
‘‘Tea Party’’ entry remained on every subsequent version of the 
BOLO spreadsheet until July 2011. 

During that time, EO Determinations employees also screened 
incoming applications using words related to the Tea Party, such 
as ‘‘Patriots’’ and ‘‘9/12.’’ As a result of these practices, every incom-
ing application from a Tea Party or related conservative organiza-
tion was sent to Group 7822 for further review—whether or not it 
reflected potential political campaign intervention—which ulti-
mately resulted in heightened scrutiny and extended delays. 

The versions of the BOLO spreadsheet that were circulated in 
2010 and 2011 also contained entries describing ‘‘Progressive’’ ap-
plicants on the TAG Historical tab of the spreadsheet, as well as 
‘‘ACORN Successors’’ on the Watch List tab of the spreadsheet. 
(See Section V(C).) 

Paz and Lerner, who comprised upper-level EO management in 
Washington, D.C., claimed that they were unaware of the ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ BOLO spreadsheet entry until July 2011. As managers who 
were ultimately responsible for how the approximately 300 employ-
ees in EO Determinations reviewed incoming applications, this rep-
resents another significant management failing. Lerner, in par-
ticular, demonstrated a lack of understanding about how EO Deter-
minations employees performed their day-to-day jobs, which ham-
pered her ability to effectively manage EO.136

Following a meeting in July 2011, Lerner directed that the ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ BOLO criteria be changed to neutral language that identi-
fied activities of applicants, instead of policy positions or names of 
specific organizations. Although this successfully removed the inap-
propriate criteria that had been on the BOLO spreadsheet for al-
most a year, as discussed below, this ultimately resulted in a 
broader class of applicants across the political spectrum being 
flagged, delayed, and scrutinized. 

The neutral criteria did not last for long. In January 2012, EO 
Determinations Group Manager Steve Bowling modified the BOLO 
spreadsheet to include policy terms intended to capture incoming 
applications from Tea Party organizations, and organizations affili-
ated with the Occupy Wall Street movement. Thomas approved 
these changes, as they did not identify any organizations by name. 
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However, TIGTA determined—and we agree—that the January 
2012 BOLO spreadsheet entry was also inappropriate.137

Lerner and Paz again claimed that they were not aware of the 
problematic change on the BOLO spreadsheet until several months 
later. At that point, Lerner and Paz corrected the criteria and im-
plemented new procedures that required all BOLO spreadsheet 
changes to be approved by Thomas. These events illustrate yet an-
other failing of management: neglecting to oversee a process that 
they knew was wrought with problems, and only implementing con-
trols after more damage had been done. 

C. IRS MANAGEMENT FAILED TO DEVELOP AN EFFECTIVE PLAN FOR
PROCESSING APPLICATIONS FOR POLITICAL ADVOCACY GROUPS

Despite a number of attempts over a three-year period, EO man-
agement was never able to develop a cohesive, effective approach 
for the processing of the Tea Party and other political advocacy ap-
plications. Instead, the period from 2010 to 2013 was marked by 
a series of under-planned, under-supported and under-executed ini-
tiatives that individually and collectively proved inadequate to 
bring the applications to resolution. 

1. IRS Management Placed Exclusive Reliance on Test Cases for 
Too Long 

The initial plan developed by Cindy Thomas in conjunction with 
Holly Paz in February 2010 was for EO Technical to develop two 
Tea Party ‘‘test cases.’’ (See Section VI(A)(3).) EO Technical staff 
would then use its experience working these cases to provide guid-
ance to EO Determinations agents so that those agents could proc-
ess the balance of the then-pending Tea Party applications. That 
plan proved to be inadequate. 

Carter Hull developed the two test cases, but took eight months 
to draft memos containing his findings. Those findings were then 
subjected to a variety of reviews from Elizabeth Kastenberg, a Tax 
Law Specialist in EO Technical, in January 2011, Judith Kindell, 
a Senior Technical Advisor to the EO Director, in April 2011, and 
eventually staff of the Office of the Chief Counsel in August 2011. 
By the time Kindell reviewed Hull’s recommendations in April 
2011, the initiative to work the two test cases was already more 
than one year old. Kindell expressed neither agreement nor dis-
agreement with Hull’s views, but simply recommended an addi-
tional round of review by the Office of the Chief Counsel. The Of-
fice of the Chief Counsel, in turn, recommended further factual de-
velopment of the organizations’ activities. Consequently, the IRS 
was not much closer to reaching resolution on the two test cases 
in August 2011 than it had been in April 2010. 

It appears that only Cindy Thomas recognized that reliance on 
development of the two ‘‘test cases’’ alone was misplaced and that 
a more comprehensive plan was needed to move the applications 
that were forming a backlog in EO Determinations. Thomas told 
Paz in October 2010 that ‘‘we are just ‘sitting’ on these appli-
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cations’’ and that ‘‘we need to coordinate these cases as a group 
. . .’’ 138 Thomas asked Paz to meet with her ‘‘to discuss the ap-
proach that is being used and come up with a process so we can 
get these cases moving. . . .’’ 139 Instead, Paz assured her that the 
test cases would be resolved soon, since Kindell would review 
Hull’s recommendations.140

Thomas’s concerns, coupled with a lack of results from Hull’s ef-
forts to resolve the test cases, and the mounting backlog of unde-
cided applications, should have prompted Paz, at some point in the 
continuum between April 2010 and August 2011, to look for an-
other solution for developing the guidance required by EO Deter-
minations to resolve the political advocacy applications. Instead of 
heeding the call sounded by Thomas in October 2010, Paz simply 
elected to press on with development of the test cases. As an added 
measure, Paz enlisted the assistance of yet another reviewer, 
Kindell, who was generally regarded as a slow worker. Indeed Paz 
herself told the Committee that Kindell ‘‘had a reputation of having 
difficulty with deadlines and taking a lengthy period of time on 
cases.’’ 141 Paz’s decision to continue with the test cases and involve 
Kindell caused months of additional delays and never yielded any 
useful guidance that could be passed on to EO Determinations. 

2. Lois Lerner’s July 2011 Solution To Resolve the Political 
Advocacy Applications Was Flawed and Ineffective 

In a July 2011 meeting, Lerner was apprised of the extent of the 
backlog of Tea Party applications—which had grown to nearly 
100—and of the criteria being used by the screeners to identify Tea 
Party applications. (See Section VI(B)(2).) At that time she was 
also aware that many of these applications dated back to late 2009 
and early 2010, since Steve Grodnitzky had informed her as early 
as April 2010 of the existence of the Tea Party applications. 
Grodnitzky also informed Lerner in April 2010 that there were 15 
Tea Party applications then pending resolution. 

At the time of the July 2011 meeting, many of the Tea Party ap-
plications were nearly a year-and-a-half old. Furthermore, the two 
test cases were nowhere near completion after 15 months of effort 
by Hull, Kastenberg and Kindell. Amid this backdrop, Lerner con-
cluded, and Paz concurred, that the IRS should continue with the 
plan to develop the test cases. Lerner also concurred with Kindell 
that the recommendations on the test cases should be reviewed by 
the Office of the Chief Counsel, an organization known for taking 
substantial periods of time to respond to requests for assistance.142

Additionally, Lerner agreed with her staff’s recommendation that 
EO Technical prepare a guidesheet containing information and di-
rections that would help EO Determinations agents process the po-
tential political advocacy applications. Lerner also directed that the 
name ‘‘Tea Party’’ be removed from the BOLO list, a move that did 
nothing to help get the political advocacy applications resolved. In 
fact, the Lerner-directed name change in the BOLO from ‘‘Tea 
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Party’’ to ‘‘Advocacy Orgs.’’ only exacerbated the backlog by enlarg-
ing the universe of applications being systematically selected and 
placed on hold in the advocacy inventory from just Tea Party appli-
cations to organizations of every political (and in some cases non- 
political) stripe. 

Lerner’s decisions belie a lack of concern over the mounting num-
bers of political advocacy applications and their increasing age. Her 
decision to proceed with a guidesheet was, at best, a band-aid solu-
tion for the escalating number of unresolved political advocacy ap-
plications.

Committee staff found little evidence of further active involve-
ment by Lerner in the matter of the political advocacy applications 
until February 2012. This may have reflected Lerner’s belief that 
her July 2011 management directives were sufficient to resolve the 
mounting backlog and alleviate the long delays endured by many 
groups. In February 2012, the media started reporting on Tea 
Party and other political advocacy groups that received burden-
some development letters. Spurred by these media reports and by 
complaints from constituents, Congressional interest in the IRS’s 
handling of Tea Party and political advocacy applications also 
began to collect momentum. (See section IV(C).) 

Both Lerner and Paz were caught unaware by these media re-
ports and Congressional inquiries. Paz told Committee staff that 
‘‘[e]veryone I think sort of became aware of it at the same time be-
cause of the press coverage. We all saw the letters through the 
press coverage.’’ 143 The fact that Lerner and Paz were made aware 
by media reports that EO Determination employees were sending 
inappropriate and sometimes intrusive development letters to Tea 
Party and other political advocacy groups demonstrates their lack 
of management oversight regarding the processing of these applica-
tions, a serious abdication of their responsibilities as the senior 
managers within EO. 

3. The 2011 Triage of Political Advocacy Applications Was Not 
Properly Supported by EO Management and Predictably Failed 

In September 2011, Cindy Thomas proposed to Holly Paz the 
idea of having EO Technical perform a ‘‘triage’’ on the political ad-
vocacy applications then pending in EO Determinations. (See Sec-
tion VII(E).) This initiative appears to have resulted from Thomas’s 
concern with EO Technical’s inability to provide the guidance nec-
essary to resolve the Tea Party and other political advocacy appli-
cations, guidance that she had first requested from Paz in Feb-
ruary 2010. Thomas asked that Paz assign someone knowledgeable 
to triage the nearly 160 backlogged political advocacy applications 
then awaiting development and decision in EO Determinations. 
While the idea to perform a triage of the applications was a pre-
cursor to the 2012 ‘‘bucketing’’ exercise that actually resulted in the 
resolution of a number of applications, unlike that later effort, this 
one was seriously under-supported by EO management. 

Paz determined that Hillary Goehausen would perform the triage 
with assistance from Justin Lowe, a Tax Law Specialist in EO 
Guidance, and would review the applications in an electronic repos-
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itory referred to as ‘‘TEDS’’ (Tax Exempt Determination System). 
At the time of this determination, Hillary Goehausen was relatively 
new to the IRS, having been hired as a Tax Law Specialist in EO 
Technical in April of that year. Accordingly, Paz assigned a rel-
atively junior employee to undertake this important review. Unfor-
tunately, the entire application package with supporting documents 
was not in TEDS so, for many of the applications, Goehausen re-
viewed an incomplete record. While Goehausen appears to have 
done a credible job with the limited information that she had to 
work with, her recommendations on the applications did not carry 
the level of certainty that Thomas required to actually begin ren-
dering decisions. Paz described Goehausen’s recommendation to 
Committee Staff as follows: ‘‘[s]o I believe her advice was caveated 
that before Determinations . . . issued a letter they should look 
and see if there was anything that had come in subsequently that 
. . . could perhaps change that answer.’’ 144 Accordingly, Thomas 
found the recommendations to be of little or no use. 

Had this triage been properly supported with additional staff to 
assist Goehausen, and had she reviewed the entire record instead 
of just a part, the recommendations for each application would 
have been more useful to Thomas. The triage presented Paz with 
a prime opportunity to bring some of these applications to resolu-
tion months, and in some cases years, before they were ultimately 
decided. Instead, Paz allowed the opportunity to slip away by inad-
equately staffing the initiative and further limiting the review to 
an incomplete set of records. Failure of this initiative contributed 
to the growing backlog of political advocacy applications and the 
mounting delays experienced by applicants. 

4. Lack of EO Management Oversight of the Political Advocacy Ap-
plications Allowed Development of the Guidesheet to Simply Stop 
in November 2011 

Goehausen and Lowe were tasked by Michael Seto, Manager of 
EO Technical, with developing a ‘‘guidesheet’’ in July 2011. (See 
Section VII(D).) The guidesheet was intended to contain informa-
tion and directions that would assist EO Determinations agents 
process political advocacy applications. Goehausen and Lowe com-
pleted a draft of the guidesheet in September 2011 and circulated 
it to certain staff and managers for comment. Having received com-
ments from only Hull, Goehausen sent the guidesheet out for com-
ment again in early November. Several days later, David Fish, 
then Acting Director of Rulings and Agreements, decried the 
guidesheet as unworkable in its current form and ‘‘too 
lawyerly.’’ 145 At that point in time, it appears that further work by 
EO Technical to refine the guidesheet simply ceased. 

It does not appear that management made any attempt to re-
sume the process of completing the guidesheet again until Feb-
ruary 2012. At that time, Lerner was called to Capitol Hill to ex-
plain to Congressional staff concerns about inappropriate and 
sometimes intrusive development letters received by constituents of 
a Congressman. During her meeting with Congressional staff, 
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Lerner offered that EO had developed a guidesheet. Congressional 
staff requested a copy. Since development of the guidesheet had ef-
fectively ceased in November 2011, Lerner sought to expedite its 
completion so that she could comply with the request by Congres-
sional staff. However, the guidesheet was never completed, as it 
was eventually superseded by a decision to instead train EO Deter-
minations staff in May 2012 on processing political advocacy appli-
cations. Allowing development efforts on the guidesheet to simply 
stop in November 2011 represented yet another serious lapse in 
oversight by EO management. 

Development of the guidesheet itself was an abject failure and 
again demonstrated the seeming indifference of EO management to 
finding a processing solution that would bring the political advo-
cacy applications to resolution. As noted above, development of the 
guidesheet commenced in July 2011 and was terminated in May 
2012. Over that period of time, and despite numerous attempts, 
staff of EO Technical with assistance from staff of the Office of 
Chief Counsel was unable to deliver a written guide on processing 
political advocacy applications that could be used by non-attorney 
EO Determination agents. EO management’s inability to harness 
its resources to produce a solitary deliverable on a subject for 
which EO is a source of authority further demonstrated its lack of 
competence.

5. EO Management Allowed the Advocacy Team To Process Polit-
ical Advocacy Applications Without Proper Training and Support, 
and Failed To Adequately Manage Its Activities 

In December 2011, EO formed an ‘‘Advocacy Team’’ to develop 
and decide the political advocacy applications. This project resulted 
in yet another failed attempt to reduce the backlog of applications. 
(See Section VII(F).) Like the triage of 2011, the Advocacy Team 
appears to have been a Thomas-inspired initiative. Thomas ap-
pears to be the only manager within EO who expressed concern 
with the time that the applications were pending resolution and 
who translated that concern into palpable action. 

While Thomas’s idea to form the Advocacy Team was well-inten-
tioned, unfortunately, she failed to properly manage its activities. 
Instead, she entrusted that responsibility to Steve Bowling, a first- 
line manager, and Stephen Seok, an EO Determinations employee, 
who both proved wholly inadequate for the task. Under the direc-
tion of Bowling and Seok, the Advocacy Team failed to bring a sin-
gle case to resolution until the ‘‘bucketing’’ exercise of May 2012. 
However, the Advocacy Team will be most remembered for its at-
tempts to extract extraneous information from applicants through 
incredibly burdensome and onerous development letters. A share of 
the blame for the failure of the Advocacy Team must also go to EO 
Technical, which was responsible for providing technical guidance 
to the Advocacy Team. It is unclear to what extent, if any, EO 
Technical actually provided guidance to the Advocacy Team. What 
is clear is that EO management exercised little or no coordination 
and oversight over the activities of the Advocacy Team, thereby al-
lowing it to issue oppressive development letters until that practice 
was halted in February 2012 by Lois Lerner. 
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6. Although the ‘‘Bucketing’’ Exercise of 2012 Resolved Many Pend-
ing Political Advocacy Applications, the IRS Has Not Yet Issued 
Determinations for Some Applications 

One positive development that can be attributed to the Advocacy 
Team’s inappropriate and sometimes intrusive development letters 
was that they created intense media and Congressional interest in 
the complaints voiced by Tea Party and other political advocacy 
groups who were receiving these letters. This attention, in turn, 
sounded the ‘‘wake-up’’ call for upper IRS management, like Steve 
Miller. Once Miller became aware of the problem regarding the de-
velopment letters, he ordered Nancy Marks, a Senior Technical Ad-
visor, to conduct an internal investigation aimed at finding out 
what was going on in EO Determinations. (See Section VII(H).) 

Upon getting a report back from Marks, Miller approved her sug-
gestion to perform a ‘‘bucketing’’ exercise where a team of EO Tech-
nical Tax Law Specialists and EO Determinations agents scruti-
nized each application and its supporting documents to identify the 
applications that could be readily approved, those that required 
minor development before approval, and those that required fur-
ther development. As a consequence of the bucketing exercise, a 
significant number of the Tea Party and other political advocacy 
applications were finally decided. 

While the bucketing exercise was the first successful attempt to 
process some of the political advocacy applications, it came too late 
for many groups that had waited years and eventually ceased oper-
ating because they lacked approved tax-exempt status from the 
IRS. Moreover, the ‘‘bucketing’’ exercise did not resolve all back-
logged political advocacy applications, as the IRS informed Com-
mittee Staff that 14 percent of the 298 political advocacy cases 
identified by TIGTA remained unresolved in March 2014. As of 
April 2015, 10 of these applications were still pending resolution. 
A number of those applications date back to 2010. Indeed, the Al-
buquerque Tea Party, one of the original test cases assigned to 
Carter Hull in April 2010, was still awaiting a determination as of 
April 2015. Accordingly, while substantial progress has been made 
since 2010 to reduce the backlog of political advocacy applications, 
IRS management has not yet been able to bring all of these appli-
cations to closure. 

D. THE IRS PLACEMENT OF LEFT-LEANING APPLICANTS ON THE
BOLO LIST RESULTED IN HEIGHTENED SCRUTINY, DELAY AND IN-
APPROPRIATE AND BURDENSOME INFORMATION REQUESTS

While most of the potentially political applications that the IRS 
set aside for heightened scrutiny were Tea Party and conservative 
groups, the IRS also flagged some left-leaning tax-exempt appli-
cants for processing. In order to centralize these cases for review 
and processing, names and descriptions of several left-leaning 
groups were placed on the BOLO spreadsheet. Moreover, IRS em-
ployees were instructed in a training workshop to set aside applica-
tions received from several left-leaning organizations and to subject 
them to secondary screening. Some left-leaning applicants experi-
enced lengthy processing delays and inappropriate and burdensome 
requests for information. (See Section VIII.) 
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1. The IRS Instructed Employees To Flag ‘‘Progressive,’’ ‘‘Emerge,’’ 
and ACORN Successor Applications at Training Workshops. 

In the summer of 2010, the IRS EO Determinations office held 
training workshops where IRS employees were instructed to screen 
a wide range of potentially political applications. In addition to in-
structing screeners to flag applicants with names like ‘‘Tea Party,’’ 
‘‘Patriots,’’ and ‘‘9/12 Project,’’ the screeners were also instructed to 
look for the names ‘‘Progressive,’’ and ‘‘Emerge,’’ and to be on the 
lookout for successors to disbanded Association of Community Or-
ganizations for Reform Now (ACORN) organizations. 

2. The IRS Placed the Terms ‘‘Progressive,’’ ‘‘ACORN,’’ and 
‘‘Occupy’’ on the BOLO List 

Numerous iterations of the BOLO spreadsheet included the 
terms ‘‘Progressive,’’ ‘‘ACORN,’’ and ‘‘Occupy,’’ from August 2010 
through July 2012. The term ‘‘Progressive’’ appeared on the BOLO 
spreadsheet tab titled TAG Historical or Potentially Abuse Histor-
ical, indicating that IRS employees no longer encountered applica-
tions with this term, but that the term still had historical signifi-
cance. ‘‘ACORN Successors’’ appeared on the Watch List tab of the 
BOLO spreadsheet after an internal IRS research report concluded 
that ACORN may have engaged in activities inconsistent with its 
tax-exempt status. ‘‘Occupy’’ was placed on the BOLO spreadsheet 
under the Watch List tab after IRS Determinations employees no-
ticed a news article that reported organizations affiliated with the 
Occupy movement were seeking tax-exempt status. 

3. IRS Scrutiny of Left-Wing Applicants Resulted in Years-Long 
Delays and Burdensome Information Requests 

The Committee found several examples of ACORN-affiliated and 
Emerge applicants that were delayed for over three years. The 
press also reported examples of delayed processing for left-leaning 
groups such as Alliance for a Better Utah and Progress Texas. Of 
the 27 organizations that the IRS inappropriately requested infor-
mation concerning their donors, at least three of those groups were 
left-leaning.

E. THE CULTURE IN EO CONTRIBUTED TO A LACK OF EFFICIENCY IN
ITS OPERATIONS

EO Management tolerated and even fostered a culture that was 
not conducive to efficient and effective operations. Lacking a sense 
of customer service, EO Management operated without regard to 
the effect of its actions on applicant organizations. Remote manage-
ment and telework in EO Determinations may have impeded com-
munications and coordination between its employees. Further, a 
pervasive atmosphere of antipathy existed between the Cincinnati 
and Washington D.C. offices of EO, fueled largely by the words and 
actions of Lois Lerner. Lastly, the culture within EO permitted a 
manager with no technical training in the subject matter area over 
which she exerted supervisory authority to remain in her job for 
nearly a decade. 
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1. EO Management Lacked a Sense of Customer Service 

The IRS mission statement reads as follows: 
Provide America’s taxpayers top quality service by helping 

them understand and meet their tax responsibilities and en-
force the law with integrity and fairness to all. 

While the mission statement pledges taxpayers much in regard 
to customer service, the IRS’s recent record of processing political 
advocacy applications would suggest that many taxpayers received 
far less than promised. 

Indeed, Committee Staff found little to suggest that EO manage-
ment was concerned with the concept of customer service. Rather, 
EO management’s focus was steadily centered on taking whatever 
actions it felt necessary to develop applications with the goal of ob-
taining sufficient information to support decisions (a goal that it 
has yet to achieve for some applications), even if that goal took 
years to achieve. While no one can fault EO management’s desire 
to ‘‘get it right,’’ the difficulty was that EO management struggled 
to find a method of doing so, even with multiple rounds of detailed 
development letters spanning over a number of years. Moreover, 
other than Cindy Thomas, EO management did not appear to be 
concerned with how its processing of applications might adversely 
affect the operations of the organizations awaiting the IRS’s deter-
mination.

The IRS’s treatment of the two test cases illustrates its customer 
service failings. The application for American Junto was closed in 
2012 for failure to respond to a development letter. More accu-
rately, the IRS sent American Junto three sets of development let-
ters over a two-year period which caused its founders to give up on 
the notion of securing tax-exempt status and dissolve the organiza-
tion. In an interview with a news agency, one of the founders of 
the group stated that ‘‘[w]e never got it off the ground . . . and the 
IRS is a large reason for that.’’ 146 As of April 2015, the second test 
case, Albuquerque Tea Party, was still awaiting a decision from the 
IRS on its application which it first filed in December 2009. 

EO Technical Group Manager Steven Grodnitzky told Committee 
Staff the following: 

Q. . . . [D]id you ever hear anybody at the IRS express any 
concern about the effect of this processing of these cases on 
these organizations? Did anybody say anything about it? 

A. Not—to my personal recollection. 

* * * * * * * 
Q. . . . Were you at all concerned about the fact that these 

cases, these organizations were—were either dissolving or not 
responding to the requests for development? Did that give you 
any sense for maybe there was not good customer service here 
to these organizations? 

A. If an organization decided not to respond for whatever 
reason, that’s their prerogative. And our policy and rules are 
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if they don’t respond to a particular letter, we close it out 
FTE. . . .147

Recognizing the impact that an organization’s ‘‘process’’ may 
have on its customers and then tailoring that process to minimize 
potential adverse effects would seem like a necessary and reason-
able way to provide good customer service. It is abundantly clear 
from Grodnitzky’s statements that EO management was not con-
cerned at all with the adverse impact that organizations could ex-
perience if the IRS took years to process and decide their applica-
tions.

Cindy Thomas told Committee Staff that the work plan goal for 
closing applications for exemption under 501(c)(4) was 158 days, or 
approximately 5 months.148 Holly Paz was asked if three or four 
years between receipt of an application and decision was normal. 
Paz stated to Committee Staff that ‘‘[i]t’s not the norm.’’ 149 How-
ever, Paz also told Committee Staff that she was aware of in-
stances in which applicants waited four or five years for a decision 
on their applications for tax-exempt status.150

EO managers and employees routinely ignored the established 
IRM guidelines, which specify deadlines at various stages through-
out the application process. For example, when an EO Determina-
tion employee decides that more information is needed about an 
application, the IRM allows five workdays to prepare and mail a 
development letter to the applicant.151 Numerous Tea Party and 
political advocacy organizations heard nothing from the IRS for a 
year or more while their applications were pending, and then re-
ceived a lengthy development letter seeking more information. This 
is but one example of EO employees failing to follow established 
deadlines and managers failing to enforce them. 

When asked about the long delays experienced by Tea Party and 
other political advocacy groups seeking tax exemption, Nikole Flax 
stated her views as follows: 

‘‘And I agree that was a problem. I mean, yes. And those 
are the problems that we were focused on, is all the orga-
nizations that ended up in the centralization, where they 
sat too long. I mean, I’m not defending any of that. That, 
in my mind, is the biggest offensive thing, is like, cases 
should not sit for 2 or 3 years or whatever they did. I 
mean, there is no excuse for that.’’ 152

While Flax’s statements are an encouraging sign that someone at 
the IRS recognizes that EO owes taxpayers seeking exemption bet-
ter customer service than they have recently received, the facts ap-
pear to suggest that her views are not universally shared within 
EO. Indeed, as of March 2014, nearly a year after TIGTA released 
its report on the IRS’s use of inappropriate criteria to identify tax- 
exempt applications for review, more than 20 percent of the polit-
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ical advocacy applications that were centralized between the years 
2010 and 2013 were still awaiting a decision from the IRS. As indi-
cated in the chart below, by April 2015, the IRS still had not ren-
dered a decision on 10 of those political advocacy organizations.153

DISPOSITION OF CENTRALIZED POLITICAL ADVOCACY APPLICATIONS 

Date Total Apps 
Centralized Open/Pending Resolved 

Dec. 31, 2010 ................................................................................................. 89 88 1 
Dec. 31, 2011 ................................................................................................. 290 288 2 
Dec. 31, 2012 ................................................................................................. 487 319 168 
Dec. 31, 2013 ................................................................................................. 542 158 384 
Dec. 31, 2014 ................................................................................................. 547 17 530 
Apr. 1, 2015 .................................................................................................... 547 10 537 

2. Remote Management and Workplace Flexibilities Affected the 
Efficiency of EO Determinations 

From 2010 to 2013, EO Determinations in Cincinnati consisted 
of 13 Groups, each led by a Group Manager. Each Group consisted 
of approximately 12 EO Determinations agents. While many of EO 
Determinations’ personnel were located in Cincinnati, there were a 
number of EO Determinations Groups situated in other locations 
across the United States, such as El Monte, California, Sac-
ramento, California, Laguna Niguel, California, and Baltimore, 
Maryland. Agents in these Groups performed the same tasks as the 
agents located in Cincinnati, which included reviewing, developing 
and making recommendations on the disposition of applications for 
tax-exempt status. 

While the EO Determinations offices were geographically dis-
persed, so was the management chain. For example, Sharon 
Camarillo, an EO Determinations Area Manager from 2002 to 
2010, had responsibility in 2010 for eight Groups, five of which 
were located in Cincinnati, two of which were located in El Monte, 
California, and one of which was located in Sacramento, California. 
For a portion of the time Camarillo was an Area Manager, she was 
located in Los Angeles. In 2010, she was located in El Monte, Cali-
fornia, together with two of the eight Groups that she supervised. 
Camarillo reported to Cindy Thomas, Program Manager of EO De-
terminations, who was located in Cincinnati. In 2010, Camarillo 
oversaw Group 7822 located in Cincinnati—the Emerging Issues 
Group managed by Steve Bowling, which was responsible for the 
processing of Tea Party and other political advocacy applications. 

In addition to the dispersal of offices, staff and managers located 
throughout the country and time zone variances between offices, 
communications and coordination within EO Determinations may 
also have been affected by telework. For example, Gary Muthert, 
a screener in the Screening Group headed by John Shafer, told 
Committee Staff that he worked from home four days a week. 
Shafer, his manager, also worked from home two days a week. 
Steve Bowling, another Group Manager told Committee Staff that 
he worked from home 2 to 3 days a week. Shafer indicated that 
every one of the 13 screeners who worked in the screening Group 
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worked from home up to a maximum of four days per week, in ac-
cordance with the terms of a collective bargaining agreement. Re-
garding all other employees in EO Determinations, Shafer told 
Committee Staff the following: 

Q. And the other employees that were in the EO Determina-
tions group in Cincinnati outside the screening group, the rest 
of them, were they also covered by that union agreement? 

A. Yes they were. Bargaining unit folks. Not, again, the 
managers.

Q. So they could have worked at home up to 4 days a week? 
A. Yes.154

The following chart illustrates the difficulties that remote work-
places and telework placed on EO Determinations. 
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This dispersal of staff and management undoubtedly complicated 
communication and coordination within EO Determinations. For 
example, the first Tea Party application identified as a ‘‘high pro-
file’’ case by Jack Koester, a screener in EO Determinations, was 
sent by Koester to his manager, John Shafer, who was located in 
Cincinnati. Shafer then alerted Camarillo in California that the ap-
plication had been received. Camarillo, in turn, apprised Thomas 
in Cincinnati of the development and sought guidance on how to 
handle the application. Camarillo not only contended with the geo-
graphic challenges of managing employees spread across the coun-
try and communicating with her superior who was in another lo-
cale, but also had to surmount the differences in time zones be-
tween her office and that of many of her employees and her super-
visor. The circuitous path that information between staff and the 
various levels of management travelled surely hindered commu-
nications in EO Determinations. 

Telework unquestionably serves a legitimate purpose. However, 
the pervasiveness of it in an office as fractionated as EO Deter-
minations could only impede communications and coordination 
among the staff and managers. 

3. Antagonism Existed Between EO Senior Executive Level Man-
agement and EO Determinations Managers and EO Line Em-
ployees

Another symptom of the problematic culture within the EO Divi-
sion is the clear divide that existed between EO senior executive 
level management in Washington, D.C. and the mid-level managers 
and line employees in EO Determinations. Cindy Thomas explained 
her views of Lois Lerner as follows: 

. . . I don’t think that she valued what employees were 
doing . . . she didn’t really listen to what others had to 
say. She would cut you off and didn’t allow people to ex-
press what was going on . . . it was like it didn’t matter 
if other people had questions, so to speak. So I don’t think 
she was a very good leader.155

Regarding Lerner’s opinion of the line employees in EO Deter-
minations, Thomas related the following to Committee Staff: 

Q. . . . Going back, you had said that Ms. Lerner had re-
ferred to the Cincinnati office, which does the kind of day-to- 
day work, as backwater? 

A. Right. 
Q. As low-level. Did employees in Cincinnati know that? 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Was there, a reaction—but I mean, did Lois realize that 

her words actually went back to employees, or did she perhaps 
just not? 

A. I know that when she referred to employees as backwater 
at one point in time, that . . . employees were talking about 
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it, you know, in Cincinnati . . . As far as ‘‘low-level,’’ she did 
[say] that on May the 10th. . . .156

Thomas also felt that Lerner did not value EO Determinations 
because the employees were not attorneys. She expressed her views 
as follows: 

. . . Everybody has different levels of experience and dif-
ferent ideas and things, and we all have things to bring to 
the table. And just because a person is a lawyer doesn’t 
make them any more important than anybody else . . . 
But I think that it was almost like a feeling like we’re su-
perior—I’m superior because I’m in the Washington Office, 
and you people in Determinations, you’re all not lawyers 
and you’re, like, backwater.157

Lois Lerner’s polarizing words and actions had a demoralizing ef-
fect on both EO Determinations management and line employees. 
Those words and actions clearly exacerbated the atmosphere of an-
tagonism that existed between the Cincinnati and Washington, 
D.C. EO offices. 

4. The IRS Failed To Ensure That All EO Employees Received 
Technical Training 

EO employees administer a complex and nuanced area of the In-
ternal Revenue Code, which includes statutes, regulations, revenue 
rulings, and other guidance issued by the Treasury Department. 
Although the IRS offered technical training to EO employees, it did 
not ensure that all employees received proper—or in some cases, 
any—technical training. 

Sharon Camarillo was an area manager in EO Determinations 
for 8 years before she retired in December 2010. In that role, 
Camarillo oversaw several Groups of EO employees who evaluated 
applications for tax-exempt status that were submitted to the IRS, 
including the Technical Screening Unit, which was responsible for 
making the initial assessment of incoming applications. Yet 
Camarillo told Committee Staff that she ‘‘had no technical training 
in the area of Exempt Organizations, so I was not able to address 
technical issues.’’ 158

As a result of her lack of technical training, Camarillo was un-
able to provide feedback on substantive issues and instead deferred 
to other managers within EO. An example of Camarillo’s deference 
occurred in February 2010, when the manager of the Technical 
Screening Unit, John Shafer, brought the first Tea Party applica-
tion to her attention. Camarillo explained that she ‘‘simply reiter-
ated what John had said and forwarded it on’’ to her manager, 
Thomas, ‘‘[b]ecause I was so untechnical, I did not have the EO 
background.’’ 159

In the culture of the IRS organization, it was not only acceptable 
for an employee who had no technical knowledge to be elevated to 
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a managerial position, it was also acceptable for an employee to re-
main in that position for nearly a decade without completing any 
meaningful technical training. 

F. LOIS LERNER OVERSAW THE HANDLING OF TEA PARTY APPLICA-
TIONS AND PROVIDED LIMITED INFORMATION TO UPPER-LEVEL
MANAGEMENT

As the Director of EO who was well-versed in the tax law of ex-
empt organizations, Lerner was given a great amount of autonomy 
to manage the work of her division. The most senior official in EO, 
Lerner was responsible for keeping upper IRS management in-
formed about significant issues within the organization that she 
oversaw. As she explained to one of her subordinates: 

[W]e ensure that all of our [senior] managers are aware 
of all highly visible hot button issues. Our job is to report 
up to our bosses on anything that might end up on the 
front page of the NY Times.160

Lerner first became aware that the IRS received applications 
from Tea Party groups in April or May 2010. Although Lerner be-
came personally involved with the handling of these applications, 
upper-level IRS management remained largely unaware that the 
IRS had received applications from Tea Party groups. As a result, 
Lerner was left to oversee the processing of these applications with 
negligible oversight or accountability. 

1. Lois Lerner Was Informed About the Tea Party Applications in 
April 2010 and Received Updates About Them 

The Tea Party applications were first brought to Lerner’s atten-
tion soon after Jack Koester in Cincinnati flagged them. On April 
28, 2010, the Acting Manager of EO Technical, Steven Grodnitzky, 
sent Lerner a chart summarizing the SCRs. The first entry on the 
chart was the Tea Party applications. Grodnitzky drew Lerner’s at-
tention to this entry in his cover email, where he stated: 

Of note, we added one new SCR concerning 2 Tea Party 
cases that are being worked here in DC. Currently, there 
are 13 Tea Party cases out in EO Determinations and we 
are coordinating with them to provide direction as to how 
to consistently develop those cases based on our develop-
ment of the ones in DC.161

On May 13, 2010, Grodnitzky updated Lerner on the status of 
the Tea Party applications and other SCRs prepared by EO Tech-
nical.162 Lerner responded by asking about the Tea Party applica-
tions, and specifically, the basis of their exemption requests. Lerner 
instructed Grodnitzky that ‘‘[a]ll cases on your list should not go 
out without a heads up to me please.’’ Grodnitzky then provided 
more information about the status of the cases (emphasis added): 
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We have tea party cases here in EOT and in Cincy. In 
[EO Technical], there is a (c)(3) application and a (c)(4) ap-
plication. In Cincy, there are 10 (c)(4)s and a couple of 
(c)(3)s. The organizations are arguing education, but 
the big issue for us is whether they are engaged in 
political campaign activity. We are in the development 
process at this point here in DC, and I have asked the 
[Tax Law Specialist] and front line manager to coordinate 
with Cincy as to how to develop their cases, but not re-
solve anything until we get clearance from you and Rob. 

The tea party cases, like the others on the list, are the 
subject of an SCR, and I customarily give Rob a heads up, 
but of course can let you know as well before any-
thing happens.163

Lerner continued to receive updates about the status of the Tea 
Party applications throughout 2010, including revised SCRs that 
she received at the end of May 2010, in July 2010, in September 
2010, and in November 2010.164

Lerner grew more concerned about the Tea Party applications in 
early 2011. On February 1, 2011, Michael Seto, the Acting Man-
ager of EO Technical, sent an updated SCR table to Lerner. She 
responded, ‘‘Tea Party Matter very dangerous—This could be the 
vehicle to go to court on the issue of whether Citizen’s United over-
turning the ban on corporate spending applies to tax exempt rules.’’ 
Lerner indicated that Chief Counsel and Judy Kindell needed to be 
involved with these applications and that they should not be han-
dled by Cincinnati.165

The following day, Paz advised Lerner that Carter Hull was su-
pervising the applications handled by Cincinnati at every step and 
that no decision would be made until EO Technical completed the 
review of the 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) applications. Lerner noted that 
‘‘even if we go with a 4 on the Tea Party cases, they may want to 
argue they should be 3s, so it would be great if we can get there 
without saying the only reason they don’t get a 3 is political activ-
ity.’’ 166

A few months later, Lerner convened a meeting to further dis-
cuss the Tea Party and other advocacy applications. In preparation 
for the meeting, Justin Lowe developed a briefing paper for 
Lerner.167 The paper indicated that EO Determinations Screening 
identified as an ‘‘emerging issue’’ a number of 501(c)(3) and (c)(4) 
applications by organizations ‘‘advocating on issues related to gov-
ernment spending, taxes and related matters.’’ These applications 
were being sent to a specific group if they met any of the following 
criteria:
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• ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘Patriots,’’ or ‘‘9/12 Project’’ is referenced in 
the case file. 

• Issues include Government spending, Government debt, or 
taxes.

• Education of the public via advocacy/lobbying to ‘‘make 
America a better place to live.’’ 

• Statements in the case file criticize how the country is 
being run. 

The briefing paper also noted that: 
• More than 100 cases that meet these criteria have been 

identified so far, but only two 501(c)(4) organizations have been 
approved.

• EO Technical is assisting EO Determinations by reviewing 
files and editing development letters; and 

• EO Determinations requests guidance on how to process 
the cases to ensure uniformity.168

On July 5, 2011, Lerner discussed the Tea Party applications, in-
cluding the BOLO entry and screening criteria, with Thomas, Paz, 
Kindell and others.169 Lerner directed changes, as described herein 
in Section VI(B)(2), although her management was largely passive 
until the media and Congress became involved in 2012. 

2. Lois Lerner Failed To Inform IRS Upper Management About the 
Tea Party Applications 

Lerner’s first line of management was the TE/GE Division Com-
missioner, a position that was held at relevant times first by 
Ingram and then by Grant.170 While Ingram was Division Commis-
sioner of TE/GE, she had little face-to-face contact with Lerner— 
their chief interactions were at quarterly meetings and reviews— 
although they did regularly exchange emails.171 Ingram did not 
learn that the IRS had received Tea Party applications until late 
2011 or early 2012, when she read newspaper articles about prob-
lems the groups were encountering with the IRS.172 The first time 
that she learned of allegations that the IRS was treating certain 
applications inappropriately was during a staff meeting in 2012, 
when Grant or Flax presented information about congressional in-
quiries related to these organizations.173

Although Grant directly supervised Lerner from December 2010 
through May 2013, they had ‘‘relatively minimal interaction’’ with 
each other.174 Grant first became aware of the allegations that the 
IRS was treating Tea Party applications differently than other ap-
plicants in February or March of 2012, when the IRS began receiv-
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ing letters from Congress.175 He also asserted that Lerner did not 
tell him about the July 5, 2011 meeting about Tea Party applica-
tions until April of the following year.176

Lerner’s second level of management was the Deputy Commis-
sioner for Services & Enforcement, a position held by Steven Miller 
from late 2009 through November 2012, when he became Acting 
Commissioner of the IRS. As Deputy Commissioner for Services & 
Enforcement, Miller oversaw the IRS’s four primary operating divi-
sions, including the TE/GE Division, and reported directly to the 
IRS Commissioner.177 Lerner worked closely with Steven Miller on 
issues related to exempt organizations, sometimes bypassing 
Ingram and Grant, as Miller had previous experience in that area 
and had served as the Director of EO in the early 2000s.178

Miller generally found that Lerner was ‘‘pretty good about ele-
vating’’ important issues to him.179 But he claims that he did not 
become aware of how the IRS was handling Tea Party applications 
until early 2012, when he saw accounts in the press of the IRS ask-
ing overly burdensome questions of these applicants, including re-
quests for donor information.180 Miller discussed these issues with 
Commissioner Shulman while Shulman was preparing to testify be-
fore Congress in March 2012. Around that time was also the first 
point when Shulman became aware of the pending Tea Party appli-
cations.181

Miller became increasingly concerned with how the applications 
were being handled and, as Ingram explained, during a meeting 
with senior staff ‘‘express[ed] great frustration, and I’m putting 
that mildly, that . . . he wasn’t . . . getting a complete description 
of what was going on[.]’’ 182 Based on the information he received 
from Lerner, Miller ‘‘was not comfortable responding to the con-
gressional [requests] that he had at that point.’’183 To alleviate 
these concerns, in April 2012 Miller ordered Nancy Marks to visit 
Cincinnati and find out what was going on, then report to him di-
rectly. Lerner was notably absent from the group of employees sent 
to Cincinnati. Around that time, Miller informed Shulman of 
Marks’ planned visit and also told Shulman that TIGTA was start-
ing a review.184

On May 3, 2012, Marks briefed Miller on the key findings from 
her trip to Cincinnati, which included: 

• The use of inappropriate and sometimes intrusive develop-
ment questions resulted from a lack of guidance and training 
by EO Technical to EO Determinations; 

• There were 250–300 political advocacy cases in the queue; 
• EO Determinations agents used a ‘‘BOLO’’ list with ‘‘Tea 

Party’’ and ‘‘9/12’’ on it as screening criteria but that the prob-
lem with using such criteria had been ‘‘fixed’’ earlier; 
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• Among the political advocacy cases in the queue were 
cases on both sides of the political spectrum; 

• TIGTA was reviewing EO’s treatment of the cases; and 
• Marks found no evidence of political bias.185

Soon after being briefed by Marks, Miller conveyed to Shulman 
the salient points of Marks’ findings, including the existence of the 
BOLO list and its criteria, one of which was ‘‘Tea Party.’’ Shulman 
was concerned that ‘‘Tea Party’’ was on the BOLO, but he didn’t 
follow up because Miller told him that the issue was resolved and 
TIGTA was investigating.186 On May 30, 2012, Inspector General 
George briefed Miller and Shulman about TIGTA’s audit, and spe-
cifically discussed his concern about screening criteria including 
the Tea Party, Patriots, 9/12 and other policy issues.187

After May 2012, Miller asked for periodic updates about the sta-
tus of political advocacy applications and monitored their proc-
essing, keeping track of the number of applications that were still 
open. Miller ‘‘periodically’’ gave Shulman updates about the polit-
ical advocacy applications, telling Shulman, ‘‘[W]e’ve got people on 
it, we’re moving cases, we’re putting determinations out; and [giv-
ing] the impression that, you know, the lag issue of approval was 
being worked on.’’ 188

Upon reflection, Miller believes that Lerner ‘‘under-managed’’ the 
political advocacy applications and should have made him aware of 
them sooner: ‘‘Certainly, before May [2012] I should’ve been aware 
that she found [problems with the handling of political advocacy 
applications].’’ 189

3. Lerner Did Not Consult With IRS Chief Counsel William 
Wilkins About the Tea Party Applications 

It does not appear that Lerner directly contacted IRS Chief 
Counsel William Wilkins to discuss the pending applications sub-
mitted by Tea Party and other political advocacy organizations. 
Like many senior officials within the IRS, Wilkins first learned 
that the IRS was reviewing applications from political advocacy 
groups in March of 2012. 

The issue first rose to Wilkins when the Office of Chief Counsel 
was asked to review a guidesheet that was initially prepared by EO 
Technical.190 Wilkins skimmed the guidesheet but never provided 
substantive comments or edits. He understood that EO Determina-
tions employees would use the guidesheet to decide if applicants 
were engaging in political campaign intervention, but he did not 
know that the guidesheet was spurred by uncertainty over how to 
handle the Tea Party applications.191 By that point, other attor-
neys in the Office of Chief Counsel had been assisting with political 
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advocacy applications for nearly a year—but no one had informed 
Wilkins of their work.192

As the most senior attorney available to IRS management, Wil-
kins could have perhaps assisted with the legal questions posed by 
the political advocacy applicants if Lerner—or any other manager 
within the TE/GE chain—sought his help. Instead, Wilkins first 
learned that Tea Party organizations had applied for tax-exempt 
status, and that the IRS had screened organizations for full devel-
opment based on their names, when he read the draft TIGTA re-
port in April 2013.193

G. EVEN DURING THE COMMITTEE’S INVESTIGATION, SOME IRS EM-
PLOYEES CONTINUED TO SCREEN TEA PARTY APPLICATIONS BASED
ON THE ORGANIZATION’S NAMES

On June 20, 2013, the IRS suspended use of the BOLO list and 
instructed EO employees to follow generally-applicable procedures 
when reviewing applications for tax-exempt status.194 Committee
staff interviewed a number of EO Employees in the months fol-
lowing this directive. From these interviews, it is clear that the 
suspension of the BOLO left a procedural void and that at least 
some EO Determinations employees continued to screen cases by 
looking for ‘‘Tea Party’’ and other inappropriate terms in the orga-
nization name. 

Cindy Thomas, who oversaw EO Determinations, explained that 
some types of applications were still sent to particular groups of 
employees for processing, even in the absence of a formal BOLO: 

I have asked the question about what are we supposed to 
do with like health care cases? We have a group that co-
ordinates the cases when they come in and we have the 
advocacy cases. Are we, what are we supposed to do? And 
what I was told is that we can still have cases go to a des-
ignated group for consistency purposes, that maybe the 
BOLO was really more of a routing document to instruct 
specialists or screeners where to route cases more than 
anything. And we are still having cases to be routed to the 
group that worked health care cases, they still get cases 
routed to them, and the group that was coordinating advo-
cacy cases they still are going to that group that was co-
ordinating those cases. 

One employee who screened incoming applications, Gary 
Muthert, opined that the absence of the BOLO ‘‘will lead to more 
inconsistent processing of applications.’’ 195 Muthert also expressed 
confusion about how he should handle incoming applications from 
Tea Party organizations: 

Q. Let me ask you if currently, if you get two applications, 
one is for the Tea Party of Arkansas or whatever, the other is 
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for Americans for Apple Pie, or something else, are the cases 
treated the same or is there still concern over how to consist-
ently treat Tea Party cases? 

A. In my opinion there’s still concern because no one’s re-
solved the issue. I mean, for me, it’s like what am I supposed 
to do with this thing? 196

Another screener, Jack Koester, stated that screeners ‘‘really 
don’t have any direction or we haven’t had any’’ since the BOLO 
was suspended.197 On August 1, 2013, Koester explained that if he 
was assigned to review an incoming application with the words 
‘‘Tea Party’’ in its name, he would ask another IRS employee to 
also review the application, even if there was no evidence of polit-
ical activity: 

Q. If you saw—I am asking this currently, if today if a Tea 
Party case, a group—a case from a Tea Party group came in 
to your desk, you reviewed the file and there was no evidence 
of political activity, would you potentially approve that case? Is 
that something you would do? 

A. At this point I would send it to secondary screening, polit-
ical advocacy. 

Q. So you would treat a Tea Party group as a political advo-
cacy case even if there was no evidence of political activity on 
the application. Is that right? 

A. Based on my current manager’s direction, uh huh.198

Based on this testimony, it appears that several months after 
TIGTA released their report, employees lacked appropriate instruc-
tions from management and possibly continued to pull out applica-
tions containing the words ‘‘Tea Party’’ for separate processing, de-
spite the suspension of the BOLO and other assurances that the 
IRS had stopped these practices.199

H. FOR A THREE-YEAR PERIOD, THE IRS DID NOT PERFORM ANY
AUDITS OF TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS THAT WERE ALLEGED TO
HAVE ENGAGED IN IMPROPER POLITICAL CAMPAIGN INTERVENTION

After the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision in January 
2010, the IRS became increasingly concerned with the amount of 
money spent to influence elections by tax-exempt organizations. 
(See Section IV.) . . . The IRS received an increasing number of al-
legations after Citizens United that tax-exempt organizations were 
engaging in an impermissible level of political campaign interven-
tion. Under existing procedures, these allegations would be re-
viewed by EO Examinations employees who had discretion to open 
an audit. EO Examinations Director Nanette Downing, Lerner and 
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other managers believed that the IRS needed new procedures and 
better employee training to effectively process these allegations. By 
the end of 2010, Downing suspended all examinations of 501(c)(4) 
organizations that were alleged to have engaged in improper polit-
ical campaign intervention. (See Section IX(A).) 

High-level IRS managers, including Miller, Lerner and Downing, 
spent the next three years attempting to devise a new approach 
that would enable the IRS to effectively evaluate allegations re-
lated to political campaign intervention of tax-exempt organiza-
tions. Although these managers understood the importance of the 
issue and devoted significant time and resources to the project, 
they failed to put a new approach in place. As a result, from the 
end of 2010 until April 2014, the IRS did not perform any examina-
tions of 501(c)(4) organizations related to impermissible political 
campaign intervention. 

Sections IV through VIII provide further detail about the 
facts that support the Committee’s findings related to the 
Determinations process. 

IV. FOLLOWING THE CITIZENS UNITED CASE, THE IRS 
FACED EXTERNAL PRESSURE TO MONITOR AND CUR-
TAIL POLITICAL SPENDING OF TAX-EXEMPT ORGANI-
ZATIONS

This section describes the environment within which the IRS EO Division operated 
from 2010–2013 in the wake of the Citizens United case. 

The IRS has long been concerned with political spending by tax- 
exempt organizations. As Sarah Hall Ingram, former Commissioner 
of TE/GE and an employee of the IRS for more than 30 years, ex-
plained:

For decades, the issue of what activities are on which 
side of the line and what’s permitted, and the factual 
issues around who’s crossed the lines and who hasn’t, that 
is a very old question.200

Ingram further observed that the focus on political spending 
tended to intensify at the close of election cycles.201 Although the 
issue was not a novel one for the IRS, the level of external scrutiny 
on the agency increased dramatically after the Supreme Court 
issued its decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commis-
sion, 130 S. Ct. 876 (2010). 

A. EMPLOYEES THROUGHOUT THE IRS EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS
DIVISION WERE AWARE OF THE CITIZENS UNITED DECISION

On January 21, 2010, the Supreme Court issued its decision in 
Citizens United, striking down parts of the Bipartisan Campaign 
Reform Act of 2002 (McCain-Feingold Act). The chief holding was 
that ‘‘[p]olitical spending is a form of protected speech under the 
First Amendment, and the government may not keep corporations 
or unions from spending money to support or denounce individual 
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candidates in elections.’’ 202 Although Citizens United directly ad-
dressed laws administered by the FEC, observers quickly predicted 
that the case might also have implications for the Internal Revenue 
Code and IRS regulations. On the day after the decision was an-
nounced, Lerner brought the case to the attention of upper-level 
TE/GE management and the Chief Counsel’s office. Lerner believed 
that the case would probably not change IRS rules regarding tax 
exemption, but she recommended that the IRS prepare itself for in-
quiries regarding campaign spending by 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) or-
ganizations.203 Ingram agreed that the agency should prepare 
Q&As as she thought that the case might result in a ‘‘test of the 
tax-exemption issue’’ in the courts.204

Lerner and others then prepared a few draft Q&As that could be 
posted to the IRS website to explain the effect of the holding on the 
IRS’s enforcement of its regulations.205 The Q&As restated estab-
lished law regarding the activities of tax-exempt organizations and 
explained that Citizens United did not address the requirements 
that Congress imposed on organizations as a condition of being tax- 
exempt.206 Ultimately, the IRS decided not to post any guidance 
about the case on its website though, as Ingram believed ‘‘it was 
sort of hard to explain why the IRS would be commenting on the 
FEC case in an affirmative way and also because all the other an-
swers [in the Q&As] were already up on the Web in one format or 
another.’’ 207 Lerner also observed that ‘‘[t]his is the danger zone no 
matter what we say.’’ 208 The Q&As were provided to Commissioner 
Shulman and Steve Miller, so they could be prepared if the issue 
came up at a public event.209

Line employees in the EO Division were also aware of the Citi-
zens United decision, independent of any notification by manage-
ment. On the day after the decision was issued, an EO employee 
in Cincinnati forwarded Politico’s analysis of the case to several of 
his colleagues, noting that it ‘‘[l]ooks like yesterday’s Supreme 
Court ruling is going to result in more (c)(4)s engaging in political 
activities and the death of 527s.’’ 210

Two EO Determinations employees in Cincinnati assessed the 
potential impact of Citizens United on incoming applications for 
tax-exempt status. In August 2010, a screener in EO Determina-
tions noted that an incoming application ‘‘appears to be using a re-
cently decided Supreme Court case, ‘Citizens United v Federal Elec-
tion Commission’ which loosened some of the limits on for profit 
and nonprofit organizations with regard to political activities and 
expenditures.’’ 211 The screener then recommended forwarding the 
case to upper management based on ‘‘the current political climate 
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and possible sensitivity of the application’’.212 The following month, 
an EO Determinations employee alerted a colleague about political 
contributions made by a potential applicant for tax-exempt status, 
which the employee believed were possible because of the Citizens
United ruling.213

The impact of the Citizens United ruling on the IRS would re-
main a topic of discussion throughout the agency during the next 
several years, as noted below. 

B. THERE WAS EXTENSIVE PRESS COVERAGE OF POLITICAL SPEND-
ING BY TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS FOLLOWING CITIZENS
UNITED

Political spending was a topic of continued interest in the press 
during the 2010 election year and beyond. The IRS had an active 
role in media coverage, and sometimes made senior employees 
available for interviews with reporters or offered comments on be-
half of the agency. Some senior managers and employees in EO 
monitored the news and shared relevant articles about political 
spending by tax-exempt organizations with colleagues. These arti-
cles were often critical of the IRS and encouraged the agency to do 
more to rein in political spending. 

At times, the IRS helped reporters understand the tax law and 
agency processes. The following examples occurred during the 
height of the 2010 election cycle: 

• In August 2010, The Washington Post reporter Tim 
Farnam had contacted the IRS about campaign-related activity 
by 501(c)(4) and 527 organizations.214 An employee in the 
media relations branch notified Ingram, Miller and Jonathan 
Davis, Commissioner Shulman’s Chief of Staff, that employees 
in TE/GE provided existing data to Tim Farnam.215 The Wash-
ington Post published Mr. Farnam’s story a few days later, 
which discussed how Citizens United ‘‘has indirectly thrust the 
Internal Revenue Service into the more prominent role of over-
seeing [campaign] expenditures.’’ 216 The published article was 
circulated among IRS managers, including Lerner and 
Ingram.217

• In September 2010, a reporter from the New York Times 
contacted the IRS about the operations of 501(c)(4) organiza-
tions after the Citizens United decision, and specifically, Cross-
roads GPS.218 IRS press staff alerted Commissioner Shulman, 
Miller, Ingram, Lerner, and others about the expected story, 
noting, ‘‘One area raised as a concern are those groups that set 
up and function for a short period of time, and we are not 
aware of them until they file their return, well after their po-
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tential lobbying efforts and other activities are complete.’’ 219

Ingram, Lerner and senior EO employee Judy Kindell spoke 
with the reporter on background, and Ingram provided a state-
ment on the record that was drafted by Miller, Lerner, Ingram, 
and others.220 The reporter subsequently published an article 
focusing on political spending by 501(c)(4) organizations in the 
2010 election, focusing on Crossroads GPS.221 Ingram stated 
that the article ‘‘came out pretty well’’ and she opined that ‘‘the 
‘secret donor’ theme will continue.’’ 222

The press continued to run articles on political advocacy spend-
ing by tax-exempt organizations throughout 2011 and 2012. These 
articles were routinely distributed among EO managers, TE/GE 
management, and the Commissioner’s office.223

Employees outside of IRS management also followed the media’s 
coverage of this topic. Indeed, some staff-level employees in EO De-
terminations monitored the news and shared among themselves 
many of the same articles noticed by upper managers—particularly 
the EO Tax Journal, which often compiled relevant stories from 
other media sources.224 A number of the EO Determinations em-
ployees who shared articles were responsible for reviewing and de-
ciding incoming applications for tax-exempt status. Thus, employ-
ees at every level of the IRS were aware of the media’s coverage 
of spending by tax-exempt organizations in the wake of the Citizens
United ruling.

C. MANY MEMBERS OF CONGRESS EXPRESSED THEIR INTEREST IN
POLITICAL SPENDING BY TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

In recent years, Congress has become increasingly engaged in the 
issue of political spending by tax-exempt organizations. Members of 
both houses of Congress—and from both major political parties— 
frequently encouraged IRS action through speeches and direct re-
quests to the IRS. 
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From the end of 2008 through early 2013, the IRS received 35 
formal Congressional requests about tax-exempt organizations.225

These requests covered a wide range of issues, including political 
spending by tax-exempt organizations; imposition of the gift tax on 
donors to tax-exempt organizations; questions about the status of 
a particular organization; and suggested changes to IRS regula-
tions.226 Incoming Congressional requests were forwarded to senior 
IRS management and the typical clearance process for requests re-
lated to tax-exempt issues involved getting feedback from high- 
level management in TE/GE, the Legislative Affairs office, and 
often the Commissioner’s office. Beginning in July 2012, all Con-
gressional responses involving 501(c)(4) organizations were vetted 
by Steve Miller’s Chief of Staff, Nikole Flax, before being final-
ized.227

In addition to these 35 formal requests, members of Congress 
also spoke about political spending in floor speeches 228 and made 
informal requests to the IRS, sometimes through staff.229 The con-
tinued interest by Congress ensured that the IRS—and particularly 
its top managers—stayed focused on these issues. 

D. PRACTITIONERS AND INTEREST GROUPS REQUESTED IRS ACTION
ON POLITICAL SPENDING BY TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

As an agency charged with serving the public, IRS employees 
had frequent interaction with tax practitioners and other interested 
parties about political spending by tax-exempt organizations. Many 
supported specific reforms to the IRS regulations; but others fo-
cused on the actions of particular organizations applying for, or 
holding, tax-exempt status. A few examples that are generally rep-
resentative of IRS interactions with the public are described below: 

• In February 2011, Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in 
Washington wrote to Commissioner Shulman asking the IRS to 
revoke the tax-exempt status of American Future Fund, Inc. 
The request was circulated among EO managers.230

• In March 2011 and September 2012, Lerner, Kindell and 
Treasury employee Ruth Madrigal corresponded directly with 
attorneys from the law firm of Adler & Colvin about proposed 
changes to the regulations for 501(c)(4) organizations. Lerner 
considered the possibility of meeting with the outside firm to 
discuss their proposals.231

• In September 2011, Democracy 21 and the Campaign 
Legal Center wrote to Lerner to request an IRS investigation 
of the tax-exempt status of four organizations, including Cross-
roads GPS, alleging that the groups conducted impermissible 
amounts of political campaign intervention. Lerner forwarded 
the request to EO Exam and instructed that it be treated as 
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a referral for examination. Lerner also informed the TE/GE 
Acting Commissioner, Joseph Grant, and Nikole Flax about the 
request and noted that it ‘‘also went to the Commissioner.’’ 232

• In February 2012, a tax practitioner contacted a local IRS 
office about an article titled ‘‘Is the IRS Attempting to Intimi-
date Local Tea Parties?’’ The request was flagged as practi-
tioner ‘‘noise’’ and forwarded to management for their aware-
ness, and was ultimately sent to Miller.233

• In December 2012, Democracy 21 and the Campaign Legal 
Center requested to meet with the IRS about its petition for 
rulemaking on candidate election activities by 501(c)(4) organi-
zations. On January 4, 2013, the groups met with Lerner, Vic-
toria Judson from the Office of Chief Counsel and Treasury 
employee Ruth Madrigal to discuss the proposal.234

These continual discussions with outside groups ensured that the 
IRS stayed focused on the issue of political spending by tax-exempt 
organizations.

E. IN RESPONSE TO EXTERNAL SCRUTINY AND INCREASED POLITICAL
SPENDING BY TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS, THE IRS TRACKED PO-
LITICAL SPENDING AND PROPOSED REGULATORY CHANGES

Lois Lerner described what she may have believed was pressure 
on the IRS to address political advocacy activities, especially within 
the TE/GE office, in a speech at Duke University’s Sanford School 
of Public Policy in October 2010: 

The Supreme Court dealt it a huge blow [in Citizens 
United], overturning a 100-year old precedent that said ba-
sically corporations could give directly in political cam-
paigns, and everyone is up in arms because they don’t like 
it. The Federal Election Commission can’t do anything 
about it. They want the IRS to fix the problem. The IRS 
laws are not set up to fix the problem. . . . So everybody 
is screaming at us right now, ‘‘Fix it now before the elec-
tion, can’t you see how much these people are spending?’’ 
I won’t know until I look at their 990s next year whether 
they have done more than their primary activity as a polit-
ical or not. So I can’t do anything right now.235

After the 2010 election, the IRS became increasingly concerned 
with the amount and frequency of money spent to influence elec-
tions by tax-exempt organizations. Writing in 2012, Steve Miller 
observed that after the decision, there was a ‘‘rise of super 
PACS.’’ 236 Miller noted that the decision contributed to an increase 
in 501(c)(4) organizations that can engage in ‘‘unlimited issue advo-
cacy’’ but ‘‘limited political campaign activity.’’ 237 Miller also noted 
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an increase in political spending by 501(c)(4) organizations at the 
Senate Finance Committee hearing on May 21, 2013: 

There is no doubt that since 2010 when Citizens United 
sort of released this wave of cash that some of that cash 
headed towards (c)(4) organizations. This is proven out by 
FEC data and IRS data. That does put pressure on us to 
take a look.238

Near the end of 2012, employees in the EO division began consid-
ering whether it was possible to quantify the effect that Citizens
United had on political campaign intervention by tax-exempt orga-
nizations. In December 2012, TE/GE employee Cristopher Giosa 
sent Lerner his preliminary analysis on sources of data that might 
be available.239 Giosa suggested that EO consider enlisting the Of-
fice of Compliance Analytics to help with this project.240

By April 2013, EO and the Office of Compliance Analytics had 
prepared a detailed presentation on political spending in 501(c)(4) 
organizations.241 As background information for the report, the au-
thors noted: 

Since Citizens United (2010) removed the limits on polit-
ical spending by corporations and unions, concern has aris-
en in the public sphere and on Capitol Hill about the po-
tential misuse of 501(c)(4)s for political campaign activity 
due to their tax exempt status and the anonymity they can 
provide to donors.242

The authors then provided a ‘‘problem statement,’’ which stated 
that ‘‘[t]he public purpose of 501(c)(4)s may be diluted by political 
campaign activities as an unintended consequence of Citizens
United.’’ 243

In May 2013, EO and the Office of Compliance Analytics revised 
the presentation in advance of a May 7 briefing for then-Acting 
Commissioner Miller.244 The revised presentation, which was sent 
to Miller’s office, made the following findings: 

• The number of 501(c)(4)s reporting political campaign ac-
tivities almost doubled from tax year 2008 through tax year 
2010; and 

• The amount of political campaign activities for large filers 
(defined as organizations with total revenue of more than $10 
million) almost tripled from tax year 2008 through tax year 
2010.245

The report identified two events that occurred contempora-
neously with the drastic rise in the number of 501(c)(4) organiza-
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tions that reported political campaign activities: the Citizens
United decision and Congress’s consideration of the Affordable Care 
Act.246 Although the report did not conclude that those events 
caused a rise in political spending, by singling them out, it is clear 
that the IRS viewed them as significant, relevant factors. 

The IRS took a step to address concerns about political campaign 
intervention by tax-exempt organizations on November 29, 2013, 
when it proposed regulations that would provide guidance to 
501(c)(4) organizations on the types of political activities that 
would not be considered social welfare. After receiving more than 
150,000 comments on the proposed regulations, on May 22, 2014, 
the IRS withdrew the regulations and stated that it planned to re- 
propose them after a thorough review of the submitted com-
ments.247

As of the issuance of this report, the IRS has not proposed addi-
tional regulations or issued further guidance on this topic. How-
ever, the statements of Lerner and Miller, as well as the analytical 
work performed in 2013, make clear that the IRS has been working 
since 2010 to determine an appropriate response to external pres-
sure following the Citizens United ruling.

V. THE IRS IMPLEMENTED A SPECIAL PROCESS FOR 
HANDLING CERTAIN TYPES OF APPLICATIONS 

This section describes the special procedures that the IRS put in place to process 
applications that involved political advocacy, which were enabled by the creation 
of the BOLO spreadsheet. 

The general process that the IRS followed for processing applica-
tions for tax-exempt status is described above in Section II(E). Over 
time, the IRS developed special procedures for handling certain 
types of applications, particularly those that posed difficult issues. 

A. THE TOUCH AND GO (TAG) SPREADSHEET WAS DEVELOPED TO
ASSIST EO DETERMINATION AGENTS

Each of the Groups within EO Determinations had specialty 
areas and processed applications that fell within those areas.248

Cindy Thomas believed that having one Group work applications 
with similar issues promoted consistency in results, fostered great-
er efficiency, and improved customer satisfaction, as well as em-
ployee and manager satisfaction, since no agent was required to be 
an expert in all issues.249

The ‘‘Touch and Go’’ or ‘‘TAG’’ Group (Group 7830) worked on ap-
plications that involved: 

1. Abusive tax avoidance transactions: 
a. abusive promoters; 
b. fake determination letters; 

2. Activities that were fraudulent in nature: 
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a. applications that materially misrepresented oper-
ations or finances; 

b. activities conducted contrary to tax law (e.g. Foreign 
Conduits); and 

3. Applicants with potential terrorist connections.250

If an agent in the screening group determined that an applica-
tion met the TAG criteria, he/she sent the application to Group 
7830, the group assigned to work TAG applications.251 In Group 
7830, another agent performed a ‘‘secondary screening’’ of the ap-
plication to ensure that the application, in fact, met the TAG cri-
teria. If it did, the application was retained in Group 7830 and 
worked to completion.252

Over the course of time, the IRS identified many applications 
that met the TAG criteria. In an effort to catalog those applications 
so that screening agents could properly identify them, around 2002 
or 2003, EO Determinations developed a TAG spreadsheet.253 The
TAG spreadsheet identified the various TAG applications, ex-
plained the tax law issue presented in each application and pro-
vided further processing guidance to the EO Determinations 
agents.254 The TAG spreadsheet eventually was expanded to in-
clude a second tab that referenced TAG issues that were no longer 
encountered, but were of historical significance.255 When new en-
tries were made to the spreadsheet, a ‘‘TAG alert’’ email was sent 
to EO Determinations agents. Starting in April 2007, copies of TAG 
alert emails were also sent to Thomas, EO Quality Assurance Man-
ager Donna Abner and Washington D.C. EO attorney Ted Lieber, 
who was, ‘‘responsible for disseminating the information to others 
in D.C. should he deem it necessary.’’ 256

The TAG spreadsheet was used not only by the screeners but 
also by all EO Determinations agents.257 On occasion, an applica-
tion presenting a TAG issue might slip through screening and not 
be identified as a TAG application.258 Ultimately, the application 
would be assigned to an EO Determinations agent who, in devel-
oping the facts surrounding the applicant’s activities, would deter-
mine that those facts involved a potential fraudulent transaction, 
or a tax avoidance scheme, or that the applicant might have ter-
rorist connections.259 In identifying the application as a TAG appli-
cation, the agent would be guided by the descriptive information 
contained in the TAG spreadsheet. The agent would then send such 
an application to the TAG Group for work-up. Accordingly, it was 
considered important for all agents, not just the screeners, to have 
access to the TAG spreadsheet.260
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B. THE TAG SPREADSHEET EVOLVED INTO THE JOINT TAG/
EMERGING ISSUES SPREADSHEET

Applications often presented new issues that were not related to 
TAG matters, and for which there was little established precedent. 
These issues also needed to be identified and described for EO De-
terminations agents so that the applications could be sent to a spe-
cific Group where they could be processed and determinations could 
be made in a consistent fashion.261 Screeners identified most of 
these issues through the initial screening process.262 Applications
containing these issues were initially referred to as ‘‘consistency 
cases.’’ 263 EO Determinations agents and managers were apprised 
of these ‘‘consistency cases’’ by email and provided direction on how 
to treat them.264 However, at some point, agents had difficulty 
keeping track of all the emails they were receiving on the ‘‘consist-
ency cases.’’ 265 Accordingly, a decision was made to consolidate the 
‘‘consistency case’’ information sent by email into the existing TAG 
spreadsheet so that EO Determinations agents could easily access 
all of the information that they required in one convenient docu-
ment.266

Accordingly, Jon Waddell and Joseph Herr, Group Managers in 
EO Determinations (Groups 7830 and 7825 respectively), began 
creating a ‘‘Joint TAG/Emerging Issues Spreadsheet.’’ 267 The
spreadsheet contained a tab for TAG applications encountered over 
the past 2–3 years, as well as tabs for Emerging Issues and a 
Watch List.268 Emerging Issues were defined as follows: 

• Groups of applications for which there is no established 
case law or precedent 

• Issues arising from significant current events (not disaster 
relief); and 

• Issues arising from changes to tax law or other significant 
world events.269

The Watch List contained a list of issues that the IRS had not 
yet received, but that it might receive in the future. These issues 
were the result of significant changes in tax law or world events 
and would require ‘‘special handling’’ by the IRS when received.270

Issues on the Watch List tab were generally identified by EO Tech-
nical staff and brought to the attention of the EO Determinations 
Program Manager.271

In April 2010, Thomas determined that the joint issues spread-
sheet then under development should also contain a tab for ‘‘con-
sistency cases,’’ which she described as applications ‘‘where we 
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want to ensure consistent treatment . . . (these cases are not TAG 
or Emerging Issues). For example, a group ruling disbands and 
subordinates decide to apply for individual exemption—we need to 
make sure they are worked/treated the same.’’ 272 She also decided 
that EO Determinations agents and managers would be informed 
about the new spreadsheet during the June/July 2010 Continuing 
Professional Education (CPE) training sessions that they would be 
attending, and asked that the draft spreadsheet be completed and 
presented to her for review by the end of April 2010.273 Thomas
suggested that the name of the spreadsheet be changed since it no 
longer was limited to just TAG issues, but she offered no sugges-
tions for a new name.274

In accordance with Thomas’s direction, Jon Waddell revised the 
‘‘Joint Spreadsheet’’ to include tabs for TAG cases, Emerging 
Issues, Coordinated Cases, and a Watch List.275 Subsequently, on 
May 6, 2010, Elizabeth Hofacre, Emerging Issues Coordinator for 
Group 7825, sent a copy of the ‘‘joint issues’’ spreadsheet to her 
manager, Joseph Herr. The draft spreadsheet referred to ‘‘Tea Par-
ties’’ as a sample entry under the Emerging Issues tab and directed 
agents to ‘‘[c]oordinate with group 7825.’’ 276

C. EO DETERMINATIONS AGENTS WERE TRAINED IN THE USE OF THE
NEW SPREADSHEET AT A JUNE/JULY 2010 CPE TRAINING

In June and July of 2010, EO Determinations provided CPE 
training to its specialists.277 During the course of the training, the 
specialists were advised that they would soon be provided with a 
‘‘Combined Issues Workbook’’ that contained tabs for TAG, TAG 
Historical, Emerging Issues, Coordinated Processing Issues, and a 
Watch List.278 The specialists were shown a PowerPoint presen-
tation that advised them that a designated coordinator would 
maintain the workbook and disseminate alerts in one standard 
email.279 During the course of the training, the specialists were in-
structed that ‘‘Tea Party Cases’’ were an Emerging Issue because 
they involved: 

1. High Profile Applicants 
2. Relevant Subject in Today’s Media 
3. Inconsistent Requests for 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) 
4. Potential for Political/Legislative Activity 
5. Rulings Could be Impactful 280

EO Determinations also told its specialists that ‘‘Successors to 
Acorn’’ was an example of a Watch List issue. The PowerPoint 
presentation instructed employees that Watch List Issues had the 
following characteristics: 

• Typically Applications Not Yet Received 
• Issues are the Result of Significant Changes in Tax Law 
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• Issues are the Result of Significant World Events 
• Special Handling is Required when Applications are Re-

ceived.281

Following up on this training, on July 27, 2010, Elizabeth 
Hofacre prepared a ‘‘Combined Issue Spreadsheet’’ and distributed 
it to managers in EO Determinations.282 The Emerging Issues tab 
of the spreadsheet informed the agents about Tea Party applica-
tions. The spreadsheet indicated that ‘‘[t]hese cases involve various 
local organizations in the Tea Party movement [that] are applying 
for exemption under 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4).’’ The entry in the 
spreadsheet further directed that ‘‘[a]ny cases should be sent to 
Group 7825. Liz Hofacre is coordinating. These cases are currently 
being coordinated with EOT.’’ Hofacre was provided the language 
for this spreadsheet entry by Jon Waddell.283

The spreadsheet distributed by Hofacre also contained an entry 
for ‘‘Progressive’’ on the Tag Historical tab with the issue listed as 
‘‘political activities.’’ Further, the entry stated that the ‘‘[c]ommon 
thread is the word ‘progressive.’ Activities appear to lean toward a 
new political party. Activities are partisan and appear as anti-Re-
publican. You see references to ‘blue.’ ’’ 284

In addition, the spreadsheet included a reference to ‘‘Acorn Suc-
cessors’’ on the Watch List tab. The description stated that 
‘‘[f]ollowing the breakup of ACORN, local chapters have been re-
forming under new names and resubmitting applications.’’ 285

Screeners were instructed to send these cases ‘‘to the TAG 
Group.’’ 286

D. THE NEW SPREADSHEET WAS RENAMED THE ‘‘BOLO’’
SPREADSHEET

From the outset of the development of the Joint TAG/Emerging 
Issues spreadsheet in April 2010, there was some question about 
what to call the new consolidated spreadsheet. While in develop-
ment, various iterations of the spreadsheet had been called ‘‘Joint 
Spreadsheet,’’ ‘‘Combined Issues Workbook’’ and ‘‘Combined Issue 
Spreadsheet.’’ Cindy Thomas stated that 

. . . no one really could think of a name for calling it so 
everyone would know what we are talking about, we de-
cided to have—when we introduced this we said we will 
have a contest to see if anyone can name it and we will 
give—whoever came up with a name we would give them 
59 minutes of administrative time. So Liz Hofacre was ac-
tually the one who came up with a name and we gave her 
59 minutes of admin. And she came up with ‘‘Be on the 
Look Out,’’ and that was in August 2010.287

Elizabeth Hofacre indicated that Joseph Herr had suggested the 
name ‘‘Be on the Look Out’’ or ‘‘BOLO’’ but gave credit for the sug-
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gestion to her, because he did not feel that it was appropriate to 
accept the award himself, since he had been a manager.288

On August 12, 2010, Hofacre distributed the first ‘‘BOLO’’ 
spreadsheet to EO Determinations agents in her capacity as 
Emerging Issues Coordinator. ‘‘Tea Party’’ applications were spe-
cifically identified under the Emerging Issues tab of the spread-
sheet as follows: ‘‘[t]hese cases involve various local organizations 
in the Tea Party movement [that] are applying for exemption 
under 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4).’’ The BOLO directed agents to send 
Tea Party applications to Group 7822 and advised that Hofacre 
was the coordinator.289 Jon Waddell provided Hofacre with the lan-
guage for the Tea Party entry on the Emerging Issues tab.290

The BOLO spreadsheet distributed by Hofacre also contained an 
entry for ‘‘Progressive’’ on the Tag Historical tab with the issue list-
ed as ‘‘political activities.’’ Further, the entry stated that the 
‘‘[c]ommon thread is the word ‘progressive.’ Activities appear to 
lean toward a new political party. Activities are partisan and ap-
pear as anti-Republican. You see references to ‘blue.’ ’’ 291

E. EO DETERMINATIONS DEVELOPED A PROCESS TO UPDATE THE
BOLO SPREADSHEET

Along with the introduction of the BOLO spreadsheet, EO deter-
minations developed a process for making changes, from time to 
time, to the spreadsheet. Prior to May 17, 2012, for TAG issues, 
Coordinated Processing applications, and Watch List applications, 
a group manager would send an email requesting a revision to the 
manager of Group 7822.292 If the Manager of Group 7822 agreed 
with the suggested revision, then the change was made and the 
Emerging Issues Coordinator sent out a BOLO alert to all EO De-
terminations agents and managers. If there was disagreement, 
then the manager of Group 7822 elevated the issue to Cindy Thom-
as for resolution. In addition, if the EO Technical Manager con-
tacted Thomas to advise her to ‘‘watch for’’ certain types of applica-
tions, she would direct the Manager of Group 7822 to add the issue 
to the Watch List. 

For changes to the Emerging Issues tab, prior to May 17, 2012, 
suggestions were sent to the Emerging Issues Coordinator in Group 
7822, who researched the matter and reported his/her conclusions 
to the Manager of Group 7822. The Manager of Group 7822 then 
consulted with the Area Manager and/or the EO Determinations 
Program Manager for a final decision. The Emerging Issues Coordi-
nator then emailed changes to EO Determinations agents and man-
agers.293

Subsequent to May 17, 2012, this process changed. On that date, 
Holly Paz, Director of Rulings and Agreements, issued a memo-
randum requiring that all changes to the BOLO spreadsheet tabs 
(Abusive Transaction and Fraud Applications (TAG), Emerging 
Issues, Coordinated Processing applications and Watch List appli-
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cations) receive the approval of the Group Manager of the Emerg-
ing Issues Group, the EO Determinations Program Manager, and 
the Director of Rulings and Agreements.294

VI. APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED BY TEA PARTY ORGANI-
ZATIONS WERE SYSTEMATICALLY IDENTIFIED, CEN-
TRALIZED AND SUBJECTED TO HEIGHTENED SCRU-
TINY BY THE IRS 

This section explains how the IRS used the BOLO spreadsheet to systemically 
identify incoming applications submitted by Tea Party organizations, and how 
being placed on the BOLO spreadsheet affected the processing of those 
applications.

A. AFTER THE IRS RECEIVED AND APPROVED THE FIRST FEW ‘‘TEA
PARTY’’ APPLICATIONS, IT PREPARED SENSITIVE CASE REPORTS
AND ADDED AN ENTRY TO THE BOLO SPREADSHEET

The first applications for tax exemption filed by Tea Party orga-
nizations were received by EO Determinations prior to March 
2010.295 EO Determinations processed the initial applications it re-
ceived and in doing so, it approved two Tea Party organizations 
that had applied for exemption under 501(c)(4), and one Tea Party 
organization that had submitted an application for exemption 
under 501(c)(3).296 It would be more than 18 months before the IRS 
approved another application from a Tea Party organization.297

1. Tea Party Applications Began To Draw Attention in EO 
Determinations

In early 2010, an application filed by the Albuquerque Tea Party 
was assigned to Jack Koester, a screener in Group 7838, EO Deter-
minations.298 Koester had heard about the Tea Party in news re-
ports.299 Upon receiving the application from the Albuquerque Tea 
Party, Koester concluded that it was ‘‘high profile’’ because of the 
possibility that it would attract media attention, so he informed his 
Group Manager, John Shafer. It was standard practice for screen-
ers to bring ‘‘high profile’’ applications to the attention of their 
manager.300 Subsequently, Koester sent Shafer an email in which 
he noted that ‘‘recent media attention to this type of organization 
indicates to me that this is a high profile case.’’ 301 Koester also in-
dicated that the organization stated in its Form 1024 that it may 
engage in ‘‘possible future political activities.’’ 302

Shafer, in turn, forwarded Koester’s email to Sharon Camarillo, 
his Area Manager, who sent it to Cindy Thomas, asking that 
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Thomas ‘‘let ‘Washington’ know about this potentially politically 
embarrassing case involving a ‘Tea Party’ organization.’’ 303

2. EO Technical Had Early Awareness of the Tea Party 
Applications

Upon receiving Camarillo’s February 25, 2010 email, Thomas 
contacted Holly Paz, then the Acting Manager of EO Technical. 
Thomas told Paz that ‘‘[w]e have a Form 1024 for: Albuquerque 
Tea Party Inc. We’re wondering if EO Technical wants the case be-
cause of recent media attention.’’ 304 Paz, in reply, stated to Thom-
as, ‘‘I think sending it up here is a good idea given the potential 
for media interest.’’ 305

3. EO Technical Assumed Responsibility for Working Two Tea 
Party Applications as ‘‘Test Cases’’ 

In early March 2010, Shafer asked Gary Muthert, a screener in 
his Group, to conduct a search of the case and inventory manage-
ment systems used by TE/GE to determine if any other Tea Party 
organizations had filed applications for tax exemption.306 Muthert
found that there were seven applications pending from Tea Party 
organizations, and that three additional applications had already 
been approved for tax-exempt status.307 When Thomas was made 
aware of the existence of these 10 applications, she apprised Paz, 
asking Paz whether she wanted ‘‘all of them or do you only want 
a few and then give us advice as to what to do with the remain-
ing?’’308 Paz acknowledged receipt of the ‘‘one Tea Party case up 
here—that was sent up from [EO Determinations] just a few weeks 
ago . . . .’’ Paz then stated that she was unaware that there were 
more, and said ‘‘I think we should take a few more cases (I’d say 
2) and would ask that you hold the rest until we get a sense of 
what the issues may be. Then we will work with [EO Determina-
tions] in working the other cases.’’ 309

4. EO Technical Prepared the First SCR for the Tea Party 
Applications

On or around March 18, 2010, Steve Grodnitzky, Manager of EO 
Technical Group 1, became Acting Manager of EO Technical.310

Several weeks later, Grodnitzky inquired of Donna Elliot-Moore, a 
Tax Law Specialist in EO Technical, about the specific activities of 
the two Tea Party organizations whose applications were then 
pending in EO Technical. One of those applications was for exemp-
tion under 501(c)(4) from the Albuquerque Tea Party, and the other 
was for exemption under 501(c)(3) from the Prescott Tea Party. El-
liot-Moore advised Grodnitzky on April 1, 2010 that with regard to 
the activities of both organizations, ‘‘I looked briefly and it looks 
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more educational but with a republican slant obviously.’’ 311

Grodnitzky responded ‘‘[t]hese are high profile cases as they deal 
with the Tea Party so there may be media attention. May need to 
do an SCR on them.’’ 312 Elliot Moore noted in response that ‘‘[t]he 
Tea Party movement is covered in the Post almost daily. I expect 
to see more applications.’’ Grodnitzky then contacted Cindy Thom-
as on April 2, 2010, and advised her that ‘‘I think there needs to 
be an SCR on the Tea Party cases, due to the high media attention. 
Actually, you can’t turn on the television news without hearing 
about the movement.’’ 313 Thomas concurred in Grodnitzky’s assess-
ment.

Grodnitzky assigned the two Tea Party applications to EO Tech-
nical Group 2, managed by Ronald Shoemaker.314 Shoemaker, in 
turn, assigned the two applications to Carter (Chip) Hull, a Tax 
Law Specialist in Group 2. Hull, a veteran of the IRS since 1965, 
was considered to be a subject-matter expert on 501(c)(4) organiza-
tions.315 Grodnitzky directed Shoemaker to prepare an SCR on the 
Tea Party applications.316 The Tea Party cases met the criteria for 
preparation of an SCR because the applications were likely to at-
tract media attention. Accordingly, Hull prepared the first SCR on 
the Tea Party applications which is dated April 19, 2010. In the 
SCR, Hull noted that the applications from the Albuquerque Tea 
Party and the Prescott Tea Party were ‘‘[l]ikely to attract media or 
Congressional attention.’’ Hull further indicated that ‘‘[t]he various 
‘tea party’ organizations are separately organized but appear to be 
part of a national politically conservative movement that may be 
involved in political activities. The ‘tea party’ organizations are 
being followed closely in national newspapers (such as the Wash-
ington Post) almost on a daily basis.’’ 317

5. Placing the Tea Party Applications on the SCRs Caused Delays 
in Their Processing 

Grodnitzky’s decision to place Tea Party applications on the SCR 
effectively meant that proposed determinations for those applica-
tions now required at least two additional levels of review before 
they could be released. Since the applications on the SCR were the 
‘‘test cases,’’ those needed to first be resolved before all other Tea 
Party applications pending in EO Determinations could also be 
brought to closure. Any delay in the disposition of the applications 
on the SCR would result in a corresponding delay in the disposition 
of all other Tea Party applications pending in EO Determinations. 
As explained in greater detail in Section VII(C), there were sub-
stantial delays in the processing of the ‘‘test cases’’ and those 
delays, in turn, contributed to delays in the processing of the Tea 
Party applications awaiting action in EO Determinations. 
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6. Identification of the Tea Party Applications as an Emerging 
Issue on the BOLO Spreadsheet Resulted in Centralization and 
Full Development of those Applications 

As described more fully above, EO Determinations developed the 
new ‘‘Joint Tag Emerging Issues Spreadsheet’’ (subsequently re-
fined and renamed ‘‘BOLO Spreadsheet’’) in early 2010, coinciden-
tally with the identification of the first Tea Party applications and 
their placement on the SCR.318 Joseph Herr and Elizabeth Hofacre 
added applications received from Tea Party organizations to a draft 
version of the spreadsheet as early as May 6, 2010, because these 
applications met the criteria for an ‘‘emerging issue’’ (absence of es-
tablished precedent, issues arising from significant events, etc.).319

Ultimately, the spreadsheet was renamed the ‘‘BOLO’’ spreadsheet 
and distributed to EO Determinations agents on August 12, 
2010.320

Inclusion of the Tea Party reference in the Emerging Issues tab 
of the BOLO spreadsheet shaped the manner in which the Tea 
Party applications were processed by EO Determinations over the 
next few years. Specifically, applications identified as originating 
from Tea Party groups were then ‘‘centralized’’ by sending them to 
the Emerging Issues Group (7822). There they were subjected to 
full development for possible political advocacy.321

In order to identify what was, in fact, a ‘‘Tea Party’’ application, 
the screening agents and secondary screeners in EO Determina-
tions developed screening criteria. If an application met the screen-
ing criteria, it was sent to Group 7822 for centralized handling as 
a Tea Party application. John Shafer summarized the criteria as 
follows:

The following are issues that could indicate a case to be 
considered a potential ‘‘tea party’’ case and sent to Group 
7822 for secondary screening. 

1. ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘Patriots’’ or ‘‘9/12 Project’’ is referenced 
in the case file. 

2. Issues include government spending, government debt 
and taxes. 

3. Educate the public through advocacy/legislative activi-
ties to make America a better place to live. 

4. Statements in the case file that are critical of how the 
country is being run.322

Applications that merely contained the words ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/12,’’ 
‘‘Patriots,’’ and other like terms, but did not otherwise evidence po-
litical campaign intervention, were nevertheless centralized in 
Group 7822 as ‘‘Tea Party’’ applications and there received full de-
velopment.323 Similarly, applications that referenced activities such 
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as advocating for smaller government and balanced budgets, that 
criticized how the country was being run, or that suggested ways 
to make America a better place to live, but that did not contain 
words like ‘‘Tea Party’’ or ‘‘9/12’’ or ‘‘Patriots,’’ were also considered 
to be ‘‘Tea Party’’ applications. Accordingly, they were centralized 
in Group 7822 where they were fully developed.324

During Elizabeth Hofacre’s tenure as Emerging Issues Coordi-
nator in Group 7822 (May 2010 to October 2010), screeners some-
times sent to Group 7822 applications received from organizations 
on the left of the political spectrum that involved possible political 
campaign intervention.325 Hofacre returned these applications to 
the screeners or placed them in general inventory and they were 
subsequently assigned to any EO Determinations agent, since they 
did not meet the criteria for a Tea Party application.326 Similarly,
Hofacre returned to the screeners or to general inventory applica-
tions received from groups on the right of the political spectrum 
that did not meet the Tea Party criteria.327 Applications so re-
turned were assigned, processed and determinations were made on 
them.328 In contrast, and as described more fully in succeeding sec-
tions, applications identified as ‘‘Tea Party’’ applications by EO De-
terminations and centralized in Group 7822 were subjected to long 
delays, multiple reviews, and unnecessarily burdensome develop-
ment.

B. EO DETERMINATIONS PERIODICALLY UPDATED THE EMERGING
ISSUES TAB OF THE BOLO SPREADSHEET

The Emerging Issues tab of the BOLO spreadsheet underwent 
several major revisions between 2010 and 2012. Until May 2012, 
most of these changes had little practical effect in the way that EO 
Determinations employees screened and processed incoming appli-
cations from Tea Party organizations. 

1. Until July 2011, the Emerging Issues Tab of the BOLO 
Spreadsheet Specifically Referenced the Tea Party Movement 

From its earliest iteration in May 2010 until the July 2011 revi-
sion, the BOLO specifically referenced the Tea Party movement.329

For example, in October 2010, when Elizabeth Hofacre relin-
quished her position as the Emerging Issues Coordinator to Ronald 
Bell, the Emerging Issue tab read as follows: 

Issue Name: Tea Party 
Issue Description: These cases involve various local or-

ganizations in the Tea Party movement that are applying 
for exemption under 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4). 
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Disposition of Emerging Issue: Any cases should be 
sent to Group 7822. Liz Hofacre is coordinating. These 
cases are currently being coordinated with EOT.330

In February 2011, the language was revised slightly as follows: 
Issue Name: Tea Party 
Issue Description: Organizations involved with the 

Tea Party movement applying for exemption under 
501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4). 

Disposition of Emerging Issue: Forward case to 
Group 7822. Ron Bell (coordinator). Cases are being coordi-
nated with EO Tech—Chip Hull.331

The references to the ‘‘Tea Party movement’’ in the Emerging 
Issues tab of the BOLO spreadsheet were meant to describe organi-
zations that were part of the actual Tea Party movement.332

2. In July 2011, Lois Lerner Directed that the References to ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ be Removed From the Emerging Issues Tab of the BOLO 
Spreadsheet

On July 5, 2011, Lois Lerner convened a meeting with various 
members of her staff including Holly Paz, Cindy Thomas and oth-
ers, to discuss the Tea Party applications and options for proc-
essing those applications.333 In preparation for the meeting, 
Lerner’s staff assembled a briefing paper that stated the criteria 
that the screeners in EO Determinations were using to identify ap-
plications as ‘‘Tea Party’’ applications.334 The criteria were then 
discussed by the participants.335 During the course of the meeting, 
Lerner directed that ‘‘Tea Party’’ organizations should no longer be 
referred to as such, but instead should be called ‘‘advocacy organi-
zations.’’ 336 Lerner was apparently concerned that referring to the 
organizations by their name would create the impression of bias.337

On July 5, 2011, Cindy Thomas described to her staff Lerner’s mo-
tivation for the name change as follows: 

Lois expressed concern with the ‘‘label’’ we assigned to 
these cases. Her concern was centered around the fact that 
these type things [sic] can get us in trouble down the road 
when outsiders request information and accuse us of ‘‘pick-
ing on’’ certain types of organizations even though we all 
know that isn’t what is taking place.338

During the meeting, Lerner and those present worked out new 
language to replace the ‘‘Tea Party’’ reference in the Emerging 
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Issues tab of the BOLO spreadsheet with a more general reference 
to advocacy organizations.339

3. Cindy Thomas Removed References to the ‘‘Tea Party’’ From the 
Emerging Issues Tab of the BOLO Spreadsheet 

Immediately after the meeting, Thomas made the agreed-to 
changes to the Emerging Issues tab.340 The entry now read as fol-
lows:

Issue: Advocacy Orgs 
Issue Description: Organizations involved with polit-

ical, lobbying or advocacy for exemption under 501(c)(3) or 
501(c)(4).

Disposition of Emerging Issue: Forward case to 
Group 7822. Ron Bell is coordinating cases with EO 
Tech—Chip Hull.341

Thomas informed Steve Bowling and John Shafer that she had 
made the above-described change to the Emerging Issues tab.342

She also advised Bowling and Shafer that ‘‘Lois did want everyone 
to know that we are handling the cases as we should, i.e., the 
Screening Group starts seeing a pattern of cases and is elevating 
the issue.’’ 343

On July 11, 2011, Ronald Bell sent the revised BOLO spread-
sheet to EO Determinations employees in accordance with his re-
sponsibilities as the Emerging Issues Coordinator.344 While Bell in-
formed recipients of the BOLO Alert email to be on the lookout for 
applications for exemption under 501(c)(3) for ‘‘green’’ energy, his 
cover email failed to apprise recipients of the changes made to the 
Emerging Issues tab.345

4. After July 11, 2011, Cindy Thomas and John Shafer Made No 
Changes to the Screening Criteria Used by Screeners To Identify 
Applications Received From Tea Party Groups 

After Bell transmitted the revised July 11, 2011, BOLO spread-
sheet to EO Determinations staff, John Shafer, the Screening 
Group Manager, made no changes to the use of the criteria by the 
screeners to identify Tea Party applications.346 The following col-
loquy occurred during Shafer’s interview by the Committee: 

Q. Okay. Okay. So Exhibit 8, whatever you want to call it, 
the numbers 1 through 4 that are in your Exhibit 8 [appli-
cant’s name included ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘Patriots,’’ or ‘‘9/12,’’ or 
statements existed in the application about government spend-
ing/debt, making America a better place to live, or that were 
critical of the way the country was being run], that’s how the 
cases were being screened at that time in June of 2011? 
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Shafer made no changes because he interpreted Thomas’s email 
in which she advised that ‘‘Lois did want everyone to know that we 
are handling the cases as we should . . .’’ as confirmation that his 
screening Group was handling the Tea Party cases correctly.348

Therefore, after July 11, 2011, the screeners received no direction 
to change the way that they had been processing Tea Party appli-
cations.

Similarly, Cindy Thomas understood the July 11, 2011 change di-
rected by Lerner from ‘‘Tea Party’’ to ‘‘advocacy org.’’ in the Emerg-
ing Issues tab to be no more than a name change.349 She did not 
feel that the name change necessitated any revisions to the way 
EO Determinations was processing cases that involved political ad-
vocacy issues. Thomas told the Committee: 

Again, I believe that all along that we were including all 
cases with political activity. So why would I believe that 
something needed to be changed when I believed that we 
were treating all cases the same and putting them all in 
the bucket.350

The Committee found no evidence to suggest that Lois Lerner 
followed up with Thomas or any other manager to ensure that EO 
Determinations was properly screening applications in accordance 
with the revised ‘‘Advocacy orgs.’’ entry of the July 2011 Emerging 
Issues tab of the BOLO spreadsheet. 

a. How Screeners Processed Applications Received From Tea 
Party and Affiliated Groups After the July 2011 BOLO 
Change

The screeners appear to have continued to apply the Tea Party 
screening criteria to identify cases as ‘‘Advocacy orgs.’’ after the 
July 2011 change to the Emerging Issues tab of the BOLO spread-
sheet.351 During the Committee’s interview of Gary Muthert, a 
screener in John Shafer’s Group, Muthert was shown a copy of the 
July 27, 2011 Emerging Issues tab of the BOLO spreadsheet and 
was asked the following: 

Q. But if I’m understanding what you said just a couple of 
minutes ago, you continued to look for organizations that were 
affiliated with the Tea Party, you flagged them as advocacy or-
ganizations, and you sent them to the BOLO group, is that 
right?

A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And that continued when this was, this document, 

Exhibit 6 [July 27, 2011 Emerging Issues tab], was out? 
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A. Yes.352

It is probable that the screeners’ continued use of the Tea Party 
criteria after the issuance of the July 11, 2011 Emerging Issues tab 
was a consequence of Thomas and Shafer’s understanding that the 
screeners were ‘‘handling the cases as [they] should.’’ Moreover, 
continued use of the Tea Party screening criteria was not nec-
essarily inconsistent with the July 2011 revised description now 
found in the Emerging Issues tab, since cases that met the Tea 
Party criteria may also have met the description of ‘‘Advocacy 
orgs.’’ 353

Thomas herself believed that all Tea Party applications involved 
political activity and required full development. She stated to the 
Committee as follows: 

Q. Did you think that all Tea Party cases involved political 
activity?

A. There was actually a case that had, from my under-
standing, there was a case that had Tea Party in the name and 
it was not a political case at all, that it was like Little Suzie’s 
Tea Party, a little kid’s group. 

Q. But other than those that involved children’s tea parties, 
all of the ones that are associated with the Tea Party move-
ment, did you think they were all involving political activity? 

A. Yes, those as well as all cases that involved any political 
activity.354

Accordingly, even after the July 2011 change to the Emerging 
Issues tab of the BOLO spreadsheet, EO Determinations manage-
ment and EO Determinations screeners continued to treat applica-
tions received from Tea Party organizations much the same as they 
had before the July change. 

b. How Screeners Processed Applications Received From Or-
ganizations That Did Not Engage in Political Campaign 
Intervention After the July 2011 BOLO Change 

In September 2011, Paz grew concerned about the growing num-
ber of political advocacy cases pending in EO Determinations. She 
told David Fish that there were now over 100 political advocacy 
cases on hold in EO Determinations. She went on to state that ‘‘[i]n 
meeting with Cindy in Cincy last week and looking at some of the 
cases, it is clear to me that we cast the net too wide and have held 
up cases that have nothing to do with lobbying or campaign inter-
vention (e.g., org distributing educational material on the national 
debt).’’ 355 Thomas shared Paz’s concern. In her view, the descrip-
tion of ‘‘Advocacy orgs.’’ in the Emerging Issues tab was ‘‘way too 
broad,’’ and resulted in sending to Group 7822 for full development 
applications that did not contain political advocacy issues, but rath-
er presented lobbying issues.356 Thomas stated that the July 2011 
description of ‘‘Advocacy orgs.’’ ‘‘caused confusion among the groups 
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in Cincinnati and the employees because they then started believ-
ing it included many, many more types of cases than just political 
advocacy-type cases.’’ 357

5. Steve Bowling and Cindy Thomas Changed the BOLO 
Spreadsheet in January 2012 

In January 2012, Steve Bowling discussed with several of the 
revenue agents in Group 7822, including Ronald Bell, the Emerg-
ing Issues Coordinator, ways to revise the Emerging Issue tab so 
as to narrow its focus to avoid selecting applications that did not 
include political advocacy issues.358 At the same time, Cindy Thom-
as told Steve Bowling that an entry for Occupy organizations need-
ed to be included on the Watch List or BOLO because of press re-
ports that Occupy organizations may apply for tax-exempt sta-
tus.359 Initially, Bowling emailed Thomas two options for updating 
the BOLO criteria as follows: 

1st scenario = 1 BOLO 
Current Political Issues: Political action type organiza-

tions involved in limiting/expanding government, edu-
cating on the constitution and bill of rights, $ocial eco-
nomic reform / movement. 

Note: typical advocacy type issues that are currently list-
ed on the Case Assignment Guide (CAG) do not meet these 
criteria unless they are also involved in activities described 
above.

2nd scenario = 2 BOLOs 
Tea Parties: Typically involved in the tea party move-

ment, further the principles of the constitution and bill of 
rights, promote voter registration, may refer to govern-
mental reform, and/or 912 projects. 

‘‘Occupy’’ orgs: Involve organizations occupying public 
space protesting in various cities, call people to assemble 
(people’s assemblies) claiming social injustices due to ‘‘big- 
money’’ influence, claim the democratic process is con-
trolled by wall street/banks/multinational corporations, 
could be linked globally. Claim to represent the 99% of the 
public that are interested in separating money from poli-
tics and improving the infrastructure to fix everything 
from healthcare to the economy.360

Thomas vetoed the second suggestion based on her under-
standing of Lerner’s concerns about how the reference to ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ would create the appearance of bias.361 As a compromise, 
Thomas suggested that Bowling use the first scenario for the 
Emerging Issues tab while adding Occupy to the Watch List tab.362
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Bowling accepted Thomas’s suggestion and revised the Emerging 
Issue and Watch List tabs of the BOLO spreadsheet accordingly.363

The references to ‘‘political action type organizations involved in 
limiting’’ government and ‘‘educating on the constitution and bill of 
rights’’ were attempts to describe the agenda of the Tea Party with-
out using the term ‘‘Tea Party.’’ 364 The reference to ‘‘$ocial eco-
nomic reform/movement’’ was ‘‘code’’ for the Occupy organiza-
tions.365 Bell queried Bowling why it was necessary to include the 
‘‘$ocial economic’’ reference in the Emerging Issues tab as well, but 
Bowling responded that organizations other than the Occupy 
groups were advocating a similar position.366

6. Holly Paz and Lois Lerner Were Informed That EO 
Determinations Revised the July 2011 Emerging Issues Tab 

On February 22, 2012, Paz asked Thomas to provide some infor-
mation regarding the number of political advocacy cases that were 
then pending, whether cases that met the BOLO description re-
ceived full development, and ‘‘how do we currently have this de-
scribed on the bolo?’’ 367 Thomas replied to Paz on that same day 
that there were 208 pending political advocacy cases, that ‘‘[a]ll 
cases meeting BOLO criteria are supposed to go to full develop-
ment,’’ and she attached a copy of the then-current BOLO spread-
sheet.368 The Emerging Issues tab of the attached spreadsheet re-
flected the changes that Bowling had made, and Thomas had ap-
proved, on January 25, 2012. 
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Subsequently, on May 15, 2012, Thomas sent Paz and Lerner an-
other copy of the BOLO spreadsheet, including the Emerging 
Issues tab that reflected the changes made on January 25, 2012.369

7. After Steve Miller Became Aware of the BOLO Criteria, Holly 
Paz Revised the Process for Making Changes to the BOLO 
Spreadsheet and a New BOLO Spreadsheet Was Issued 

On May 3, 2012, Steve Miller was briefed by Nancy Marks on the 
existence of the BOLO entry for ‘‘Tea Party’’ and the criteria used 
to identify applications as Tea Party applications.370 Miller told the 
Committee that when he first heard of the criteria, he thought that 
it ‘‘was stupid and inappropriate.’’ 371 When Lerner found out that 
the July 2011 description of ‘‘Advocacy orgs.’’ in the Emerging 
Issues tab had been subsequently changed, she ‘‘put her head on 
the table and said, ‘I thought I had fixed it.’ ’’ 372 Miller then di-
rected Holly Paz to look into the process by which changes were 
made to the BOLO spreadsheet and to make adjustments to the 
process.373 It is possible that Miller was concerned about how the 
Emerging Issue tab had been changed without Lerner or Paz’s 
knowledge or consent. 

On May 10, 2012, Paz asked Thomas to explain the process by 
which the Emerging Issues tab was amended.374 Thomas informed 
Paz that suggestions for additions were sent to the Emerging 
Issues Coordinator who then consulted with the Area Manager 
and/or the Program Manager to determine if the matter would be 
added to the Emerging Issue tab.375

On May 17, 2012, Paz issued a Memorandum to Thomas advis-
ing that any changes to the Emerging Issue tab would now require 
the approval of the Emerging Issues Group Manager, the EO De-
terminations Program Manager, and the Director of Rulings and 
Agreements.376

In June 2012, the BOLO Spreadsheet was revised.377 The
Emerging Issues tab stated as follows: 

Issue: Current Political Issues 
Issue Description: 501(c)(3), 501(c)(4), 501(c)(5) and 

501(c)(6) organizations with indicators of significant 
amounts of political campaign intervention (raising ques-
tions as to exempt purpose and/or excess private benefit). 
Note: advocacy action type issue (e.g., lobbying) that are 
currently listed on the Case Assignment Guide (CAG) do 
not meet this criteria. 

Disposition of Emerging Issue: Forward case to 
Group 7822. 
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Paz also directed Thomas to remove references to ACORN and 
Occupy from the Watch List tab of the spreadsheet, since ‘‘the 
issues we are concerned about in those cases should be captured’’ 
by the revised language in the Emerging Issues tab.378

This description remained in the Emerging Issues tab until April 
2013 when the ‘‘Disposition of Emerging Issue’’ entry was changed 
to reflect that the cases should be sent to Group 7823.379 Shortly
thereafter, on June 20, 2013, the IRS suspended the use of the 
BOLO spreadsheet.380

VII. THE PROCESSES USED BY THE IRS TO WORK THE 
TEA PARTY APPLICATIONS WERE INEFFICIENT, CUM-
BERSOME, INVOLVED MULTIPLE LEVELS OF REVIEW, 
AND WERE PLAGUED BY DELAY 

This section identifies various measures taken by the IRS that harmed Tea Party 
applicants.

No solitary event can be said to have caused the lengthy delays 
experienced by the Tea Party and other political advocacy organiza-
tions in the processing of their applications from 2010 to 2013. 
Rather, a confluence of events, some inter-related and most involv-
ing poor management decisions or the absence of management 
oversight, effectively resulted in the IRS taking years to make deci-
sions on these applications. 

A. THE INITIAL PROCESS USED TO REVIEW THE TEA PARTY
APPLICATIONS IN 2010 WAS LABORIOUS AND TIME CONSUMING

In early April 2010, Carter (Chip) Hull, Tax Law Specialist, EO 
Technical Group 2, began working on two of the first applications 
received from Tea Party groups (i.e., Albuquerque Tea Party and 
Prescott Tea Party).381 Hull had been assigned to process these two 
‘‘test cases’’ so that his experiences could then be shared with EO 
Determinations, the entity with primary responsibility for proc-
essing the Tea Party applications.382 Hull commenced his work by 
reviewing the case files and preparing development letters aimed 
at eliciting information from the organizations about their planned 
activities.383 This information was necessary for Hull to determine 
whether the planned activities of these organizations were con-
sistent with the tax-exempt status they were seeking.384

All other applications received from Tea Party organizations re-
mained in EO Determinations and in late April 2010, were as-
signed to Elizabeth Hofacre, the Emerging Issues Coordinator in 
EO Determinations, Group 7822.385 In mid-May 2010, Steve 
Grodnitzky, Acting Manager of EO Technical, directed Hull to 
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share with Hofacre the development letters Hull had prepared for 
the Albuquerque and Prescott Tea Party applications.386

Grodnitzky told Hull to explain to Hofacre how the questions had 
been tailored to the facts of each application, lest Hofacre simply 
copy the development letters. In carrying out this directive, Hull 
advised Hofacre to send each of her draft development letters to 
him, together with copies of the applications and supporting docu-
ments.387 Under the process imposed by Hull, Hofacre could not re-
lease the development letters to the applicants without Hull’s con-
currence.388 When Hofacre began to receive responses to some of 
the development letters, Hull instructed Hofacre to send those re-
sponses to him, as well.389

Hofacre described this process as highly unusual.390 In Hofacre’s 
experience, EO Determinations agents would sometimes contact 
EO Technical specialists, with prior management approval, to pose 
a question or two.391 Typically, EO Determinations agents had 
broad discretion in processing applications and could make rec-
ommendations regarding the ultimate disposition of an application, 
or whether additional information was required of the applicant.392

This was not the case for the Tea Party applications.393 With re-
gard to those applications, Hofacre was not permitted by Hull to 
exercise any discretion regarding the applications.394 Hofacre felt 
that for several of the Tea Party applications, she had sufficient in-
formation in her possession to make a recommendation to either 
approve or deny the application, or to request additional informa-
tion.395 However, she was unable to do so, as Hull effectively con-
trolled all the decisions regarding how the Tea Party applications 
were handled.396

In October 2010, Cindy Thomas grew concerned with the efficacy 
of this process under which Hull reviewed each determination let-
ter and informed Holly Paz, then Manager of EO Technical, as fol-
lows:

I have a concern with the approach being used to de-
velop the tea party cases we have here in Cincinnati. Ap-
parently, an additional information letter is prepared for 
each case and the letter is faxed to Chip Hull for him to 
review. After he reviews, we send out the letter. In some 
instances, the organizations have responded and we are 
just ‘‘sitting’’ on these cases. Personally, I don’t know 
why Chip needs to look at each and every additional 
information letter . . . we need to coordinate these 
cases as a group and not try to work them one by 
one.397
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Sometime in August 2010 and continuing unabated through to 
October 2010, Hull ceased communicating with Hofacre for reasons 
unknown to Hofacre.398 She continued to draft development letters 
and to send them to Hull along with copies of the applications and 
supporting documents, but Hull never responded to her.399 Without
Hull’s concurrence, Hofacre was unable to send any further devel-
opment letters to applicant organizations.400 When organizations 
called Hofacre to inquire about the status of their applications, 
Steve Bowling, her Group Manager instructed her to tell the callers 
that their applications were ‘‘under review.’’ 401 Hofacre grew in-
creasingly frustrated with this process.402 She likened it to ‘‘work-
ing in lost luggage’’ and she ‘‘dreaded when the phone rang.’’ 403

While she elevated the matter of Hull’s non-responsiveness to 
Bowling, Bowling merely instructed Hofacre to continue to prepare 
development letters and to send them to the silent Hull.404

In October 2010, Hofacre left EO Determinations, in large part 
due to her frustration over a lack of ‘‘autonomy’’ in the processing 
of the Tea Party applications and because of her concern that these 
were ‘‘high-profile’’ applications that could have ‘‘imploded’’ at any 
time.405 When Hofacre left EO Determinations, only a few develop-
ment letters had been sent out on the 40 Tea Party applications 
then pending in EO Determinations.406 A substantial number of 
the applications either remained unworked, or had been reviewed 
by Hofacre and draft development letters had been prepared, but 
not released.407 This was due in large measure to the requirement 
that Hull review each application, development letter, and re-
sponse, a process that was necessarily laborious and which was de-
layed, for unexplained reasons, in August 2010 when Hull ceased 
communicating with Hofacre. 

B. BECAUSE OF MISCOMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN EO DETERMINA-
TIONS MANAGEMENT AND STAFF, NO TEA PARTY APPLICATIONS
WERE PROCESSED BY EO DETERMINATIONS FOR MORE THAN ONE
YEAR (OCTOBER 2010 TO NOVEMBER 2011)

With Hofacre’s departure from EO Determinations in October 
2010, Ronald Bell assumed responsibility as the Emerging Issues 
Coordinator in Group 7822.408 Before her departure, Hofacre 
briefed Bell on his new duties, told him that Chip Hull was the EO 
Technical contact for the Tea Party applications, and forwarded to 
Bell some draft development letters that she had prepared.409

Upon the assumption of his new duties, Bell was also apprised 
by Steve Bowling, his Manager, that EO Technical was preparing 
guidance for EO Determinations to use to process the Tea Party 
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applications.410 Bell interpreted this to mean that he should per-
form no work on the Tea Party applications until receiving that 
guidance from EO Technical.411 Thus, in lieu of reviewing Tea 
Party applications and preparing draft development letters as 
Hofacre had done, Bell worked on auto-revocation cases.412

In November 2010, Hull’s three-month period of inaccessibility 
appears to have come to an end when he contacted Bell and re-
quested that Bell send him draft development letters for his re-
view.413 Bell informed Bowling of Hull’s request and Bowling, in 
turn, informed Sharon Camarillo, the Area Manager.414 Bowling
told Camarillo that ‘‘Ron is getting phone calls on these cases and 
his typical answer is ‘the case is under review.’ ’’ 415 Camarillo sent 
Bowling’s email to Thomas who advised that she would follow up 
with Holly Paz for a status report.416

Thomas called Paz and discussed with her EO Technical’s plan 
for dealing with the Tea Party applications.417 Paz told Thomas 
that EO Technical was writing a briefing paper on the two applica-
tions under its review and would soon raise the issues in these ap-
plications with Judith Kindell, Senior Technical Advisor to Lois 
Lerner.418 After her conversation with Paz, Thomas advised Bowl-
ing and Camarillo as follows: 

If Judy does not believe they have a basis for denial for 
the egregious situations, then they will most likely rec-
ommend all cases be approved. In the meantime, the 
specialist(s) need to continue working the applica-
tions as they have and will need to advise applicants 
that the cases are still under review.419

Bowling apparently failed to communicate to Bell the clear direc-
tive of Thomas that the Tea Party applications needed to be 
worked, and/or failed to take any action to ensure that Bell was, 
in fact, working the applications. As a result, Bell sent no develop-
ment letters to Hull and continued to work auto-revocation 
cases.420

In March 2011, Thomas requested of Michael Seto that EO Tech-
nical develop an ‘‘action plan’’ for processing the Tea Party applica-
tions.421 In reply, Seto provided Thomas with an update on the two 
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‘‘test cases’’ being worked by Hull.422 Thomas passed this informa-
tion to Bowling, stating: 

We still need to continue to work cases to the ex-
tent we can and then wait to issue the approval or 
denial letter. EOT needs to meet with Judy Kindell, sen-
ior technical advisor to EO Director, and then Lois Lerner 
before they can finalize the guidance for us. I would not 
expect to receive anything until sometime in May 2011.423

For reasons that are unclear to the Committee staff, Bowling 
once again failed to follow through with Thomas’s directive and en-
sure that Bell understood that he should be working on the Tea 
Party applications, or was, in fact, actually working on the applica-
tions.

Steve Bowling’s failure to communicate Thomas’s directives of 
November 2010 and March 2011 to Bell regarding the processing 
of the Tea Party applications, and his neglect to take any measures 
to ensure that Bell was actually working those applications, re-
sulted in Bell focusing almost exclusive attention on auto-revoca-
tion cases from October 2010 to November 2011.424 A factor further 
contributing to Bell’s disregard of the Tea Party applications was 
that he received no guidance from EO Technical on what to do with 
those applications during his tenure as Emerging Issues Coordi-
nator. When the screening group sent Bell an application from a 
Tea Party group during this period of time, he performed secondary 
screening on the application to ensure that it was, in fact, a Tea 
Party application.425 If it was, he placed the application in a file 
cabinet and returned to his work on auto-revocation cases.426 Aside
from performing the secondary screening function, Bell did not re-
view the Tea Party applications and did not prepare any develop-
ment letters from October 2010, when he assumed responsibility as 
Emerging Issues Coordinator, until November 2011, when Stephen 
Seok replaced Bell as Emerging Issues Coordinator.427 Instead, the 
applications simply sat in a file cabinet during this period of 
time.428

Accordingly, miscommunications at the first level of management 
in EO Determinations between Bowling and Bell, coupled with a 
failure of EO Technical to provide guidance on how to develop the 
Tea Party applications, caused those applications to remain 
unworked in Cincinnati for over a year. 

C. PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF EO TECHNICAL’S ‘‘TEST CASES’’
FROM 2010 TO 2012 ADDED SUBSTANTIAL DELAY TO THE PROC-
ESSING OF THE TEA PARTY APPLICATIONS

In February 2010, Holly Paz, the then-Acting Manager of EO 
Technical, advised Cindy Thomas that EO Technical would work 
two Tea Party applications to completion and then, based on the 
lessons learned in doing so, would provide EO Determinations with 
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guidance on how to process the remaining Tea Party applica-
tions.429 The IRS’s inability to resolve the ‘‘test cases’’ over a sev-
eral year period directly impeded its ability to develop the guidance 
required by EO Determinations to process the Tea Party and other 
political advocacy applications then pending. 

Hull’s case notes for one of the two ‘‘test cases’’ assigned to him, 
the Albuquerque Tea Party, show that he completed development 
of the application on July 8, 2010 when he received the Albu-
querque Tea Party’s articles of incorporation.430 Hull’s next entry 
in the case history is dated January 10, 2011, some six months 
later.431 On that date, Hull noted that he had completed a memo-
randum for the file (memo).432 In the two-page memo, Hull con-
cluded that the Albuquerque Tea Party should be granted tax-ex-
empt status.433 It is unclear why it took Hull six months to prepare 
the two page memorandum. 

On the following day, January 11, 2011, Hull submitted the 
memo to his reviewer, Elizabeth Kastenberg, a Tax Law Specialist 
in EO Technical, Group 2.434 Kastenberg reviewed the memo and 
recommended that it be sent to Judith Kindell, Senior Technical 
Advisor to Lois Lerner, for her consideration.435 Kindell regarded 
herself as the ‘‘go to’’ person for issues relating to political cam-
paign intervention by tax-exempt entities.436

In accordance with Kastenberg’s recommendation, on March 24, 
2011, Hull forwarded the memo to Kindell.437 Around this time, 
Hull completed a draft denial of the other ‘‘test case’’ assigned to 
him, an application for 501(c)(3) status from a conservative organi-
zation called American Junto.438

Hull and Kastenberg met with Kindell on April 6, 2011, nearly 
three months after Kastenberg initially recommended consulting 
with Kindell, to discuss both the memo and the draft denial let-
ter.439 During the meeting, Kindell raised a question whether 
American Junto was organized primarily for private benefit rather 
than for a tax-exempt purpose.440 Consequently, Kindell rec-
ommended that the issue of private benefit be developed and that 
the memo and draft denial letter be sent to the Office of the Chief 
Counsel so as to secure its views.441 Hull followed up on Kindell’s 
recommendation and sent a development letter to American Junto 
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on April 27, 2011.442 Subsequently, he sent his draft approval 
memo for the Albuquerque Tea Party to the Chief Counsel’s Office 
on May 25, 2011,443 followed on July 19, 2011 by his draft denial 
letter for American Junto.444

Hull and Kastenberg next met with Don Spellman, Senior Coun-
sel, and several other representatives from the Office of the Chief 
Counsel on August 10, 2011, to discuss the two ‘‘test cases.’’ 445

Four months had now lapsed since Kindell first recommended that 
the Office of Chief Counsel review the memo and draft letter. Dur-
ing the course of the meeting, Spellman recommended that EO 
Technical further develop the activities of both organizations dur-
ing election year 2010.446 Spellman offered to review the develop-
ment letters aimed at eliciting this information, but EO Technical 
never sought further involvement of the Chief Counsel’s Office in 
either of the applications.447

In November 2011, Michael Seto transferred the ‘‘test cases’’ to 
Hillary Goehausen, a Tax Law Specialist in EO Technical, Group 
1.448 In that same month, Goehausen prepared and sent out a de-
velopment letter (the third) for American Junto and a development 
letter (the second) for the Albuquerque Tea Party.449 In December 
2011, a representative of American Junto informed Goehausen that 
it would not respond to the third IRS development letter and that 
the organization had been dissolved.450 Goehausen closed the 
American Junto application for ‘‘failure to establish,’’ thus leaving 
only one remaining ‘‘test case,’’ the Albuquerque Tea Party.451

Goehausen received the Albuquerque Tea Party’s response to the 
development letter in January 2012, and commenced drafting a let-
ter denying that group tax exemption.452 Goehausen’s draft letter 
reversed the conclusion that Hull had previously reached in his 
January 2011 memo in which he concluded that the application 
should be approved. 

In April of 2012, Nancy Marks visited Cincinnati at the direction 
of Steve Miller, then Deputy Commissioner for Services and En-
forcement, because of Miller’s concerns over how EO Determina-
tions was processing political advocacy applications.453 Among
other things, Marks found that there were between 250–300 polit-
ical advocacy applications awaiting determination, so she rec-
ommended to Miller that EO Technical staff provide direct assist-
ance to EO Determinations by reviewing each political advocacy ap-
plication through a ‘‘bucketing’’ exercise.454 The object of this en-
deavor would be to separate applications that could be quickly de-
cided from those that either required varying degrees of develop-
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ment or that were likely denials, and to place them in respective 
‘‘buckets’’ where they could be worked to completion.455 Miller con-
curred in the recommendation and the ‘‘bucketing’’ exercise began 
in mid-May 2012 and extended into early June 2012.456

The decision to assist EO Determinations by ‘‘bucketing’’ the ap-
plications in this fashion effectively superseded the plan to develop 
guidance for EO Determinations by working the ‘‘test cases.’’ In 
May of 2012, when the IRS decided to pursue the ‘‘bucketing’’ exer-
cise and to no longer rely on the ‘‘test cases’’ for the development 
of guidance, two out of three of the ‘‘test cases’’ had been closed for 
‘‘failure to establish’’ and the third was still in the development/ 
drafting stage. The two year period during which the ‘‘test cases’’ 
had been worked resulted in the development of little or no guid-
ance that could be used by EO Determinations to reach decisions 
on the growing backlog of Tea Party and other political advocacy 
applications. Moreover, much of the two year period that EO Tech-
nical, Judith Kindell and the Office of the Chief Counsel spent fo-
cusing on the ‘‘test cases’’ was marked with protracted delays, un-
explained intervals of inactivity, and a lack of any sense of ur-
gency.

Inability to resolve the ‘‘test cases’’ and to develop the guidance 
that EO Determinations had first asked for in February 2010 con-
tributed substantially to the delays experienced by the Tea Party 
and other advocacy organizations in securing decisions on their ap-
plications for tax exemption. 

D. THE INITIATIVE TO DEVELOP A GUIDESHEET FOR EO DETERMINA-
TIONS WAS A FAILURE THAT FURTHER CONTRIBUTED TO PROC-
ESSING DELAYS IN 2011 AND 2012

On July 5, 2011, Lois Lerner convened a meeting with Holly Paz, 
Nancy Marks, Cindy Thomas, and staff from EO Guidance and EO 
Technical, including Justin Lowe and Hillary Goehausen.457 The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the Tea Party applications 
then pending in EO Determinations, which at that time, numbered 
in excess of 100, and to decide how to best process those applica-
tions.458 After being brought up to date on the Tea Party screening 
criteria and the efforts of EO Technical to assist EO Determina-
tions, Lerner made three decisions regarding the processing of 
these applications. First, Lerner directed that the groups no longer 
be referred to as Tea Party organizations, but rather be called ‘‘ad-
vocacy organizations.’’ 459 Second, Lerner determined that EO Tech-
nical should proceed to secure review of the two test cases by the 
Office of the Chief Counsel.460 Third, Lerner approved the sugges-
tion contained in the briefing paper prepared by staff for the meet-
ing that a ‘‘guidesheet’’ be prepared by EO Technical for use by EO 
Determinations.461 As Paz explained to the Committee, 
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[t]he idea is that the guide sheet would help the Deter-
minations Unit in developing the cases and then also ana-
lyzing what they got in response to the development letter, 
in figuring out, for example, whether certain pieces of in-
formation indicated campaign intervention or did not indi-
cate campaign intervention.462

Later in July 2011, Michael Seto directed Hillary Goehausen to 
draft the guidesheet and Justin Lowe, a Tax Law Specialist in EO 
Guidance, to review Goehausen’s draft.463 Goehausen had com-
menced her career at the IRS in April 2011.464 She prepared a 
draft that was reviewed by Lowe and sent it out to Judith Kindell, 
Chip Hull, David Fish, Elizabeth Kastenberg and others for com-
ment on September 21, 2011.465 Only Hull provided comments to 
Goehausen, so Goehausen sent a slightly revised version to the 
same recipients on November 3, 2011, again requesting com-
ments.466 Regarding the four months that it required to move from 
Lerner’s decision in early July 2011 to prepare a guidesheet to the 
circulation of a draft for comment in early November 2011, Paz told 
the Committee the following: 

Q. Did you feel that the 4 months to get to this stage was 
a suitable or an appropriate period of time to develop a docu-
ment like this? 

A. I thought it could have been done faster.467

On November 6, 2011, David Fish, then-Acting Director of Rul-
ings and Agreements,468 opined with regard to the guidesheet that 
‘‘the document won’t work in its present form. I think we need to 
work with [EO Determinations] to make it a usable document.’’ 469

Fish apparently felt that the guidesheet was ‘‘too lawyerly’’ to be 
of assistance to the agents in EO Determinations.470 Paz stated to 
the Committee as follows: 

Q. Okay. So November 6th Mr. Fish, who is the Acting Di-
rector of Rulings and Agreements, concludes that the 
guidesheet . . . won’t work in its present form. So now that 
means that all the effort that has been expended since what, 
July 5, or since whenever Ms. Goehausen began working on 
that, to November 6, which is a period of about four months, 
is pretty much gone. Right? That effort hasn’t resulted in any-
thing useful at this point. 
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A. That’s correct.471

Subsequently, on February 24, 2012, Paz transmitted a copy of 
the November 2011 iteration of the guidesheet to Don Spellman, 
Senior Counsel in the Office of the Chief Counsel, for his review.472

Because Paz sent Spellman a version of the guidesheet from No-
vember 2011, it appears that further work by EO Technical on the 
guidesheet was essentially suspended in November 2011, possibly 
because of the determination made by David Fish that the 
guidesheet would not be helpful to EO Determinations agents. 
Spellman reviewed the guidesheet shortly after receiving it from 
Paz and sent an email to Janine Cook letting her know that: 

[i]t’s nowhere near ready for prime time. It’s a good 
start, but needs corrections, additions, changes all over. 
The law in particular needs fixing. The development ques-
tions are good, but not complete.473

On that same day, Lerner emailed Spellman and his supervisor 
Janine Cook and asked that they let Lerner know their concerns 
with the guidesheet as soon as possible, as Lerner intended to pro-
vide the guidesheet to Congressional staff and to post it on the IRS 
website.474

Spellman provided comments to Lerner on the guidesheet during 
the week of March 5, 2012.475 However, Lerner did not feel that 
the revisions made by Spellman would be helpful to EO Determina-
tions agents working the applications and requested further 
changes in the format.476 Spellman provided yet another version of 
the guidesheet to Lerner on April 25, 2012.477 On April 27, 2012, 
Nikole Flax, the Assistant Deputy Commissioner for Services and 
Enforcement, sent the April 25, 2012 version of the guidesheet pre-
pared by Counsel to Cathy Livingston, Health Care Counsel in the 
Office of Chief Counsel, and asked Livingston to provide a ‘‘gut re-
action.’’ 478 Livingston reviewed the guidesheet and concluded as 
follows:

I am concerned about this document that Counsel has 
sent forward, both for its practical utility in Cincinnati and 
also for what it doesn’t make clear and what it may be 
perceived as implying about existing guidance. The prod-
uct reflects, to me, the best efforts of a team that has not 
had the requisite experience working with the cases and 
issues.479

Paz expressed the following to the Committee: 
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Q. Okay. But I guess my point is, though, that this effort 
that had been undertaken to prepare a guidesheet had com-
menced sometime after July 5th, and here we are now April 
of the following year and we are still talking about a draft doc-
ument where people are commenting on. Is that correct? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And in all that intervening period of time the guidesheet 

hasn’t been able to be used by anyone in EOD in kind of the 
way it was intended to be used. Is that correct? 

A. That’s correct.480

In May 2012, Steve Miller approved a recommendation to send 
a team of employees from EO in Washington D.C. to Cincinnati to 
provide a training workshop to the EO Determinations agents on 
how to process applications involving potential political advocacy 
issues.481 The training took place on May 14–15, 2012.482 Paz told 
the Committee that 

. . . the workshop was an alternative to the guidesheet. 
We were never able to get Counsel to sign off on the 
guidesheet and give a final blessing to it. So we, at that 
point, had abandoned the guidesheet.483

Nearly 10 months after Lerner had first decided to develop a 
guidesheet, and after substantial investment of time and labor by 
staff from EO Technical, EO Guidance and the Office of the Chief 
Counsel, the IRS abandoned further efforts to complete the 
guidesheet. Together with the ‘‘test cases,’’ the guidesheet was in-
tended to serve as part of the guidance that EO Technical was re-
sponsible for providing to EO Determinations to assist it in proc-
essing the Tea Party and other political advocacy applications. As 
with the ‘‘test cases,’’ EO Technical was never able to deliver to EO 
Determinations a useful product. EO Technical’s inability to 
produce a set of written instructions in the form of a guidesheet for 
processing political advocacy applications after nearly 10 months of 
effort further delayed EO Determinations processing of Tea Party 
and other political advocacy applications. It cannot be disputed 
that the initiative to develop the guidesheet was an unmitigated 
failure. Miller best summed it up as follows: 

Q. . . . Was [the guidesheet] the tool that EOD really need-
ed to get the cases moving along? 

A. Clearly it wasn’t, because it didn’t work.484

E. THE INITIAL ‘‘TRIAGE’’ OF TEA PARTY AND OTHER POLITICAL AD-
VOCACY CASES IN 2011 REPRESENTED YET ANOTHER UNSUCCESS-
FUL ATTEMPT BY EO TECHNICAL TO ASSIST EO DETERMINATIONS

In September 2011, Holly Paz and Sharon Light, Senior Tech-
nical Advisor to Lois Lerner, visited EO Determinations in Cin-
cinnati.485 During this visit, Paz and Light met with Cindy Thomas 
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and during the course of a discussion on the advocacy applications, 
Thomas showed an advocacy application to Light.486 In one sitting, 
Light reviewed the application and did internet research on the or-
ganization and concluded that the application should be ap-
proved.487 Thomas then suggested to Paz and Light that perhaps 
other political advocacy applications could also be quickly ap-
proved, if EO Technical staff knowledgeable about political advo-
cacy issues could review those applications.488 Thomas suggested 
providing EO Technical with a list of all the political advocacy ap-
plications then pending in EO Determinations so that Tax Law 
Specialists in EO Technical could ‘‘triage’’ the applications.489 The
‘‘triage’’ would consist of reviewing the applications in TEDS, the 
electronic data base that served as a repository for those records, 
and identifying applications that could be approved as well as those 
that could not.490 Paz stated to the Committee as follows: 

Q. What was the overall goal of the triage? 
A. It was to find some cases that could be approved based 

on the information that we had so that we could close some of 
the cases, the taxpayers wouldn’t have to wait any longer.491

Paz agreed with Thomas’s suggestion to perform a ‘‘triage’’ on the 
pending applications and indicated that Hillary Goehausen and 
Justin Lowe would perform triage responsibilities.492 Shortly there-
after, on September 15, 2011, Thomas sent to Paz a list of all advo-
cacy applications then pending in EO Determinations together with 
their EINs and other information.493 Goehausen and Lowe com-
menced reviewing PDF copies of the applications in TEDS and on 
October 24, 2011, a spreadsheet containing the results of their re-
view of 162 Tea Party and other political advocacy applications was 
sent to Thomas.494 Goehausen and Lowe made notations on the 
spreadsheet for each application, such as ‘‘general advocacy,’’ ‘‘lob-
bying,’’ ‘‘website has substantial inflammatory rhetoric,’’ ‘‘political 
campaign activity,’’ etc.495 On October 25, 2011, Thomas wrote to 
Michael Seto regarding these notations and stated the following: 

[n]ot sure where this leaves us and I’m unclear as to what 
action is being suggested for some of these cases. Specifi-
cally, if the comment indicates ‘‘general advocacy,’’ what 
does that mean—additional development or what? 496

Goehausen attempted to explain the notations to Thomas on Oc-
tober 26, 2011.497 Thomas wrote to Seto on October 30, 2011, again 
expressing confusion over the notations and stating her expectation 
that the ‘‘triage’’ would specifically identify applications that could 
be approved, or that required more development, or that should be 
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denied.498 Seto followed up with Thomas on November 6, 2011, 
promising that Goehausen would revise the spreadsheet to comply 
with Thomas’s expectation.499 Thomas explained her concerns with 
Goehausen’s notations as follows: 

. . . when I reviewed some of the comments, I didn’t find 
it very helpful, because what I was looking to get is just 
tell us whether this case can be approved or not, similar 
to what Sharon Light did when she reviewed that one 
case. But there were comments on the spreadsheet and I 
didn’t know whether that meant approve the case, don’t 
approve the case, or what. So I sent it back to Mike and 
this process happened, I believe, three times that the 
spreadsheet was sent back and that the review took place 
like about three times.500

On November 22, 2011, Seto sent Thomas a revised spreadsheet 
and informed Thomas that of the 162 applications Goehausen re-
viewed, 12 might qualify for exemption, 15 were possible denials, 
and that the remainder (135) required further development.501

Goehausen’s recommendations were based only on a review of the 
organizations’ applications, and not on any supporting documenta-
tion that the organizations may have submitted after filing their 
applications.502 Since Goehausen’s review was limited to examining 
applications, her recommendations were offered with the caveat 
that EO Determinations needed to perform further development be-
fore approving or denying any applications.503

In view of the tentative nature of Goehausen’s recommendations, 
Thomas was unable to direct her staff to approve or deny any ap-
plication.504 She explained her actions to the Committee as follows: 

. . . I just wanted them to tell us this case is okay to ap-
prove or not approve . . . . I didn’t give this [spreadsheet] 
to anybody that worked for me because I wanted it per-
fected in D.C. so that I could take this spreadsheet and 
give it out and say here, follow this direction. But I didn’t 
do that because it was unclear to me. It was unclear to me 
what was being recommended by the Washington office.505

The effort expended in performing the ‘‘triage’’ of Tea Party and 
political advocacy applications from September 15, 2011 to Novem-
ber 22, 2011, failed to achieve its goal of providing EO Determina-
tions with the information and direction necessary for it to approve 
or deny any of the pending applications. 

Paz summarized the utility of the triage effort as a whole in the 
following terms: 

Q. . . . Was EOD able to take the results of that triage effort 
and actually implement them? 

A. From what I understand, they did not . . . . 
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Q. Okay. So would it be fair to say that the entire triage ef-
fort, the triage effort, at least this first triage effort in 2011 
then resulted in nothing useful? 

A. That’s correct.506

F. THE ADVOCACY TEAM FAILED TO APPROVE OR DENY ANY APPLI-
CATIONS RECEIVED FROM TEA PARTY OR OTHER POLITICAL ADVO-
CACY ORGANIZATIONS FROM ITS FORMATION IN DECEMBER 2011
TO JUNE 2012

Throughout 2010 and 2011, Cindy Thomas had repeatedly asked 
EO Technical for the guidance to process the Tea Party applica-
tions that she had first been promised by Holly Paz in February 
2010.507 Thomas did not receive the promised guidance in 2010 or 
2011. In late 2011, Michael Seto provided Thomas with a copy of 
the draft guidesheet, but Thomas was told that EO Determinations 
agents may not find it useful.508 Thomas, now armed with the 
draft guidesheet and the tentative results produced by the ‘‘triage’’ 
of applications performed by Hillary Goehausen and Justin Lowe, 
decided to try to move the political advocacy applications.509 Ac-
cordingly, on Steve Bowling’s recommendation, Thomas replaced 
Ronald Bell as coordinator for the political advocacy applications 
with Stephen Seok, an EO Determinations agent in Group 7822.510

Concurrent with that change, Thomas formed the ‘‘Advocacy Team’’ 
to process the Tea Party and political advocacy applications.511 The
team consisted of 12 GS–13 agents, one from each of the Groups 
within EO Determinations.512 These agents were among the high-
est graded agents in each Group. 

To assist in processing the applications, Seok was provided a 
copy of the guidesheet and the results of the ‘‘triage.’’ 513 He pro-
vided the team members with a copy of the draft guidesheet 514 and
shortly thereafter convened the first meeting of the Advocacy Team 
on December 16, 2011.515 At this point, the Office of the Chief 
Counsel had not reviewed the guidesheet nor had it been approved 
for use by management. During the December 16, 2011 meeting, 
the members discussed the history of the advocacy applications, the 
purpose of the team, and how they would process the political advo-
cacy applications through the use of ‘‘template’’ development let-
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ters.516 At the time of the meeting, Seok identified approximately 
172 political advocacy applications awaiting decision.517 While Seok 
served as Coordinator for the team, he reported to Steve Bowling 
and provided Bowling with periodic updates on the team’s activi-
ties.518

Throughout the remainder of December 2011 and into the first 
half of January 2012, Seok assigned political advocacy applications 
to the team members and reviewed their draft development let-
ters.519 In his report to Bowling dated February 13, 2012, Seok in-
dicated that development letters had been sent out for most of the 
applications that had been assigned and that except for a few ap-
plications, no responses had yet been received.520 On February 15, 
2012, Seok circulated to the Advocacy Team members as well as to 
Bowling copies of several draft documents, including a document 
that contained template development questions.521 Among the tem-
plate questions, which numbered in excess of 80, were questions 
seeking: the identity of donors and the amounts and dates of dona-
tions; the identity of volunteers; copies of every webpage including 
social networking sites and blog sites; detailed descriptions of all 
events sponsored by the organizations; and copies of all handouts 
distributed by the organizations.522

Seok used the draft guidesheet that had been provided to him to 
prepare the template questions.523 In addition, Seok and other Ad-
vocacy Team members apparently used earlier iterations of the 
draft template questions to prepare some of the development let-
ters sent to Tea Party organizations in January and early February 
2012.

Beginning about the middle of February 2012, the IRS began to 
receive Congressional inquiries about the processing of applications 
for tax exemption filed by Tea Party organizations.524 The inquiries 
were prompted by complaints from Tea Party groups seeking tax- 
exempt status that had recently received development letters from 
the IRS containing questions that appeared to be burdensome, in-
appropriate, and sometimes intrusive.525 Many of the development 
letters requested information such as the names of all donors, do-
nation amounts and dates of donations; the identities of all volun-
teers; and whether board members and officers would run for polit-
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ical office.526 The application for tax-exempt status (IRS Form 
1023) does not require the provision of donor-identifying informa-
tion. However, if an organization seeking tax-exempt status under 
section 501(c) provided information to the IRS regarding its donors 
during the application process pursuant to a follow-up request by 
an agent for donor-identifying information in connection with an 
application, then that information could be disclosed if the organi-
zation’s application were subsequently approved. In contrast, 501(c) 
filers are required to disclose annually the names and addresses of 
anyone who contributed $5,000 or more as part of the Form 990 
Schedule B, but Schedule B. is not required to be made public, ex-
cept in the case of private foundations. Therefore, IRS agents re-
questing an organization’s donor information during the application 
process subjected that donor information to a different standard of 
disclosure than otherwise applicable to 501(c) organizations. 

In addition to Congressional inquiries, news articles began to ap-
pear in February 2012 reporting that Tea Party organizations that 
were awaiting determinations from the IRS on their requests for 
tax-exempt status had recently received burdensome development 
letters.527 These development letters, which in some cases con-
tained over 80 separate questions, also allowed only 14 days for 
reply. Moreover, many of the letters received by the applicant orga-
nizations contained duplicate requests.528

In response to both mounting Congressional inquiries and media 
stories about intrusive development questions that had been re-
ceived by Tea Party organizations, Steve Miller, then Deputy Com-
missioner for Services and Enforcement, took several remedial ac-
tions.529 Regarding donor information, Miller directed that the IRS 
inform recipients of the development letters that they need not pro-
vide the donor information.530 For organizations that had already 
provided that information, Miller was apprised by the Office of the 
Chief Counsel that the donor information could be destroyed since 
it had not been used.531 Accordingly, in most cases, the donor infor-
mation was destroyed.532 Organizations were also allowed more 
time to respond to the development letters and were permitted to 
submit sample web pages, in lieu of screen shots of every page.533

Moreover, Cindy Thomas disciplined Seok as the majority of in-
stances where donor information had been requested were applica-
tions that Seok had worked.534 In addition, Seok was eventually re-
placed as Coordinator for political advocacy applications.535 How-
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ever, in January 2013, Thomas promoted Seok to the Group Man-
ager position.536

The most significant consequence for the processing of political 
advocacy applications resulting from the issuance of the inappro-
priate, burdensome and sometimes intrusive development letters 
occurred on February 29, 2012. On that date, Lois Lerner in-
structed Paz to ensure that EO Determinations sent no further de-
velopment letters until the letters were adjusted.537 Paz so advised 
Thomas, and Thomas in turn directed Bowling to cease assigning 
any more political advocacy applications ‘‘until we have the tem-
plate questions from DC.’’ 538 On February 29, 2012, the Advocacy 
Team effectively ceased processing Tea Party and political advocacy 
applications, an activity that it would not resume again until mid- 
May 2012, when the IRS next attempted to process the Tea Party 
and other political advocacy applications through the ‘‘bucketing’’ 
initiative described below. 

While the idea to form the Advocacy Team to finally work the 
Tea Party and other political advocacy applications appears to have 
been well-intentioned, the team was ill-equipped to carry out that 
task. The guidesheet relied on by the team was a draft only, and 
as explained in greater detail within this report, the IRS was never 
able to resolve its shortcomings. Additionally, the results of the 
‘‘triage’’ performed in 2011 which the Advocacy Team also used as 
guidance were of dubious value, since the conclusions reached in 
that exercise were premised on a review of only partial records. 
Lastly, and perhaps most significantly, the Advocacy Team appears 
to have suffered from a lack of effective leadership. While Seok’s 
errors may be explained somewhat by his apparent lack of manage-
rial experience, Bowling was aware of the template questions, but 
failed to recognize the predictable consequences of their use. In 
sum, Bowling failed to properly manage the activities of the Advo-
cacy Team, allowing burdensome, often irrelevant and sometimes 
intrusive questions to be asked of a group of organizations whose 
sensitivities were already heightened by years of delay in the reso-
lution of their applications.539

G. THE MULTI-STEP REVIEW PROCEDURE ESTABLISHED BY EO
TECHNICAL IN 2012 FOR POLITICAL ADVOCACY APPLICATIONS RE-
FLECTED A LACK OF CONCERN BY IRS MANAGEMENT FOR THE
NEED TO PROCESS THE APPLICATIONS EXPEDITIOUSLY

In March 2012, Cindy Thomas informed Michael Seto, EO Tech-
nical Manager, that EO Determinations was ready to send to EO 
Technical the first application for exemption under 501(c)(4) that it 
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thought should be approved.540 In apparent anticipation of review-
ing the first application and recommendation, and presumably the 
others that would follow, Michael Seto announced a multi-step 
process for providing technical assistance to EO Determinations on 
advocacy applications.541 The process involved the following steps: 

1. Hilary Goehausen, EO Technical, analyzes the application 
and forms a recommendation; 

2. Goehausen submits her analysis and recommendation to 
Justin Lowe, EO Guidance for his review; 

3. When Goehausen and Lowe complete their review and rec-
ommendation, it is sent to Michael Seto for his review; 

4. Seto then schedules a meeting with Cindy Thomas and 
Donna Abner, Director EO Quality Assurance, to update them 
on EO Technical’s analysis and recommendation; 

5. The analysis and recommendation are then sent to the Of-
fice of the Chief Counsel for its comment/concurrence; 

6. When the Office of Chief Counsel completes its review, 
Seto schedules a meeting with Lois Lerner, Holly Paz and 
David Fish to discuss the recommendation; 

7. The analysis/recommendation is released to EO Deter-
minations.

It is unclear who the originator of this process was, and how 
many requests for technical assistance from EO Determinations 
were actually subjected to the multiple handoffs that characterize 
this ‘‘process.’’ 542 What is clear, however, is that any request for 
technical assistance from EO Determinations that was processed in 
this fashion would take considerable time to move through all the 
steps. Steve Grodnitzky stated to the Committee as follows: 

Q. . . . and looking at this process and the seven steps, do 
you think it would have an effect on your—the processing 
speed or the time it would take to move cases through your— 
your Group 1? 

A. Well, the more individuals that look at a particular case, 
theoretically the longer it would take to resolve. 

Q. Okay. In looking at this process, do you think that this 
would expedite or perhaps slow down the movement of cases 
through your group? 

A. Having more people that are involved in the process 
would result in a case taking longer to resolve. 

Q. So this process would slow things down, right? 
A. Yes, it could.543

When asked about the length of time that it generally required 
for the Office of Chief Counsel to respond to a request for advice, 
Grodnitzky told the Committee the following: 

It could be 3 months, 6 months, a year. It—depends. I— 
it varies on what their—well, let me step back. I don’t 
want to speak for counsel, but I can only speak for my ex-
perience in working with counsel, and it would—it’s vary-
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ing lengths of time, but in my experience, counsel has 
taken—can take a great deal of time.544

This process was instituted at a time when some of the applica-
tions received from the Tea Party groups were already two and a 
half years old. It was also instituted after better than two years of 
fruitless effort by EO Technical in working ‘‘test cases,’’ developing 
guidesheets, and triaging applications. Implementation of the 
multi-step review process at this juncture clearly evidences that 
management within EO, whether at the EO Technical level or 
higher, was seemingly unconcerned about the already long delays 
endured by many Tea Party and other applicants seeking to engage 
in some level of political advocacy. Rather than looking for ways to 
expedite the processing of these long delayed applications, EO de-
vised a process that virtually guaranteed that any application sub-
ject to the seven steps would languish without resolution for many 
more months. 

H. THE MAY 2012 ‘‘BUCKETING’’ INITIATIVE RESULTED IN EO DE-
TERMINATIONS ISSUING THE FIRST APPROVALS OF TEA PARTY AND
OTHER POLITICAL ADVOCACY APPLICATIONS AFTER NEARLY TWO
AND A HALF YEARS

In March 2012, Steve Miller, then Deputy Commissioner for 
Services and Enforcement, grew increasingly concerned about the 
processing of Tea Party and other political advocacy applica-
tions.545 His concern was prompted by stories in the media and 
Congressional inquiries regarding the apparent issuance of intru-
sive and burdensome development letters by EO Determinations to 
Tea Party groups.546 Miller sent Nancy Marks, Special Assistant to 
the TE/GE Commissioner, to Cincinnati to determine how EO De-
terminations was processing the Tea Party and other political ad-
vocacy applications.547 In late April, Marks and several others ar-
rived in Cincinnati and interviewed employees involved in the proc-
essing of political advocacy applications.548 Marks also examined 
applications for exemption filed by political advocacy organiza-
tions.549 She reported back to Miller on May 3, 2012 and among 
other revelations, indicated that the use of unnecessary and some-
times intrusive development questions resulted from a failure by 
EO Technical to provide EO Determinations with adequate train-
ing and guidance.550 Marks also told Miller that there were ap-
proximately 250–300 applications pending decision that involved 
possible political advocacy.551 Marks recommended, and Miller 
agreed, that EO Technical and EO Determinations personnel would 
review all of the political advocacy applications through a 
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‘‘bucketing’’ exercise that would allow applications to be quickly ap-
proved if they met the requirements for exemption.552

In May 2012, Cindy Thomas advised members of her staff that 
certain EO Determinations personnel, as well as ‘‘a few additional 
folks from D.C.,’’ would place the advocacy applications in one of 
the following four buckets: 

1. Favorable (no further substantive development needed). 
2. Favorable (limited development with approximately two or 

three questions to ask the applicant). 
3. Significant development. 
4. Probable denial.553

Thomas further informed her staff that, ‘‘[m]ost likely, we’ll try 
to get those cases in Bucket 1 closed quickly and then move to 
Bucket 2.’’ 554

The bucketing was preceded by several days of classroom train-
ing for the EO Determinations specialists. Holly Paz described the 
approach used to train the specialists as follows: 

We did it in a workshop format where we used the real 
cases that we had and used those as a way to discuss 
issues that come up. We also talked a lot about, here’s an 
issue you see on the application; how would you ask a de-
velopment question about it? What would the question 
look like? And then worked through what would be a good 
question that would get at what you needed to know but 
not be too burdensome to the applicant.555

The bucketing of applications commenced on May 16, 2012 556

and extended for three weeks.557 Two employees, one from EO De-
terminations and the other from EO Technical, reviewed each ap-
plication.558 Each employee reviewed the application independently 
and made a recommendation as to the bucket to which the applica-
tion should be assigned.559 If the two employees agreed on the 
bucket, the application was assigned to that bucket.560 If there was 
disagreement, the employees would meet and attempt to reconcile 
their differences.561 If they could not, then the disagreement was 
elevated to Sharon Light, Senior Technical Advisor to the EO Di-
rector, who would make the determination as to the appropriate 
bucket.562

On June 7, 2012, Paz reported to Cindy Thomas and Lois Lerner 
the results of the now completed bucketing exercise as follows: 

83 c/3s bucketed: 
16 approval 
16 limited development 
23 general development 
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28 likely denial 
199 c/4s bucketed: 
65 approval 
48 limited development 
56 general development 
30 likely denial 563

While the bucketed applications were from groups on both the 
political right as well as the left, the majority of the applications 
were from right-leaning organizations. On July 18, 2012, Judith 
Kindell noted this fact to Lois Lerner as follows: 

Of the 84 (c)(3) cases, slightly over half appear to be con-
servative leaning groups based solely on the name. The re-
mainder do not obviously lean to either side of the political 
spectrum.

Of the 199 (c)(4) cases, approximately 3⁄4 appear to be 
conservative leaning while fewer than 10 appear to be lib-
eral/progressive leaning groups based solely on name. The 
remainder do not obviously lean to either side of the polit-
ical spectrum.564

Political advocacy applications received after June 8, 2012, were 
bucketed in EO Determinations.565 Commencing in June 2012, 41 
applicants for exemption, including Tea Party and other political 
advocacy groups, received approval letters from the IRS.566 These
approvals represented the first approvals of political advocacy ap-
plications since early 2010 when the IRS had granted tax exemp-
tion to one 501(c)(3) and two 501(c)(4) Tea Party organizations. In 
addition, 31 development letters were prepared and sent out in 
June 2012 by EO Determinations on other bucketed applica-
tions.567 These were the first development letters issued by EO De-
terminations since February 29, 2012, when Lois Lerner suspended 
the further issuance of development letters. For applications that 
were likely denials and that had been placed in bucket 4, EO Tech-
nical prepared the majority of development letters and worked the 
applications.568 From June 2012 to December 2012, the IRS ap-
proved a total of 133 political advocacy applications.569

While not entirely free from problems, the ‘‘bucketing’’ exercise 
represented the first IRS initiative in two and a half years that ac-
tually succeeded in bringing political advocacy applications to clo-
sure. Yet, as of March 2014, more than four years since the first 
political advocacy applications were filed, 22% of those applications 
were still unresolved. While the IRS succeeded in closing most of 
the applications in the ensuing year, 10 organizations were still 
waiting a determination as of April 2015.570
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VIII. THE IRS SELECTED LEFT-LEANING APPLICANTS 
FOR REVIEW AND SUBJECTED THEM TO HEIGHTENED 
SCRUTINY AND DELAYS 

This section discusses how the IRS handled applications for tax- 
exempt status submitted by various types of progressive and left- 
leaning organizations. 

IRS Exempt Organizations employees also selected left-leaning 
and progressive organizations applying for tax-exempt status for 
special processing: 

• Names associated with left-leaning applicants were placed 
on the Watch List and Tag Historical tabs of the BOLO list. 

• IRS screeners were instructed during training sessions in 
2010 to select left-leaning applications that were potentially 
political organizations. 

In some cases, after selecting left-leaning applicants, EO Deter-
minations transferred the cases to EO Technical or placed them on 
hold while awaiting technical assistance from the Washington D.C. 
office, a process that delayed their resolution for years. 

A. EO DETERMINATIONS FLAGGED LEFT-LEANING APPLICANTS WITH
THE NAMES ‘‘PROGRESSIVE,’’ ‘‘ACORN,’’ AND ‘‘OCCUPY’’

1. PowerPoint Presentation Directs Employees to Flag 
‘‘Progressive’’ and ‘‘Emerge’’ Applicants 

A PowerPoint presentation and notes from a July 28, 2010 
screening workshop meeting in Cincinnati show that IRS employ-
ees were instructed to flag applications with the words ‘‘progres-
sive’’ and applications associated with Emerge (an organization 
that sought to train female Democratic political candidates) and to 
send them to Group 7822 for secondary screening.571 The notes 
from the meeting state that Gary Muthert indicated that the ‘‘fol-
lowing names and/or titles were of interest and should be flagged 
for review:’’ 

• 9/12 Project 
• Emerge
• Progressive
• We The People 
• Rally Patriots, and 
• Pink-Slip Program 572

This PowerPoint presentation from this screening workshop also 
had a slide that read, ‘‘Politics’’ with a picture of an elephant and 
a donkey. One slide stated ‘‘Look for names like’’ preceding addi-
tional slides with the words ‘‘Tea Party . . . Patriots . . . 9/12 
Project . . . Emerge . . . Progressive . . . We the People’’ under 
the heading ‘‘Current Activities.’’ 573
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2. BOLO Spreadsheets Include the Phrase ‘‘Progressive’’ 

Numerous iterations of the BOLO spreadsheet included the term 
‘‘Progressive’’ on the TAG Historical tab. For example, a BOLO list 
dated August 12, 2010, instructed screeners to send applications 
containing the word ‘‘Progressive’’ to the TAG Group. The BOLO 
list entry for ‘‘progressive’’ further instructed screeners that the: 

Common thread is the word ‘‘progressive.’’ Activities ap-
pear to lean towards a new political party. Activities are 
partisan and appear as anti-Republican. You see ref-
erences to ‘‘blue’’ as being ‘‘progressive.’’ 574

According to IRS agent Ron Bell, who was responsible for the 
BOLO list, screening terms were placed on the Tag Historical tab 
after IRS employees were not seeing applications as frequently.575

3. IRS Determinations Manager Instructed Employees to Be Alert 
for ‘‘Emerge’’ Groups 

In October 2008, the IRS placed two applications from Emerge 
groups, an organization with state chapters that trained Demo-
cratic women to run for political office, on SCRs subjecting the ap-
plicants to multiple layers of review. The Emerge applications that 
screeners were instructed to flag at the screening workshop were 
not specifically listed on the BOLO, but an IRS Determinations 
manager alerted screeners via email on September 24, 2008, to look 
for applicants with ‘‘Emerge’’ in their name along with other ‘‘po-
litically sensitive’’ cases.576

The EO Technical review of the applications was delayed because 
of pending litigation between the IRS and the Democratic Party 
Leadership Council.577 Two additional Emerge cases were put on 
the SCR, one in June 22, 2009, and another on January 18, 
2010.578 As explained in greater detail in Section (B) below, the de-
cision to review the Emerge cases pending the outcome of litigation 
contributed to delays in processing these cases. 

4. Employees Were Instructed to Give ‘‘Special Handling’’ to 
Groups Related to ACORN 

Another PowerPoint presentation presented at training events in 
June and July of 2010 titled ‘‘Heightened Awareness Issues,’’ listed 
‘‘Successor to Acorn’’ as a Watch List Issue specifying that 
‘‘[s]pecial handling is [r]equired when [a]pplications are 
[r]eceived.’’ 579 ACORN (Association of Community Organizations 
for Reform Now) was a national ‘‘community organization group’’ 
with local chapters that ‘‘fought for liberal causes like raising the 
minimum wage, registering the poor to vote, stopping predatory 
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lending and expanding affordable housing.’’ 580 In addition, ACORN 
assisted lower income families with tax return preparation.581 The
national organization declared bankruptcy in the wake of accusa-
tions of fraud, embezzlement, and mismanagement, but several 
local organizations decided to regroup under new names.582

On March 22, 2010, Cindy Thomas notified EO Technical that 
descendants of ACORN were reorganizing, citing three specific or-
ganizations that were likely to submit applications.583 In April 
2010, Sharon Camarillo emailed Cindy Thomas and Robert Choi 
telling them that EO Determinations received two ACORN-suc-
cessor cases.584

Also in April 2010, an IRS interoffice research team completed 
its research into allegations of illegal activity by ACORN, its affili-
ates and employees. The research team was formed to investigate 
allegations that ACORN was engaged in actions inconsistent with 
tax-exempt status, including systematic commingling of funds be-
tween taxable and tax-exempt entities and individuals associated 
with ACORN. The Research team found evidence of: the cover-up 
of an embezzlement committed by a board member; possible con-
flicts created by employees working for multiple affiliates and staff-
ers and members serving on the Board of Directors; improper 
money transfers among the affiliates; lack of proper documentation 
of financial transactions; and possible improper use of donations as 
well as pension and health care benefit funds. The research team 
concluded that these findings, together with ACORN’s apparent 
loose governance and a lack of respect for the corporate structure, 
warranted a closer examination by the IRS into the financial prac-
tices of ACORN and its affiliates to determine if its tax-exempt sta-
tus was appropriate.585 This report was shared with IRS manage-
ment, including Sarah Hall Ingram, Joseph Grant and Lois Lerner, 
in June and July 2010.586

The August 12, 2010 BOLO listed ‘‘ACORN Successors’’ as an 
‘‘Issue Name’’ on the ‘‘BOLO List’’ tab. The description states that 
‘‘Following the breakup of ACORN, local chapters have been re-
forming under new names and resubmitting applications.’’ Screen-
ers were instructed to send these cases ‘‘to the TAG Group.’’ 587 An
entry for ‘‘Acorn Successors’’ appeared on copies of the BOLO lists, 
first on the BOLO List tab and then on the Watch List tab, exam-
ined by Committee staff from 2010 until Holly Paz removed it in 
June 2012.588

An October 7, 2010 email from Jon Wadell alerted Steven Bowl-
ing and Sharon Camarillo to two ACORN-related cases. Waddell 
recommended ‘‘an alert be sent informing agents/screeners that to 
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be on the lookout for the following name an application factors as-
sociated with Acorn related cases.’’ 589 In addition, he suggested 
adding the following ‘‘factors to the Watch Issue Description section 
for this category’’: 

1. The name(s) Neighborhoods for Social Justice or Commu-
nities Organizing for Change 

2. Activities that mention Voter Mobilization of the Low-In-
come/Disenfranchised

3. Advocating for Legislation to Provide for Economic, 
Healthcare, and Housing Justice for the poor. 

4. Educating Public Policy Makers (i.e. Politicians) on the 
above subjects.590

Sharon Camarillo forwarded the alert to John Shafer instructing 
that his screeners ‘‘be on the lookout for these cases.’’ 591 John
Shafer forwarded Camarillo’s email to IRS screeners in his 
group.592

The Watch List tab of the February 2, 2011 BOLO instructed 
IRS screeners to look for the words ‘‘ACORN’’ or ‘‘Communities for 
Change in the name and/or throughout the application.’’ It read: 

Local chapters of the former ACORN organization have re-
formed under new names and are requesting exemption under 
section 501(c)(3). Succession indicators include ACORN and 
Communities for Change in the name and/or throughout the 
application.593

ACORN cases were also being screened in 2012. Ron Bell wrote 
an email to Carter Hull on May 13, 2012 stating: 

I’ve got a case that I believe is an acorn successor org. 
I googled the name of the org and that is where several 
websites (such as the capital research center) indicate that 
it is an acorn successor. The BOLO list states to contact 
you . . . Please advise how you want to process this 
case.594 [sic]

5. Groups Using ‘‘Occupy’’ in Their Name Were Flagged Using the 
BOLO Watch List Tab 

In January 2012, the IRS Determinations office began screening 
organizations with the term Occupy in their name on the Watch 
List tab on the BOLO. After a news article was distributed within 
the IRS that suggested some organizations affiliated with the Oc-
cupy movement were seeking tax-exempt status, Cindy Thomas 
told Steven Bowling, the manager of the IRS Determinations group 
that handled political advocacy cases, that the Occupy cases should 
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be referred to his Group so they could be worked ‘‘with the advo-
cacy cases.’’ 595

Steven Bowling told Cindy Thomas that the BOLO list would 
need to be modified in order to properly flag the Occupy cases, but 
expressed frustration that the IRS did not want to use the words 
‘‘Tea Party’’ or ‘‘Occupy’’ in screening.596 Thomas replied: 

We can’t refer to ‘‘tea party’’ cases because it would ap-
pear as though we’re singling them out and not looking at 
other Republican groups or Democratic groups. 

How about a compromise—What do you think about 
changing the description for advocacy organizations on the 
Emerging Issues tab to that which you’ve included under 
scenario #1; then, you could include the Occupy description 
from your scenario #2 on the Watch For tab specifying that 
these cases should be referred to your group? We could 
still have the same grade 13 agents working the advocacy 
and Occupy cases.597

After receiving this instruction from Thomas, Bowling added 
‘‘$ocial economic reform/movement’’ to the BOLO entry for ‘‘current 
political issues.’’ In addition, Bowling added ‘‘Occupy orgs’’ to the 
BOLO Watch List tab. Ronald Bell wrote an email to Bowling ques-
tioning the need for a separate entry for ‘‘Occupy orgs’’ on the 
Watch List since he thought ‘‘$ocial economic reform . . . was our 
code word’ for the occupy organizations.’’ Bowling replied, ‘‘I think 
we can leave it in. Some of the orgs are pushing that other than 
occupy groups.’’ 598

Emails written in May 2012 show that at least two Occupy cases 
were flagged by IRS screeners after the term was added to the 
BOLO list.599 The next month, Holly Paz had Cindy Thomas re-
vised the BOLO list to ‘‘remove the references to Acorn and Occupy 
from the ‘‘Watch List’’ and replaced the ‘‘Emerging Issue’’ descrip-
tion of ideological positions of conservative and liberal groups with 
neutral language.600

B. LIBERAL AND PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS EXPERIENCED
DELAYED PROCESSING

Some tax-exempt applicants affiliated with Emerge, ACORN suc-
cessor groups, and other left-leaning applications waited years for 
a determination from the IRS after their applications were flagged 
by screeners and held up or forwarded to the EO Technical office 
in Washington, D.C. 

In the case of three of the Emerge groups, it took three years 
from the time they applied until the applications were denied. Pre-
viously, the IRS erroneously approved five applications affiliated 
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with Emerge for 501(c)(4) status from 2004 through 2008, including 
the main umbrella organization Emerge America.601 These five 
Emerge approvals were subsequently determined to have been in 
error because Emerge groups were found to benefit the Democratic 
Party. Their 501(c)(4) status was revoked.602

On September 2008, emails show that IRS employee Donna 
Abner recommended issuing an ‘‘alert’’ for other incoming Emerge 
cases because of the ‘‘partisan nature of the cases’’ as well as a re-
minder that ‘‘sensitive political issue’ cases are subject to manda-
tory review’’ per IRS guidelines and subject to full development.603

EO Technical staff asked EO Determinations to transfer the 
Emerge Maine and Emerge Nevada applications on October 10, 
2008, to be held ‘‘until the litigation on this issue has concluded 
and then we will work them.’’ 604 EO Technical instructed EO De-
terminations to hold any additional Emerge cases ‘‘pending the out-
come of a similar issue in the DLC litigation.’’ 605 A January 2011 
Sensitive Case Report indicates that Emerge Massachusetts ap-
plied for tax-exempt status on August 15, 2008, and was trans-
ferred to EO Technical on April 16, 2009. Emerge Oregon applied 
on February 9, 2010, and its application was transferred to EO 
Technical on April 14, 2010. The IRS did not inform the four 
Emerge groups, whose cases were selected for review and then de-
veloped at EO Technical until 2011, that their applications had 
been denied, creating delays of approximately three years for some 
of the organizations.606

C. ORGANIZATIONS DEEMED TO BE ACORN SUCCESSORS
EXPERIENCED DELAYS

Organizations the IRS determined to be related to the disbanded 
ACORN organizations also experienced significant delays. EO De-
terminations began receiving ACORN-successor organization appli-
cations in April 2010.607 On June 8, 2010, the Acting Manager of 
EO Technical, Steven Grodnitzky, instructed Cindy Thomas not to 
develop or resolve ACORN-related cases until they received further 
instruction.608

On July 15, 2010, Cindy Thomas alerted Robert Choi that EO 
Determinations received another ‘‘potential successor to Acorn’’ ap-
plying for 501(c)(3) status related to a 501(c)(4) ACORN-successor 
application received in April 2010.609 Thomas reported that ‘‘[w]e 
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placed the other case in suspense pending guidance from the Wash-
ington Office and are doing so with this case.’’ 610

Cindy Thomas emailed Holly Paz on October 24, 2010, with a re-
quest for technical assistance on ACORN-successor cases from EO 
Technical. Over a month later, on November 26, 2010, Holly Paz 
told Cindy Thomas to work with Carter Hull in EO Technical on 
the Acorn-successor cases, the same employee in charge of devel-
oping the Tea Party cases in 2010 and early 2011.611

An EO Determinations employee contacted Carter Hull on March 
4, 2011, telling him that ‘‘we have four exemption applications for 
organizations that have previously operated as ACORN. Could we 
arrange to discuss these cases with you by phone sometime next 
week?’’ 612 It is unclear what guidance Carter Hull provided EO De-
terminations on the ACORN-successor applications but he informed 
another EO Determinations employee in July 2011, that ‘‘his man-
ager informed him that he should not be doing research for our 
cases.’’ 613 Hull asked EO Determinations to remove his name 
‘‘from the BOLO list as a contact person.’’ 614

In April 2013, EO Technical was still developing two ACORN- 
successor applications, including one of the applications that 
spurred EO Determinations managers to alert screeners to flag 
ACORN-successor cases in October 2010.615 The other case men-
tioned in the email was transferred from EO Determinations to EO 
Technical in April 2012.616 ACORN-successor cases were still on 
hold as of May 2013, according to Cindy Thomas.617

Other left leaning and progressive groups told media outlets 
their applications were delayed as well. One left-leaning group, Al-
liance for a Better Utah, told NPR Morning Edition in a story that 
aired on June 13, 2013, that it had been waiting almost 600 days 
for a determination on its application for 501(c)(3) status to do 
‘‘voter-education work.’’ 618 The same group told Politico a month 
later that the delay was ‘‘causing problems because it can’t apply 
for foundation and grant money while that application to become 
a charitable organization is in limbo.’’ 619 Progress Texas reported 
that it took ‘‘18 months to get its 501(c)(4) approval.’’ 620

D. INAPPROPRIATE AND BURDENSOME INFORMATION REQUESTS

As described in Section VII(F) of this report, in January 2012 the 
IRS Determinations Unit made unnecessary and burdensome re-
quests to some tax-exempt applicants that in some cases included 
requests for donor information. IRS officials decided the request of 
the donor information was inappropriate and ordered the donor in-
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formation destroyed.621 Some left-leaning/progressive groups re-
ceived inappropriate development questions regarding donor infor-
mation while experiencing lengthy delays in the application proc-
ess. At least three of the twenty-seven groups that received donor 
information requests were left-leaning applicants for tax-exempt 
status.622

IX. ADDITIONAL FINDINGS NOT RELATED TO THE 
DETERMINATIONS PROCESS 

This section includes findings that are not directly related to the processing of 
applications for tax-exempt status, but are nonetheless relevant to the IRS’s 
treatment of tax-exempt organizations. We describe how the IRS failed to perform 
any audits of political advocacy performed by tax-exempt organizations for more 
than three years. We also describe how the IRS failed to produce documents that 
were responsive to a 2010 FOIA request seeking information about how the IRS was 
processing Tea Party applications. Finally, we discuss TIGTA’s investigation 
of several improper disclosures of information related to conservative organizations. 

A. THE IRS STRUGGLED TO DECIDE HOW TO REVIEW ALLEGATIONS
OF IMPROPER POLITICAL CAMPAIGN INTERVENTION BY TAX-EX-
EMPT ORGANIZATIONS, INCLUDING TEA PARTY GROUPS

The first area of supplemental findings concerns the IRS’s proc-
ess for examining allegations of impermissible political campaign 
intervention by tax-exempt organizations. The Committee’s inves-
tigation revealed numerous serious problems that rendered the IRS 
incapable of resolving allegations regarding the Tea Party and 
other political advocacy organizations. 

1. General Processes for Audits of Tax-Exempt Organizations 

The Examinations unit, within the Exempt Organizations Divi-
sion, monitors whether organizations that have been approved for 
tax-exempt status are operating in accordance with federal tax 
law.623 At all times relevant to the Committee’s investigation, Na-
nette Downing was the Director of EO Examinations and reported 
directly to Lois Lerner.624 Unlike most other IRS divisions, which 
are administered at the IRS headquarters in Washington, D.C., EO 
Examinations has its head office in Dallas, Texas. IRS officials ex-
plained that EO Examinations was placed outside of Washington 
to ensure that other divisions of the IRS in Washington did not im-
properly influence the tax enforcement decisions for exempt organi-
zations.625

EO Examinations serves as the repository for allegations that 
tax-exempt organizations are engaged in improper conduct (or ‘‘re-
ferrals’’). All referrals—including those that originate in other divi-
sions within the IRS, as well as those made by individuals or enti-
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ties outside of the IRS—are all given the same consideration.626 EO
Examinations employees evaluate the referral based on its content 
and decide if the IRS will investigate further.627 Apart from the re-
ferral process, EO Examinations employees also use other criteria 
to determine if the IRS needs to open a review. 

EO Examinations performs two kinds of reviews of tax-exempt 
organizations:

• Examinations (also known as audits) are reviews of a 
taxpayer’s books and records to determine tax liability, and 
may involve the questioning of third parties. For exempt orga-
nizations, an examination also determines an organization’s 
qualification for tax-exempt status. If the IRS determines that 
an organization is not complying with the tax law, the IRS 
may impose a tax liability and, in some instances, may also re-
voke the organization’s tax-exempt status.628

• Compliance checks are less comprehensive reviews used 
to determine if an organization is following the required rec-
ordkeeping and reporting requirements, and whether its activi-
ties are consistent with its stated tax-exempt purpose. Compli-
ance checks are usually conducted using information already in 
the possession of the IRS, although the IRS will sometimes re-
quest additional information from the taxpayer. If the IRS con-
cludes that the organization might owe a tax liability, it may 
refer the organization for a full examination.629

The Review of Operations (ROO) is a division within EO Exami-
nations that performs compliance checks on tax-exempt organiza-
tions, usually 3–5 years after an organization has been approved 
for tax-exempt status. Unlike other types of compliance checks, IRS 
employees are not permitted to contact the taxpayer during ROO 
compliance checks.630 In addition, because the ROO does not con-
duct an examination, it is not authorized to review an organiza-
tion’s books and records or ask questions regarding tax liabilities 
or the organization’s activities.631

When the ROO receives a referral, ROO employees review the re-
ferral, along with information in the possession of the IRS, to de-
termine if the allegations can be supported. The ROO then rec-
ommends one of the following options: 

• Start an examination; 
• Start a compliance check; or 
• Take no further action.632

Thus, a referral has the effect of bringing the referred group to 
the attention of the ROO and subjecting the group’s information to 
review by ROO employees—thereby increasing the probability (but 
not guaranteeing) that the IRS will commence an examination or 
compliance check of the subject organization.633
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Q. But you had indicated earlier that if a group is referred to the ROO, one potential 
outcome is that there will be an exam. Is that right? 

A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. So that referral to the ROO would increase the chances that it will have 

an exam. 
A. No. 
Q. That follows, right? 
A. No. No, I don’t agree with that statement. I mean, pulling up project data analytics 

I mean, it doesn’t give you a higher chance than anything else. 
SFC Interview of Nanette Downing (Dec. 6, 2013) pp. 65. The Committee did not find 
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2. The Changing Process for Handling Allegations of Improper 
Political Campaign Intervention 

In recent years, the IRS altered its process for reviewing the po-
litical activities of tax-exempt organizations. These changes were 
spurred by an increasing number of referrals to EO Examinations 
starting in 2010, after the Citizens United decision, particularly re-
ferrals related to political campaign intervention by 501(c)(4) orga-
nizations.634 By the end of 2010, Downing had suspended all ex-
aminations of 501(c)(4) organizations that were alleged to have en-
gaged in improper political activities.635

In 2011, under the direction of Miller, Lerner and Downing, the 
IRS developed a new approach for referrals of political campaign 
intervention called the ‘‘Dual Track’’ process. This process allowed 
the ROO to perform its own analysis of organizations, using infor-
mation from the annual Form 990 that tax-exempt organizations 
are required to file. The ROO would consider its analysis of the 
data, as well as any referral, when deciding if it should recommend 
a review of an organization’s political campaign intervention.636

The ROO’s recommendation would then be reviewed by a panel 
of career Federal employees, known as the Political Action Review 
Committee (PARC).637 The PARC could either concur with the 
ROO’s recommendation or modify it. If the PARC selected an orga-
nization for examination or a compliance check, the PARC would 
also determine if the referral was high- or regular-level priority.638

The Dual Track process was modified in 2012, after an internal 
review found that the ROO’s written explanations of its decisions 
‘‘arguably [gave] the impression that somehow the political 
leanings of [the organizations] mentioned were considered in mak-
ing the ultimate decision’’ of whether or not to recommend an ex-
amination or compliance check.639 The internal review also noted 
other problems with the Dual Track process, including choices 
made for reasons unrelated to the tax issues presented (such as the 
effect that an examination might have on an organization’s fund-
raising ability).640

Although examinations related to political campaign intervention 
were suspended, the IRS continued to receive allegations that Tea 
Party organizations and other advocacy groups had engaged in im-
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proper political campaign intervention. The IRS treated those alle-
gations as referrals and sent them to EO Examinations.641 In all, 
the IRS received 53 referrals related to 24 applicants for tax-ex-
empt status that the IRS identified as ‘‘political advocacy’’ organi-
zations.642 These referrals were eventually reviewed using the 
Dual Track criteria and some were selected for examination; 643

however, as of June 2015, the IRS had not conducted any examina-
tions in response to these referrals and was not actively consid-
ering the referrals.644

Ultimately, the Dual Track process was suspended in June 2013 
at the direction of TE/GE managers installed by then-Principal 
Deputy Commissioner Daniel Werfel,645 and permanently discon-
tinued in 2015.646 As a result, from the end of 2010 until April 
2014, the IRS did not perform any examinations of 501(c)(4) organi-
zations related to impermissible political campaign intervention.647

Since the Dual Track process was discontinued in 2015, the IRS 
has sent referrals of impermissible political campaign intervention 
to the PARC, where they are reviewed in the same manner as 
other referrals related to tax-exempt organizations.648 The IRS also 
continues to evaluate data submitted on Form 990 tax returns to 
assess if organizations have engaged in improper political activ-
ity.649

3. EO Determinations Employees Recommended that the ROO Re-
view the Activities of Some Tea Party Organizations, and a 
Smaller Number of Progressive Organizations, for Improper Po-
litical Campaign Intervention 

In 2011, as the number of political advocacy applications in EO 
Determinations’ inventory increased, the IRS considered whether 
all Tea Party cases should simply be approved and then referred 
to the ROO for follow-up compliance checks. As Paz explained in 
July 2011: 

EOD Screening has identified an increase in the number 
of (c)(3) and (c)(4) applications where organizations are ad-
vocating on issues related to government spending, taxes, 
and similar matters. . . . Over 100 cases have been identi-
fied so far, a mix of (c)(3)s and (c)(4)s. . . . 

Lois would like to discuss our planned approach for deal-
ing with these cases. We suspect that we will have to ap-
prove the majority of the c4 applications. Given the volume 
of applications and the fact that this is not a new issue 
(just an increase in frequency of the issue), we plan to 
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[have] EO Determinations work the cases. . . . We will 
also refer these organizations to the Review of 
[O]perations for follow-up in a later year.650

This idea was discussed during the July 5, 2011 meeting that 
Lerner convened with Thomas and other EO employees. Lerner 
elected not to follow this approach, because she did not think that 
EO Examinations had enough employees to handle the increased 
workload.651

Although Lerner did not uniformly implement this approach, EO 
Determinations employees started to recommend that the ROO re-
view the activities of certain political advocacy groups in the fu-
ture. This happened with greater frequency during the ‘‘bucketing’’ 
process in 2012, when a large number of applications were rec-
ommended for approval subject to later review by the ROO.652 EO
managers, including Thomas and Paz, were aware of at least some 
of these recommendations.653

From the end of 2011 through May 2013, EO Determinations em-
ployees recommended that the ROO review 60 political advocacy 
organizations.654 After the TIGTA report came out, Downing 
learned that these 60 ‘‘Tea Party case referrals’’ had been ‘‘sitting 
in a pile for quite a while’’ in the ROO.655 Analysis performed by 
the Committee staff indicated that of these groups, 41 (68%) were 
conservative or Tea Party groups, 7 (12%) were progressive or lib-
eral, and 12 (20%) had no obvious political affiliation. After con-
sulting with managers installed by then-Principal Deputy Commis-
sioner Werfel, Downing returned these referrals to EO Determina-
tions for further processing. 

Despite substantial time and effort expended by the IRS, the 
agency failed to perform any meaningful oversight of political advo-
cacy performed by tax-exempt organizations for a three-year period. 
Although management has made recent changes to the examina-
tion process, concerns persist that the IRS could open examinations 
for an inappropriate reason. In July 2015, the Government Ac-
countability Office (GAO) issued a report on the criteria and proc-
esses used by the IRS to select exempt organizations for examina-
tion.656 GAO concluded that ‘‘EO has some controls in place that 
are consistent with internal control standards, and has imple-
mented those controls successfully,’’ but found ‘‘several areas where 
EO’s controls were not well designed or implemented.’’ Most signifi-
cantly, GAO stated that: 

The control deficiencies GAO found increase the risk 
that EO could select organizations for examination in an 
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unfair manner—for example, based on an organization’s 
religious, educational, political, or other views.657

Although the GAO did not consider whether these deficiencies ac-
tually led to improper selection of organizations for examination, 
these findings confirm that the IRS must continue to implement 
changes to ensure that examinations are opened only when war-
ranted, based on a fair and impartial decision. 

B. THE IRS FAILED TO PRODUCE RESPONSIVE DOCUMENTS TO A
FOIA REQUEST IN 2010 SEEKING INFORMATION ABOUT ITS HAN-
DLING OF TEA PARTY APPLICATIONS

The second area of supplemental findings concerns the IRS’s 
handling of a 2010 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. 

In June 2010, a freelance reporter made a FOIA request to the 
IRS for records that explained how the IRS was processing applica-
tions for tax-exempt status submitted by Tea Party organiza-
tions.658 As described below, by the time of the request, the IRS 
had generated numerous documents that satisfied the search cri-
teria and explained how the agency was handling Tea Party appli-
cations. But the IRS performed a deficient search that revealed 
only a few of these numerous responsive documents in existence at 
the date of the request. Then, the IRS elected not to produce any 
of the documents it identified, incorrectly claiming that the agency 
had ‘‘no responsive documents.’’ As a result, the reporter did not 
obtain any of the documents showing how Tea Party cases were 
handled in 2010. 

On June 3, 2010, the IRS received a FOIA request from freelance 
reporter Lynn Walsh that sought: 

Documents relating to any training, memos, letters, poli-
cies, etc. that detail how the ‘‘Tax Exempt/Government En-
tities Division’’ reviews applications for non-profits, 
501(c)(3)s, and other not-for-profit organizations specifi-
cally mentioning ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘the Tea Party,’’ ‘‘tea party,’’ 
‘‘tea parties.’’ 659

The IRS determined that Walsh’s letter was a valid request 
under FOIA and assigned it to Sharon Baker, a Senior Disclosure 
Specialist in the Washington, D.C. Disclosure Office. Baker pre-
pared an SCR for the FOIA request, noting that it was ‘‘likely to 
attract media or Congressional attention’’ and forwarded a search 
notice to Michael Guiliano in EO Guidance and Michael Seto in EO 
Technical.660 A copy of the incoming request was also sent to the 
Office of Chief Counsel and to Media Relations.661

On July 6, 2010, EO Guidance manager David Fish sent two re-
sponsive documents to the disclosure division: the April 19, 2010 
and May 24, 2010 SCRs prepared by Hull that explained how the 
Tea Party cases were being handled.662 After that, there were sev-
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eral additional document searches that were done within the EO 
Division and the Office of Chief Counsel through early November 
2010.663

Inexplicably, Baker and her managers in the Disclosure Office 
determined that these two documents were not responsive to 
Walsh’s FOIA request. Baker excluded the SCRs because she 
deemed them to be outside of Walsh’s request as they were not 
‘‘guidance,’’ despite Giuliano’s assertion that these documents were 
indeed responsive. Baker notes in the Case Report that ‘‘I have 
been back and forth with Matthew and I am tried [sic].’’ 664 Tiffany
Eder and others in the Office of Chief Counsel also questioned 
Baker’s interpretation of the request and suggested that she follow 
up with Walsh to clarify the scope of the request.665 It appears that 
the follow up never occurred. 

In response to one of the searches, a third document was sent to 
Baker: a ‘‘Coordinating Tea Party Cases Update Memorandum’’ 
prepared by Hull on October 18, 2010.666 This document explained 
how Hull was working with Hofacre in EO Determinations to re-
view and develop incoming Tea Party applications. Baker excluded 
the October 2010 memorandum on grounds that the document was 
not responsive to the FOIA request ‘‘since it occurred after the 
FOIA request was received in our office.’’ 

Ultimately, the IRS did not produce any documents to Walsh. On 
January 6, 2011, Disclosure Manager Marie Twarog, formally re-
sponded to Walsh’s June 3, 2010 FOIA request, advising the jour-
nalist that ‘‘I found no documents specifically responsive to your re-
quest.’’ 667

The IRS’s handling of this FOIA request reveals several trou-
bling issues. 

First, the search for responsive documents was deficient. 
The IRS failed to search for relevant records in EO Determina-

tions’ Cincinnati office, even though they learned from the SCRs 
and Hull’s memorandum that the Tea Party applications were 
being processed by EO Determinations employees in Cincinnati. 
The IRS also failed to locate numerous responsive emails generated 
by Rulings & Agreement employees in Washington regarding the 
handling of Tea Party cases, including emails to and from Lerner 
and Paz. 

Second, the IRS’s narrow reading of Walsh’s FOIA request 
caused the agency to exclude responsive documents. 

Although some IRS employees disagreed with Baker’s interpreta-
tion of the request, no one in Baker’s management chain overruled 
Baker or required her to follow up with Walsh to clarify the scope 
of the request. By excluding these records, the IRS violated its poli-
cies as stated in the IRM: 

Disclosure personnel must be careful not to read a re-
quest so narrowly that the requester is denied information 
that the agency knows exists. Some requesters may have 
little or no knowledge of the types of records maintained 
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by the Service while others have greater knowledge of IRS 
files.668

Walsh’s request far exceeded this standard and, in fact, was pre-
cise enough that some IRS employees, including Guiliano and oth-
ers, were able to locate responsive records. The IRS erred by ruling 
that these records were outside of the request. 

Finally, the IRS also took a narrow view of the time limits of 
Walsh’s request. 

The IRS regulations implementing FOIA state that the agency’s 
response ‘‘shall include only those records within the official’s pos-
session and control as of the date of the receipt of the request by 
the appropriate disclosure officer.’’ 669 But the IRM allows staff to 
include such documents at their discretion, particularly when there 
are delays in processing: 

In rare circumstances, a lengthy delay (e.g., 90 days) 
may be unavoidable before search efforts are initiated. If 
this occurs, the case history must be documented to ex-
plain the delay and the search period must be extended to 
the date of search. Also, when appropriate in terms of 
good customer service and/or in the spirit of open-
ness in government, Disclosure personnel may make 
a determination to include records created after the 
receipt date of the request. This determination is to be 
made on a case-by-case basis.670

In this case, the IRS asked Walsh for five extensions to respond 
to her letter and provided its ultimate response more than 7 
months after the initial request—far outside of the 20 business-day 
period prescribed by law.671 IRS also conducted multiple searches 
of its records after finding that the initial searches were deficient, 
circumstances that meet the criteria of ‘‘lengthy delay’’ set forth in 
the IRM. Despite these lengthy delays and multiple searches, 
Baker and other officials chose not to extend the search period and 
instead construed the IRS policies narrowly to exclude responsive 
records.

Although there is no reason to believe that the IRS’s handling of 
this FOIA request was motivated by political bias, its treatment 
was not consistent with the purpose of FOIA, which states ‘‘that 
the public has a right to know what goes on in government without 
having to demonstrate a need or reason’’.672 The IRS’s deficient re-
sponse to Walsh deprived her of the information that she was enti-
tled to under the law, including SCRs; information about the pur-
pose and use of the BOLO; and emails between Paz, Lerner and 
other managers containing instructions about how these cases 
should be handled. If the IRS had chosen to extend the responsive 
period until November 2010—when EO and Chief Counsel employ-
ees performed their final searches—they could have also produced 
information about training on screening procedures for Tea Party 
applications given to EO Determinations screeners; Hull’s October 
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2010 update on the status of Tea Party cases; and the first cir-
culated BOLO spreadsheet. If this information had been made pub-
lic in 2010 pursuant to a lawful FOIA request, the IRS’s treatment 
of applications received from Tea Party organizations may have 
been exposed to the public in 2010, far sooner than it was. Shining 
the light of transparency on how the IRS was processing Tea Party 
applications in 2010 may have forced the IRS to have resolved 
those applications sooner than it eventually did. Instead, the IRS 
elected to release nothing and consequently, these applications 
were left to fester for years. 

C. TIGTA REVIEWED SEVERAL ALLEGATIONS OF IMPROPER DISCLO-
SURES OF TAXPAYER INFORMATION BY THE WHITE HOUSE AND IRS

The final area of supplemental findings concerns allegations that 
the IRS and White House improperly disclosed taxpayer informa-
tion.

The Committee requested that TIGTA provide information about 
its investigations into four high-profile incidents of alleged disclo-
sure of confidential taxpayer information by the White House and 
the IRS. Three of the alleged disclosures involved information 
about conservative organizations that applied for, or received, tax- 
exempt status. While the results of the investigations are consid-
ered tax return information and are thus confidential under section 
6103 of the Internal Revenue Code, Committee staff believes it is 
in the public interest to lawfully disclose the results and status of 
these TIGTA investigations because the high-profile nature of the 
alleged disclosures raised serious concerns about public officials’ 
handling of confidential taxpayer information. 

1. Koch Industries, Inc. 

On August 27, 2010, White House advisor Austan Goolsbee, dur-
ing a briefing to reporters about a newly released report from the 
President’s Economic Recovery Board on corporate tax reform, 
made the statement that Koch Industries may be avoiding cor-
porate income taxes by structuring itself as an S-corporation. Mark 
Holden, senior vice president and general counsel of Koch Indus-
tries provided The Weekly Standard with a transcript of these re-
marks:

So in this country we have partnerships, we have S 
corps, we have LLCs, we have a series of entities that 
do not pay corporate income tax. Some of which are 
really giant firms, you know Koch Industries is a 
multibillion dollar businesses. So that creates a nar-
rower base because we’ve literally got something like 50 
percent of the business income in the U.S. is going to busi-
nesses that don’t pay any corporate income tax. They point 
out [in the report] you could review the boundary between 
corporate and non-corporate taxation as a way to broaden 
the base.673

Holden told The Weekly Standard in the same article: 
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I’m not accusing any one of any illegal conduct. But it’s 
my understanding that under federal law, tax information, 
is confidential and it’s not to be disclosed or obtained by 
individuals except under limited circumstances. . . . I 
don’t know what [the senior administration official] was 
referring to. I’m not sure what he’s saying. I’m not sure 
what information he has. But if he got this information— 
confidential tax information—under the internal revenue 
code . . . if he obtained it in a way that was inappropriate, 
that would be unlawful. But I don’t know that that’s the 
case.674

On September 23, 2010, seven Republican members of the Sen-
ate Finance Committee wrote a letter to TIGTA Inspector General 
Russell George asking that he ‘‘investigate a very serious allegation 
that Administration employees may have improperly accessed and 
disclosed confidential taxpayer information.’’ 675

On September 25, 2010, Holden issued a statement supporting 
an investigation while also stating that the ‘‘senior Obama admin-
istration official’s August 27th statement is wrong—Koch Indus-
tries does pay corporate income taxes and complies with all its tax 
obligations.’’ 676

Inspector General George informed the Senate Finance Com-
mittee Republicans on September 28, 2010 that he would initiate 
a review of the matter.677 The TIGTA investigation concluded in 
August 2011, but TIGTA refused to release the results of its in-
quiry to Koch Industries or Senator Grassley, citing the same con-
fidentiality provisions that were allegedly violated.678

In response to inquiries from Senate Finance Committee staff in 
connection with this investigation, Inspector General George stated 
in a letter to Chairman Wyden that there was no improper disclo-
sure on the part of Austan Gooslbee. He wrote: ‘‘[t]he allegation 
was disproved. We developed no evidence that IRS information per-
taining to Koch Industries was either accessed for or disclosed to 
the President’s Economic Recovery Advisory Board.’’ 679

2. National Organization for Marriage 

On March 30, 2012, The Huffington Post and Human Rights 
Watch published the National Organization for Marriage’s (NOM) 
confidential Form 990 Schedule B that contains donor informa-
tion.680 The Huffington Post reported that the ‘‘pro-gay rights 
Human Rights Campaign was sent a private IRS filing from NOM 
via a whistleblower.’’ 681
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After the confidential donor information was published, Ranking 
Member Hatch wrote a letter on May 8, 2012 to IRS Commissioner 
Shulman asking that the IRS investigate to determine the source 
of the leak.682

NOM filed a lawsuit against the IRS on October 3, 2013, alleging 
that the IRS willfully disclosed the Schedule B Form. 

In response to inquiries from Committee staff in connection with 
this investigation, TIGTA stated in a letter to Chairman Wyden 
that there was an improper disclosure of confidential taxpayer in-
formation. TIGTA determined that an IRS employee working in the 
Return and Income Verification Services (RAIVS) unit ‘‘printed 
unredacted copies of the National Organization for Marriage’s IRS 
Form 990 . . . and the associated Schedule B Form . . . and sent 
them outside the IRS.’’ 683

The RAIVS unit is responsible for processing Form 4506–A (Re-
quest for Public Inspection or Copy of Exempt or Political Organi-
zation IRS Form) requests for public versions of tax-exempt organi-
zations’ Form 990s. However, the Schedule B of the Form 990 is 
confidential and should not be provided in response to a Form 
4506–A public record request.684

TIGTA found that the ‘‘disclosure was probably a work error by 
the IRS employee’’ and that its investigation ‘‘did not identify any 
link between [the IRS employee] and the organizations or individ-
uals involved in posting or publishing the unredacted forms.’’ In ad-
dition, TIGTA did not find any evidence that the disclosure was 
motivated by political animus. TIGTA was ‘‘also unable to deter-
mine whether the IRS received a valid Form 4506–A . . . for the 
information at issue because’’ TIGTA ‘‘became aware of the allega-
tion after the IRS’s 45-day retention period for the Form 4506–A 
had passed.’’ 685

On August 10, 2012, TIGTA first referred the matter to the De-
partment of Justice Public Integrity Section but it declined pros-
ecution on September 19, 2012. TIGTA then referred the matter to 
the IRS ‘‘for administrative action on October 17, 2012. On January 
30, 2013, the IRS issued a ‘Closed Without Action’ letter with a 
cautionary statement’’ to the employee involved in the disclo-
sure.686

Previous to TIGTA’s investigation, ‘‘IRS RAIVS unit employees 
had access to both redacted and unredacted copies of the IRS Form 
990 and associated Schedule B Forms on the IRS’s Statistics of In-
come Exempt Organizations Return Image Network (SEIN).’’ As a 
result of the incident, ‘‘[t]he IRS has now restricted RAIVS unit 
employees’ access to only redacted Forms 990 maintained on the 
SEIN. In addition, the IRS’s retention period for IRS Forms 4506– 
A was extended from 45 days to three years from the last day of 
the calendar year in which they are received.’’ 687
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3. Disclosure of Tax-Exempt Applications to ProPublica

In November 2012, ProPublica submitted a Freedom of Informa-
tion Act (FOIA) request to the IRS requesting tax-exempt applica-
tions from 67 non-profit organizations.688 In response, the IRS sent 
ProPublica records relating to 31 of the groups. However, nine of 
these groups’ tax-exempt applications were still pending with the 
IRS, and were therefore still confidential.689 On December 14, 
2012, ProPublica published the confidential application of Cross-
roads GPS on its website. ProPublica reported:

The IRS sent Crossroads’ application to ProPublica in
response to a public-records request. The document sent to 
ProPublica didn’t include an official IRS recognition letter, 
which is typically attached to applications of nonprofits 
that have been recognized. The IRS is only required to give 
out applications of groups recognized as tax-exempt.690

An IRS spokeswoman told ProPublica, ‘‘It has come to our atten-
tion that you are in receipt of application materials of organiza-
tions that have not been recognized by the IRS as tax-exempt.’’ 
Further she told the news organization that ‘‘publishing unauthor-
ized returns or return information was a felony punishable by a 
fine of up to $5,000 and imprisonment of up to five years, or 
both.’’ 691

ProPublica disagreed with the IRS interpretation of the statute 
penalizing publication of the application, citing the First Amend-
ment. Nonetheless, prior to publishing the document, ProPublica
‘‘redacted parts of the application to omit Crossroads’ financial in-
formation.’’ 692 On the same day ProPublica published the confiden-
tial tax-exempt application, the IRS requested that TIGTA inves-
tigate the matter.693

On January 2, 2013, ProPublica published details about five 
other pending tax-exempt applications in an article citing confiden-
tial application materials it had received from the IRS.694

On May 16, 2013, the Republican members of the Senate Finance 
Committee asked TIGTA to investigate ‘‘the IRS’s improper, and 
likely illegal, disclosure of nine organizations’ applications for tax- 
exempt status’’ to ProPublica.695

In response to inquiries from Committee staff in connection with 
this investigation, TIGTA stated in a letter to Chairman Wyden 
that there was an improper disclosure of confidential taxpayer in-
formation. TIGTA determined that an IRS employee improperly 
disclosed the tax-exempt applications of nine organizations that 
were awaiting a determination from the IRS. The organizations af-
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fected were Crossroads GPS, Rightchange.com, Freedompath, Cit-
izen Awareness Project, Americans for Responsible Leadership, A 
Better America Now, America is Not Stupid, YG Network, and Se-
cure America Now. The improper disclosure was made in response 
to a November 15, 2012 FOIA request from ProPublica, an online 
media organization.696

TIGTA did not find any evidence that the improper disclosure 
was motivated by political animus, and referred the matter to the 
IRS ‘‘for administrative action on January 30, 2013.’’ 697 TIGTA re-
ported that ‘‘[o]n March 7, 2013, the IRS issued a ‘Letter of Admon-
ishment’ to the employee responsible for the disclosure.’’ 698 Cindy
Thomas explained that the letter from ProPublica had requested 
over 67 applications ‘‘and the clerical employee in the correspond-
ence unit was trying to go through these very quickly.’’ Thomas 
told the Committee that the IRS employee responsible was a ‘‘good 
employee, and it was the first time that she had made a mis-
take.’’ 699

As a result of this improper disclosure, the IRS now requires that 
the release of tax-exempt entity documents under FOIA be ap-
proved at the IRS headquarters level.700

4. Republican Governors Public Policy Committee 

On April 4, 2013, the Center for Public Integrity reported that 
it ‘‘obtained a copy of the [Republican Governors Association Public 
Policy Committee’s] Form 990 from a website that displays tax re-
turns online. The return included one page of the ‘Schedule B’ list 
of donors which the IRS does not require to be made public.’’ 701

The RGA spokesman told the Center for Public Integrity that 
‘‘donor information is confidential, and its partial disclosure by the 
IRS was erroneous and unauthorized. In fact it is a felony to dis-
close the information.’’ 702

TIGTA investigated the circumstances behind the disclosure. 
They found that the Schedule B information was sent to the 
website by an employee in the Ogden, Utah IRS office. TIGTA con-
cluded that the disclosure was a workplace error and found no indi-
cation this this information was intentionally disclosed. The IRS 
employee was subsequently disciplined by the IRS.703

X. CONCLUSION 

This bipartisan report of the Committee concludes that between 
2010 and 2013, the IRS failed to fulfill its obligation to administer 
the tax law with ‘‘integrity and fairness to all.’’ 704 The IRS func-
tioned in a politicized atmosphere following the 2010 Citizens
United Supreme Court decision, which put pressure on the IRS to 
monitor political spending. Employees in the TE/GE Division, in-
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cluding Lois Lerner, were aware that the IRS had received an in-
creasing number of applications from organizations that planned to 
engage in some level of political advocacy. Yet senior IRS execu-
tives, including Lerner, failed to properly manage political advocacy 
cases with the sensitivity and promptness that the applicants de-
served. Other employees in the IRS failed to handle the cases with 
a proper level of urgency, which was symptomatic of the overall 
culture within the IRS where customer service was not prioritized. 

As a result of these failings, a number of Tea Party and other 
political advocacy groups waited as long as five years to receive a 
decision from the IRS. These delays negatively affected applicants 
in many ways, including: 

• Inability to gain tax-exempt status within their state until 
the IRS issued a determination letter; 705

• Significant time and financial cost to respond to lengthy 
and burdensome IRS questions; 

• Ineligibility for grants and other financial support that re-
quire IRS documentation of tax-exempt status; 

• Decreased donations; and 
• Financial uncertainty about whether the organization will 

owe a tax liability if the IRS determines that it does not meet 
the criteria for tax-exemption.706

After experiencing these problems, numerous organizations with-
drew their applications for tax-exempt status and some organiza-
tions ceased to exist altogether. 

The consequences of the IRS’s actions in singling out organiza-
tions based on their name and subjecting them to heightened scru-
tiny, substantial delays, and to burdensome and sometimes intru-
sive questions are far reaching and troubling. Undoubtedly, these 
events will erode public confidence and sow doubt about the impar-
tiality of the IRS. The lack of candor by IRS management about the 
circumstances surrounding Lois Lerner’s missing emails may only 
serve to reinforce those doubts. 

The IRS exercises an important and powerful role in the lives of 
every citizen in the country, and it is charged with the responsi-
bility to exercise that power in a fair and impartial way. Sadly, this 
investigation has uncovered serious shortcomings in how the IRS 
exercised that authority when it processed applications for tax-ex-
emption from organizations that were engaged in political advo-
cacy—shortcomings that raise public doubt about whether the IRS 
is a neutral administrator of the tax laws. Immediate and mean-
ingful changes, including increased accountability to Congress and 
strengthened internal controls, are necessary if diminished public 
confidence in the IRS is to be restored. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The mission statement of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
charges its employees to ‘‘[p]rovide America’s taxpayers top quality 
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service by helping them understand and meet their tax responsibil-
ities and enforce the law with integrity and fairness to all.’’ 1 The
IRS believes that ‘‘[t]his mission statement describes our role and 
the public’s expectation about how we should perform that role.’’ 2

Indeed, the public has a right to expect that the IRS will admin-
ister the tax code with integrity and fairness in every context. Yet 
for many conservative organizations that applied for tax-exempt 
status during the last five years, the IRS fell woefully short of this 
standard.

The Majority staff of the Senate Committee on Finance has con-
ducted a thorough review of the evidence presented during the 
course of this investigation. Our findings are set forth in these Ad-
ditional Views of Senator Hatch Prepared by Republican Staff (Ad-
ditional Republican Views), which include the following five pri-
mary conclusions. 

First, we found that the IRS systemically selected Tea 
Party and other conservative organizations for heightened 
scrutiny, in a manner wholly different from how the IRS 
processed applications submitted by left-leaning and non-
partisan organizations. 

Our investigation affirmed the conclusion of the Treasury Inspec-
tor General for Tax Administration (TIGTA) in its May 2013 report 
that ‘‘[t]he IRS used inappropriate criteria that identified for re-
view Tea Party and other organizations applying for tax-exempt 
status based upon their names or policy positions instead of indica-
tions of potential political campaign intervention.’’ 3 The inappro-
priate criteria were initially developed and applied by revenue 
agents in the Cincinnati Exempt Organizations Determinations of-
fice. While these actions were arguably outside the scope of normal 
IRS operating procedure, the hallmarks of disparate treatment— 
and the resulting harm to conservative organizations—occurred 
after the applications were raised to IRS managers in the Wash-
ington, D.C. headquarters in March 2010. From that point forward, 
Lois Lerner and other senior managers directed the course of the 
applications and made decisions that directly resulted in increased 
scrutiny, long delays, and requests for inappropriate information. 

A key finding is that at the time when the IRS developed and 
employed the inappropriate criteria to process Tea Party applica-
tions, it did not consider how each of the affected groups operated. 
The initial Sensitive Case Report for Tea Party applications, pre-
pared in April 2010, indicates that ‘‘[t]he various ‘tea party’ organi-
zations are separately organized, but appear to be part of a na-
tional political movement that may be involved in political activi-
ties.’’ 4 Soon thereafter, the IRS considered developing a ‘‘template’’ 
questionnaire to send to Tea Party applicants—an approach that 
had been used successfully in the past when the IRS received nu-
merous applications from groups that shared common characteris-
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tics. Holly Paz explained why the IRS rejected this approach for 
the Tea Party applications: 

Generally, you know, in situations where you are talking 
about using a template or—our goal is to group things for 
consistency. You wouldn’t want similarly situated organi-
zations that are engaged in similar activities to get dif-
ferent answers. Some to get approved and some to get de-
nied. But here, from what Carter Hull was saying, 
the organizations were very different. Some were 
represented by attorneys and appeared very sophis-
ticated. Some were very small grassroots organiza-
tions. Some had talked about educational activities. 
Others talked more about candidate activity. So 
there was a lot of variety. 5

Although the IRS knew that the Tea Party applications were too 
dissimilar to be grouped under a common template, it continued to 
segregate them for screening and processing based on the presence 
of certain key words or phrases in the applicants’ names or applica-
tions like ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/12’’ and ‘‘Patriots,’’ as well as indicators 
of political views that included being concerned with government 
debt, government spending or taxes, educating the public via advo-
cacy or lobbying ‘‘to make America a better place to live,’’ or being 
critical of how the country was being run.6 At the time when the 
IRS segregated the Tea Party applications, they had little or no 
firsthand knowledge of the organizations’ actual or planned activi-
ties. Thus, the unifying factor for how Tea Party applicants were 
handled was not specific activities, but rather an underlying polit-
ical philosophy. 

This factor sets apart the IRS’s treatment of conservative organi-
zations from left-leaning and nonpartisan organizations. With one 
exception that affected just two organizations, all left-leaning orga-
nizations that the Minority alleges were improperly treated partici-
pated in activities that legitimately called their tax-exempt status 
into question.7 The IRS did not ‘‘target’’ these groups based on 
their names or ideologies, but instead evaluated their actual activi-
ties that were known to the IRS—activities that, in many cases, 
properly resulted in denial or revocation of tax-exempt status. Al-
though some left-leaning organizations that applied for tax-exempt 
status also experienced delays, we found no evidence that the IRS 
scrutinized left-leaning organizations in the same manner, to the 
same extent, or for the same politically-motivated reasons as it tar-
geted Tea Party and other conservative organizations. Instead, 
those delays were merely a symptom of a culture within the IRS 
that does not value customer service. 

The IRS’s inequitable treatment caused great harm to conserv-
ative organizations, the vast majority of which were small, local 
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groups. These groups had limited funding and were ill-equipped to 
respond to the IRS’s tactics of delaying their applications and then 
buffeting them with an almost innumerable number of requests for 
information. As a result, many of the Tea Party groups seeking 
tax-exemption gave up on the process; and some of these groups 
ceased to exist entirely, based at least in part on their failure to 
secure tax-exempt status. 

Second, our investigation revealed an environment within 
the IRS where the political bias of individual employees like 
Lois Lerner can, and sometimes does, influence decisions. 

Structurally, the IRS is a bureau within the Treasury Depart-
ment, which precludes the IRS from being truly independent of the 
governing administration. We found that within the IRS, the union 
exerts extreme influence on employees in nearly every facet of their 
employment. The union itself favors the Democratic Party and con-
tributes money almost exclusively to its candidates, which makes 
it difficult for the agency to remain apolitical. These influences are 
borne out in the number of IRS employees who have violated Fed-
eral laws designed to prevent government employees from exerting 
personal political bias while on the job. 

Within this atmosphere, IRS upper management gave the Direc-
tor of Exempt Organizations Lois Lerner free rein to manage appli-
cations for tax-exempt status. We found evidence that Lerner’s per-
sonal political views directly resulted in disparate treatment for ap-
plicants affiliated with Tea Party and other conservative causes. 
Lerner orchestrated a process that subjected these applicants to 
multiple levels of review by numerous components within the IRS, 
thereby ensuring that they would suffer long delays and be re-
quired to answer burdensome and unnecessary questions. Lerner 
showed little concern for conservative applicants, even when mem-
bers of Congress inquired on their behalf, allowing them to lan-
guish in the IRS bureaucracy for as long as two years with little 
or no action. The IRS began to resolve these applications only after 
some of the problems became public in 2012. By that time, the 
damage had been done. 

Third, the IRS has shown a pattern of continually mis-
leading Congress about its handling of applications sub-
mitted by Tea Party organizations. 

Top IRS management including Doug Shulman, Steve Miller, 
and Lois Lerner made numerous misrepresentations to Congress in 
2012 and 2013 regarding the IRS’s mistreatment of Tea Party orga-
nizations. These three individuals made oral and/or written asser-
tions to Congress justifying and defending the IRS’s processing of 
applications for tax exemption from Tea Party groups during this 
time period. In reality, that IRS processing included subjecting the 
organizations to extraordinary delays and causing them to divulge 
unprecedented amounts of highly irrelevant and, in many cases, 
confidential information. Contrary to their oral and/or written 
statements to Congress, Shulman, Miller and Lerner knew, or had 
reason to know, that the IRS’s processing of those applications was 
improper and that the IRS’s demands for information from those 
groups was unwarranted. Moreover, Shulman, Miller and Lerner 
concealed information from Congress regarding the processing of 
those applications which included the fact that the IRS had singled 
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out Tea Party groups for additional scrutiny based on their political 
views.

The pattern of deception engaged in by Shulman, Miller, and 
Lerner from 2012 to 2013 was designed to throw Congress off the 
scent of IRS wrongdoing so as to allow the IRS to put into place 
remedial half-measures aimed at addressing the targeting, the long 
delays, and the collection of highly detailed but irrelevant informa-
tion from Tea Party applicants. By actively misleading Congress 
about the IRS’s mistreatment of Tea Party groups, Shulman, Miller 
and Lerner effectively obstructed Congress in the exercise of its au-
thority to oversee the activities of the IRS. 

Fourth, soon after the Obama Administration began a con-
certed effort to constrain spending on political speech, the 
IRS and other executive agencies began scrutinizing con-
servative organizations that had, or sought, tax-exempt sta-
tus.

The White House’s focus on this issue intensified after the Su-
preme Court issued its Citizens United decision in January 2010, 
starting with President Obama’s castigation of the Court in his 
State of the Union address and continuing throughout 2010 until 
the mid-term elections. 

We found clear evidence that the IRS and other agencies heeded 
the President’s call. Just a few weeks after the President’s State 
of the Union address, the IRS made the pivotal decision to set 
aside all incoming Tea Party applications for special processing— 
a decision that would subject those organizations to long delays, 
burdensome questions, and would ultimately prove fatal to some of 
them. Around that same time, the Department of Justice was con-
sidering whether it could bring criminal charges against 501(c)(4) 
organizations that engaged in political activity. The Federal Elec-
tion Commission had also opened investigations into conservative 
organizations that aired political ads. The IRS met with both agen-
cies, providing input on the Department of Justice’s proposals and 
information to the Federal Election Commission on organizations 
that were under investigation. These actions leave little doubt that 
when Congress did not pass legislation to reduce spending on polit-
ical speech, the administration sought alternative ways to accom-
plish the same goal. 

Regrettably, the Majority staff was not able to determine the full 
extent of Treasury Department and White House involvement in 
this matter. The Treasury Department did not fully cooperate with 
the Committee’s requests to make witnesses and documents avail-
able to the Committee. As a result, the Committee interviewed only 
three current and former employees of the Treasury Department 
and did not have access to the full scope of relevant documents. 
Similarly, the Committee did not have sufficient access to White 
House records or employees. Together, these gaps in knowledge 
prevent us from determining when the Obama Administration and 
the Treasury Department first became aware that the IRS was tar-
geting Tea Party groups. They also prevent us from concluding that 
the Obama Administration and the Treasury Department did not 
direct, approve of, or allow any aspect of the targeting of Tea Party 
groups.
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Regardless of whether an explicit directive was given, the Presi-
dent’s use of his bully pulpit had the effect of increasing scrutiny 
on conservative organizations, rendering a direct order to indi-
vidual employees unnecessary. 

Finally, the IRS harmed the Committee’s investigation by 
failing to properly preserve a significant portion of Lois 
Lerner’s email, resulting in its loss, and then concealing 
that loss from the Committee for months.

As discussed more completely in Section II(C) of the Bipartisan 
Investigative Report, in early February 2014, the IRS determined 
that it could not locate many of Lois Lerner’s emails dating from 
2010 and 2011, a period crucial to the Committee’s investigation. 
Upon conducting an inquiry into the matter, the IRS discovered 
that many of these emails had been stored on Lerner’s laptop com-
puter and that the computer suffered a hard drive failure in June 
2011. While IRS officials were able to determine why many of 
Lerner’s were missing, they incorrectly assumed that server backup 
tapes containing copies of those emails had been overwritten, and 
thus failed to attempt to recover records from those backup tapes. 
Based on that faulty assumption, the IRS ultimately concluded in 
April 2014 that Lerner’s missing emails were permanently lost and 
so advised the Treasury Department, which in turn, notified the 
White House. However, the IRS failed to simultaneously inform the 
various Congressional committees conducting investigations into 
the IRS’s treatment of Tea Party organizations, choosing instead to 
conceal this fact from Congress. 

In March 2014, this Committee asked the IRS to provide it with 
a written statement attesting that all documents requested by the 
Committee and relevant to its investigation had been produced to 
the Committee. Rather than provide the attestation, the IRS sub-
mitted to the Committee on June 13, 2014 a rambling, nearly in-
comprehensible letter that, with attachments, was 27 pages in 
length. Buried nearly halfway through the letter was an admission 
that the IRS had lost an undetermined number of Lerner’s emails 
from 2010 and 2011, and that backup tapes that once contained 
those emails no longer existed. The circumstances surrounding the 
IRS’s dilatory admission regarding the lost emails is troubling, as 
it strongly suggests that had it not been for the Committee’s re-
quest for an attestation, the IRS may never have revealed to it the 
existence of the missing emails. 

Moreover, in a March 19, 2014 letter to the Committee, the IRS 
asserted that it had completed its production of documents as re-
quested by the Committee and urged it to release its final report 
on the investigation. As explained above, in February 2014, IRS of-
ficials knew that a substantial number of Lerner’s emails had been 
lost as a result of the hard drive failure, and might not be recover-
able from any other source. Accordingly, it is difficult to reconcile 
the IRS officials’ awareness of the missing emails in February 2014 
with their subsequent assertion to the Committee in March 2014 
that the document production was complete and that the Com-
mittee should release its report. Indeed, in light of this knowledge, 
it would appear that the assertion was false and intended to hasten 
the Committee to complete its investigation, thus foreclosing the 
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possibility that it would ever find out about the missing Lerner 
emails.

Furthermore, IRS staff had numerous interactions with Com-
mittee staff after the March 19, 2014 letter and before the IRS’s 
reluctant admission on June 13, 2014 that it had lost many of 
Lerner’s emails. At no time during any of those interactions did 
IRS staff attempt to correct the inaccurate impression created in 
the March 19, 2014 letter that the IRS had completed its produc-
tion of requested documents. 

In addition to concealing the loss of Lerner’s emails, IRS officials 
also failed to take adequate steps to preserve backup tapes that 
contained copies of those emails. Upon concluding in February 
2014 that many of Lerner’s emails from 2010 and 2011 were miss-
ing, IRS officials failed to conduct a proper search for backup tapes 
that might contain copies of those emails. In what appears to be 
an exercise in pure expediency, those officials simply concluded 
that no such tapes existed because they should have been overwrit-
ten by then in accordance with the IRS’s practice to recycle backup 
tapes every six months. In truth, in February 2014, the IRS had 
in its possession nearly 1,200 backup tapes that could have con-
tained Lerner’s emails from the period in question. Because the 
IRS failed to look for, identify and preserve the backup tapes, 422 
of those backup tapes were erased by the IRS in March 2014, re-
sulting in the loss of Lerner emails relevant to the Committee’s in-
vestigation.

The actions taken by IRS officials, as well as those they failed 
to take after discovering the missing Lerner emails, harmed the 
Committee’s investigation. IRS officials concealed from the Com-
mittee for as long as possible the fact that Lerner’s emails were 
lost. Moreover, those officials misled the Committee into believing 
that the IRS had completed its document production, when in fact, 
they knew that many of Lerner’s emails from a period of time of 
great interest to the Committee were missing. Further, those offi-
cials failed to discharge their responsibility to take adequate steps 
to preserve thousands of Lerner’s emails, resulting in the irrev-
ocable loss of as many as 24,000 of those emails. These actions not 
only deprived the Committee of information important to its inves-
tigation and caused substantial delay in its completion, but also 
further eroded the Committee’s confidence that the IRS has been 
forthcoming in all of its other representations to Congress regard-
ing this investigation. 

The Committee undertook a number of measures aimed at miti-
gating the consequences of the harm caused by the IRS’s failure to 
preserve copies of the backup tapes containing Lerner’s email. For 
example, in an effort to bridge the gap in the missing emails, the 
Committee secured from alternate sources, including the Treasury 
Department, the Department of Justice, the Federal Election Com-
mission, TIGTA, a private organization, and the White House, cop-
ies of emails between their employees and Lerner. In addition, 
TIGTA undertook extraordinary efforts to recover missing Lerner 
emails. Within two weeks of commencing its investigation into the 
lost emails, TIGTA located 744 backup tapes that the IRS erro-
neously determined contained no information relevant to the Com-
mittee’s investigation. After recovery efforts, those 744 tapes yield-
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ed over 1,000 Lerner emails not previously provided to the Com-
mittee by the IRS—some of which proved relevant to this investiga-
tion. Additional recovery efforts by TIGTA from other sources re-
sulted in over 300 more Lerner emails. In total, TIGTA was able 
to provide the Committee with 1,330 Lerner emails that the IRS 
had been unable to produce and that the Committee had not seen 
before. Although it was not possible to reproduce a full record of 
Lerner’s communications during 2010 and 2011, we believe that 
these efforts have provided the most comprehensive record that is 
possible.

In addition to the findings set forth herein, the Majority 
staff fully supports the joint findings contained in the Bi-
partisan Investigative Report. Those findings reveal several 
other serious problems at the IRS, including: 

• Management lacked an appreciation for the sensitivity and 
volatility of the political advocacy applications and allowed em-
ployees to use inappropriate screening criteria. (See Sections 
III(A) and III(B) of the Bipartisan Investigative Report.) 

• The IRS lacked any sense of customer service for organiza-
tions that applied for tax-exempt status. (See Section III(E)(1) 
of the Bipartisan Investigative Report.) 

• The IRS improperly disclosed taxpayer information of nu-
merous conservative organizations. (See Section IX(C) of the 
Bipartisan Investigative Report.) 

• In 2010, a freelance reporter made a FOIA request for doc-
uments related to the IRS’s handling of Tea Party applications. 
The IRS identified responsive documents, but elected not to 
produce them, thereby precluding early public scrutiny of its 
treatment of Tea Party applicants. (See Section IX(B) of the Bi-
partisan Investigative Report.) 

In all, Committee staff reviewed more than 1,500,000 pages of 
documents and conducted 32 interviews in the course of this inves-
tigation. We believe that the findings described in the Bipartisan 
Investigative Report and in these Additional Republican Views are 
supported by the record. 

As a result of the practices described in both the Bipartisan In-
vestigative Report and in these Additional Republican Views, the 
public’s confidence in the IRS has been justifiably shaken. There is 
much work that needs to be done to restore the public’s trust in 
the IRS’s ability to administer the tax system in a fair and impar-
tial way. 

II. LOIS LERNER’S PERSONAL POLITICAL VIEWS INFLU-
ENCED THE IRS’S PROCESSING OF APPLICATIONS 
FOR TAX–EXEMPT STATUS FROM TEA PARTY AND 
CONSERVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS 

Lois Lerner supported the Democratic Party and President Obama, and she held 
extreme views on campaign finance reform. Lerner’s bias influenced the IRS’s 
handling of Tea Party appications and these organizations were harmed by her 
actions.

A central aim of the Committee’s investigation was to determine 
if any IRS actions toward conservative taxpayers were influenced 
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by political bias. Assuredly, employees working in the executive 
branch are entitled to hold personal political views—and indeed, 
many citizens who serve in federal agencies can and do play a valu-
able part in the democratic process using personal time and re-
sources, and subject to limits the law imposes on such activity by 
government employees. However, the personal political views of a 
federal employee working in an apolitical position should never in-
fluence their official actions. If this were to happen, the public 
could question whether the government has acted in a fair and im-
partial manner. The danger of political bias is particularly acute at 
the IRS, which has been entrusted to ‘‘enforce the law with integ-
rity and fairness to all.’’ 8

As the senior executive in charge of Exempt Organizations (EO), 
Lois Lerner was the person with ultimate responsibility for over-
seeing all of the employees involved who processed applications for 
tax-exempt status. By virtue of her position, Lerner had the poten-
tial to exert tremendous power over many taxpayers who sought to 
exercise their right to political speech. 

Amidst allegations that Lerner’s political views influenced IRS 
actions, our inquiry focused on three questions. First, what are Lois 
Lerner’s political views? Second, did she hold any political views 
relevant to her specific responsibilities at the IRS? And finally, is 
there any evidence that her political views influenced official ac-
tions of the IRS? We address these questions in turn below. 

In resolving these questions, the Committee sought to interview 
Lerner as part of its investigation. Indeed, because of her position 
in the IRS, Lerner would be uniquely able to explain how conserv-
ative applicants were treated by the IRS. Lerner declined the Com-
mittee’s request for an interview, citing her Fifth Amendment right 
to remain silent. In the absence of her testimony, the Committee 
has been able to reach conclusions about her role after careful re-
view of over 1,500,000 pages of documents and dozens of interviews 
with IRS and Treasury employees, many of whom worked directly 
with Lerner. 

In response to our first question, the Senate Finance Committee’s 
investigation revealed that Lerner was a Democrat who consist-
ently supported Democratic politicians, particularly President 
Obama, during her tenure at the IRS. Her communications also 
suggest that she felt animus toward the views of the Republican 
Party.

In response to our second question, we found that Lerner favored 
campaign finance reform efforts and had deep disdain for the Su-
preme Court’s loosening of these restrictions in the Citizens United 
decision, which she deemed ‘‘by far the worst thing that has ever 
happened to this country’’ and feared would lead to ‘‘the end of 
‘America.’ ’’ 9

In response to our third question, we conclude that Lerner’s par-
tisan bias directly harmed conservative organizations applying for 
tax-exempt status from early 2010 until May 2013. Under Lerner’s 
leadership, Tea Party organizations were systemically targeted and 
set aside for special processing. The impact of Lerner’s bias was ex-
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acerbated by her superiors’ failure to oversee her, and directly 
caused conservative organizations to suffer long delays and endure 
numerous rounds of burdensome questions. Her biases are particu-
larly evident when comparing her inaction on Tea Party applica-
tions to her quick responses to inquiries from Democratic politi-
cians. We also found evidence that Lerner’s bias led to audits of 
some conservative organizations, which imposed even greater bur-
dens and further stifled their political speech. 

A. LERNER’S PERSONAL POLITICAL VIEWS: LERNER SUPPORTED THE
DEMOCRATIC PARTY, PRESIDENT OBAMA, AND OTHER DEMOCRATIC
POLITICIANS

A primary focus of our investigation was whether Lerner’s per-
sonal political views favored one political party or the other. Lerner 
has acknowledged that she is a registered Democrat but she pub-
licly stated that she is ‘‘not a political person.’’ 10

Our review of Lerner’s communications casts doubt on her claim 
of being ‘‘apolitical.’’ To the contrary, her conversations with family 
and friends show that Lerner followed politics closely and sup-
ported the Democratic Party and Democratic politicians, particu-
larly President Obama. These conversations—all on Lerner’s gov-
ernment email account—also show that Lerner’s friends and family 
uniformly shared her views and sometimes made disparaging com-
ments about Republicans and the Tea Party to Lerner: 

• In an October 2004 email conversation with a former col-
league from the Federal Election Commission (FEC), Lerner 
said, ‘‘[A]fter the election, we’ll get together—hopefully to cele-
brate, but it sure looks iffy!’’ 11 The next month, Republican 
George W. Bush defeated Democrat John Kerry in the presi-
dential election. 

• In October 2012, a friend wrote to Lerner about the up-
coming election: ‘‘The Romney/Ryan ticket is really scary. How 
did a creep like Romney ever get elected to be governor of Mas-
sachusetts, anyway?’’ 12

• In November 2012, a friend invited Lerner to an election- 
night party that she decided to host ‘‘now that Nate Silver has 
raised Obama’s chance of winning to 85.1%.’’ The party invita-
tion included a picture of the Democratic Party logo.13 Lerner
responded, ‘‘Would have loved to, but am in London.’’ Lerner 
passed the invitation along to her husband and told the host, 
‘‘[I]f he’s smart he’ll join you.’’ Lerner noted that she was 
‘‘[k]eeping my fingers crossed. And, I did vote!’’ 14

• On Election Day in 2012, Lerner’s husband told her that 
it was ‘‘hard to find the socialist-labor candidates on the ballot, 
so I wrote them in.’’ Lerner described the election as ‘‘[o]nce in 
a lifetime stuff’’ and said that ‘‘[people in London] get that it’s 
close but they don’t seem to think Obama could really lose. 
They all want to know who the heck this Romney guy is.’’ 15
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• On November 7, 2012, a family member wrote an email to 
Lerner with the subject ‘‘Hurray, Hurray—OBAMA for 4 more 
years.’’ 16

• On November 7, 2012, Lerner’s husband described her as 
being ‘‘in that post-election state of bliss’’ after the election re-
sults were announced.17

• In a November 2012 email with a family member, Lerner 
was informed that Democrats retained control of the U.S. Sen-
ate. Lerner responded: ‘‘WooHoo! I[t] was important to keep 
the Senate. If it had switched, it would be the same as a Rep 
president.’’ In the same conversation, Lerner celebrated Mary-
land’s legalization of same-sex marriage. Lerner’s family mem-
ber commented, ‘‘I think there were 3 seats that switched from 
tea party republicans to democrats so that’s exciting!’’ 18

• In November 2012, Lerner had the following email ex-
change with her husband, Michael Miles: 

Miles: Well, you should hear the whacko wing of the 
GOP. The US is through; too many foreigners sucking the 
teat; time to hunker down, buy ammo and food, and pre-
pare for the end. The right wing radio shows are scary to 
listen to. 

Lerner: Great. Maybe we are through if there are that 
many assholes. 

Miles: And I’m talking about the hosts of the shows. The 
callers are rabid. 

Lerner: So we don’t need to worry about alien terrorists. 
It’s our own crazies that will take us down.19

• In January 2013, Lerner remarked that she might look for 
a position at the Washington, D.C. office of Organizing for Ac-
tion, the successor organization of President Obama’s 2012 re- 
election campaign—a possibility that her subordinates appear 
to have taken seriously.20

• After the Tea Party scandal broke in May 2013, a friend 
wrote to Lerner to offer support. The friend said, ‘‘My brother 
was here when I read the paper, and frankly, he was hoping 
you would ‘nail’ the tea party, but I realize that you are just 
doing your job, ha ha.’’ 21

• In a March 2014 conversation, a friend informed Lerner 
that ‘‘[t]his Republican crap has become really bad in Texas.’’ 
The friend then offered negative comments about several Texas 
Republicans, including former Governor Rick Perry, Ted 
Nugent, and Greg Abbott, whom the friend believed was ‘‘still 
likely to be the next Governor of Texas simply because he 
claims to be in favor of gun rights and against same-sex mar-
riage.’’ The friend concluded, ‘‘As you can see, the Lone Star 
State is just pathetic as far as political attitudes are con-
cerned.’’ This prompted Lerner to state the following: 
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Look my view is that Lincoln was our worst president 
not our best. He should’[v]e let the south go. We really do 
seem to have 2 totally different mindsets.22

This was not the first time that Lerner expressed this sentiment 
about the United States. In a December 2012 email to a different 
friend, Lerner said: 

We’re in Ohio for the holiday and waiting to go over the 
fiscal cliff! I truly believe this country is out of its head 
with ridiculousness! We really need to split in two—we are 
so polarized that we can’t do anything constructive.23

The Majority staff’s review of approximately 1,500,000 pages pro-
duced by the IRS and other entities did not reveal find any in-
stances when Lerner expressed positive sentiments about the Re-
publican Party, a specific Republican candidate, or the Tea Party. 
Similarly, we found no instances when any friend of family member 
of Lerner’s expressed such sentiments in a message to Lerner. In-
deed, it is highly probable that the individuals who sent Lerner 
these politically charged messages, which were supportive of Demo-
cratic politicians and often critical of their Republican counter-
parts, did so because they were aware of her political beliefs and 
knew that she shared in their convictions. 

As a whole, these communications establish that Lerner staunch-
ly supported President Obama and the Democratic Party and, con-
trary to her assertions, followed politics closely. They also suggest 
that Lerner held disdain for those who supported conservative val-
ues and Republican ideals. 

B. LERNER’S POLITICAL VIEWS RELEVANT TO HER IRS POSITION:
LERNER HELD EXTREME VIEWS ON LIMITING CAMPAIGN FINANCE
EXPENDITURES AND POLITICAL SPEECH

Next, we consider whether Lerner held any political views that 
were relevant to her position at the IRS. As described below, we 
conclude that Lerner supported campaign finance reform efforts 
and was generally in favor of restraining political speech by tax- 
exempt organizations. These views were directly relevant to her 
oversight of the EO Division at the IRS. 

Before joining the IRS in 2001, Lerner spent most of her career 
in election law. Lerner joined the FEC in 1981 and served in sev-
eral senior positions during her 20-year tenure, including head of 
the Enforcement Division and Acting General Counsel.24 A col-
league from the FEC who has known Lerner since 1985, attorney 
Craig Engle, described Lerner’s views of campaign finance law as 
follows:

Engle describes Lerner as pro-regulation and as some-
body seeking to limit the influence of money in politics. 
The natural companion to those views, he says, is her be-
lief that ‘‘Republicans take the other side’’ and that con-
servative groups should be subjected to more rigorous in-
vestigations. According to Engle, Lerner harbors a ‘‘sus-
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picion’’ that conservative groups are intentionally flouting 
the law.25

While Lerner was head of the FEC’s Enforcement Divi-
sion, she was reported to have improperly threatened a Re-
publican candidate for the U.S. Senate, allegedly saying, 
‘‘Promise me you will never run for office again, and we’ll 
drop [the pending charges against you].’’ 26

Lerner’s expertise in election law certainly shaped her view of 
the role of tax-exempt organizations in the political process when 
she joined the IRS in 2001 as the Director of Rulings and Agree-
ments. While she was at the IRS, Lerner continued to support 
spending restrictions on political speech. In a February 2002 mes-
sage to a former colleague at the FEC, Lerner stated that it was 
‘‘pretty exciting that the campaign finance [reform bill] may actu-
ally go through.’’ 27 Lerner was referring to the Bipartisan Cam-
paign Reform Act of 2002 (McCain-Feingold Act), which became 
law on March 27, 2002. More recently, Lerner supported the DIS-
CLOSE Act, a proposed law that would require donor disclosure by 
tax-exempt organizations that engage in political campaign activi-
ties, although she apparently realized it was not likely to pass. 
When informed that Democrat Chris Van Hollen introduced the 
DISCLOSE Act in the House, Lerner said, ‘‘Wouldn’t that be great? 
And I won’t hold my breath.’’ 28

Given Lerner’s support for the McCain-Feingold Act, it should 
come as no surprise that she was disappointed when the Supreme 
Court struck down parts of the Act in Citizens United v. Federal
Election Commission, 130 S. Ct. 876 (2010). The depth of Lerner’s 
emotion, however, is surprising. Lerner bluntly told a friend: 

Citizens United is by far the worst thing that has ever 
happened to this country.29

After her friend agreed that it was a ‘‘total disgrace that the Su-
preme Court has endorsed this concept,’’ Lerner expanded on her 
view of the case to explain why the decision had repercussions far 
beyond campaign finance rules: 

We are witnessing the end of ‘‘America.’’ There has al-
ways been the struggle between the capitalistic ideals and 
the humanistic ideals. Religion has usually tempered the 
selfishness of capitalism, but the rabid, hellfire piece of re-
ligion has hijacked the game and in the end, we will all 
lose out. [I]t’s all tied together—money can buy the Con-
gress and the Presidency, so in turn, money packs the SCt. 
And the court usually backs the money—the ‘‘old boys’’ 
still win.30

These extreme views would be troubling if held by any govern-
ment official; but they are particularly troubling when held by a 
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senior IRS official charged with oversight of tax-exempt organiza-
tions, including those that engage in political speech. 

While employed at the IRS, Lerner maintained close ties to nu-
merous outside advocacy groups that shared her goal of limiting 
spending by tax-exempt organizations on political speech. These 
groups took advantage of their direct access to Lerner and other 
senior IRS officials, frequently asking the IRS to tighten its control 
over political spending by tax-exempt organizations as described in 
Section IV(D) of the Bipartisan Investigative Report. Lerner even 
met with some of them in person to discuss their proposals. 

One group that had particularly close ties to Lerner is the Ameri-
cans for Campaign Reform (ACR). ACR describes itself as ‘‘a com-
munity of citizens who believe passionately that public funding [of 
elections] is the single most critical long-term public policy issue 
our nation faces.’’ 31 Lerner’s ties to ACR were strong enough that 
when ACR was searching for a new CEO in 2012, they sought 
Lerner’s opinion on Larry Noble, who had been the General Coun-
sel at the FEC during Lerner’s tenure, and thanked Lerner ‘‘for 
[her] contribution to this search.’’ 32 Lerner recommended that ACR 
hire Noble and told him that she was ‘‘[g]lad I could be a part of 
their decision.’’ 33 Lerner and Noble made plans to have lunch, and 
Lerner asked Noble, ‘‘So, when should I expect your first letter 
yelling at me about the c4s?’’ 34 Noble replied, ‘‘That’s Fred’s job,’’ 
apparently referring to Fred Wertheimer, President of Democracy 
21—another group that was regularly in touch with Lerner. 

Lerner also maintained close ties with Kevin Kennedy, the Direc-
tor and General Counsel of the Wisconsin Government Account-
ability Board, which administers and enforces Wisconsin campaign 
finance and election laws.35 Kennedy shared many of Lerner’s 
views on campaign finance and the need for increased regulation 
of political speech.36 In 2008, Kennedy organized a panel discussion 
for the Council on Government Ethics Laws on ‘‘regulating political 
speech.’’ 37 Lerner spoke at this panel along with Larry Noble (who 
was then practicing at a private law firm), FEC Commissioner 
Ellen Weintraub, and Campaign Legal Center attorney Paul 
Ryan.38 Kennedy and Lerner regularly discussed election law, and 
in 2011 Kennedy bemoaned Wisconsin’s loosening campaign fi-
nance regulations, saying, ‘‘[T]he legislature has killed our cor-
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42 Lerner’s angst over the Supreme Court overturning the corporate ban on political contribu-
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2010. Indeed, on November 17, 2009, Lerner wrote to Sarah Hall Ingram in anticipation of such 
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Continued

porate disclosure rules.’’ 39 Kennedy described Lerner as his ‘‘favor-
ite IRS person’’ and, ‘‘a professional friend [he has known] for more 
than 20 years.40

Lerner’s views on campaign finance laws and her close ties to or-
ganizations and government officials that sought to limit political 
speech must be taken into consideration when evaluating how 
Lerner administered the tax law as Director of EO. 

C. LERNER’S BIAS HARMED CONSERVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

Finally, we consider whether Lerner’s personal political views in-
fluenced her work at the IRS. We found evidence of five ways that 
Lerner’s bias affected IRS actions, all of which resulted in harm to 
conservative organizations that came into contact with the IRS 
during Lerner’s tenure.41

1. Lerner and Senior IRS Management Devised Ways To System-
ically Constrain Tax-Exempt Organizations That Engaged in Po-
litical Speech 

As described in Section IV of the Bipartisan Investigative Report, 
various external forces—including several of the left-leaning groups 
noted above—pressured the IRS to monitor and curtail political 
spending of 501(c)(4) organizations in the wake of the Supreme 
Court’s Citizens United decision. Perhaps no one was more aware 
of this pressure than Lerner, particularly given her personal dis-
dain for the ruling. As described below, Lerner encouraged senior 
IRS management to use the agency’s tools to dampen the effect of 
the Supreme Court’s decision. 

On the day after the Citizens United decision was announced, 
Lerner brought the decision to the attention of upper-level manage-
ment in the Tax Exempt and Government Entities (TE/GE) Divi-
sion and the Chief Counsel’s office.42 Lerner recognized the sensi-
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tivity of the case, stating, ‘‘[t]his is the danger zone no matter what 
we say.’’ 43 In October 2010, Lerner described the pressure on the 
IRS when she spoke at Duke University’s Sanford School of Public 
Policy:

The Supreme Court dealt a huge blow [in Citizens
United], overturning a 100-year old precedent that said ba-
sically corporations could give directly in political cam-
paigns, and everyone is up in arms because they don’t like 
it. The Federal Election Commission can’t do anything 
about it. They want the IRS to fix the problem. The IRS 
laws are not set up to fix the problem. . . . So everyone 
is screaming at us right now, ‘‘Fix it now before the elec-
tion, can’t you see how much these people are spending?’’ 
I won’t know until I look at their 990s next year whether 
they have done more than their primary activity as a polit-
ical or not. So I can’t do anything right now.44

Near the end of 2012, Lerner and other employees in the EO di-
vision began considering whether it was possible to quantify the ef-
fect that Citizens United had on political campaign intervention by 
tax-exempt organizations. In December 2012, TE/GE Division em-
ployee Cristopher Giosa sent Lerner his preliminary analysis on 
sources of data that might be available.45 Giosa suggested that EO 
consider enlisting the IRS’s Office of Compliance Analytics to help 
with this project.46

By April 2013, EO and the Office of Compliance Analytics had 
prepared a detailed presentation on political spending by 501(c)(4) 
organizations.47 As background information for the report, the au-
thors noted: 

Since Citizens United (2010) removed the limits on polit-
ical spending by corporations and unions, concern has aris-
en in the public sphere and on Capitol Hill about the po-
tential misuse of 501(c)(4)s for political campaign activity 
due to their tax exempt status and the anonymity they can 
provide to donors.48

The authors then provided a ‘‘problem statement,’’ which stated 
that ‘‘[t]he public purpose of 501(c)(4)s may be diluted by political 
campaign activities as an unintended consequence of Citizens 
United.’’ 49

In May 2013, EO and the Office of Compliance Analytics revised 
the presentation in advance of a May 7 briefing for then-Acting 
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Commissioner Miller.50 The revised presentation, which was sent 
to Miller’s office, made the following findings: 

• The number of 501(c)(4)s reporting political campaign ac-
tivities almost doubled from tax year 2008 through tax year 
2010; and 

• The amount of political campaign activities for large filers 
(defined as organizations with total revenue of more than $10 
million) almost tripled from tax year 2008 through tax year 
2010.51

The report identified two events that occurred contempora-
neously with the drastic rise in the number of 501(c)(4) organiza-
tions that reported political campaign activities: the Citizens
United decision and Congress’s consideration of the Affordable Care 
Act.52 Although the report did not conclude that these events 
caused a rise in political spending, by singling them out, it is clear 
that the IRS viewed them as significant, relevant factors. 

It is unclear if IRS management considered OCA’s report when 
it proposed regulations that would provide guidance on political ac-
tivities to 501(c)(4) organizations on November 29, 2013. Regard-
less, the regulations would have had the effect of restraining polit-
ical speech by 501(c)(4) organizations, but not by other types of tax- 
exempt organizations. The IRS received more than 150,000 com-
ments on the proposed regulations from people and organizations 
across all parts of the political spectrum, which were overwhelm-
ingly opposed to the regulations. In the face of this opposition, on 
May 22, 2014, the IRS stated it planned to re-propose the regula-
tions after a thorough review of the submitted comments.53

Although the IRS was unsuccessful in implementing these regu-
lations, the IRS’s aim was clearly aligned with Lerner’s belief that 
the IRS should take measures within its power as the executive 
branch to restrain spending on political speech, thereby circum-
venting the effect of the judicial branch’s Citizens United decision.

2. Lerner Exerted a ‘‘Surprising’’ Level of Autonomy Over the Tea 
Party Applications 

The unusual manner in which incoming Tea Party applications 
were handled suggests that Lerner did not want other IRS officials 
to influence the review process. In spite of Lerner’s concern about 
political spending, she did not inform her managers that the IRS 
had received a large number of applications from Tea Party organi-
zations, some of which engaged in political discourse, or that EO 
was struggling to process these applications. Lerner’s failure to ele-
vate these issues is discussed in greater detail in Section III(F)(2) 
of the Bipartisan Investigative Report. 

Lerner recognized that one of her key duties as EO Director was 
to keep upper-level management informed. As she explained to one 
of her subordinates: 
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[W]e ensure that all of our [senior] managers are aware 
of all highly visible hot button issues. Our job is to report 
up to our bosses on anything that might end up on the 
front page of the NY Times.54

Yet, there was little accountability for executives like Lerner 
within the TE/GE Division management chain. From late 2010 
through May 2013, Lerner reported to Joseph Grant, who was Act-
ing Division Commissioner of TE/GE. Grant told Committee staff 
that he had ‘‘relatively minimal interaction’’ with Lerner.55 Grant
believed that Lerner ‘‘was enjoying being in charge of EO . . . that 
was something that she ran with,’’ but Lerner’s managerial style 
required Grant to ‘‘make more effort’’ to stay aware of what was 
happening in EO.56 Lerner’s previous immediate supervisor, Sarah 
Hall Ingram, described a similar relationship with Lerner and 
noted that their main face-to-face interaction was at quarterly 
meetings.57 Thus, the onus was on Lerner to keep her immediate 
managers informed of information that Lerner deemed important. 

Lerner appeared to have had more frequent contact with Steve 
Miller than Grant or Ingram, despite the fact that Miller was two 
or three levels above Lerner. Like Lerner, Miller’s background at 
the IRS was in the EO Division, where he served as Director while 
Lerner served below as Director of Rulings and Agreements in the 
early 2000s. Miller continued to be in Lerner’s management chain 
when he was promoted to Division Commissioner for TE/GE, then 
to Deputy Commissioner for Services & Enforcement, and ulti-
mately, to Acting Commissioner of the IRS. Throughout their time 
together at the IRS, Lerner used Miller as a sounding board on 
tax-exempt issues and Miller appears to have given Lerner broad 
authority and autonomy within EO. In his interview with Com-
mittee staff, Miller stated, ‘‘Lois and I have a good relationship.’’ 58

On the whole, Miller felt that Lerner ‘‘was pretty good about ele-
vating things’’ that required his attention.59 This made Lerner’s de-
cision not to tell him about the Tea Party applications particularly 
vexing for Miller, who stated, ‘‘you know, she was pretty good 
about [elevating issues], so this was a bit of a surprise.’’ 60 In fact, 
the first time that Miller had any indication that something was 
amiss was in early 2012, when the IRS started receiving questions 
from the media and Congress about burdensome requests made of 
Tea Party and other political advocacy applicants. By that point, 
Lerner had been overseeing the processing of applications from Tea 
Party organizations for almost two years. 

Miller was not the only senior executive who Lerner kept in the 
dark. As described more fully in Section III(F)(2) of the Bipartisan 
Investigative Report, Lerner also failed to inform Division Commis-
sioner for TE/GE Sarah Hall Ingram, Acting Division Commis-
sioner for TE/GE Joseph Grant, Assistant Deputy Commissioner 
for Services & Enforcement Nikole Flax, and IRS Commissioner 
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Douglas Shulman about the Tea Party applications. Several of 
those managers also seemed surprised that Lerner failed to brief 
them before the problems became public. Grant, her direct super-
visor from the end of 2010 through 2013, was particularly frus-
trated:

In retrospect, of course I wish that [I had become aware 
of Tea Party backlogs before April or May of 2012]. I would 
have liked to have known about that and have been in-
formed about the challenges and backlogs that [EO] 
faced.61

Lerner’s decision not to brief upper-level management about the 
Tea Party applications was a break from the norm. Her omission 
suggests that there were reasons she did not want them to be 
aware of her handling of these applications and did not want oth-
ers to become involved—such as those discussed in the sections im-
mediately below. 

3. Lerner Created Roadblocks for Tea Party Applications That 
Applied for Tax-Exempt Status 

In the absence of input from upper IRS management, Lerner ex-
erted control over the Tea Party applications starting at the time 
when she first became aware that Tea Party organizations had ap-
plied for tax-exempt status in 2010. On May 13, 2010, EO Tech-
nical Acting Manager Steven Grodnitzky alerted Lerner to a num-
ber of open Sensitive Case Reports, including a new one that had 
been prepared for the Tea Party applications. Lerner responded by 
asking about the Tea Party applications, and specifically, the basis 
of their exemption requests. Lerner instructed Grodnitzky that 
‘‘[a]ll cases on your list should not go out without a heads up to 
me please.’’ 62 Through the remainder of 2010, Lerner received at 
least four updates about the status of Tea Party applications, 
which noted the growing number of applications and the IRS’s fail-
ure to resolve any of them.63

Lerner grew more concerned about the Tea Party applications in 
early 2011. On February 1, 2011, Michael Seto, the Acting Man-
ager of EO Technical, sent an updated summary of SCRs to Lerner. 
She responded, ‘‘Tea Party Matter very dangerous—This could be 
the vehicle to go to court on the issue of whether Citizen’s United 
overturning the ban on corporate spending applies to tax exempt 
rules.’’ 64 Based on these concerns, Lerner decided that the Office 
of Chief Counsel and Judy Kindell needed to be involved with these 
applications and that they should not be handled by Cincinnati but 
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instead by employees in Washington, D.C.65 Lerner must have an-
ticipated that these directives would inevitably delay the proc-
essing of Tea Party applications: 

• Kindell had ‘‘a general reputation of being slow in all 
work.’’ Further, ‘‘[s]he had a reputation of having difficulty 
with deadlines and taking a lengthy period of time on cases.’’ 66

In an email to her manager Ingram, Lerner described Kindell 
as follows: ‘‘[s]he’s not real useable (sic) in terms of making 
things happen.’’ 67

• Similarly, the Office of Chief Counsel could take ‘‘3 
months, 6 months, a year’’ to provide feedback to EO and gen-
erally ‘‘can take a great deal of time’’ to respond to EO re-
quests for help.68

• Finally, as noted by Paz and others, the EO office in 
Washington, D.C. had far fewer employees than Cincinnati 
who could evaluate and develop applications for tax-exempt 
status. Reviewing all of the Tea Party applications, which by 
that point exceeded 100, in Washington, D.C. would certainly 
result in delays. 

Lerner convened a meeting in July 2011 with Paz, Thomas, and 
others specifically to discuss the growing backlog of Tea Party ap-
plications. Thomas summarized the outcome of the meeting in a 
message to her employees in Cincinnati: 

Lois expressed concern with the ‘‘label’’ we assigned to 
these cases [on the BOLO]. Her concern was centered 
around the fact that these type things can get us in trou-
ble down the road when outsiders request information and 
accuse us of ‘‘picking on’’ certain types of organizations. 
. . . Lois did want everyone to know that we are handling 
the cases as we should, i.e., the Screening Group starts 
seeing a pattern of cases and is elevating the issue.69

In other words, Lerner was concerned about the perception that 
the IRS might be ‘‘picking on’’ Tea Party and conservative organi-
zations, but she was not concerned about how the applications were 
actually being handled. Rather than expediting the applications— 
some of which had now been pending for nearly a year and a half— 
Lerner added more layers of review and raised hurdles for appli-
cants to clear during the July 2011 meeting: 

• EO Technical would develop and draft a guide sheet for 
EO Determinations to use when reviewing 501(c)(3) and 
501(c)(4) ‘‘advocacy organization’’ applications to assist in spot-
ting issues associated with these types of cases. 

• EO Determinations would send 15–20 developed cases to 
EO Technical for review. 

• The IRS would require 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) ‘‘advocacy 
organizations’’ to make certain representations regarding com-
pliance with the guide sheet and certain issues (i.e. they won’t 
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politically intervene) in order to pin them down in the future 
if they engage in prohibited activities. 

• EO Determinations would also look to see if these organi-
zations have registered with the Federal Election Commission 
and if so, they would ask additional questions.70

These and other measures implemented under Lerner’s watch 
ensured that the Tea Party and other conservative organizations 
were subjected to multiple levels of review, as explained more fully 
in Section VI of the Bipartisan Investigative Report. Lerner contin-
ued to receive updates, including a November 2011 message from 
Thomas advising that the backlog of political advocacy applications 
had grown to more than 161 and that some of them had been in 
process since 2009.71 In spite of these warning signs, Lerner did 
nothing to expedite these applications until the problems started 
becoming public in early 2012. 

Due to the circuitous process implemented by Lerner, only one 
conservative political advocacy organization was granted tax-ex-
empt status between February 2009 and May 2012. Lerner’s bias 
against these applicants unquestionably led to these delays, and is 
particularly evident when compared to the IRS’s treatment of other 
applications, discussed immediately below. 

4. The IRS Sometimes Responded to Political Inquiries by Quickly 
Deciding Certain Applications, But Not When the Inquiries Were 
About Tea Party Organizations 

Although applications from the Tea Party and conservative orga-
nizations languished at the IRS, this was not the case for all 
groups that applied. In cases where the IRS wanted to act quickly, 
it did—particularly for other high-profile applications that at-
tracted political attention. 

One example is an application for 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status 
filed by Applicant X.72 On February 21, 2012, a Democratic U.S. 
Senator’s office sent a letter to Commissioner Shulman requesting 
that the IRS perform an expedited review of the application.73 The
letter noted that ‘‘[Applicant X] fits the profile of a ‘new markets’ 
district, with its low income and high unemployment profile . . . 
[and] will acquire, finance, construct, rehabilitate and lease . . . a 
. . . building for use as a municipal office facility with street level 
retail.’’ 74 Applicant X had applied for tax-exempt status in October 
2011 and had twice requested expedited review, and twice the IRS 
denied the request. 
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Commissioner Shulman was scheduled to talk with the Senator 
on March 5, 2012.75 Shulman was advised to tell the Senator that 
he doesn’t get involved in individual cases but that he will convey 
to EO why the Senator thought the case should be expedited.76 The
next day, Flax asked Lerner for an update on the status of Appli-
cant X. Lerner responded: 

The latest is that they will get approved today. Cindy 
[Thomas] took another look and they are comfortable with 
this one. I’ve asked Holly [Paz] to tell Cindy [Thomas] to 
let us know once it has actually been approved and closed. 
There is no ‘‘but’’ here. [I]t will be approved today.77

Thomas further noted that the case had been approved based on 
information already in the IRS’s possession. The case had been ‘‘sit-
ting in [EO’s] full development unassigned inventory’’ until the IRS 
received the Senator’s inquiry.78 Applicant X’s application was ap-
proved on March 6, 2012. 

A second example occurred in late April 2013 when Lerner in-
structed Thomas to keep an eye out for an incoming application 
from Applicant Y and to send it to Washington, D.C. so that it 
could be expedited for review by Lerner’s senior advisors.79

Thomas noted that under normal IRS procedures, Applicant Y 
did not fall into a category that would receive expedited processing; 
nonetheless, at Lerner’s direction, Thomas forwarded the case to 
Washington, D.C. for expedited processing when it arrived in late 
April.80 Within a few days, the IRS had reviewed the application, 
sent a development letter with questions, and reviewed the organi-
zation’s responses. The IRS reviewers noted a problem that ‘‘would 
prevent us from being able to recognize them as a charitable (c)(3) 
organization.’’ 81 In the meantime, Acting Commissioner Miller and 
Treasury Department Chief of Staff Mark Patterson had spoken 
with the staff of the Democratic mayor of the city where Applicant 
Y was based, and the IRS received a separate inquiry from a 
Democratic U.S. Senator.82

Thereafter, Lerner, Nancy Marks, and other senior EO staff 
spoke with the organization about how they could remedy the prob-
lems that would preclude the IRS from granting tax-exempt sta-
tus.83 For example, On May 3, 2013, Lerner notified Nikole Flax 
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that she had personally informed a representative of the applicant 
that ‘‘our goal was to assist them in understanding what troubles 
us about the application’’ and ‘‘to suggest ways they might modify 
it. . . .’’ 84 Miller also personally met with the organization’s lead-
er.85 On May 14, 2013, the IRS granted Applicant Y tax-exempt 
501(c)(3) status.86

In a third case, a Democratic U.S. Senator’s office inquired about 
the status of an applicant for tax-exempt status. Lerner stated, 
‘‘Our guys took a real close look at this and we now think it is an 
approval and will be able to get the letter out tomorrow.’’ 87

Finally, in January 2013, the IRS received an inquiry from a 
Democratic member of Congress about the status of an application 
for tax-exempt status. Thomas told Paz that ‘‘I don’t know why [the 
application] hasn’t been assigned yet’’ for review since it had been 
received by the IRS six months prior.88 Thereafter, the case was re-
viewed within the next few days and Paz informed Lerner that it 
would be approved on merit. Lerner expressed her frustration to 
Paz:

I’m guessing you know this only makes me a little bit 
happy. I have to talk to the Congressman about why it 
takes so long for case[s] to be assigned and worked. . . . 
As I told you—almost every time I ask them to go back 
and look at a case that has been sitting—it miraculously 
gets closed on merit—after it has been sitting for months 
and months awaiting full development.89

Yet Lerner’s observation—that the IRS usually resolved applica-
tions within days of receiving a Congressional inquiry—didn’t al-
ways prove true. Republican members of Congress who inquired 
about Tea Party groups were met with a very different response 
from Lerner and her subordinates. 

In November 2011, Thomas told Lerner that she had spoken with 
representatives from political advocacy organizations who were 
‘‘threatening to contact their Congressional offices.’’ 90 To ‘‘buy 
time’’ so one of the groups ‘‘didn’t contact his Congressional office,’’ 
Thomas informed Lerner that she ordered one of her subordinate 
managers to send a superfluous request for information to the 
group.91 Lerner did not object to this plan. 

In March 2012, Republican Representative Daniel Lungren wrote 
a letter to the Treasury Department about an application for tax- 
exempt status submitted by the Mother Lode Tea Party, which 
Representative Lungren noted had already ‘‘waited 12 months[.]’’ 92
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The request was routed to Lerner, who reviewed a draft response 
to Mr. Lungren in April 2012. In August 2012, Lerner told Paz: 

At this point, we aren’t sending a response [to Mr. Lun-
gren] because we know he will ask for an end date—which 
is why I was asking [for the] status. I think we need to get 
the development letter out and that may be what we say 
to him—application has raised questions about whether 
the org meets requirements and have sent them a letter 
trying to flesh out.93

Ten months after Representative Lungren’s inquiry, the IRS had 
still not submitted a response. At that point, the employee coordi-
nating the IRS process said, ‘‘I have had absolutely no luck in get-
ting a response . . . [t]he last thing I heard was this was with 
Nikole Flax in Commissioner’s office [sic].’’ 94

In March 2011, the IRS received two Congressional inquiries 
about the status of Tea Party applicants, one of which was sub-
mitted by Republican Representative Wally Herger about Patriots 
Educating Concerned Americans Now (PECAN).95 These Tea Party 
inquiries were not even elevated to Lerner’s level; the IRS appar-
ently did not respond to Representative Herger and instead, Thom-
as and Seto subjected the applications to additional levels of re-
view.96

More than a year later, Representative Herger’s request about 
PECAN was still outstanding when it eventually worked its way to 
Lerner in July 2012. By that point, the Taxpayer Advocate Service 
made the universal decision that the IRS would respond to all out-
standing inquiries regarding political advocacy organizations by 
telling the taxpayer ‘‘that they had to wait for the decisions to be 
made.’’ 97 Lerner was enthusiastic about this development, telling 
Paz:

Well, that’s a wonderful piece of news! 98

Lerner’s comment encapsulates her view on the Tea Party appli-
cations: it was fine for them to languish in the bottomless abyss of 
IRS administrative review, and any questions from the outside 
were a mere annoyance. Indeed, even after Lerner’s handling of 
Tea Party applications became public in May 2013, she failed to 
show any remorse for the harm she had caused, or even to grasp 
the significance of her role. In June 2014, she told a friend: 

How I got involved in this is simply because I was the 
person who announced that the IRS had used organization 
names (both conservative and liberal) to select applications 
for additional review. The conservative Republicans were 
sure they had a Watergate on their hands and went into 
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overdrive to prove it. $50 Million later and hundreds of 
documents and interviews and they still don’t have any 
evidence of their theory. . . . 99

She also told that same friend: 
The Tea Party has decided this is a wonderful fund-

raising event for them so they keep trying to keep it alive. 
. . . [N]othing corroborating their version of the story has 
come out. . . . 100

Lerner’s comments do not accurately reflect the reality facing 
hundreds of conservative organizations that applied for tax-exempt 
status. Indeed, as of April 15, 2015, the IRS still had not rendered 
a determination on the application filed by PECAN, despite direct 
intervention by Representative Herger years before.101 The dif-
ficulty that groups like PECAN faced is particularly stark when 
compared to the IRS’s treatment of certain groups that received at-
tention from Democratic politicians, and should not be trivialized. 

5. Lois Lerner’s Management of the EO Examinations Unit Reveals 
Her Political Bias Against Conservative Organizations 

The influence of Lerner’s personal political views on her official 
duties is particularly evident in her management of the IRS divi-
sion that reviewed allegations of improper political campaign inter-
vention by tax-exempt organizations. Indeed, Lerner showed great 
zeal for using examinations as a weapon to intimidate tax-exempt 
organizations:

Just as they got Al Capone on tax evasion instead of 
drugs, prostitution and murder, we need to do the same! 
[. . .] 

By the way, even if we couldn’t ‘‘get’’ any of them be-
cause of hazards with valuation or comp, that wouldn’t 
stop me from putting something out that says we looked 
at these and it appears . . . .102

As a result of Lerner’s heavy-handed management of the EO Ex-
aminations unit, numerous conservative organizations were subject 
to unwarranted IRS scrutiny. The effect of Lerner’s bias was com-
pounded by her distrust in the employees who were supposed to 
make audit decisions and the failure of those employees to report 
her interference to TIGTA. 

a. Lois Lerner Closely Managed the Committee That Was 
Created to Evaluate Referrals of Alleged Improper Polit-
ical Campaign Intervention 

The Examinations unit, within the EO Division, monitors wheth-
er organizations that have been approved for tax-exempt status are 
operating in accordance with federal tax law.103 At all times rel-
evant to the Committee’s investigation, Nanette Downing was the 
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Director of EO Examinations and reported directly to Lois 
Lerner.104

Unlike most IRS divisions, which are administered at the IRS 
headquarters in Washington, D.C., EO Examinations has its head 
office in Dallas, Texas. IRS officials explained that EO Examina-
tions was placed outside of Washington to ensure that the tax en-
forcement decisions for exempt organizations were not improperly 
influenced by other divisions of the IRS in Washington.105

Those measures did not stop Lerner from closely managing EO 
Examinations or, in some cases, directing EO Examinations to com-
mence examinations of particular entities. Lerner repeatedly ex-
pressed her concern about Downing’s management and questioned 
the competence of EO Examinations staff.106 Lerner’s distrust of 
EO Examinations employees and management resulted in her 
keeping tight reins on the operation,107 thereby circumventing 
measures designed to handle allegations of improper political cam-
paign intervention. 

As described more fully in Section IX(A) of the Bipartisan Inves-
tigative Report, one attempt to insulate the IRS from political in-
fluence was to create the Political Action Review Committee 
(PARC). The PARC was a panel of career Federal employees who 
reviewed allegations of improper political campaign intervention 
and made the final decision on whether to open an examination of 
the subject organization. 

The decisions of the PARC were supposed to be final. Downing 
explained that attempting to override the PARC would have seri-
ous consequences: 

Q. And can any one person override a PARC decision? 
A. No. No. 
Q. So once the PARC makes a decision one way or the other, 

no one can come in and say 
A. No. And I would expect—I don’t think you were in here 

when I talked about this. I would expect if anybody tried 
to do that, they would turn that in to TIGTA [for inves-
tigation]. We are not allowed to do that.108

Even with these supposed safeguards, Lerner kept close tabs on 
the PARC. Shortly after it was created in 2012, Lerner cast doubt 
on the PARC’s first set of decisions in a message to Downing: 

Do you have any sense why of the 88 referrals reviewed 
by the PARC they only recommended 33 for Exam? Con-
sidering the allegations, that surprises me. Were any oth-
ers selected for compliance checks or anything? 109
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Downing assured Lerner that a ‘‘post review’’ of the PARC’s deci-
sions ‘‘will be done.’’ 110 Lerner indicated that she wanted to further 
review the PARC’s work: 

I looked at the names of the orgs selected [for examina-
tion] and only one is one that had been in the news. I 
would like to see the list of the ones not selected [for ex-
amination].111

Concluding the conversation, Lerner noted that she does not 
‘‘plan to talk about this with Steve [Miller],’’ because Miller ‘‘needs 
to be outside case selection’’ since he had been elevated to Acting 
IRS Commissioner.112 Lerner apparently saw no problem with her 
own involvement in the process. Neither did Downing, as she did 
not refer Lerner to TIGTA following this email exchange. 
Downing’s permissive management enabled Lerner to inject her 
personal political bias into the review process of allegations related 
to political campaign intervention. 

b. Lois Lerner Intervened in Audit Decisions Involving Polit-
ical Organizations 

Apart from the PARC, Lerner was active in the process of refer-
ring taxpayers for audits. As Downing explained: 

Q. Would Ms. Lerner ever contact you about specific tax-
payers?

A. Yes. Often, she would have requests for—I mean, we get 
that kind of stuff all the time: congressional requests, media 
requests. And she would need to know the status of something 
and whether or not we got it. But then, also, if she got refer-
rals, she would send referrals to us.113

Indeed, documents reviewed by the Majority Staff of the Com-
mittee show that Lerner often relayed referrals to EO Examina-
tions—particularly when the allegations related to conservative or-
ganizations—and in one case, she may have acted to prevent an 
audit of a Democratic organization. 

i. Conservative Organizations Profiled by ProPublica 
A prime example of Lerner’s influence within the IRS to open au-

dits occurred in January 2013. ProPublica published an article 
about ‘‘dark money’’ groups that named five conservative organiza-
tions: Americans for Responsible Leadership; Freedom Path; 
Rightchange.com; America is Not Stupid; and A Better America.114

Lerner sent this article to Paz, David Fish and Light and requested 
to meet to discuss the ‘‘status of these applications.’’ 115 While we 
do not know what Lerner told Paz, Fish and Light at that meeting, 
analysis performed by the House Ways and Means Committee 
found:

[F]our of the five groups were subject to extra-scrutiny; 
two of the groups were placed in the IRS’ surveillance pro-
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gram, called a ‘‘Review of Operations,’’ and two were se-
lected to be put before the [PARC], which determines 
whether a group will be audited. Ultimately three of the 
groups were selected for audit.116

Lerner’s interest in these conservative organizations and their 
resulting treatment by the IRS suggests that her left-leaning polit-
ical views may have influenced official IRS actions. 

ii. Teen Pregnancy Organization Affiliated With Bristol 
Palin

Another example of Lerner’s interest in conservative organiza-
tions occurred in 2011, when Lerner considered opening an audit 
of a group with ties to Bristol Palin. There were reports that Palin 
received $332,500 in compensation from the Candie’s Foundation, 
a nonprofit organization that seeks to prevent teen pregnancy. 
Upon receiving an article containing this information, Lerner took 
the initiative to ask her senior advisors if the IRS should open an 
audit of the organization: 

Thoughts on the Bristol Palin issue? I’m curious that a 
[private foundation] can pay any amount to someone who 
is not a [disqualified person]? It is a [private foundation] 
right? Even if it were a [public charity]—would that be pri-
vate benefit—what are the consequences? I’m asking be-
cause I don’t know whether to send to Exam as a refer-
ral.117

Lerner’s willingness to act on this particular news article— 
among many that reached her inbox each day—shows that she was 
paying close attention to conservative politicians and organizations. 
In its review of nearly 1,500,000 pages of documents provided by 
the IRS, Majority staff did not find any instances where Lerner re-
ferred a progressive organization for audit based on a news article. 

iii. Crossroads GPS 
One conservative group that particularly interested Lerner was 

Crossroads GPS, which was founded by Karl Rove and applied for 
501(c)(4) tax-exempt status in 2010. Lerner’s handling of this appli-
cation, in particular, shows her bias against conservative organiza-
tions that sought tax-exempt status—and her close connections to 
outside liberal advocacy groups. Of particular note, the Majority 
staff’s review of IRS documents did not reveal any interactions be-
tween Lerner and representatives from outside conservative groups 
similar to her interactions with liberal groups described below. 

In October 2010, Lerner received complaints about Crossroads 
GPS’s alleged political activities from the Ways and Means Over-
sight Subcommittee Minority staff, as well as two outside liberal 
advocacy groups, Democracy 21 and the Campaign Legal Center.118

After learning that Crossroads GPS had filed an application for 
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tax-exempt status, Lerner suggested that the application should be 
reviewed in Washington, D.C. instead of Cincinnati, where the ap-
plication would normally be reviewed.119 A month later, on her own 
initiative, Lerner followed up to ensure that the October letter from 
Democracy 21 and the Campaign Legal Center had been sent to 
EO Examinations as a referral, so that they could decide whether 
to open an audit based on the allegations in the letter.120

The following May, Downing updated Lerner about two referrals 
that EO Examinations had received about Crossroads GPS.121 Paz
noted that the Crossroads GPS application for tax-exempt status 
had ‘‘just arrived [in Washington, D.C.] from Cincy.’’ 122 Lerner
then set up a meeting with her senior EO managers, Holly Paz, Mi-
chael Seto, Judy Kindell, and David Fish, to discuss ‘‘several mov-
ing pieces’’ involving Crossroads GPS, which included ‘‘[r]eferrals in 
Dallas [and] applications in Cincy.’’ 123 Lerner also told Downing 
that she wanted to talk with her about Crossroads GPS.124 A few 
days after that meeting, the application for Crossroads GPS was 
delivered to Paz.125

Democracy 21 and the Campaign Legal Center subsequently sub-
mitted two additional complaints about Crossroads GPS to the IRS 
in July and September 2011.126 Lerner directed David Fish to send 
the second letter to EO Examinations as a referral.127

In May 2012, Democracy 21 and the Campaign Legal Center 
wrote again to the IRS, this time requesting that it deny Cross-
roads GPS’s request for tax-exempt status.128 After receiving this 
letter, Lerner requested a status update on Crossroads GPS’s appli-
cation. Sharon Light told Lerner that the case has been reviewed 
by two reviewers and that one has recommended general develop-
ment while the other has recommended limited development. 
Lerner responded by telling Light that ‘‘full development may be 
the best course. . . .’’ 129 Lerner further stated to Light that ‘‘I will 
leave it in your capable hands. Having said that—as they say they 
have been filing 990s, you should be looking at those as well.’’ 130

This message illustrates Lerner’s management style: on the sur-
face, she left matters in her employees’ ‘‘capable hands,’’ but she 
nudged them in whatever direction she desired—even senior em-
ployees like Light. 
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A few weeks later, on June 20, 2012, Lerner forwarded an article 
critical about Crossroads GPS to Downing and asked for an update 
about ‘‘referrals on this and what happened[.]’’ 131 In response, 
Downing explained that out of the 16 referrals, 10 were closed after 
the Political Activities Compliance Initiative committee decided not 
to pursue them, three others were closed by EO Classification, and 
the remaining three would be sent to the Review of Operations as 
part of the dual track program.132

On January 4, 2013 at 11:00 AM, Lerner met with Democracy 21 
and the Campaign Legal Center to discuss the groups’ proposed 
regulatory changes that would curtail political activities of 501(c)(4) 
organizations.133 Victoria Judson, Associate Chief Counsel for TE/ 
GE, and Ruth Madrigal, from the Treasury Department’s Office of 
Tax Policy, were also at the meeting.134 Shortly after the meeting, 
Lerner asked her technical advisor Thomas Miller if EO Examina-
tions had opened an audit of Crossroads GPS.135 Miller informed 
Lerner that EO Examinations had twice considered allegations 
against Crossroads GPS, and had decided both times not to start 
an audit.136 After learning this information, Lerner questioned EO 
Examinations’ handling of the allegations in an email to Downing: 

To get ready for the [January 4, 2013] meeting [with De-
mocracy 21 and the Campaign Legal Center], I asked for 
every document they had sent in over the last several 
years because I knew they had sent in several referrals. I
reviewed the information last night and thought the 
allegations in the documents were really damning, 
so wondered why we hadn’t done something with 
the org. The first complaint came in 2010 and there were 
additional ones in 2011 and 2012. 

* * * * * * * 
I don’t know where we go with this—as I’ve told you be-

fore—I don’t think your guys get it and the way they look 
at these cases is going to bite us some day. The organiza-
tion at issue is Crossroads GPS, which is on the top of the 
list of c4 spenders in the last two elections. It is in the 
news regularly as an organization that is not really a c4, 
rather it is only doing political activity—taking in money 
from large contributors who wish to remain anonymous 
and funneling it into tight electoral races. Yet—twice we 
rejected the referrals for somewhat dubious reasons 
and never followed up once the 990s were filed.137

Lerner further told Downing that while the organization had re-
cently been referred to EO Examinations again, ‘‘this is an org that 
was a prime candidate for exam when the referrals and 990s first 
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came in.’’ 138 Lerner also stated, ‘‘I’m not confident [EO Examina-
tions employees] will be able to handle the exam without constant 
hand holding—the issues here are going to be whether the expendi-
tures they call general advocacy are political intervention.’’ 139

Lerner closed by instructing Downing: 
Please keep me apprised of the org’s status in the [Re-

view of Operations] and the outcome of the referral com-
mittee. You should know that we are working on a denial 
of the application, which may solve the problem because 
we probably will say it isn’t exempt. Please make sure 
all moves regarding the org are coordinated up here 
before we do anything.140

At 3:30 that afternoon, Lerner called a meeting with Paz and 
others to discuss the Crossroads GPS application for tax-exempt 
status. Paz noted that she ‘‘suspect[ed] this will be the first of 
many discussions’’ about Crossroads.141 EO Determinations agent 
Joseph Herr, who has been working on the Crossroads GPS appli-
cation for exemption since January 30, 2012, was also invited to 
the 3:30 meeting. Herr noted in the case log for the Crossroads 
GPS application that he participated on a conference call with EO 
Technical on January 4, 2013, ‘‘[o]n how best to proceed with 
case.’’ 142 On January 7, 2013, Herr noted, ‘‘Based on conference 
begin reviewing case information, tax law and draft/template advo-
cacy denial letter, all to think about how to compose the denial let-
ter.’’ 143 These entries reflect the first time in the log that Herr 
noted the possibility of denying Crossroads GPS’s application since 
he was assigned the case in January 2012, which suggests that he 
received the direction to deny the case from Lerner during the con-
ference call that afternoon.144

On January 7, 2013, Downing provided a summary to Lerner of 
the referrals made about Crossroads GPS and the decisions of the 
PARC not to open audits.145 Lerner told Downing that the reasons 
given by the PARC are ‘‘most disturbing.’’ Lerner further told 
Downing:

As I said, we are working on the denial for the 1024, so
I need to think about whether to open an exam. I 
think yes, but let me cogitate a bit on it.146

If anything is ‘‘disturbing’’ about the IRS’s handling of Cross-
roads GPS, it is Lerner’s excessive involvement in all stages of the 
application and examination process. Lerner’s actions went beyond 
mere concern that the IRS would reach the correct decisions on the 
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application and referrals. Through her heavy-handed management, 
she ensured that the application received particular attention in 
Washington, D.C. and that the allegations of improper activity 
were considered time and time again—culminating in her discus-
sion with Downing about whether they should open an examination 
in January 2013 after her subordinates had repeatedly declined to 
do so. 

iv. Stupak for Congress, Inc. 
In at least one instance, Lerner and other senior IRS officials 

may have acted to stop a planned audit of a Democratic organiza-
tion.

An organization affiliated with Democratic Congressman Bart 
Stupak was selected for examination in April 2010 by the National 
Research Program (NRP). TE/GE Division staff identified the orga-
nization as an ‘‘extremely sensitive’’ case, characterizing Stupak as 
an ‘‘anti-abortion Democrat’’ who was a ‘‘lightning rod for the Re-
publicans and anti-abortion crowd’’ and whose ‘‘office was picketed 
by the Tea Party folks.’’ 147 The proposed audit was elevated to Nan 
Downing, who then asked Lerner if the IRS should continue with 
the planned audit. Lerner, in turn, asked Ingram if the audit 
should continue. Ingram suggested that Lerner should see if the 
NRP would ‘‘toss them out’’ of the planned audit because the orga-
nization would cease to exist after Stupak left office in January 
2011. Lerner indicated that she would follow up with the NRP as 
Ingram suggested.148

It is unclear if Lerner and Ingram were able to stop the audit. 
But regardless, their actions show a willingness to manipulate the 
audit process when political issues were at stake. 

c. Nan Downing Allowed Lois Lerner to Make Audit Deci-
sions and Did Not Refer Her to TIGTA 

As noted throughout the discussion above, Downing allowed— 
and in some cases enabled—Lerner and other senior IRS officials 
to become directly involved in selecting organizations for examina-
tion. Although many of these discussions appear to be prohibited 
by IRS policy, their extended discussion about referrals for Cross-
roads GPS, described immediately above, is most troubling. Al-
though Lerner did not overtly direct Downing to open an audit, 
Lerner’s emails reveal her belief that the IRS should audit Cross-
roads GPS. Lerner’s repeated involvement with this conservative 
taxpayer showed her persistence in making sure an audit was, in 
fact, opened—and further evidence her bias against organizations 
on the right side of the political spectrum. 

Downing told Committee staff that interfering with the career 
Federal employees in EO Examinations charged with deciding 
whether to open audits had serious repercussions: 

You know, as a revenue agent and, you know, even as 
an IRS employee, you know, my folks are taught from the 
very beginning about, you know, several things. One is, 
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you know, no one will tell us who to do an audit on. If they 
did, you’d turn that in to TIGTA [for investigation].149

Downing stated that this rule would also apply to Lerner in the 
event that she tried to direct an audit.150 Yet Downing did not 
refer Lerner to TIGTA.151 Downing told Committee staff that a re-
ferral was not necessary because she did not consider Lerner’s 
emails of January 4, 2013 and January 7, 2013 to be directing an 
audit:

Q. Is this Lois Lerner telling you or suggesting that Exams 
open up an audit? 

A. No. That’s not the way I took it. The way I took it is she 
worried—we were not lawyers, as I said. We were accountants. 
And whether or not we were correctly—if we knew what we 
were doing. 

* * * * * * * 
Q. Well, her statement that ‘‘twice we rejected the referrals 

for somewhat dubious reasons,’’ doesn’t that suggest the nega-
tive

A. That 
Q. that the correct decision was not projected? 
A. That is not the way I took it. And maybe it was because 

of my relationship of her. I did not take it that she was telling 
me what to do.152

Downing told Committee staff that she construed Lerner’s mes-
sage as a general comment about the referral process, and that it 
did not relate to Crossroads GPS specifically: 

Q. How did you take the statement, ‘‘Please make sure all 
moves regarding the organization are coordinated up here be-
fore we do anything’’ ? 

* * * * * * * 
A. Okay. So this was—okay. So this one—and I think she 

mentions somewhere in here that there’s an application pend-
ing. And in our dual track process—so, to me, it wasn’t Cross-
roads GPS, it was any of them, that the team, as we built the 
dual track process, they are to be cognizant if Rulings and 
Agreement[s] has an application. So we’re going to go on and 
start an exam, but we just want to make sure, what if, right 
before we get ready to start exams, they issue a denial? And 
I don’t even know what their process is, but what if they deny 
it? So it’s coordinating, making sure that piece is in my proc-
ess.

Q. I mean, because there’s nothing in this email chain relat-
ing to general process, and it’s all 

A. No. 
Q. with respect to one taxpaying group. 
A. But I took it 
Q. So that just doesn’t follow from the 
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A. Yeah. But that’s how I took it because it’s—it’s because 
of an application pending. 

* * * * * * * 
Q. So if you took that statement to be a general statement 

about the process, why was your response totally with respect 
to one group? 

A. Well, she was originally asking about 
Q. Well, in the statement she’s asking about one group. 
A. She was asking about that referral, so I responded to 

that. You know, you had to know Lois. You had to know the 
emails you got. I responded with the facts, and the rest of it 
I just made sure that we had this built in to the process. 

* * * * * * * 
Q. So when she says, ‘‘Please make sure all moves regarding 

the org are coordinated up here before we do anything’’ 
A. What I did was what my staffing says: Do we have a 

process in place that we know which ones have applications 
pending? They said yes. 

Q. But did you feel that you had to apprise her of all moves 
regarding the org 

A. No. 
Q. with her? 
A. No. What I took from that was, in that process, if any of 

them, GPS, Crossroads GPS, anything else, had an application 
pending, we built in to the process that if it was decided for 
the exam, they had a contact to reach out with [Rulings and 
Agreements] to see what the status was. 

* * * * * * * 
Q. And then her statement, ‘‘I need to think about whether 

to open an exam. I think yes, but let me cogitate on it a bit,’’ 
that did not, to you, sound like it was her decision whether or 
not to open up an exam on 

A. No. No. I didn’t take it that way. I took it about, what 
is the process, and when we have any organization that has a 
potential application, and where is that application and wheth-
er, you know—and, again, how close is the decision on that ap-
plication.153

In spite of Downing’s imaginative interpretation, Lerner was 
clearly referring to Crossroads GPS in her messages of January 4, 
2013 and January 7, 2013. These exchanges should have been re-
ferred to TIGTA as they amounted to an overt attempt by Lerner 
to open an audit on a specific taxpayer. But even taking Downing’s 
testimony at face value, which we do not, her complacent attitude 
allowed Lerner to exert improper influence on the examination 
process.

D. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING LERNER’S ROLE AND CULPABILITY

There can be little doubt that Lois Lerner’s personal political 
views directed the course of IRS interactions with a large number 
of tax-exempt organizations. The IRS’s treatment of these organiza-
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tions was almost universally consistent with Lerner’s personal po-
litical views—this is, supporting Democratic candidates and oppos-
ing conservative tax-exempt organizations that engaged in political 
speech. Conservative organizations that sought to participate in the 
nation’s political discourse, such as the Tea Party, drew the strong-
est ire from Lerner. Her influence led not only to indefinite delays 
in the processing of these groups’ applications for tax-exempt sta-
tus, but also to audits. During that same time, the IRS generally 
responded quickly and favorably to nonprofit organizations that 
were affiliated with progressive causes or politicians. 

We conclude that Lerner was responsible for harm caused to con-
servative taxpayers during her tenure at the IRS. But we must 
hold IRS and Treasury management equally responsible for their 
failure to exert any meaningful oversight of Lerner’s EO Division. 
A biased employee, such as Lerner, should not have been allowed 
to remain in senior positions for more than 10 years, and should 
never have been given free reign over such a vast and influential 
part of the IRS. To avoid exposing taxpayers to the risk of biased 
treatment in the future, the IRS and Treasury must keep a closer 
watch of their employees and ferret out politically-biased behavior. 

III. SENIOR IRS OFFICIALS CONTINUOUSLY MISLED 
CONGRESS ABOUT THE IRS’S HANDLING OF APPLICA-
TIONS SUBMITTED BY TEA PARTY ORGANIZATIONS 

Senior IRS officials including Doug Shulman, Steve Miller, and Lois Lerner consis- 
tently misled Congress about the IRS’s targeting of Tea Party and other political 
advocacy groups that were seeking tax exempt status. These misrepresentations 
covered up IRS wrongdoing, allowed the IRS to escape accountability for its abusive 
treatment of Tea Party organizations until the release of the TIGTA report in May 
2013, and materially impeded Congress in the performance of its Constitutional 
oversight responsibilities.

A. DOUG SHULMAN MISLED CONGRESS REGARDING THE TARGETING
OF TEA PARTY GROUPS

On March 22, 2012, then-Commissioner Doug Shulman testified 
before the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Oversight.154

Prior to appearing before that Subcommittee, Shulman had become 
aware from press stories, as well as from letters he received from 
Members of Congress, of allegations that Tea Party groups that 
had filed applications for tax-exempt status were receiving intru-
sive development letters from the IRS that sought unusual infor-
mation such as the names of their donors.155 Shulman was also 
aware from these sources that there existed a backlog of applica-
tions for tax-exempt status and that many of these Tea Party 
groups had been waiting a substantial period of time for a decision 
from the IRS.156 Coverage of these issues in the media had been 
so pervasive that Shulman anticipated that he might be asked 
questions during the hearing regarding processing delays and in-
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trusive development letters.157 During the course of the hearing, 
the following colloquy occurred between Representative Boustany 
and Commissioner Shulman. 

Mr. Boustany: . . . It has come to my attention, I’ve 
gotten a number of letters, we’ve seen some recent press 
allegations that the IRS is targeting certain Tea Party 
groups . . . Can you elaborate on what’s going on with 
that? Can you give us assurances that the IRS is not tar-
geting particular groups based on political leanings? 

Mr. Shulman: Thanks for bringing this up. I think 
there’s been a lot of press about this and a lot of moving 
information, so I appreciate the opportunity to clarify. 
First, let me start by saying, yes, I can give you as-
surances.

* * * * * * * 
There is absolutely no targeting. This is the kind 

of back-and-forth that happens when people apply 
for 501(c)(4) status.158

Shulman’s response failed to acknowledge several facts of which 
he was aware at the time of his testimony. For example, he knew 
that the IRS had issued intrusive development letters to these 
groups, in many cases seeking the names of donors, yet he chose 
to depict these interactions as ‘‘the kind of back-and-forth that hap-
pens’’ when the IRS processes an application for tax-exemption.159

Moreover, he was aware of the fact that these groups were experi-
encing substantial processing delays.160 The intrusive questions 
and delays were facts that clearly suggested that these groups were 
being treated differently by the IRS, possibly as a result of their 
political views. In light of Shulman’s knowledge at the time of his 
testimony, it is difficult to reconcile his emphatic assurance that 
the IRS was not improperly processing applications from conserv-
ative organizations. Indeed, characterizing these circumstances as 
part of the ‘‘back and forth that happens when people apply for 
501(c)(4) status’’ was nothing short of misleading and had the effect 
of throwing Congress and the public off the scent of IRS wrong-
doing.

In early May 2012, just five or six weeks after Shulman’s appear-
ance before the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Over-
sight, Shulman was informed by Steve Miller of the existence of 
the BOLO list and that it contained an entry for the Tea Party.161

Later that month, Inspector General George apprised Shulman 
that TIGTA was pursuing an investigation into the use by the IRS 
of inappropriate criteria in the processing of applications for tax ex-
empt status.162 Thus, by late May 2012, Shulman was not only 
aware that the IRS had been improperly focusing on Tea Party 
groups as a result of their political views, but also knew that the 
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Inspector General was launching an investigation into the matter. 
In spite of this knowledge, Shulman elected to remain silent and 
make no effort whatsoever to correct his recent inaccurate testi-
mony before the Subcommittee regarding the absence of targeting. 
His failures allowed the IRS to actively conceal its mistreatment of 
Tea Party and other political advocacy groups for more than a year 
until the issuance of the TIGTA report in May 2013, and thwarted 
the Subcommittee in the performance of its oversight responsibil-
ities.

B. STEVE MILLER WITHHELD INFORMATION ABOUT POLITICAL
TARGETING FROM THE CONGRESS

During 2012, Steve Miller, while Deputy Commissioner for Serv-
ices and Enforcement, was afforded a number of opportunities to 
apprise Congress about the use of inappropriate criteria to target 
Tea Party and other political advocacy organizations, but instead, 
elected at each instance not to do so. 

1. Miller’s Response To Senator Hatch’s March 14, 2012 Letter Was 
Misleading

By letter dated March 14, 2012, Senator Orrin Hatch together 
with 11 other Republican Members of the U.S. Senate penned a let-
ter to Commissioner Shulman regarding their concern over intru-
sive IRS inquiries to Tea Party and other conservative organiza-
tions that were seeking tax exemption under section 501(c)(4).163

The letter stated that the Senators were concerned in ensuring 
that ‘‘tax compliance efforts are pursued in a fair, even handed and 
transparent manner—without regard to politics of any kind.’’ 164

The letter sought information about how and why the IRS sought 
particular types of information from applicants and stated that the 
questions were born of ‘‘concerns about selective enforcement and 
the duty to treat similarly situated taxpayers’’ in the same fash-
ion.165

Miller responded by letter dated April 26, 2012.166 At the time 
of Miller’s response, he was aware of a number of disturbing facts 
regarding how the IRS was processing applications for tax-exempt 
status received from Tea Party and other political advocacy groups. 
For example, he knew in February 2012 that many of the applica-
tions for tax exemption from Tea Party and other political advocacy 
groups that were awaiting decision in the Determinations Unit 
were very old.167 He was also aware of the press stories focusing 
on the IRS’s use of highly intrusive questions, including questions 
about the identity of applicant organizations’ donors.168 Miller him-
self told Senate Finance Committee investigators that he believed 
the questions constituted ‘‘overreaching’’ by the IRS.169 Further, he 
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knew in late March of 2012 that TIGTA was going to conduct an 
audit into how the IRS processed applications for tax exemption 
under sections 501(c)(4), (5) and (6).170 In addition, at the time of 
his response to Senator Hatch, Miller had grown alarmed about the 
press stories and Congressional inquiries reporting lengthy proc-
essing delays experienced by Tea Party groups and of the use of in-
trusive development questions.171 Miller testified that in March 
2012, his concerns over these reports caused him to send Nan 
Marks, a trusted senior advisor, to visit the Determinations Unit 
in Cincinnati to investigate how the cases were being processed 
and to report back to him.172

In spite of these facts, Miller’s response to Senator Hatch of April 
26, 2012 actually defended and justified the IRS’s demands from 
applicant organizations for information such as: the names of the 
organizations’ donors; copies of social media posts, speeches, and 
panel presentations; the names and qualifications of speakers and 
participants at events; and written materials distributed by these 
organizations at public gatherings. In his April 26, 2012 response, 
Miller explained these highly unusual and intrusive requests— 
which he subsequently characterized during his interview with 
Senate Finance Committee staff as ‘‘overreaching’’—in the fol-
lowing manner: 

The revenue agent uses sound reasoning based on tax 
law training and his or her experience to review the appli-
cation and identify the additional information needed to 
make a proper determination of the organization’s exempt 
status. The revenue agent prepares individualized ques-
tions and requests for documents based on the facts and 
circumstances set forth in the particular application.’’ 173

At best, Miller’s written response to the Senators was disingen-
uous, and at worst, it was plainly false and likely calculated to 
forestall further Congressional inquiry into the matter of how the 
IRS was processing applications for tax exemption from Tea Party 
and other political advocacy groups. 

2. Miller Became Aware of Important Information Regarding Tar-
geting Within a Week of Issuing His Response to Senator Hatch’s 
March 14, 2012 Letter, but Failed To Bring That Information to 
the Attention of Congress 

During the first week of May 2012—a scant week after issuing 
his response to Senator Hatch’s letter—Miller was briefed by Nan 
Marks on her findings regarding how applications were being proc-
essed.174 He then learned first-hand that the reports of a backlog 
and the long delays that applicant organizations were experiencing, 
in some cases for better than two years, were accurate.175 He also 
learned from Marks that the issuance of intrusive development 
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questions by Determinations Unit staff resulted from a failure to 
properly train that staff and to provide it with adequate technical 
support.176 Most importantly, Marks apprised Miller of the exist-
ence of the BOLO list; that ‘‘Tea Party’’ was on the list; and that 
applications for tax exemption had been selected for full develop-
ment based on the presence of terms in the applications, such as 
‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘Patriots,’’ and ‘‘9/12.’’ 177

Miller told Committee staff during his interview that he was 
‘‘outraged’’ when he first learned of the existence of the BOLO list 
and felt that it was ‘‘stupid’’ and ‘‘inappropriate.’’ 178 Miller’s out-
rage over the existence of the BOLO list stemmed in part from his 
concern that such a list that focused on the names of organizations, 
rather than on their activities, suggested that the IRS was apply-
ing the tax laws in a partisan way, with regard to the political 
views of the organizations whose applications it was considering.179

Unfortunately, Miller’s outrage over the use of terms like ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ to flag applications for full development did not motivate 
him to the point of contacting Senator Hatch, to whom he had most 
recently written, and to inform him of Marks’s findings. This is 
particularly troublesome given the fact that the stated intent of 
Senator Hatch’s letter was his concern whether the IRS was ad-
ministering the tax laws in a fair and even way, ‘‘without regard 
to politics of any kind’’—the very same concern that Miller formed 
when he purportedly became ‘‘outraged’’ over the fact that the IRS 
had been flagging applications for full development based on the 
political views of applicant organizations. Not more than a week 
after writing to Senator Hatch to provide answers to questions 
raised by their now shared concern whether the IRS was admin-
istering the tax laws fairly and without regard to the political 
views of tax payers, Miller was in possession of information directly 
germane and responsive to that concern. Rather than inform Sen-
ator Hatch of Marks’s findings, Miller, once again, elected to re-
main silent on the matter. 

Of further note, and again reflective of Miller’s lack of candor 
with the Congress, is the fact that Marks told Miller that the intru-
sive development questions resulted from a failure to adequately 
train the EO Determinations Unit staff, as well as a failure to pro-
vide that staff with sufficient technical support.180 Accordingly, by 
the week of May 3, 2012, Miller was fully aware that the intrusive 
development letters that had been issued by EO Determinations 
personnel most certainly were not the product of ‘‘sound reasoning’’ 
nor were they ‘‘based on tax law training and . . . experience,’’ as 
he had asserted in his response to Senator Hatch dated April 26, 
2012. Miller was content to leave his inaccurate and misleading re-
sponse stand without revision, yet another disingenuous act aimed 
at obfuscating the true state of affairs with the IRS’s processing of 
the Tea Party and other political advocacy applications. 
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3. Miller’s Response to the June 18, 2012 Letter From Senator 
Hatch Regarding the IRS’s Attempt to Collect Donor Information 
From Applicants Continued Miller’s Pattern of Obfuscation 

On June 18, 2012, Senator Hatch, together with ten other Repub-
lican Senators, corresponded again with Commissioner Shulman 
over the IRS’s treatment of Tea Party organizations.181 This time, 
the focus of the Senators’ attention was on the collection by the IRS 
of the names of the donors who made, or were expected to make, 
a donation to Tea Party and similar political advocacy organiza-
tions seeking tax-exempt status. As explained in the June 18, 2012 
letter, by operation of law, the identity of donors of tax-exempt or-
ganizations is not information subject to disclosure by the IRS. 
However, information provided to the IRS by an organization in 
furtherance of its application can be disclosed to the public once the 
IRS grants tax-exempt status. Thus, by asking organizations for 
the names of their donors as part of the application process, the 
IRS was, in effect, subjecting that information to disclosure and 
thereby nullifying the statutory safeguards designed to protect the 
privacy of donor information. In light of this anomaly, Senator 
Hatch wrote to Commissioner Shulman, posing specific questions 
about the IRS’s requests for donor information. 

Miller responded to Senator Hatch’s letter three months later on 
September 11, 2012.182 This response provided Miller with an ex-
cellent opportunity to inform Congress about the BOLO list and 
the targeting of Tea Party and similar political advocacy organiza-
tions, facts of which Miller was now well aware. However, rather 
than do so, Miller chose to avoid the topic of targeting entirely, pro-
viding a very technical and carefully drawn response to the imme-
diate questions raised, that once again justified the IRS’s collection 
of information regarding the identity of donors. By doing so, Miller 
elected to stay the course of obfuscation, relying once again on the 
IRS nostrum that: 

Revenue agents use sound reasoning based on tax law 
training and their experience to review applications and 
identify the additional information needed to make a prop-
er determination of an organization’s exempt status. . . . 
As noted above . . . donor information may be needed for 
the IRS to make a proper determination of an organiza-
tion’s exempt status.183

Miller’s letter was misleading on an even more basic level. The 
September 11, 2012 letter failed to note IRS management’s own 
concerns about the attempt to collect donor information, a concern 
that prompted Miller to direct on March 8, 2012, some six months 
earlier, that applicant organizations that called the IRS to discuss 
requests for the identity of their donors were to be informed that 
they did not need to provide that information.184 Miller also failed 
to inform Senator Hatch that at the request of Lois Lerner, the Of-
fice of the IRS Chief Counsel had provided an opinion on May 21, 
2012, that the donor information submitted by organizations in re-
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sponse to requests received from the IRS could be destroyed.185

Similarly, Miller’s response of September 26, 2012 omitted the fact 
that on June 27, 2012, Holly Paz directed IRS staff to expunge 
donor information from files and to send affected applicants a letter 
advising them that the donor information would be destroyed.186

Miller’s statements to Congress defending the requests for donor 
information when he was fully aware that they were inappropriate, 
constituted ‘‘overreaching’’ and in fact, had been halted by the IRS, 
were false and misleading. 

4. Miller’s Explanation for Failing To Inform Congress Was a Sham 

At Miller’s interview with Senate Finance Committee Staff, he 
was asked why, after learning from Nan Marks about the BOLO 
list and that applications from Tea Party groups had been flagged 
for full development based on the basis of their political views, he 
did not convey that information to Senator Hatch. Miller’s response 
was that he did not have all the facts yet, and that TIGTA was 
conducting a review. 

Q. . . . Why didn’t you pick the phone up? Why didn’t you 
write an email to Senator Hatch? Why didn’t you ask your 
staff to contact the Senate Finance Committee staff and have 
them come over and brief them on what Ms. Marks had found? 
All those things were things that could have been done and 
should have been done, don’t you think? 

A. No. I didn’t have all the facts. TIGTA was working on 
the facts . . . .187

Miller took the position that he had no duty to inform Senator 
Hatch after learning about the BOLO list and how it had been 
used because TIGTA was now investigating the matter in order to 
establish ‘‘all the facts.’’ In Miller’s view, the involvement of TIGTA 
obviated any responsibility on his part to bring the facts of which 
he was aware to the attention of Congress. 

The flaw in Miller’s rationale for failing to inform Congress is 
evident when viewed in the light of Miller’s subsequent actions in 
April and May of 2013. Miller had been briefed by Inspector Gen-
eral George on March 27, 2013 about TIGTA findings regarding the 
IRS’s use of inappropriate criteria in the processing of applications 
for tax exempt status.188 Shortly thereafter, either in March or 
April, Miller was also given a discussion draft of the TIGTA report 
to review.189 Even though the TIGTA review was not yet completed 
nor the report finalized, Miller plotted with Lois Lerner to disclose 
the draft findings of that report to the public at an American Bar 
Association (ABA) meeting on May 10, 2013, before issuance of the 
final report, in an effort to get out in front of the unfavorable con-
clusions reached by TIGTA.190 Accordingly, while Miller asserted to 
the Senate Finance Committee investigators that the ongoing 
TIGTA investigation relieved him of any responsibility to inform 
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Congress that applications from Tea Party and other political advo-
cacy groups had been flagged for full development based on the po-
litical views of the groups in question, apparently, he felt no such 
constraint when it came to leaking the contents of TIGTA’s inves-
tigation to the public in furtherance of his own interests. 

In sum, Miller’s communications with Congress about IRS tar-
geting evidenced a pattern of half-truths, misinformation, and 
downright deception. Unfortunately, this conduct served Miller well 
throughout 2012 and early 2013, as it kept Congress and the public 
from confirming as true what was then widely suspected as IRS 
wrongdoing in the treatment of Tea Party organizations. 

C. LOIS LERNER ACTIVELY COVERED UP THE EXISTENCE OF IRS
TARGETING IN HER COMMUNICATIONS WITH CONGRESS

Much the same as her superiors Shulman and Miller, Lerner also 
misled Congress about the targeting of Tea Party and other polit-
ical advocacy groups. 

1. Lerner Misled Staff of the U.S. House of Representatives 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 

In 2012, Lerner provided several briefings to staff of the U.S. 
House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government 
Reform (OGR) regarding the treatment of applications received 
from Tea Party and other political advocacy groups.191 During the 
course of one such briefing on February 24, 2012, she was asked 
by House Committee staff if the IRS had changed the criteria for 
evaluating applications for tax-exempt status.192 Lerner apparently 
informed House Committee staff that it had not.193 This answer 
was false, as Lerner knew that the criteria had changed in 2010 
with the issuance of the BOLO list that identified the Tea Party 
as an emerging issue.194 She was aware that screeners had used 
the names of conservative organizations like ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘Patri-
ots,’’ or ‘‘9/12’’ as the criteria to select applications for full develop-
ment.195 She also knew that for other organizations whose names 
did not include these terms, screeners had used the conservative 
policies advocated by these organizations (e.g., balancing the budg-
et, limiting government, reducing taxes, etc.) as the criteria for se-
lecting their applications.196 Moreover, Lerner herself had osten-
sibly changed the criteria in July 2011 when she directed Cindy 
Thomas to remove the ‘‘Tea Party’’ entry from the BOLO list and 
replace it with the more generic reference ‘‘advocacy orgs.’’ 197

Subsequently, on April 4, 2012, Lerner provided another briefing 
to House Committee staff regarding highly intrusive development 
questions that the IRS had sent to Tea Party and other political 
advocacy organizations, seeking unusual information that included, 
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among other things, the names of the donors of the applicant orga-
nizations.198 Lerner falsely characterized these requests for infor-
mation as not being out of the ordinary.199 As explained more fully 
below, Lerner herself had reservations about the information re-
quests months earlier, information requests that TIGTA subse-
quently determined were irrelevant, burdensome and caused delays 
in the processing of applications.200

Indeed, on May 4, 2012, Lerner provided a 45 page written re-
sponse to a letter dated March 27, 2012 from then Chairman Issa 
requesting additional information regarding the intrusive develop-
ment questions, such as the names of donors, a list of issues impor-
tant to the organization, and details about events held by the orga-
nization.201 Lerner explained the circumstances under which the 
IRS would request each piece of information identified in the 
March 27, 2012 letter and repeated the IRS ‘‘go-to-line’’ that: 

The revenue agent working a case uses sound reasoning 
based on tax law training and his or her experience to re-
view the application and identify the additional informa-
tion needed to make a proper determination of the organi-
zation’s tax exempt status. Follow-up information re-
quested would be based on the facts and circumstances set 
forth in the particular application.202

Unfortunately, Lerner failed to convey in her response to Chair-
man Issa some very important additional information on the mat-
ter of the development questions. For example, Lerner failed to 
state that on February 29, 2012, she had grown concerned about 
the highly burdensome development questions (possibly as a result 
of the bad press and Congressional inquiries the IRS was receiving 
as a consequence of their use) and apprised Holly Paz to direct EO 
determinations to stop using the questions, as follows: 

Have we given Cincy new guidance on how they might 
reduce the burden in the information requests and make 
it clearer that recipients can ask for extensions? I don’t 
want anymore [sic] letters going out on advocacy cases 
until the letters have been adjusted. Also, I have been 
telling folks that not all the letters are the same be-
cause it depends on the facts. What I’ve seen so far 
though is identical letters—can you clarify for me 
please. Thanks 203

Moreover, on April 24, Holly Paz asked Judith Kindell to review 
development letters and to ‘‘create a list of what you consider to be 
the 5–10 most troubling questions . . . .’’ 204 Kindell complied and 
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prepared a list that she sent to Paz on April 25, 2012.205 Among
the seven types of development questions that Kindell identified as 
‘‘troubling’’ were questions asking organizations to identify their 
donors, describe the issues important to them, and provide details 
regarding events held by them.206 These were the very same ques-
tions that Lerner depicted in her May 4, 2012 letter as authorized 
under law and appropriate and necessary for the IRS to ask in 
order to properly evaluate applications.207

Accordingly, Lerner’s May 4, 2012 response to then-Chairman 
Issa created the false impression that the questions were entirely 
proper and regular, when in fact, Lerner had recognized months 
earlier that they were burdensome and possibly not tailored to the 
facts of each application, and had therefore directed that EO Deter-
minations agents stop using them. Moreover, among the questions 
that Lerner justified as appropriate were questions that her own 
Senior Technical Advisor, Judith Kindell, had flagged as ‘‘trou-
bling’’ just a week earlier. Indeed, EO not only viewed these ques-
tions as ‘‘troublesome,’’ but also concluded that they were ‘‘unneces-
sary.’’ 208 Contrary to Lerner’s misleading statements, the questions 
then, were not based on ‘‘sound reasoning,’’ ‘‘tax law training and 
. . . experience’’ nor were they ‘‘based on the facts and cir-
cumstances set forth in the particular application.’’ 

2. Lerner’s Testimony Before the House Ways and Means 
Subcommittee on Oversight Was False and Misleading 

Sometime in April 2013, Steve Miller and Lerner agreed that she 
would make a public statement regarding the results of the TIGTA 
review in advance of the release of the TIGTA report.209 Lerner ul-
timately chose the May 10, 2013 ABA Tax Section’s Exempt Orga-
nizations Committee Meeting as the venue for her public announce-
ment.210 In order to make the plan work, Lerner needed to be cer-
tain that she would be asked a question that would afford her the 
opportunity to preview TIGTA’s conclusions.211 Accordingly, she 
contacted Celia Roady, an acquaintance and Washington D.C. tax 
attorney who would be attending the ABA meeting.212 Lerner ar-
ranged to have Roady ask her a ‘‘planted’’ question during the 
question and answer portion of the ABA meeting.213 The relevant 
portions of Lerner’s statements at the meeting are as follows: 

Ms. Roady: Lois, a few months ago there was some concern 
about IRS review of 501(c)(4) organizations, 501(c)(4) applica-
tions by Tea Party organizations. And I’m just wondering if 
you can provide any update on any of that. 
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Ms. Lerner: . . . So our line folks in Cincinnati that handle 
the applications did what we call centralization of these cases. 
They centralized work on these in one particular group. . . . 

However, in this case the way they did the centralization 
was not so fine. Instead of referring to the cases as advocacy 
cases, they actually used case names on this list. They used 
names like Tea Party, or Patriots. They selected cases simply 
because the application had those names in the title. 

That was wrong, that was absolutely incorrect, it was insen-
sitive, and it was inappropriate. That’s not how we go about 
selecting cases for further review. We select them for further 
review because they need further review, not because they 
have a particular name. 

The other thing that happened was they also, in some cases, 
cases sat around for a while. They also sent some letters out 
that were far too broad; they were asking questions of these or-
ganizations that weren’t really necessary in the type of applica-
tion.

In some cases you probably read that they asked for contrib-
utor names. That’s not appropriate, it’s not usual. . . .214

Lerner’s admission that ‘‘line folks’’ at the IRS had targeted Tea 
Party groups seeking tax-exempt status for ‘‘further review,’’ sub-
jected them to delays as well as to unnecessary and burdensome 
development questions, and her tepid apology for those actions, 
came as a shocking revelation. For over a year, Lerner, Shulman 
and Miller had steadfastly denied any wrongdoing by the IRS in 
the treatment of Tea Party groups. Indeed, just two days before her 
admission and apology, Lerner appeared before the Subcommittee 
on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways and Means.215

Lerner was asked by Representative Joseph Crowley about the sta-
tus of the IRS’s own investigation into 501(c)(4) groups. The ex-
change between Representative Crowley and Lerner was as follows: 

Mr. Crowley: And finally, in the summer of 2012 it was re-
ported that the IRS was going to undertake a similar inves-
tigation into the one taken here on colleges and universities on 
political entities that fund political campaign ads that were 
taking donations anonymously and are tax exempt. These are 
the folks that put on hundreds of millions of dollars in cam-
paign ads in 2012 elections, all with no accountability and with 
taxpayer subsidy. 

This hearing highlights certain compliance problems in the 
tax-exempt sphere, and I hope the IRS aggressively looks into 
these political and business leagues to see if they are abusing 
the tax-exempt status. I don’t want to speak for the chairman 
or for the ranking member, but I know my constituents in 
Queens do not want their tax dollars being used to subsidize 
political campaigns. I suspect neither do any of the members 
on this panel. 
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So, Ms. Lerner, if you could comment briefly on the status 
of the IRS investigation into these political not-for-profits, I 
would appreciate that as well. 

Ms. Lerner: Well, there was a questionnaire that began this 
discussion and there is also a questionnaire out there, you can 
look at it on our Web site right now, that is seeking informa-
tion from section 501(c)(4), (5), and (6) organizations, and a big 
piece of that questionnaire relates to their political activities. 
So that is our beginning. 

Mr. Crowley: I appreciate that. Thank you.216

Lerner’s referral to an obscure IRS questionnaire in response to 
Representative Crowley’s point-blank question regarding the status 
of the IRS investigation into ‘‘political not-for-profits’’ was pure de-
ception. On May 8, 2013, the date of her appearance before the 
Subcommittee on Oversight, Lerner was aware of a number of in-
criminating facts. She knew at least as early as July 2011 that or-
ganizations seeking tax-exempt status that had the names ‘‘Tea 
Party,’’ ‘‘Patriots’’ and ‘‘9/12’’ had been singled out on the BOLO 
List and subjected to additional scrutiny.217 Also, nearly a year be-
fore her exchange with Representative Crowley, Lerner became 
aware that TIGTA would conduct a review of how the IRS proc-
essed applications for tax exempt status under section 501(c)(4) 
that involved political advocacy issues.218 Lerner knew that the 
outcome of that review would be condemnatory. She told Sarah 
Hall Ingram, Holly Paz and others on June 22, 2012 that: 

It is what it is. Although the original story isn’t as pret-
ty as we’d like, once we learned this were (sic) off track, 
we have done what we can to change the process, better 
educate staff and move the cases. So, we will get dinged, 
but we took steps before the ‘‘dinging’’ to make things bet-
ter and have written procedures. So, it is what it is.219

By March 21, 2013, Lerner had read TIGTA’s Pre-Discussion 
Draft Report and thus was aware of the full extent of the ‘‘dinging’’ 
that she was about to receive from TIGTA.220 She knew from read-
ing that draft that TIGTA’s findings would not be limited just to 
finding fault with the IRS’s use of names like ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/12’’ 
and ‘‘Patriots’’ to identify applications for further review, but would 
also ascribe blame to her organization for causing long delays in 
the processing of applications and for using unnecessary and bur-
densome development questions, including questions seeking the 
identity of donors and the amounts of their contributions. Yet when 
asked by Representative Crowley about the status of the investiga-
tion, Lerner could offer only a dissembling reference to an IRS 
questionnaire.

Lerner’s failure to truthfully respond to Representative Crowley’s 
question during the House Subcommittee on Oversight hearing was 
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yet one more act of deception and obfuscation in a series of such 
acts intended to either cover up the IRS’s targeting of Tea Party 
groups, or mitigate the consequences of that targeting. 

In sum, Shulman, Miller, and Lerner engaged in an active pat-
tern of deception in their oral and written communications with 
Congress regarding the IRS’s treatment of Tea Party and other 
conservative groups seeking tax-exempt status. That pattern of de-
ception is evident not only in what these individuals told Congress 
about the treatment of Tea Party groups, but also in what they 
failed to tell Congress. It is also apparent in the way that Miller 
and Lerner conspired to disclose the existence of the targeting 
through the use of a planted question at an ABA meeting, so as 
to diminish the repercussions resulting from TIGTA’s soon-to-be re-
leased findings. The duplicity in their communications with Con-
gress allowed the IRS to keep the legislative branch at arm’s 
length in 2012 and 2013 while they took whatever steps they felt 
were necessary to address the targeting. Lerner’s email quoted im-
mediately above clearly shows the plan—when the targeting was 
discovered and ultimately disclosed by TIGTA, the IRS would claim 
that it had long ago corrected the problem and had taken the steps 
necessary to ‘‘make things better.’’ 221 By actively concealing IRS 
wrongdoing in an effort to avoid Congressional scrutiny and inter-
ference, Shulman, Miller, and Lerner also undermined Congress’s 
exercise of its Constitutional authority to oversee the activities of 
the IRS. 

IV. THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION SIGNALED THE IRS 
AND OTHER AGENCIES TO TARGET CONSERVATIVE 
TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS 

Political pressure from the White House following the Supreme Court’s Citizens 
United decision unduly influenced the IRS and other government agencies, most 
notably the Department of Justice and the Federal Election Commission, to scru- 
tinize political spending by 501(c) organizations. These agencies coordinated 
with each other on initiatives targeting conservative tax-exampt organizations. 

The Democratic Party has consistently called for increased con-
trols on political spending. In fact, this issue has been included in 
their national platforms since 2000: 

2000: ‘‘We must restore American’s faith in their own democ-
racy by providing real and comprehensive campaign finance re-
form, creating fairer and more open elections, and breaking the 
link between special interests and political influence. The Re-
publicans will have none of this. Instead of limiting the influ-
ence of the powerful on our politics, they want to raise con-
tribution limits so even more special interest money can flow 
into campaigns.’’ 222

2004: ‘‘To guarantee the integrity of our elections and to in-
crease voter confidence, we will seek action to ensure that vot-
ing systems are accessible, independently auditable, accurate, 
and secure. We will support the full funding of programs to re-
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alize this goal. Finally, it is the priority of the Democratic 
Party to fulfill the promise of election reform.’’ 223

2008: ‘‘We support campaign finance reform to reduce the in-
fluence of moneyed special interests, including public financing 
of campaigns combined with free television and radio time. We 
will have the wisdom to put the public interest above special 
interests.’’ 224

2012: ‘‘Our political system is under assault by those who be-
lieve that special interests should be able to buy whatever they 
want in our society, including our government. Our opponents 
have applauded the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens
United and welcomed the new flow of special interest money 
with open arms. In stark contrast, we believe we must take im-
mediate action to curb the influence of lobbyists and special in-
terests on our political institutions.’’ 225

Political pressure to curtail political speech reached a crescendo 
following the Supreme Court’s January 21, 2010 Citizens United 
decision, which struck down parts of the Bipartisan Campaign Re-
form Act of 2002 (McCain-Feingold Act).226 That same day, Presi-
dent Obama sharply condemned the decision, stating: 

With its ruling today, the Supreme Court has given a 
green light to a new stampede of special interest money in 
our politics. It is a major victory for big oil, Wall Street 
banks, health insurance companies and the other powerful 
interests that marshal their power every day in Wash-
ington to drown out the voices of everyday Americans.227

A few days later, President Obama used his State of the Union 
Address as an opportunity to shame the Court and call for reform: 

With all due deference to separation of powers, last week 
the Supreme Court reversed a century of law that I believe 
will open the floodgates for special interests—including 
foreign corporations—to spend without limit in our elec-
tions. I don’t think American elections should be 
bankrolled by America’s most powerful interests, or worse, 
by foreign entities. They should be decided by the Amer-
ican people. And I’d urge Democrats and Republicans to 
pass a bill that helps to correct some of these problems.228

During the next several months leading up to the 2010 mid-term 
election, President Obama repeatedly denounced the Citizens
United decision and called on Congress to tighten the reins on po-
litical spending by nonprofits. The calls were echoed by others in 
the Obama Administration and by Democrats in Congress, who in-
troduced the DISCLOSE Act, which would have required certain 
nonprofits that engage in political activity to report information 
about their donors.229 When the Senate failed to pass the legisla-
tion, President Obama castigated Republican lawmakers and stat-
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Continued

ed that the bill’s failure was ‘‘a victory for special interests and 
U.S. corporations—including foreign-controlled ones—who are now 
allowed to spend unlimited money to fill our airwaves, mailboxes, 
and phone lines right up until Election Day.’’ 230

President Obama’s statements did not go unnoticed by the IRS 
and other government agencies. As discussed more fully in Section 
IV(A) of the Bipartisan Investigative Report, employees throughout 
the IRS closely monitored media coverage of the issue. The Division 
Commissioner for TE/GE, Sarah Hall Ingram, even referenced the 
President’s words directly in a September 2010 email to other sen-
ior managers, stating that the ‘‘secret donor theme will continue— 
see Obama salvo and today’s Diana Reehm [sic].’’ 231

As the President repeatedly called for tighter regulation of 
spending on political speech, the IRS began to systematically target 
Tea Party organizations that applied for tax-exempt status. Indeed, 
just a few weeks after the President’s State of the Union address 
in 2010, the IRS made the pivotal decision to set aside all incoming 
Tea Party applications for special processing. In the following 
weeks, IRS executives who closely monitored news about the White 
House would set a course for these applicants that subjected them 
to long delays, burdensome questions, and ultimately proved fatal 
to some of them. 

A major focus of the Committee’s investigation was to determine 
to what extent the IRS coordinated with the Department of Justice 
(DOJ), the FEC, and the Treasury Department in responding to the 
political pressure from the White House. Our investigation re-
vealed concerted actions by these arms of the Obama Administra-
tion which had the effect of targeting conservative tax-exempt orga-
nizations.

A. WHITE HOUSE COORDINATION WITH THE IRS

Due to the documentary limitations discussed more fully in Sec-
tion II(C) of the Bipartisan Investigative Report, as well as Lois 
Lerner’s refusal to cooperate with this investigation, the Committee 
was not provided with a full record of communications between the 
White House and IRS.232 But we need look no further than the 
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President’s repeated public criticism of the Citizens United decision
to determine the White House’s influence on other executive agen-
cies. Indeed, White House’s continuous messaging rendered com-
munication to individual employees unnecessary. 

The Committee found evidence that several key employees with-
in the IRS maintained regular contact with the White House. Most 
notably, Commissioner Shulman admitted that he had ‘‘pretty reg-
ular interactions’’ and ‘‘went to a whole number of meetings’’ with 
White House staff during his tenure at the IRS.233 Indeed, the 
White House visitor log shows 174 visits from ‘‘Douglas Shulman’’ 
or ‘‘Doug Shulman’’ between February 2009 and December 2012.234

Analysis by the House Ways & Means Committee staff shows 
that at least 17 entries on this log also appear on Shulman’s cal-
endar.235

When interviewed by Committee staff, Shulman indicated that 
his meetings with White House staff concerned implementation of 
the Affordable Care Act; issues related to the IRS budget; tax pro-
visions in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act; economic 
roundtables and other high-level domestic policy matters involving 
the IRS; and events open to the general public, such as the Easter 
Egg Roll.236 However, Shulman could not recall anything about a 
number of his other meetings with White House employees.237

Shulman described four in-person meetings with President 
Obama:

• a press conference with the President and Treasury Sec-
retary Geithner about offshore tax proposals on May 4, 
2009; 238

• a meeting where Shulman presented the daily economic 
briefing to the President about general matters of the tax gap 
on October 21, 2009; 239

• a meeting with the President and other heads of agencies 
about how to improve the government on June 6, 2011; 240 and

• a photo-op with the President on December 14, 2012 after 
Shulman’s term as IRS Commissioner expired.241

Shulman denied that the targeting of Tea Party organizations 
was ever discussed at any meeting with White House staff or the 
President.242 Several other IRS employees met with White House 
staff between 2010 and 2013. Like Shulman, those employees de-
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nied that they discussed the Tea Party applications with anyone in 
the White House or received any directions about how the applica-
tions should be handled. 

We determined that the White House was briefed by Treasury of-
ficials before TIGTA released its report publicly. Former Treasury 
Chief of Staff Mark Patterson told Committee staff that he spoke 
with Mark Childress, who at that time was a Deputy Chief of Staff 
at the White House, twice in April or May 2013 about the IRS’s 
plan to apologize in advance of the forthcoming TIGTA report.243

Childress concurred with Patterson’s view that if the IRS apolo-
gized, it should do so only once.244 Patterson does not know if 
Childress spoke with anyone else at the White House about this 
issue.245 Former Treasury Deputy Secretary Neal Wolin and Pat-
terson indicated that, to their knowledge, the only meetings with 
the President and other White House staff about the Tea Party tar-
geting occurred shortly after the TIGTA report was released.246

The Committee did not interview any White House employees dur-
ing the course of the investigation. 

The Treasury Department and the White House also had ad-
vance notice about the IRS’s loss of information potentially relevant 
to this investigation caused by Lois Lerner’s hard drive crash. As 
described more fully in Section II(C) of the Bipartisan Investigative 
Report, the IRS first discovered a gap in Lerner’s emails in early 
February 2014. The IRS did not inform Congress of this problem— 
which was material to this and several other Congressional inves-
tigations—until June 13, 2014. However, the Treasury Department 
learned of the problem in April 2014, when a senior IRS advisor 
notified an attorney in the Treasury’s Office of General Counsel.247

Treasury, in turn, informed the White House shortly thereafter.248

Overall, it is apparent that it was unnecessary for the President 
to direct any individual government employee to target the Tea 
Party and conservative organizations. Instead, the White House’s 
frequent public statements condemning political spending ensured 
that government agencies were acutely aware of the President’s 
wishes and they responded accordingly. 

B. THE DOJ ENLISTED THE IRS’S HELP IN POTENTIAL PROSECUTION
OF ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN POLITICAL SPEECH

President Obama’s repeated criticism of the Supreme Court’s 
Citizens United decision and his frequent calls to curtail political 
spending quickly infiltrated the halls of the DOJ. One option that 
DOJ officials considered was the feasibility of prosecuting 501(c) or-
ganizations for engaging in political speech. 

The Public Integrity Section (PIN) of the DOJ’s Criminal Divi-
sion combats corruption of public officials and prosecutes election 
crimes.249 Documents produced to the Committee show that Lois 
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Lerner was the PIN’s key contact at the IRS, and in this capacity 
she provided DOJ with critical data and access to IRS officials as 
she coordinated the IRS’s response to DOJ’s requests for assist-
ance. Lois Lerner and PIN employees were communicating with 
each other and discussing campaign finance options as early as 
March 2009.250 EO and DOJ staff were also discussing the Tea 
Party as early as July 2010 when staff discussed a campaign ad 
for Tea Party Congressional Candidate Rick Barber.251 Emails pro-
duced to the committee document a clear, deliberate, and multi- 
year effort on the part of DOJ to scrutinize conservative tax-ex-
empt organizations. 

1. In 2010, the DOJ Enlisted the IRS to Help Examine Political 
Spending by Tax Exempt Organizations 

On September 21, 2010, Jack Smith, PIN Chief, wrote to his sub-
ordinates Raymond Husler, PIN Principle Deputy Chief, Justin 
Shur, PIN Deputy Chief, and Richard Pilger, Director of the Elec-
tion Crimes Branch, about a New York Times story on 501(c)(4)s 
intentionally using donations for political spending in order to skirt 
campaign finance law: 

This seems egregious to me—could we ever charge a 371 
conspiracy to violate laws of the USA for misuse of such 
non profits [sic] to get around existing campaign finance 
laws + limits? I know 501s are legal but if they are know-
ingly using them beyond what they are allowed to use 
them for (and we could prove that factually)? 252

Smith then recommended that PIN meet with TE/GE Division 
Commissioner Sarah Hall Ingram to discuss the feasibility of his 
idea. The following day, Pilger expressed skepticism about Smith’s 
plan and advised him to take an alternate path forward: 

It would be good to gear up some enforcement, but very 
challenging as criminal work in the near term unless there 
is coordination with campaigns. Absent coordination, the 
Department’s way in is probably most directly through Tax 
Division.253

Nancy Simmons, PIN Senior Counsel, agreed with Pilger’s as-
sessment, stating, ‘‘This area has been the subject of much debate 
and press articles over the past, but I don’t see a viable way to 
make a prosecutable federal case here.’’ 254 Despite the concerns 
raised by his staff, Smith decided to press forward with his plan 
and set up a meeting on September 22 with Pilger, Simmons and 
others to discuss these issues.255 The following week, PIN employ-
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ees Smith, Shur, Simmons, Pilger, and Husler met again to discuss 
a ‘‘Possible 501/Campaign Finance Investigation.’’ 256

On September 29, Pilger reached out to Sarah Hall Ingram’s of-
fice to set up a meeting with the IRS to discuss 501(c)(4) issues. 
Ingram told her staff, ‘‘we have to do this’’ but since she was trav-
eling, Ingram asked Lois Lerner to organize the meeting.257 The
IRS planned to: 

[W]alk [PIN] through the basic civil law rules within our 
jurisdiction and find out what if anything else they are 
looking for. If they need more than the primer then we 
would need to assign carefully to preserve the civil-crimi-
nal wall. These are not tax people so [Lerner] may also 
take Joe Urban to do clear perimeters about tax info 
should they want to do any 6103 fishing (as opposed to 
public record 6104 info).258

On Monday, October 4, Lerner and Pilger spoke in preparation 
for Friday’s meeting.259 During the call, Lerner and Pilger dis-
cussed having the IRS provide the DOJ and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) with 501(c)(4) filing data and inviting the FBI 
to attend the Friday meeting. 

On Friday, October 8, the IRS, DOJ and FBI held their first 
meeting to discuss political spending by 501(c)(4) organizations.260

Siri Buller, an employee in EO Technical, prepared a summary 
about what was discussed during this meeting that included the 
following points: 

• ‘‘[PIN] attorneys expressed concern that certain section 
501(c) organizations are actually political committees posing’ 
as if they are not subject to FEC law, and therefore may be 
subject to criminal liability. The attorneys mentioned several 
possible theories to bring criminal charges under FEC law,’’ in-
cluding a partnership between DOJ, FEC and IRS. 

• Lerner explained the tax law surrounding 501(c)(4)s and 
challenges to criminally prosecuting these organizations includ-
ing confusing terminology and a lack of clear definitions and 
rulings.261

In a follow-up meeting a few weeks later, Pilger asked for a con-
tact from the IRS so that PIN could further discuss ‘‘criminal tax 
enforcement against tax exempt organizations’’ with the IRS.262

Nancy Marks provided Pilger with the requested contact but noted 
the very unusual nature of DOJ’s inquiry and warned that the IRS 
had not ‘‘seen activity that rises to the level of criminal investiga-
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tion.’’ 263 Apparently, the DOJ’s overly zealous attempts to crimi-
nally prosecute tax-exempt groups were enough to make even the 
IRS uncomfortable. 

2. The FBI Was Investigating Tax-Exempt Organizations in 2010 

The FBI is tasked with investigating tax fraud and performing 
counterterrorism operations as part of its law enforcement respon-
sibilities, and the FBI routinely coordinates work on these issues 
with the IRS. Cooperation between agencies is common during law 
enforcement actions and allows law enforcement personnel to take 
advantage of the expertise provided by other government agencies. 
This cooperation between the FBI and IRS was a common occur-
rence both before and during the time the IRS was inappropriately 
targeting conservative tax-exempt organizations, and the Com-
mittee possesses emails documenting numerous instances of co-
operation that appears to be appropriate. 

Nonetheless, one set of interactions between the agencies raises 
questions of impropriety. On October 5, Lerner informed her staff 
about DOJ’s request for 501(c)(4) filing data: 

They [DOJ] would like to begin looking at 990s from last 
year for c4 orgs. They are interested in the reporting for 
political and lobbying activity. How quickly could I get 
disks to them on this? Also would 990 EZ filers have infor-
mation on lobbying and political activity on the EZ? 264

Lerner’s staff immediately began working on this request, com-
piling a list of 501(c)(4)s that had engaged in political activity be-
tween 2007–2010.265 Over the next couple of days Lerner and her 
staff worked with the DOJ to nail down details about the request 
as they shepherded DOJ’s request through the IRS bureaucracy.266

On October 22, the IRS sent the requested documents, totaling 
21 DVDs of information, to FBI Supervisory Special Agent Brian 
Fitzpatrick in Washington D.C.267 These DVDs contained the 990s 
filed between 2007 and 2010 by 501(c)(4)s that had indicated they 
had engaged in some level of political activity.268 On November 4, 
Lerner followed up with her staff to verify that the 990s had been 
sent to the FBI.269
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The FBI’s interest in this information, and the IRS’s willingness 
to provide it, raises the question of whether the FBI was used by 
the administration to target political advocacy organizations. 

3. The DOJ Again Reached Out to the IRS for Assistance in 2013 

The IRS and DOJ continued to discuss political spending by 
501(c) organizations sporadically throughout 2011 and 2012.270 Se-
rious consideration of prosecuting 501(c) organizations reemerged 
just days before news of the Tea Party targeting scandal broke. 

In early 2013, DOJ gave Democratic staff of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee’s Subcommittee on Crime and Terrorism a briefing on: 

The Department of Justice’s approach to and investiga-
tion or prosecution of . . . material false statements to the 
IRS regarding political activity in order to obtain and 
maintain 501(c)(4) status . . . [and] knowing and willful 
violations of disclosure rules.271

On April 9, 2013, the Senate Judiciary Committee’s Sub-
committee on Crime and Terrorism held a hearing entitled ‘‘Cur-
rent Issues in Campaign Finance Law Enforcement.’’ Subcommittee 
Chairman Sheldon Whitehouse questioned IRS and DOJ witnesses 
as to why they had failed to prosecute 501(c)(4) organizations that 
appeared to make false statements regarding their political cam-
paign activities: 

I would urge that the Department and the Service get 
together and rethink whether in these two specific areas, 
which I think bear little resemblance to traditional tax vio-
lations and are in fact very plain-vanilla criminal cases 
. . . or whether the Department could not proceed to . . . 
put together a criminal case showing a fairly straight-
forward false statement or a fairly [straightforward] shell 
corporation disclosure violation.272

In an apparent response to political pressure from Democrats, 
Richard Pilger again reached out to Lerner for assistance in May 
2013—just two days before Lois Lerner revealed that the IRS had 
been targeting conservative groups. Lerner informed her colleagues 
of DOJ’s meeting request: 

[Pilger] wanted to know who at IRS the DOJ folks could 
talk to about Sen. Whitehouse [sic] idea at the hearing 
that DOJ could piece together false statement cases about 
applicants who ‘‘lied’’ on their 1024s—saying they weren’t 
planning on doing political activity, and then turning 
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around and making large visible political expenditures. 
DOJ is feeling like it needs to respond, but want to talk 
to the right folks at IRS to see whether there are impedi-
ments from our side and what, if any damage this might 
do to IRS programs.273

In response to Lerner’s email, Nikole Flax expressed support for 
DOJ’s idea and asked about the potential of inviting the FEC to 
also attend the meeting. After some deliberation, Lerner decided to 
let DOJ invite the FEC, and she also recommended inviting IRS 
Criminal Investigations Division and their counsel to the meet-
ing.274 On May 10, 2013, Lerner revealed that the IRS had been 
targeting Tea Party organizations. Even in the midst of the fierce 
backlash that resulted from this revelation, she continued to assist 
DOJ in their efforts to target tax-exempt groups. On the evening 
of May 10, Lerner told Pilger that Nancy Marks would work on ar-
ranging this meeting between the IRS and the DOJ.275 Majority
staff does not know if this meeting ever occurred, as the IRS pro-
duced no further records regarding this meeting. 

Throughout its dealings with DOJ, the IRS provided timely re-
sponse to requests for information and assistance. Lerner was 
quick to respond to DOJ staff. On multiple occasions Lerner made 
herself available for calls, sometimes within a few minutes after re-
ceiving DOJ’s request for assistance. Instead of delegating to her 
subordinates, Lerner personally handled these requests and she 
guided them through the IRS bureaucracy. These examples illus-
trate a multi-year coordinated effort between the IRS and the DOJ 
to constrain political spending by tax-exempt organizations, pursu-
ant to the President’s public statements and views. 

C. THE FEC AND THE IRS WORKED TOGETHER TO TARGET
CONSERVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

In response to mounting pressure to constrain political spending 
in recent years, the FEC increased its scrutiny of political speech. 
Indeed, some of this pressure predated President Obama’s adminis-
tration as part of a broader Democratic push to limit the amount 
of money in politics, as noted above. But following the calls for re-
form after Citizens United, the FEC’s scrutiny of conservative tax- 
exempt organizations reached new levels. 

We found that the FEC worked with the IRS to investigate con-
servative organizations—but not any progressive organizations— 
with Lois Lerner’s eager assistance. Lerner had previously worked 
at the FEC and was well known for her aggressive investigation of 
conservative groups, particularly those that she believed were at-
tempting to expand the influence of money in politics.276 Docu-
ments produced to the Committee show that the FEC also worked 
with the IRS on broader political spending issues, concurrent with 
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the IRS’s systematic targeting of Tea Party applications for tax-ex-
empt status. 

1. The FEC Used Information Provided by the IRS To Target Four 
Conservative Organizations 

On November 18, 2013, then-Ranking Member Hatch sent a let-
ter to the Chair of the FEC requesting that the FEC provide all 
documents reflecting communications between FEC employees Wil-
liam Powers and Wade Sovonick and any employee of the Treasury 
Department (including the IRS), from January 2006 to the present. 
Lisa Stevenson, Deputy General Counsel—Law, FEC, responded to 
Senator Hatch’s letter via email on November 26, 2013.277 Ms. Ste-
venson noted that she had attached a complete set of responsive 
documents the FEC was producing in response to Senator Hatch’s 
letter. The Committee also made a similar request to the IRS for 
communications its employees had with the FEC. On September 
11, 2013, the IRS informed Senator Hatch that it had produced all 
relevant documents.278 Review by the Majority staff confirmed that 
many of the same documents were produced by both agencies and 
that there were no substantive differences or omissions. 

As a whole, the documents show that Lerner was the FEC’s key 
contact at the IRS. In this capacity she and the IRS helped the 
FEC with enforcement actions against four conservative tax-ex-
empt organizations.279

The first communication regarding these conservative groups oc-
curred in July 2008, when FEC Enforcement Division attorney 
Wade Sovonick contacted Lerner to discuss a 501(c)(4) organization 
that he believed ‘‘recently filed [for tax-exempt status] with the 
IRS.’’ 280 Shortly thereafter, Sovonick and another Enforcement at-
torney, William Powers, spoke with Lerner and revealed that their 
inquiry related to the tax-exempt status of the American Future 
Fund.281 At the time of this conversation, the FEC was considering 
a complaint filed against the American Future Fund by the Min-
nesota Democratic Farmer Labor Party alleging violations of the 
Federal Election Campaign Act related to television advertise-
ments.282 According to materials cited in the complaint, the Amer-
ican Future Fund describes itself as a ‘‘mechanism to promote con-
servative, free market ideas, and to communicate them to the pub-
lic.’’ 283 It appears that Lerner provided only limited information to 
the FEC attorneys during the July 2008 conversation. She ex-
plained that section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code prevented 
her from sharing further information about an application for tax- 
exempt status while the application is still pending before the 
IRS.284

On September 30, 2008, Powers and other FEC attorneys rec-
ommended that the FEC Commissioners find that the American 
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Future Fund violated three provisions of the Federal Election Cam-
paign Act.285 The recommendation memorandum did not directly 
reference the conversation with Lerner, but instead stated, ‘‘The 
IRS has not yet issued a determination letter regarding [American 
Future Fund’s] application for exempt status. Based on the infor-
mation from the response and the IRS website . . . it is likely that 
the [American Future Fund’s] application is still under review.’’286

Just two weeks after President Obama was sworn in, Powers 
contacted Lerner for an update on the American Future Fund and 
for information about three additional conservative organizations: 
the American Issues Project, Citizens for the Republic, and Aveng-
er, Inc.287 As Powers noted in his message, American Issues Project 
was the successor of the other two subjects of his inquiry—Citizens 
for the Republic and Avenger. 

At the time of Powers’s request, the FEC was considering two 
complaints filed against American Issues Project: one by Obama for 
America, and another by Democracy 21—a liberal group that 
Lerner also directly corresponded with regarding complaints 
against conservative groups lodged with the IRS, as discussed 
above in Section II(C)(5).288 American Issues Project described its 
mission as ‘‘[t]o advocate for and promote the core conservative 
principles of our founding fathers and Ronald Reagan.’’ 289 FEC
records show that at the time of Powers’s inquiry, the FEC was try-
ing to determine the amount of political spending by the American 
Issues Project. The FEC had scant information—it was only aware 
of the organization’s spending on one advertisement—and could not 
determine the overall percentage of political spending because the 
organization had not ‘‘filed anything [with] the IRS yet.’’ 290 FEC
records also show that the FEC was apparently seeking the IRS’s 
opinion about whether political spending constituted the organiza-
tion’s primary activity. Indeed, this appears to be the purpose of 
Powers’s message to Lerner—‘‘to see if an IRS determination has 
been made re exemption.’’ 291

Before Lerner responded to Powers’s February 2009 message, the 
Commissioners closed the complaint against American Future 
Funds on a split vote.292 On March 3, 2009, Lerner provided the 
requested information about all four organizations and Powers 
thanked her, noting that the information ‘‘looks as if it will be very 
useful.’’ 293 Lerner apologized for the response taking so long.294 On
March 31, 2009, Michael Seto provided an additional 150 pages of 
records about American Issues Project and American Future Fund 
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to Powers, including the applications for tax-exempt status for both 
groups and the 2007 Form 990 for the former group.295

In January 2010, following the Citizens United ruling, President 
Obama began condemning the decision in his public statements in-
cluding his State of the Union address. In, February 2010, just 
weeks after these events, Powers requested more information about 
American Issues Project—including the tax return for 2008, which 
would show financial information—while the FEC was still consid-
ering the two complaints lodged against the organization.296 The
next day, Lerner informed Powers that ‘‘we have checked our 
records and there are no additional filings at this time.’’ 297 Neither
the IRS nor the FEC produced any records of subsequent commu-
nications between the agencies about any of these organizations. In 
July 2013, the FEC Commissioners dismissed the complaints 
against American Issues Project, finding that the organization was 
not a political committee subject to FEC regulation.298

The IRS’s attentive treatment of the FEC requests for informa-
tion stands in stark contrast to the experience of conservative orga-
nizations that applied for section 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) status. 
Lerner was quick to respond to FEC attorneys; rather than having 
staff employees assist the FEC, Lerner shepherded their requests 
through the IRS herself, with the assistance of two senior man-
agers: Michael Seto (Manager of EO Technical) and Robert Choi 
(Director of Rulings and Agreements). Powers noted that Seto in 
particular was ‘‘extremely helpful . . . in providing me the re-
quested documents both promptly and professionally.’’ 299

2. The FEC Enlisted the IRS in Other Efforts To Restrict Political 
Speech

As early as 2006, the IRS was working with the FEC on exam-
ining political spending by 501(c)(4)s.300 On November 3, 2006, 
FEC Assistant General Counsel Mark Shonkwiler asked Lois 
Lerner for assistance: 

Which division/office of the IRS would be in the best po-
sition to receive a report from the Commission . . . regard-
ing apparent violations of the law in connection with an 
organization which claims tax exempt status under Section 
501(c)(4) status, yet appears to be focused primarily, if not 
exclusively, on electoral politics—and actually is registered 
as a state political committee? 301

Lerner told Shonkwiler that would that she would forward the 
report to the IRS Classification Office, which handles referrals.302
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In 2010, the FEC took the unusual step of requesting formal 
written comments from the IRS on proposed regulations for 
501(c)(3)s.303 IRS employees noted the unprecedented nature of 
this request, with Catherine Livingston saying ‘‘Mike [Blumenfeld] 
tells me he is not aware of a prior instance in which we have sent 
a formal written comment to the FEC on proposed regulations.’’ 304

Nevertheless, the IRS Chief Counsel’s Office worked with Lerner to 
draft comments on the FEC proposal, per the FEC’s request.305

Overall, the Majority staff finds that the IRS and the FEC 
worked together to constrain political speech over a period of sev-
eral years in direct response to the political pressure by Democrats, 
both in and out of the Obama administration. These efforts re-
sulted in greater scrutiny on spending of political speech by organi-
zations on the right side of the political spectrum. 

D. TREASURY DEPARTMENT COORDINATION WITH THE IRS

Based on evidence uncovered by the Majority staff, it appears 
that top Treasury officials had some knowledge of the IRS’s han-
dling of Tea Party applications before TIGTA publicly released its 
report. Aspects of Treasury’s overall role in the targeting remains 
unclear due to a lack of cooperation with the Committee investiga-
tion.

IRS Commissioner Shulman had regular contact with the Deputy 
Secretary of the Treasury and other high-level Treasury officials, 
but he denied that he spoke with them about the targeting of Tea 
Party groups.306 Several other IRS employees met with Treasury 
officials between 2010 and 2013, including Acting Commissioner 
Miller, Chief of Staff Nikole Flax, and attorneys in the IRS Office 
of Chief Counsel, including Chief Counsel William Wilkins. Like 
Shulman, those employees denied that they discussed the Tea 
Party applications with anyone in the Treasury, or received any di-
rections from Treasury about how these applications should be 
handled.

The Committee interviewed two former Treasury executives: 
former Deputy Secretary Neal Wolin and former Chief of Staff 
Mark Patterson. Wolin told Committee investigators that in 2012, 
Inspector General George told him that TIGTA had started an 
audit; however, Wolin claimed he only learned that Tea Party 
groups were targeted after Lerner apologized for that targeting in 
May 2013.307 Patterson stated that he first learned that TIGTA 
was doing an audit in early 2013, but he did not learn about 
TIGTA’s conclusions until a few weeks before its report came 
out.308 TIGTA’s records differ from Patterson’s recollection: TIGTA 
informed the Committee that Inspector General George first 
briefed Patterson on September 14, 2012, and that, to the best of 
his recollection, George ‘‘conveyed the general sense that the IRS 
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had selected applications from certain political groups for addi-
tional scrutiny, including using descriptors such as ‘tea party’ to 
identify such applications.’’ 309 Neither Wolin nor Patterson recalled 
discussing the Tea Party targeting with Secretary Lew until after 
Lerner’s apology.310 TIGTA informed the Committee that it briefed 
Secretary Lew about the audit on March 15, 2013.311

Below the Deputy Secretary’s level, Treasury employees in the 
Office of Tax Policy discussed the political activities of tax-exempt 
organizations with Lerner and other IRS employees a number of 
times between 2010 and 2013. The primary Treasury employee who 
was involved in these discussions was Ruth Madrigal, an attorney 
in the Office of Tax Policy.312 When forwarding an article about an 
appellate court’s decision about political activity on 501(c)(4) orga-
nizations, Madrigal said that ‘‘I’ve got my radar up’’ about the issue 
and noted that ‘‘we mentioned potentially addressing them (off- 
plan) in 2013.’’ 313 In spite of Madrigal’s clear connection to the 
subject of the Committee’s investigation, the Treasury Department 
refused repeated requests of the Committee to make her available 
for an interview. Thus, we could not definitively determine if Mad-
rigal had any role in, or knowledge about, the IRS’s decisions that 
disproportionately affected conservative organizations. 

As discussed above, the Treasury Department and the White 
House also had advance notice about the IRS’s loss of information 
potentially relevant to this investigation caused by Lois Lerner’s 
hard drive crash. Indeed, in April 2014, IRS officials notified the 
Treasury Department that Lois Lerner emails were lost, and in 
turn, the Treasury Department notified the White House. In con-
trast, IRS only notified the Committee of the lost emails in June 
2014.

In view of the limitations noted above, we are not able to deter-
mine the full scope of the Treasury Department’s involvement in 
this matter. However, we conclude that Treasury had at least some 
knowledge of the IRS’s targeting of conservative organizations be-
fore the matter was made public. 

Overall, we conclude that the White House’s drive to curtail po-
litical speech resulted in a coordinated effort across several execu-
tive agencies to increase scrutiny of conservative tax-exempt orga-
nizations. Furthermore, the IRS played a central role in the var-
ious attempts to target conservative groups engaged in political 
speech.
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V. DISPARATE TREATMENT OF CONSERVATIVE AND 
PROGRESSIVE APPLICANTS FOR TAX–EXEMPT STATUS 

Applications received from Tea Party organizations were not only singled out, but 
were processed differently than other applications, including applications submitted 
by left-learning organizations. Left-leaning organizations were not subjected to the 
heightened scrutiny that Tea Party organizations encountered. 

A. APPLICATIONS FROM THE TEA PARTY AND RELATED CONSERV-
ATIVE GROUPS WERE SINGLED OUT FOR SPECIAL TREATMENT

While the Minority has attempted to create the impression that 
applications submitted by left-leaning groups were also singled out 
by the IRS, the facts recounted below demonstrate that applica-
tions received from Tea Party groups were not only singled out, but 
were processed differently than other applications. 

1. The ‘‘Test Cases’’ Selected for Development by EO Technical 
Were Applications From Tea Party Organizations 

On February 25, 2010, one of the first applications for tax ex-
emption received by the IRS from a Tea Party drew the attention 
of Jack Koester, a screener in EO Determinations.314 Koester noted 
that the application from the Albuquerque Tea Party had the po-
tential to be a ‘‘high-profile’’ case since the Tea Party was the ob-
ject of ‘‘recent media attention.’’ 315 Koester also noted that the Al-
buquerque Tea Party indicated in its application that it may sup-
port political candidates.316 Thereafter, the decision was made by 
Holly Paz to send several Tea Party applications to EO Technical 
so that EO Technical could work the cases.317 The intention was 
for EO Technical to develop guidance to assist EO Determinations 
in processing these applications.318 Ultimately, the applications for 
Albuquerque Tea Party and Prescott Tea Party were sent to EO 
Technical and assigned to Carter Hull to be worked.319 When the 
Prescott Tea Party failed to respond to a development letter, Hull 
closed the application for ‘‘failure to establish’’ and requested an-
other Tea Party application.320 He was subsequently assigned an 
application submitted by a conservative organization applying for 
501(c)(3) status called American Junto.321 Steve Grodnitzky, Acting 
EO Technical Manager at the time Hull was assigned the cases, de-
scribed the test cases as follows: 

Q. . . . [T]he cases that were under review in Cincinnati 
and the cases that were under review in EO Technical by Mr. 
Hull, those were—as far as you understood, what were they? 
Were they cases across the whole political spectrum, or were 
they essentially Tea Party cases? 
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A. Well, with—I guess with respect to the organizations 
that—I don’t want to sound—in my mind, they were Tea Party 
organizations. They came in, and in their name, Albuquerque 
Tea Party—— 

Q. Uh—huh A.—Prescott Tea Party, those had ‘‘Tea Party’’ 
in their name. 

Q. Uh-huh. 
A. So I assumed that they were Tea Party organizations. 
Q. And one of them—I think, if you’ll—you probably recall 

this. At some point in 2010, Mr. Hull—and I think you actually 
had indicated that Prescott was a (c)(3) and it failed to estab-
lish, right? 

A. That is correct. 
Q. And Mr. Hull requested another case, and he got another 

case from Cincinnati, a (c)(3) to work; is that correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And actually, if you look at the sensitive case report sum-

mary charts, but—but they will indicate that that replacement 
case, I think was American Junto? 

A. American Junto or Hunto? 
Q. Junto or Hunto, I don’t know how they pronounce it ei-

ther. Was your appreciation then that American Junto was ei-
ther a Tea Party org or related or affiliated with the Tea Party, 
or perhaps espoused the same kind of political views as a Tea 
Party?

A. My understanding of a case that was coming up, Amer-
ican Hunto or Junto, that was to replace the Prescott Tea 
Party, was that it was connected in some way to the Tea Party. 
Perhaps it was—they had the same beliefs that—that the Pres-
cott Tea Party or the Albuquerque Tea Party organizations 
had.322

As is evident from this exchange, the IRS’s intention to scruti-
nize the Tea Party applications extended down to its selection of 
‘‘test cases.’’ 

2. The Initial Process Used To Develop the Tea Party Applications 
Was Highly Unusual 

In addition to working on the ‘‘test cases,’’ Hull was assigned to 
assist Elizabeth Hofacre develop the Tea Party applications then 
pending in EO Determinations.323 Hull provided Hofacre with sev-
eral sample development letters to use on the Tea Party applica-
tions, but then also required Hofacre to send to him each draft de-
velopment letter together with a hard copy of the application for 
his examination.324 Hofacre could not release the development let-
ters without first securing Hull’s approval.325 Moreover, once appli-
cants responded to the development letters, Hull instructed 
Hofacre to send the responses to him for his review.326 Under this 
scheme, Hofacre was unable to act independently and exercise the 
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normal range of discretion that an EO Determinations agent would 
have in determining how an application should be processed, or 
whether sufficient information existed upon which to base a rec-
ommendation to approve or deny the exemption request.327 Hofacre
described her experience to Committee staff as follows: 

Q. Okay. So this process that you’ve—that you’ve outlined 
where you would get the case and you would review the case 
and you would draft the letter and then you would send it to 
Mr. Hull, and Mr. Hull would send it back to you, and then 
you would release it, then you would get the response and 
you’d send the response to Mr. Hull . . . 

A. Yes. Exactly. 
Q. Is this—is this process a usual process, in your experi-

ence as an EOD agent in the—and the, I think it was almost 
11 years that you’d been an EOD agent at the time that this 
process was put into place? Is that a usual—something that 
was usual in your experience? 

A. I had never seen that in my experience before or since 
then.328

Hofacre also told Committee staff that she had sufficient infor-
mation in her possession in 2010 to recommend to her manager a 
decision on some of the Tea Party applications, but was prevented 
from doing so under the highly unusual review process imposed by 
Hull.

Q. But for the process where you had to submit the—the de-
velopment letter to Mr. Hull or perhaps—get Mr. Hull’s ap-
proval on what the next step was, but for that process, could 
you have decided some of these cases and whether they had 
been a denial or a grant of the exemption request? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And that would have been in that window of time 

that you were in [Group] 7822, which would have been May to 
October of 2010? 

A. Right. There was enough information there to make a de-
termination, whether or not positive or adverse. 

Q. But you were prevented from making that? 
A. I had no decision making authority. 
Q. Okay. And typically you would have that authority as an 

[EO Determinations] agent, right? 
A. Right. Like I said in my interview in May, this particular 

project and the procedure in this was so peculiar and so odd 
that I was—had no decision making authority. There was no— 
no freedom to do anything.329

The unfortunate consequence of imposing this highly rigid and 
unorthodox process on EO Determinations was that many Tea 
Party applications that could have been decided in 2010 were not. 
Rather, those Tea Party applications unnecessarily languished for 
several more years, while the IRS mismanaged its way through a 
series of failed initiatives designed to bring the applications to deci-
sion.
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3. Until July 2011, the Emerging Issues Tab of the BOLO 
Spreadsheet Specifically Targeted the Tea Party 

The first iteration of the Emerging Issues tab of the Combined 
Issues spreadsheet dated July 27, 2010, contained an entry for Tea 
Party applications.330 The entry read as follows: ‘‘These cases in-
volve various local organizations in the Tea Party movement [that] 
are applying for exemption under 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4).’’ 331 While
the July 27, 2010 spreadsheet was distributed only to managers, 
subsequently, on August 12, 2010, Elizabeth Hofacre sent the first 
BOLO spreadsheet to all EO Determinations employees.332 The
Emerging Issues tab of the August 12, 2010 BOLO spreadsheet 
contained an entry for ‘‘Tea Party’’ identical to the entry found on 
the July 27, 2010 Combined Issue Spreadsheet. The entry specifi-
cally targeting the Tea Party remained in the Emerging Issues tab 
of the BOLO spreadsheet until the July 2011 revision. At that 
time, the entry was deleted and replaced with one for ‘‘Advocacy 
Orgs.’’ which were described as ‘‘[o]rganizations involved with polit-
ical, lobbying or advocacy for exemption under 501(c)(3) or 
501(c)(4).’’

Elizabeth Hofacre, Emerging Issues Coordinator from May 2010 
to October 2010, was shown a list that Carter Hull had prepared 
on October 18, 2010, reflecting the status of the 40 ‘‘Tea Party’’ ap-
plications then pending in EO Determinations. Hofacre told Com-
mittee staff the following: 

Q. . . . in looking at this list, I think you indicated this be-
fore, and I don’t want to belabor the point, but these essen-
tially are Tea Party cases, 9/12 cases or conservative cases. Is 
that correct? 

A. Yes, that would be correct. 
Q. All right. And there’s no Emerge or Acorn or liberal or 

progressive groups in this list that you’re aware of, right? 
A. No, there are not. 
Q. Okay. And that’s because the criteria that was being used 

focused only on Tea Party, patriots, 9/12, conservative organi-
zations; right? 

A. Yes, that’s correct.333

Ronald Bell assumed responsibility as Emerging Issues Coordi-
nator from Hofacre in October 2010, and remained in that position 
for more than a year.334 Bell was shown a copy of the BOLO 
spreadsheet dated November 16, 2010. The Emerging Issues tab of 
the spreadsheet has an entry for ‘‘Tea Party’’ that states that 
‘‘[t]hese cases involve various local organizations in the Tea Party 
movement [that] are applying for exemption under 501(c)(3) or 
501(c)(4).’’ 335 Bell explained to Committee staff that he used this 
BOLO entry to perform secondary screening on the applications 
sent to him by screeners, in order to ensure that the applications 
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he received were, in fact, applications from Tea Party organiza-
tions. He stated to Committee staff as follows: 

Q. Okay. And then you were describing your process earlier 
when cases, new cases were referred to you as Tea Party coor-
dinator. You would look at the criteria on the BOLO to see if 
it was actually really a case that should stay, is that correct? 

A. Correct. 
Q. So based on this criteria here [November 16, 2010 

BOLO], which cases would you have kept in your group for 
processing?

A. Which cases would I have kept and added to the advocacy 
inventory?

Q. Yes. 
A. Ones that talked about the Tea Party. 
Q. Okay. So at the time [November 2010] this was on the 

BOLO, you weren’t necessarily pulling any case that had polit-
ical advocacy issues, it was just the ones that were related to 
the Tea Party? 

A. That’s correct.336

The criteria developed by the screeners to identify ‘‘Tea Party’’ 
cases clearly illustrates that the IRS was focused, at least until 
July 2011, exclusively on applications received from Tea Party or 
related groups, and not just on applications containing general ad-
vocacy issues. An application was considered to be received from a 
‘‘Tea Party’’ if it contained the words ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/12 Project,’’ 
or ‘‘Patriots.’’ 337 If those words were not present it was still consid-
ered a Tea Party application if the application indicated that the 
group was concerned with government debt, government spending 
or taxes, or that it would educate the public via advocacy or lob-
bying ‘‘to make America a better place to live,’’ or that it was crit-
ical of how the country was being run.338 When asked about these 
criteria and their connection to the Tea Party entry on the Emerg-
ing Issue tab, Holly Paz told Committee staff the following: 

Q. Just to look at this, kind of, the connection between the 
criteria as you understand it and it was given to you by Mr. 
Shafer and this reference in the BOLO, it makes perfect sense, 
doesn’t it, that the screeners were using the kind of criteria 
they were using if they were looking for cases involved with 
the Tea Party movement? 

A. Yeah, I mean, the language on this be-on-the-lookout list 
uses the name ‘‘Tea Party.’’ So the other names appear to be 
an extrapolation of that.339

Accordingly, until at least July 2011, the IRS screening criteria 
exclusively targeted Tea Party and related organizations. 
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4. Until the Tea Party Entry Was Removed From the Emerging 
Issues Tab, Applications From Both Liberal and Conservative 
Groups That Did Not Meet the Tea Party Criteria Were Sent to 
General Inventory, Assigned, and Decided 

Elizabeth Hofacre explained to Committee staff that during her 
tenure as Emerging Issues Coordinator, applications that contained 
political advocacy issues but that did not meet the criteria for a 
Tea Party case were handled differently than applications received 
from Tea Parties. She recounted the following to Committee staff: 

Q. Okay. And when you began to receive the applications 
from the groups, the liberal groups or the progressive groups, 
did you also perform a secondary screening function or task on 
those applications? 

A. I didn’t start receiving those applications until July 
[2010]. The only screening that I performed was very limited, 
to make sure they either met or did not meet the Tea Party 
criteria.

Q. Okay. And what was the Tea Party criteria? 
A. Well, a lot of times Tea Party was in their name, 9/12 Or-

ganizations, or Patriots. Some of the activities would be kind 
of Tea Party-type rallies. A lot of the applicants would edu-
cate—I’m sorry, educate the public on the Constitution, the Bill 
of Rights, those types of activities. 

Q. Okay. So if a case had that—those indicators in it then, 
is that a case you kept, you retained and began to develop? 

A. That is correct. 
Q. So just to draw a contrast now, so in July or in the subse-

quent months, if you received an application from an organiza-
tion that was liberal or progressive that the screeners had sent 
to you, you know, what did you do with that case? 

A. Well, if it came from an agent and if it didn’t meet the 
Tea Party criteria, I would send it back to that particular 
agent. If it came from a screener and they thought it met the 
Tea Party criteria, and if I determined that it did not, it went 
to general inventory. 

* * * * * * * 
Q. . . . if they went back in general inventory . . . they 

were in the normal pipeline to be worked and for decisions to 
be made on them. Is that correct? 

A. Yes it is. 
Q. Okay. So they didn’t get hung up or held up in this col-

lection of Tea Party cases? 
A. Correct.340

Therefore, until at least through Hofacre’s tenure as Emerging 
Issues Coordinator, October 2010, and most likely until the July 
2011 BOLO change in which the reference to Tea Party was de-
leted, applications that raised political advocacy issues but that did 
not met the ‘‘Tea Party’’ criteria were sent to general inventory, as-
signed and worked. In contrast, applications that did meet the ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ criteria were systematically collected by the IRS and sub-
jected to a variety of delays and failed processing attempts. 
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5. The IRS Continued To Target the Tea Party After the Emerging 
Issue Tab Was Revised in July 2011 to Remove the Entry for the 
Tea Party 

In July 2011, at Lois Lerner’s direction, Cindy Thomas revised 
the Emerging Issues tab to remove the reference to the Tea Party 
and in its place, to add an entry for ‘‘Advocacy Orgs.’’ that were de-
scribed as ‘‘organizations involved with political, lobbying or advo-
cacy . . .’’ 341 Even after this change, Ronald Bell, the Emerging 
Issues Coordinator, continued to add Tea Party applications to his 
inventory of political advocacy applications if they merely contained 
the words ‘‘Tea Party’’ and otherwise exhibited no suggestion that 
the organization would engage in political advocacy. Bell explained 
this in the following exchange with Committee staff: 

Q. Okay. Do you recall seeing any groups that were affili-
ated with the Tea Party that didn’t have political activity? 

A. You mean did they check the box ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no?’ 
Q. No. In your evaluation of the application. 
A. We, in fact—in one exhibit, from the Exhibit 1 [Screening 

Workshop Notes—July 28, 2010], 342 it says to err to the con-
servative. So, if the Tea Parties—there was a question whether 
they were exempt or not. So, if I didn’t maybe see that, ‘‘vote 
for this candidate’’ or whatever, it still went in the inventory. 

Q. When you say ‘‘err to the conservative,’’ you mean for the 
screeners to err to the side of giving a case full development? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So is it accurate to say that after the BOLO 

change of July 2011, you still continued to pull all of the Tea 
Party cases that you saw into the full development Tea Party 
group?

A. Yes.343

As Bell confirmed, the July 2011 change to the Emerging Issue 
tab was no more than a triumph of form over substance. While it 
outwardly created the appearance that applicants were being eval-
uated on the content of their applications, in reality it did nothing 
to change the practice of systemically selecting Tea Party applica-
tions and subjecting them to heightened scrutiny and substantial 
processing delays based on the mere presence of the words ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ in their applications. This is further borne out by the fact 
that TIGTA, in its May 14, 2013 review of the IRS practices related 
to the processing of political advocacy applications, found that 100 
percent of all applications that contained the words ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/ 
12 Project,’’ and ‘‘Patriots’’ were selected for full development by 
the IRS, and consequently experienced significant processing 
delays.344

On January 25, 2012, Cindy Thomas and Steve Bowling removed 
the ‘‘Advocacy Orgs.’’ Entry from the Emerging Issues tab of the 
BOLO spreadsheet.345 In their place, Thomas and Bowling inserted 
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a new entry captioned ‘‘Current Political Issues’’ that Bowling de-
scribed as follows: ‘‘political action type organizations involved in 
limiting/expanding Government, educating on the Constitution and 
Bill of Rights, Social economic reform/movement.’’ 346 Ronald Bell 
explained that part of the motivation for this change was to iden-
tify the Tea Party without actually using the name ‘‘Tea Party.’’ 
Bell stated the following: 

Q. Were you guys just trying to get at Tea Party with the 
first, you know—because the Tea Party guys say they want to 
limit Government and that gets at the Tea Party while it also 
looks balanced because you also say ‘‘expanding Government?’’ 

A. Yeah. 

* * * * * * * 
Q. And the same thing on ‘‘educating on the Constitution 

and Bill of Rights,’’ that you mentioned the Tea Party and 9/ 
12, Patriots who that caught in that filter, right? 

A. Yeah . . . 347

Accordingly, even after the Emerging Issues tab was revised to 
remove direct reference to the Tea Party, the changes made to the 
Emerging Issues tab in January 2012 were designed to continue to 
target the Tea Party without mentioning it by name. 

The Tea Party applications continued to receive unwarranted 
scrutiny from the IRS even after the Emerging Issues tab was re-
vised again in June 2012. The revision redefined ‘‘Current Political 
Issues’’ as ‘‘501(c)(3), 501(c)(4), 501(c)(5) and 501(c)(6) organizations 
with indicators of significant amounts of political campaign 
intervention . . . .’’ In August 2013, Jack Koester, a screener in 
EO Determinations, told Committee staff he applied the revised 
BOLO criteria as follows: 

Q. If you saw—I am asking this currently, if today if a Tea 
Party case, a group—a case from a Tea Party group came in 
to your desk, you reviewed the file and there was no evidence 
of political activity, would you potentially approve that case? Is 
that something that you would do? 

A. At this point I would send it to secondary screening, polit-
ical advocacy. 

Q. So you would treat a Tea Party group as a political advo-
cacy case even if there was no evidence of political activity in 
the application. Is that right? 

A. Based on my current manager’s direction, uh huh.348

In sum, applications for tax-exempt status submitted by Tea 
Party and conservative organizations were treated very differently 
by the IRS than applications submitted by other groups, including 
those on the left. Beginning in early 2010, the IRS focused singular 
attention on Tea Party applications and selected several exemplars 
from among those applications to serve as ‘‘test cases.’’ The IRS’s 
exclusive focus on the Tea Party extended unbroken until the July 
2011 change from ‘‘Tea Party’’ to ‘‘Advocacy Org.’’ in the Emerging 
Issues tab of the BOLO list. Thus, until July 2011, the IRS grap-
pled with the issue of the permissible extent of political advocacy 
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for a section 501(c)(4) organization only within the context of the 
Tea Party’s political agenda. During that span of time, Tea Party 
applications were methodically and systematically culled from the 
application pool by IRS workers, subjected to a bizarre and dilatory 
development process, and eventually left to languish unattended 
for lengthy periods of time while the IRS bumbled its way through 
a variety of failed processing initiatives. 

In contrast, throughout the period culminating with the July 
2011 change to the Emerging Issues tab, applications received from 
other organizations, including those on the left that involved polit-
ical advocacy issues, were assigned, worked and resolved by IRS 
staff, and consequently suffered no untoward delays in their resolu-
tion. Even after the July 2011 change in the Emerging Issues tab 
as well as the subsequent changes in January and June of 2012, 
applications received from every Tea Party organization as well as 
every organization with a name that included ‘‘9/12 Project’’ or ‘‘Pa-
triots’’ automatically drew IRS attention and with it, the rigors of 
full development and its associated delays. This was true whether 
or not the organizations calling themselves ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/12 
Project’’ or ‘‘Patriots’’ indicated in their applications an intention to 
engage in political discourse. In this way, applications submitted by 
Tea Party organizations and other conservative groups were proc-
essed by the IRS in a fashion unlike any other applications. 

B. THE IRS DID NOT TARGET PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS

Throughout the Committee’s investigation, there have been 
claims by the Minority and by others that the IRS targeted pro-
gressive groups in the same manner as the Tea Party. This is sim-
ply not accurate. 

Our investigation revealed that there was no plan to systemically 
capture and delay left-leaning applications at the IRS, as there was 
for Tea Party and conservative applications. While it is true that 
some liberal groups got caught in the process, most of the groups 
that were harmed by the IRS were Tea Party and conservative 
groups, and those were the groups that endured the longest delays 
because they were the first to be set aside. 

In the Additional Democratic Staff Views, there are various 
claims in support of the flawed assertion that the IRS ‘‘targeted’’ 
left-leaning groups, too. Each is discussed below in turn.349

1. Democratic Allegation: ‘‘Progressive’’ Groups Were Targeted 
Because They Appeared on the BOLO Spreadsheet 

Response: The term ‘‘Progressive’’ was on a part of the 
BOLO spreadsheet that was not actively used by IRS employ-
ees who screened incoming applications, and did not result in 
any disparate treatment. 

The Minority correctly observes that certain terms identifying 
left-leaning organizations appeared on the BOLO spreadsheet from 
August 2010 through April 2013, including the term ‘‘Progressive.’’ 
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Indeed, during the three years that the BOLO spreadsheet was 
used, there were dozens of terms that appeared on the BOLO 
spreadsheet in some capacity—including other terms, besides the 
‘‘Tea Party’’ entry, that involved conservative organizations or con-
servative values. Merely appearing on the BOLO spreadsheet does 
not indicate that the IRS improperly targeted a particular organi-
zation; what matters is how IRS employees applied the BOLO cri-
teria to process applications. 

From August 2010 until May 2013, the BOLO spreadsheet was 
distributed to all EO Determinations employees, who used it as a 
reference tool when screening and reviewing applications for tax- 
exempt status. The BOLO spreadsheet was comprised of five 
‘‘tabs’’: 350

Tab Name Tab Characteristics/Purpose 

Emerging Issues ............................. • Groups of applications for which there is no established case law or precedent 
• Issues arising from significant current events (excluding disaster relief organiza-

tions)
• Issues arising from changes to tax law or other significant world events 

Watch List ....................................... • Applications have not yet been received 
• Issues were the result of significant changes in tax law or world events and would 

require ‘‘special handling’’ by the IRS when received. 
TAG (also referred to as Potential 

Abusive).
• Abusive tax avoidance transactions including abusive promoters and fake deter-

mination letters 
• Activities that were fraudulent in nature including: applications that materially 

misrepresented operations or finances, activities conducted contrary to tax law (e.g. 
Foreign Conduits) 

• Applicants with potential terrorist connections 
TAG Historical (also referred to as 

Potential Abusive Historical).
• TAG issues that were no longer encountered, but that were of historical significance 

Coordinated Processing .................. • Multiple applications grouped together to ensure uniform processing 
• Existing precedent or guidance does not exist 

While some terms discussed below that describe left-leaning or-
ganizations did appear on the BOLO spreadsheet, it is clear that 
these BOLO entries did not result in the same treatment as the 
‘‘Tea Party’’ BOLO entry, which appeared on the Emerging Issues 
tab of the BOLO spreadsheet. 

From 2010 through 2013, there was an entry for ‘‘Progressive’’ 
organizations on the TAG Historical tab of the BOLO spreadsheet. 
As Cindy Thomas explained, the entries on this part of the spread-
sheet were there because ‘‘there were no current cases that they 
had seen, but they—we didn’t want to lose track of it, and that’s 
why it stayed on the Historical tab.’’ 351

It is unclear when, if ever, the ‘‘Progressive’’ entry was ever rel-
evant. Indeed, no employee interviewed by Committee staff knew 
when, or why, the term was added to the TAG Historical tab. The 
manager of employees who screened all incoming cases, John 
Shafer, did not recall receiving any ‘‘progressive’’ applications dur-
ing the last 10 years: 

Q. Now, do you recall seeing any—during the time, and I’m 
talking about the whole time that you were the screening man-
ager, all the way back to 10 years, I guess, to 2003, do you re-
call any cases that came in that met this criteria of progres-
sive?
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A. Not to my knowledge. You said this was TAG History? 
Q. It was—the tab in the Excel document is called TAG His-

torical.
A. Okay. 
Q. So do you recall any progressive cases that were sent to 

Washington for processing? 
A. I do not.352

Shafer’s testimony is consistent with other IRS employees who do 
not remember reviewing any ‘‘Progressive’’ applications in EO De-
terminations after 2006 353 or in EO Technical, in Washington, 
D.C., after 2007.354

Hofacre further explained that the TAG Historical tab of the 
BOLO spreadsheet was not relied on by EO Determinations em-
ployees:

Q. Okay. Would the EO [Determinations] agents need to 
know this information [in the TAG Historical Tab] in order to 
do their job? 
A. Based on my opinion, no.355

Other employees also confirmed that they did not refer to the 
TAG Historical tab when reviewing incoming applications; instead, 
they focused on the Emerging Issues tab.356 Thus, the entry for 
‘‘Progressive’’ applications did not affect how the IRS screened in-
coming applications for tax-exempt status during the period cov-
ered by the Committee’s investigation. 

2. Democratic Allegation: Groups affiliated with association of 
Community Organizations for Reform Now (acorn) were targeted 
because they appeared on the bolo spreadsheet and were subse-
quently inappropriately scrutinized 

Response: The IRS had legitimate cause to look for incom-
ing cases from ACORN-related organizations following the dis-
solution of ACORN amidst widespread concern about criminal 
activity, and the BOLO spreadsheet was not used inappropri-
ately to screen these groups. 

From August 2010 until the beginning of January 2012, the 
BOLO spreadsheet contained an entry for ‘‘ACORN Successors.’’ 
This entry appeared on the Watch List tab of the BOLO, which 
was used to mark issues that had not yet come before the IRS, but 
would require special handling if and when they arose.357 The
ACORN entry would only be placed on this part of the BOLO 
spreadsheet if the IRS was not actively receiving applications that 
met this criteria. 

In fact, the IRS had good reason to look for incoming applications 
from ACORN-related groups. As the Minority acknowledges, 
ACORN purportedly disbanded in 2010 after accusations of fraud, 
embezzlement and mismanagement—all issues that would directly 
affect an organization’s ability to maintain or attain tax-exempt 
status. In July 2009, the Ranking Member of the House OGR Com-
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mittee issued a report entitled ‘‘Is ACORN Intentionally Structured 
as a Criminal Enterprise?’’ 358 This report, which was provided to 
the IRS,359 raised many allegations regarding the operation of 
ACORN and its affiliates. Included among those allegations were 
the following: ACORN failed to report an embezzlement of nearly 
$1 million, covered up the crime for more than 8 years, and used 
charitable contributions to recover the losses due to the embezzle-
ment; it comingled accounts of its federally funded affiliates with 
its politically active affiliates and then used those funds to engage 
in partisan political activities; it conducted voter registration drives 
that routinely produced fraudulent registrations; and ACORN ille-
gally plundered employee benefits and relieved corporate debts 
through prohibited loans.360

In February 2010, Minority staff of the House OGR Committee 
issued a second report on ACORN entitled ‘‘Follow the Money: 
ACORN, SEIU and their Political Allies.’’ 361 Included in this report 
were a number of new findings that shed light on ACORN’s oper-
ations including the following: there was no distinction between 
ACORN and its affiliates making it impossible to consider them as 
separate organizations; ACORN and its affiliates used coercion and 
threats of litigation to extract concessions, loans and funds from 
sources; and ACORN controlled the Service Employees Inter-
national Union (SEIU), received money from it and used its em-
ployees to advance ACORN’s organizing and partisan political 
goals. Lois Lerner, Robert Choi, Holly Paz and others received a 
copy of this report on February 19, 2010.362

These accusations, together with those from other Congressional 
sources, were serious enough to prompt the IRS to establish its 
own research team in November 2009 to look into ACORN’s activi-
ties.363 The IRS research team completed its review in April 2010, 
finding evidence that: ACORN had covered up an embezzlement 
committed by a board member; ACORN employees worked for mul-
tiple affiliates and staff and members served on the Board of Direc-
tors, thereby creating potential conflicts of interest; affiliates im-
properly transferred money among themselves; ACORN and its af-
filiates failed to properly document financial transactions; and 
ACORN may have improperly used donations as well as employee 
pension and health care benefit funds. The research team con-
cluded that these findings, together with ACORN’s apparent loose 
governance and a lack of respect for the corporate structure, war-
ranted that the IRS take a closer look into the financial practices 
of ACORN and its affiliates.364

Around that same time, OGR Minority staff issued a third report 
on ACORN entitled ‘‘ACORN Political Machine Tries to Reinvent 
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Itself.’’ 365 The report outlined how stories in the press that 
ACORN was disbanding were greatly exaggerated. In fact, many of 
the ACORN affiliates were simply changing their names so as to 
remove any reference to ACORN, or re-incorporating as new enti-
ties under new names, but maintaining the same boards, staff and 
Employer Identification Numbers as former ACORN affiliates. The 
report indicated that this ‘‘rebranding’’ activity was being orches-
trated by the parent ACORN organization and its national senior 
leadership.366 This report was provided to the IRS on June 3, 
2010.367

Even before OGR Minority staff provided a copy of its report to 
the IRS in June 2010, several news stories and other reports began 
to surface about ACORN’s attempts to rebrand itself.368 These
news stories most likely contributed to the IRS’s awareness that 
some local ACORN groups were attempting to reorganize and re-
gain tax-exempt status under other names that did not reference 
ACORN. These groups often had close ties to former or current 
ACORN organizations. Steven Grodnitzky found that in the case of 
one applicant, the Ballot Initiative Group of Missouri, ‘‘ACORN is 
a member of the organization, contributes money, appoints a mem-
ber of the board, and the principal was a high ranking official with 
ACORN in the Midwest.’’ 369

Indeed, the BOLO spreadsheet entry for ‘‘ACORN Successors’’ in-
dicates that the IRS was concerned with precisely those types of 
issues:

Local chapters of the former ACORN organization have 
reformed under new names and are requesting exemption 
under section 501(c)(3). Succession indicators include 
ACORN and Communities for Change in the name and/or 
throughout the application.370

Thus, the issue with ACORN applications wasn’t necessarily the 
existence or amount of political activity, but rather whether these 
applicants were affiliated with a former non-profit organization 
that was found to have engaged in criminal wrongdoing. 

IRS employees interviewed by Committee staff recalled seeing a 
few incoming applications from ACORN-related groups. As Hofacre 
explained, those applications were processed using normal IRS pro-
cedures and were not subject to the specialized process or scrutiny 
that the Tea Party cases received: 

Q. And were the ACORN type cases treated the same as the 
Tea Party cases? In other words, did they go to a group and 
then

A. Based on my recollection, no. 
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Q. Did they go into general inventory or they go to the 
TAG—I guess they went to the TAG Group, right? 

A. Based on my recollection, no, they were just in general in-
ventory. I mean, some may have made it to that, but based on 
my job as a reviewer right now, a lot of times they are just 
sent to whoever gets them. 

Q. Okay. And regarding the development of those cases, if 
you know this, and I don’t know if you are competent to say 
if you know, in those particular ACORN cases, were develop-
ment letters created? 

A. Yes, they were. 
Q. Do you know if they were sent to EO Technical for a re-

view out of the same coordinated effort that was engaged in 
with the Tea Party cases? 

A. Based on—I only reviewed a couple of them. And there 
was no processing like that.371

Although some ACORN-related organizations did receive height-
ened scrutiny from the IRS, they were not targeted for their polit-
ical beliefs and their treatment was in no way comparable to Tea 
Party and conservative organizations. 

3. Democratic Allegation: The IRS targeted groups affiliated 
with ‘‘Occupy Wall Street,’’ through a standalone BOLO entry 
and also by expanding the BOLO entry for political advocacy 
groups to capture occupy groups that might submit applications 

Response: Although these changes to the BOLO were mis-
guided, they alerted the IRS to only two applications submitted 
by organizations affiliated with the ‘‘Occupy’’ movement. Those 
applications were promptly sent to the ‘‘bucketing’’ process for 
evaluation and there are no indications that the affected 
groups suffered harm. 

The January 25, 2012 BOLO spreadsheet included two entries 
related to the Occupy Wall Street movement. The first reference to 
Occupy organizations appeared in the entry for ‘‘current political 
issues’’ on the Emerging Issues tab of the BOLO spreadsheet: 

Issue: Current Political Issues 
Issue Description: Political action type organizations in-

volved in limiting/expanding government, educating on the 
constitution and bill of rights, $ocial economic reform/move-
ment. Note: typical advocacy type issues that are currently 
listed on the Case Assignment Guide (CAG) do not meet these 
criteria unless they are also involved in activities described 
above.

Disposition of Emerging Issue: Forward to Group 7822. 
Stephen Seok is the coordinator.372

As explained more fully in Section VI(B)(5) of the Bipartisan In-
vestigative Report, this change occurred after Paz, Thomas, and 
other managers expressed concern that the previous BOLO entry 
was overly broad. In response to this concern, Steve Bowling origi-
nally suggested modifying the BOLO to once again reference ‘‘Tea 
Party’’ organizations; but his manager Thomas informed him that 
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Lerner had discontinued this practice. To capture the same organi-
zations without using the words ‘‘Tea Party,’’ Bowling drafted new 
criteria that described views of the Tea Party organizations: lim-
iting the government, and educating on the constitution and bill of 
rights.373

A secondary aim of Bowling was also to capture any applications 
that might be submitted by groups affiliated with Occupy Wall 
Street. To achieve this goal, he inserted the phrase ‘‘$ocial eco-
nomic reform/movement,’’ which was ‘‘code’’ for the Occupy organi-
zations.374 Bowling believed that this phrase would also apply to 
other groups besides Occupy that may present themselves in the 
future and would advocate for similar positions.375

Bowling also created a separate BOLO entry, titled ‘‘ ‘Occupy’ Or-
ganizations,’’ that applied more narrowly to organizations affiliated 
with the Occupy Wall Street movement. Like the ‘‘ACORN Succes-
sors’’ entry, the ‘‘ ‘Occupy’ Organizations’’ entry appeared on the 
Watch List tab of the BOLO spreadsheet, which indicates that the 
IRS had not yet received any applications meeting this criteria. 
The ‘‘ ‘Occupy’ Organizations’’ entry appeared only on the January 
2012 version of the BOLO spreadsheet. 

It is without doubt that Bowling’s revisions to the BOLO spread-
sheet were misguided. Indeed, as noted in Section VII(B) of the Bi-
partisan Investigative Report, Bowling had already committed sev-
eral substantial errors that resulted in applications from Tea Party 
and conservative organizations being neglected for more than a 
year. As noted in Section VII(F) of the Bipartisan Investigative Re-
port, Bowling also mismanaged the Advocacy Team in early 2012, 
thereby allowing it to issue burdensome and improper development 
letters that predictably resulted in an uproar in the media and in 
Congress.

Unlike some previous changes to the BOLO spreadsheet, the 
changes made by Bowling in January 2012 were not approved by 
Paz, Lerner, or any upper-level EO managers. When Paz and 
Lerner became aware of the changes in May 2012, they quickly or-
dered that the BOLO criteria be changed and removed all ref-
erences to ‘‘Occupy,’’ including the ‘‘code’’ reference, and instead use 
neutral language that would apply to all political advocacy organi-
zations.376

The Minority correctly states that in May 2012, the IRS received 
two applications from organizations that the IRS deemed to be part 
of the Occupy movement (although neither group had the word 
‘‘Occupy’’ in its name).377 EO Determinations employees decided 
that these applications met the criteria for the ‘‘ ‘Occupy’ Organiza-
tions’’ Watch List BOLO entry, and sent them directly to the 
bucketing process, where they were evaluated along with applica-
tions from other political advocacy groups.378 The Minority does not 
allege that the two ‘‘Occupy’’ groups were harmed by the IRS. 
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Meanwhile, Majority staff analysis reveals that during that six- 
month period when the references to ‘‘Occupy’’ appeared on the 
BOLO, IRS employees used the same BOLO criteria to ‘‘centralize’’ 
46 applications from Tea Party or conservative groups. A number 
of those 46 applications were still pending resolution as of Sep-
tember 2014, more than two years later. 

4. Democratic Allegation: In 2008, An EO Determinations man-
ager instructed employees to be on the lookout for applicants 
with the word ‘‘emerge’’ in their names. it took 3 years for the 
IRS to come to a conclusion on some of the emerge cases 

Response: The IRS approved a number of Emerge applica-
tions before realizing that these organizations, which were 
state chapters of the same organization, were recruiting and 
training Democratic Party candidates. The IRS subsequently 
determined that these activities conferred a private benefit on 
the Democratic Party and, thus, were not permissible activities 
for a 501(c)(4) organization. When the IRS learned about these 
activities, it decided to revoke tax-exempt status from the orga-
nizations that had been approved and deny tax-exempt status 
for pending applications. The IRS’s ultimate disposition was 
delayed by several factors, including ongoing litigation. 

In support of this claim, the Minority cites an email conversation 
dated September 8, 2008, which discusses several applications sub-
mitted by Emerge affiliates.379 In the initial email, an employee 
noted that a total of eight Emerge organizations, each representing 
a different state, had filed applications and that the IRS could 
therefore expect more applications from affiliates in other states. 
The employee then noted that ‘‘[t]he purpose of the organizations 
appear [sic] to be similar—train ‘Democratic’ party candidates in 
areas such as campaigning, fundraising, public speaking, press re-
lations, and leadership skills.’’ Continuing, the employee noted that 
‘‘[b]ecause of the partisan nature of the cases’’ further guidance is 
pending. In the meantime, the employee recommended that all in-
coming applications from Emerge affiliates be handled in accord-
ance with section 7.20.5 of the Internal Revenue Manual (IRM). 

The referenced IRM section specifies certain types of cases that 
should be sent to the Quality Assurance division for further review, 
including:

Applications that present sensitive political issues, including 
the following types of activities: 

• Voter registration 
• Inaugural and convention host committees 
• Post-election transition teams (to assist the elected of-

ficial prior to officially assuming the elected position) 
• Voter guides 
• Voter polling 
• Voter education 
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• Other activities that may appear to support or oppose 
candidates for public office.380

Based on information about previous Emerge organizations cited 
in the September 8, 2008 email, the IRS’s decision to invoke this 
provision in the IRM seems reasonable. It was made based on ac-
tual knowledge of the organization’s activities, which had been self- 
reported to the IRS and suggested the possibility of private benefit. 
This lies in stark contrast to the IRS’s decision to set aside Tea 
Party applications in early 2010, which was based on very little in-
formation about the actual or planned activities of the organiza-
tions.

Finally, the Minority notes that some of the Emerge applicants 
waited three years to get a final determination (although others 
were approved very quickly by the initial screeners). As explained 
by several IRS employees, the issue presented by Emerge organiza-
tions was not the presence or amount of political campaign inter-
vention, but rather the inurement of private benefit—which is a 
distinct legal issue.381 As the Minority notes, the IRS was also 
waiting for the courts to resolve a ‘‘similar issue’’ that was being 
litigated.382 This required the IRS to coordinate the review of 
Emerge applications with the Chief Counsel Office, as Judith 
Kindell explained: 

I believe [EO] coordinated [the Emerge applications] 
with Counsel and that we ultimately denied the cases, that 
there had been some that had been approved so we had 
centralized the ones that we were aware of and worked 
them together. We developed them. They were fairly simi-
lar so that once we had developed them we were able to 
apply it across the board because they basically had, they 
were basically doing the same thing. 

. . . We were aware of some that had been approved 
prior to us noticing the issue, and there was at least one 
that even after we had noticed the issue and told Cin-
cinnati that we needed to bring them all in and work them 
together there was at least one that was approved on 
screening at the same time that we were developing the 
denials.383

The Emerge applications were all eventually denied when the 
IRS concluded that the organizations ‘‘were providing private ben-
efit to the Democratic party.’’ 384 The disposition of these applica-
tions supports the IRS’s measured approach in developing the ap-
plications and waiting until the legal issues had been resolved be-
fore taking the consequential action of denying tax-exempt status. 
Clearly, the type of activities performed by the Emerge organiza-
tions was very different from those of most Tea Party groups, 
which were concerned chiefly with issue advocacy—an activity that 
is permissible under tax law for 501(c)(4) organizations. 
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5. Democratic Allegation: TIGTA’s Audit, Which Culminated in 
Its Report Dated May 14, 2013, Established That IRS Employees 
Did Not Allow Their Own Political Beliefs To Influence The Man-
ner in Which They Processed Tea Party Applications 

Response: Minority staff has sought to advance the propo-
sition that TIGTA made a finding, based on its audit work, 
that the actions of IRS employees were not politically moti-
vated. Contrary to the assertions of the Minority staff, TIGTA 
made no ‘‘findings’’ regarding the absence of political motiva-
tion, but rather merely concluded, based on statements col-
lected from IRS employees including Lois Lerner, that there 
was no evidence that political motivation influenced official ac-
tion. With regard to the issue of the existence of political influ-
ences within the IRS, TIGTA arrived at its conclusion without 
the benefit of a record as substantial as the record developed 
by Majority staff investigators. In contrast to the self-serving 
statements relied upon by TIGTA, Majority staff investigators 
uncovered a compelling trail of evidence that demonstrates 
that Lois Lerner’s political views affected not only the perform-
ance of her duties, but also shaped the way the IRS treated 
conservative tax-exempt organizations. 

Shortly after the release of TIGTA’s May 14, 2013 audit report, 
the Senate Finance Committee convened a hearing to further probe 
into the IRS’s use of inappropriate criteria to process applications 
for tax-exempt status. During the course of that hearing, the fol-
lowing exchange occurred between Senator Crapo and Inspector 
General George.385

Mr. Crapo: You know, there’s been a lot of discussion about 
who knew what and when they knew it. And, one of the big 
questions I have—this is probably for you, Mr. George—is it 
seems that there is an argument being made that there was 
no political motivation in these actions. 

Is that a conclusion that you have reached? 
Mr. George: In the review that we conducted thus far, Sen-

ator, that is the conclusion that we have reached. 
Mr. Crapo: And how do you reach that kind of conclusion? 
Mr. George: In this instance, it was as a result of the inter-

views that were conducted of the people who were most di-
rectly involved in the overall matter. 

And so you take it one step by another and we directly in-
quired as to whether or not there was direction from people in 
Washington beyond those who were directly related to the de-
terminations unit. And their indications to us—now I have to 
note that this was not done under oath, this was again an 
audit and not an investigation—but they did indicate to us 
they did not receive direction from people beyond the IRS. 

Mr. Crapo: When you say people beyond the IRS, that could 
be anyone up the chain of the IRS? 
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Mr. George: In theory it could be, but we have no evidence 
thus far that it was beyond the people in the determinations 
unit.

Mr. Crapo: So, in other words, you have simply the 
statement of those engaging in the conduct saying they 
were not politically motivated? 

Mr. George: That is correct, sir. 
Mr. Crapo: And based on that, and statements not 

under oath, you reached the conclusion that there was 
no political motivation? Now, have you reached the con-
clusion that there was none or that you haven’t found 
it?

Mr. George: It’s the latter, that we have not found any, 
sir.386

At a later point in the hearing, Inspector General George had a 
further opportunity to clarify that TIGTA made no findings regard-
ing the absence of political motivation. The following colloquy be-
tween Senator Portman and Inspector General George reinforces 
this very significant point. 

Mr. Portman: So, on page seven of your report, you stated 
that Mr. Miller and subordinate employees, quote ‘‘stated that 
the inappropriate criteria was not influenced by any individual 
or organization outside of the IRS.’’ That’s on page seven of 
your report. And that’s been used by the administration to say 
that there was no—no influence. 

Let me be clear. Is that a finding of your report? Or 
is that simply a restatement of what IRS employees told 
you?

Mr. George: It is a restatement of the information that 
we received from IRS employees, Senator.387

Accordingly, TIGTA made no findings regarding the absence of 
political influence in the processing of applications for tax-exempt 
status. Rather, it simply concluded that no evidence of such influ-
ence existed in the self-serving statements that it collected from 
the very employees responsible for the processing of those applica-
tions.

Regarding the existence of Lois Lerner’s political bias, and how 
that bias affected the performance of official duties, it is important 
to point out that TIGTA’s audit work, which took nearly a year to 
complete, involved a review of a fairly confined number of emails 
(5,500) from within the IRS. It is without doubt that TIGTA should 
be commended on the quality and completeness of its audit into the 
IRS’s processing of applications for tax-exempt status. However, in 
contrast, and building on the excellent work TIGTA had already 
performed, Majority staff spent more than two years conducting its 
own investigation into the matter, including examining the issue of 
possible political motivation by IRS employees. During the course 
of that investigation, Majority staff reviewed a substantially larger 
universe of documents (1,500,000 pages) from numerous sources in-
cluding some outside of the IRS, documents that TIGTA auditors 
never saw. Unlike TIGTA, Majority staff interviewed former IRS 
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officials who had occupied high-level IRS management positions in-
cluding a former IRS Commissioner, as well as officials from the 
Treasury Department. Based upon disturbing information uncov-
ered during the course of its more exhaustive investigation, Major-
ity staff devoted particular emphasis to establishing the actions 
and the motivations of Lois Lerner, significantly eclipsing any simi-
lar effort by TIGTA. As a consequence, the Majority staff was able 
to uncover substantial evidence that Lerner’s political biases influ-
enced the manner in which the EO Division interacted with tax- 
exempt organizations, evidence that TIGTA did not find. 

VI. TEA PARTY ORGANIZATIONS WERE HARMED BY IRS 
TARGETING

The Tea Party groups that were scrutinized by theIRS were generally small and were 
harmed significantly more than progressive organizations. The committee highlights 
four examples of groups that were harmed by the IRS targeting.

A. THE TEA PARTY AND RELATED CONSERVATIVE GROUPS WHOSE
APPLICATIONS WERE CENTRALIZED AND DELAYED WERE GEN-
ERALLY SMALL ORGANIZATIONS

Starting in 2009, Tea Party groups began to organize in virtually 
all parts of the country.388 The Tea Party movement is a grassroots 
movement of both local and national groups.389 There is no central 
organization that controls the various Tea Parties.390 While each 
Tea Party organization exercises autonomy in deciding the subjects 
that it will advance, most Tea Party organizations share certain 
core beliefs, such as the elimination of excessive taxes, ending the 
national debt, reducing the size of government, and terminating 
deficit spending.391

As part of its investigation, Majority Committee staff spoke to a 
number of individuals who organized various Tea Parties that ap-
plied for tax exemption and whose applications were delayed by the 
IRS. All of these individuals shared the same abiding sense of pur-
pose: that the United States needs to be placed on a course to en-
sure a fiscally responsible government that taxes with restraint 
and spends within its means. 

The political left has sought to depict all Tea Party groups as 
well-funded organizations patronized by wealthy, anonymous do-
nors.392 In actuality, a vast majority of Tea Parties and related 
conservative organizations that sought tax-exempt status from the 
IRS during the period 2010 to 2013 were small operations. Majority 
staff reviewed a random sample of 40 applications submitted for 
exemption under 501(c)(4) by organizations with ‘‘Tea Party,’’ ‘‘9/ 
12,’’ or ‘‘Patriots’’ in their names. Our review of these 40 sample 
organizations revealed very limited funding:393
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SFC MAJORITY STAFF SAMPLE OF 40 RANDOMLY SELECTED TEA PARTY ORGANIZATIONS THAT 
FILED FOR TAX-EXEMPT STATUS BETWEEN 2010 AND 2013 

Average annual revenue ............................................................................................................. $21,329 
Median annual revenue .............................................................................................................. $9,755 

Indeed, one organization’s annual revenue was a mere $1,500. 
This data confirms that Tea Party and related conservative groups 
that applied to the IRS between 2010 and 2013 for tax-exempt sta-
tus were predominantly low budget operations, created by people 
with a deep sense of conviction that government growth, spending, 
and taxation need to be checked in order to make, and keep, Amer-
ica strong. 

B. TEA PARTY ORGANIZATIONS SUFFERED FAR GREATER HARM THAN
PROGRESSIVE APPLICANTS

The Minority has asserted that left-leaning political advocacy 
groups that applied for exemption under 501(c)(4) experienced 
delays at the hands of the IRS just as the Tea Party and other con-
servative groups did. While some left-leaning groups may have en-
countered delays in receiving decisions on their applications for ex-
emption, it is clear that the majority of applications that were de-
layed by the IRS were submitted by Tea Parties and other right- 
leaning groups. Based on information provided to the Committee by 
the IRS, 547 applications for exemption involving potential political 
activity were identified by the IRS during the time period 2010 
through 2014.394 The IRS ‘‘centralized’’ the 547 applications by 
sending them, at various points in time, to the Emerging Issues 
Group in EO Determinations for development and decision. Of 
those 547 applications, analysis by the Majority Staff shows that 
359 were received from Tea Party or other conservative groups. 
This represents 65.63% of all applications presenting potential po-
litical advocacy issues. The remaining applications were almost 
equally divided between liberal organizations (19.20%) and non- 
aligned organizations that do not appear to be either right or left- 
leaning (15.17%). 
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Moreover, Tea Party and other conservative groups whose appli-
cations were centralized waited longer, on average, for a decision 
on their applications for tax-exempt status. These groups, in total, 
waited 621 years for the IRS to make a decision on their applica-
tions for tax exempt status. In contrast, left leaning groups waited 
a combined total of 152 years and non-aligned groups waited 119 
years. In addition, Tea Party and other conservative groups waited 
nearly 100 days longer than left-leaning and non-aligned groups to 
receive decisions on their applications for tax-exempt status. 

Tea Party and conservative organizations were ‘‘centralized’’ be-
ginning in February 2010, when Jack Koester first noticed an ap-
plication from the Albuquerque Tea Party. In October 2010, some 
two months after issuance of the first BOLO spreadsheet con-
taining an entry for ‘‘local organizations in the Tea Party move-
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ment,’’ there were 40 applications involving political advocacy 
awaiting decision in EO Determinations.395 Every one of those ap-
plications (100 percent) was from a Tea Party or a related conserv-
ative organization.396 Left-leaning groups were not captured by the 
BOLO Emerging Issues criteria until later—mostly in 2012 and 
2013—and as a result, their applications were not delayed as long. 
By the time that the IRS began issuing decisions on political advo-
cacy applications in June 2012, some of the Tea Party and other 
conservative groups had already been waiting nearly two and a 
half years. As shown in the succeeding chart, by January of 2012, 
the IRS had centralized 236 applications from Tea Party and other 
conservative organizations. In contrast, only 38 applications from 
left-leaning groups had been centralized by that time. Indeed, by 
January 2012, the IRS had centralized the same number of appli-
cations from non-aligned groups (38) than from left-leaning groups. 

Furthermore, the lengthy application process, coupled with bur-
densome requests for information, caused some conservative appli-
cants like American Junto to stop pursuing tax-exempt status. 
Data produced by the IRS confirms that substantially more Tea 
Party and conservative organizations than left-leaning groups with-
drew their applications for tax-exempt status, or ceased responding 
to burdensome IRS requests, which resulted in the IRS closing 
their applications for ‘‘failure to establish.’’ Between 2010 and 
2014, 104 organizations withdrew their applications after being 
‘‘centralized.’’ 397 Majority staff analysis revealed that of the groups 
that withdrew or that had their applications closed for FTE, 77 
were Tea Party or conservative, while only 15 were liberal or pro-
gressive. The remaining 12 had no political affiliation. Thus, for 
every liberal group whose application was either withdrawn or 
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closed for FTE, over 5 conservative groups suffered the same fate 
in their quest for tax-exempt status. 

All of the above data confirm that Tea Party and conservative or-
ganizations waited longer and were more severely harmed than 
left-leaning groups. 

C. TEA PARTY GROUPS SUFFERED SUBSTANTIAL HARM AS A RESULT
OF IRS DELAYS

Majority Committee staff interviewed principals from a number 
of Tea Party and related conservative organizations whose applica-
tions for exemption were, and in some cases continue to be, de-
layed. These individuals all recounted similar stories of long delays, 
intrusive inquiries bordering on the Orwellian, and of adverse im-
pact on the operations of their organizations. Recounted below are 
several representative stories told to Majority staff by these con-
servative groups. 

1. The Albuquerque Tea Party 

The Albuquerque Tea Party first filed its application for exemp-
tion under 501(c)(4) in December 2009. EO Determinations re-
ceived the application on January 4, 2010.398 In its application, the 
Albuquerque Tea Party indicated that it intended to: sponsor edu-
cational forums informing attendees about current political issues 
(40 percent of the organizations’ activities); provide advocacy train-
ing to empower people to become more active in the political proc-
ess (30–40 percent of its activities); hold candidate forums allowing 
non-partisan access to candidates for public office (20 percent of its 
activities); and organize event rallies that are non-partisan gath-
erings open to the general public for the purpose of educating and 
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motivating (10 percent of its activities).399 Question 15 of the appli-
cation asks if the organization has spent, or intends to spend, 
funds attempting to influence the selection, nomination, election, or 
appointment of any person to public office or to office in a political 
organization. In response, the Albuquerque Tea Party stated that 
while no monies had yet been spent on these activities, that ap-
proximately 20 percent of its budget would be set aside for such 
purposes.400

On February 25, 2010, Jack Koester, a screener in EO Deter-
minations, flagged this application as a possible ‘‘high-profile’’ case 
because of media attention surrounding the Tea Party.401 Koester’s
managers agreed with his assessment and eventually, the applica-
tion was sent to EO Technical and assigned to Carter (Chip) Hull 
to work as one of the two Tea Party ‘‘test cases.’’ 402 Hull sent the 
organization a development letter in April 2010. Included among 
the questions in Hull’s development letter was a query asking the 
Albuquerque Tea Party to describe its connection to ‘‘Marianne 
Chiffelle’s Breakfasts,’’ a breakfast gathering of the Bernalillo 
County Republican Party organized by Marianne Chiffelle, a then- 
83 year old great-grandmother.403 Rick Harbaugh, the President of 
the Albuquerque Tea Party, told Majority staff that he found Hull’s 
question about ‘‘Marianne Chiffelle’s Breakfasts’’ to be peculiar, as 
Chiffelle simply hosted a breakfast club and offered a prayer before 
each breakfast. After the IRS granted a brief extension of time to 
respond, the Albuquerque Tea Party sent the IRS a reply in June 
2010.

Thereafter, the Albuquerque Tea Party heard nothing from the 
IRS for nearly a year and a half, when in November 2011, it re-
ceived a second development letter from Tax Law Specialist Hillary 
Goehausen. Goehausen’s development letter asked for substantially 
more information than Hull’s had, such as copies of every news-
letter and publication of the Albuquerque Tea Party. Harbaugh 
stated that he considered Goehausen’s development letter of No-
vember 2011 to be intrusive and burdensome. The Albuquerque 
Tea Party sent its response to the IRS in January 2012. Having 
heard nothing from the IRS for more than a year, in March 2013, 
the Albuquerque Tea Party retained counsel who made inquiry as 
to the status of its application. Goehausen replied by stating that 
she had prepared a recommended determination but that she could 
not disclose it to the Albuquerque Tea Party and that it was pend-
ing with her reviewer. Since April 2013, the Albuquerque Tea 
Party has not heard anything more from the IRS regarding the sta-
tus of its application.404

Harbaugh spoke to Majority staff in February 2014. He stated 
that it was difficult for him to understand why his organization 
was still awaiting a decision on its application after 50 months, 
while the Barack H. Obama Foundation, a charitable organization 
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operated by President Obama’s brother, received its approval to op-
erate as a 501(c)(3) from Lois Lerner within a month after it filed 
its application.405 Harbaugh indicated that the Albuquerque Tea 
Party had never endorsed a political candidate, but rather has ex-
pended most of its effort in advocating for small government. 
Harbaugh also expressed concern about whether he had become a 
personal target for the IRS and other government agencies as a re-
sult of his Tea Party activities, as he was audited by the IRS in 
2010 and 2011 and was approached by the U.S. Census Bureau on 
two occasions during that time and asked to answer ‘‘supplemental 
questions.’’

Harbaugh indicated that his ordeal in attempting to secure tax- 
exempt status from the IRS has negatively affected the operation 
of the Albuquerque Tea Party. He stated that the absence of a de-
termination letter from the IRS approving tax-exempt status af-
fects the willingness of donors to make contributions. He expressed 
his belief that donors are less inclined to make donations to an en-
tity whose tax-exempt status has not yet been confirmed by the 
IRS. He also indicated that the lack of a determination letter nega-
tively impacts his ability to secure affiliations from other groups, 
as people are afraid that they may also be ‘‘oppressed’’ by the IRS 
if they lend their name to the Albuquerque Tea Party. Lastly, 
Harbaugh told Majority staff that the absence of a determination 
letter has caused him to operate very cautiously from a fiscal per-
spective, as he must keep a portion of the group’s revenue on hand 
in the event of an adverse determination by the IRS, as such a de-
termination would result in a retroactive tax liability. This factor 
has prevented the Albuquerque Tea Party from engaging in the full 
range of activities that it would otherwise have undertaken. As of 
April 2015, the Albuquerque Tea Party was still waiting for a de-
termination from the IRS, more than five years after they applied 
for tax-exempt status. 

2. American Junto 

In 2008, American Junto was formed by Chris Littleton, a self- 
described conservative, and several of his friends who had become 
increasingly concerned with the direction the country was taking, 
and with the sense that a growing number of Americans were los-
ing faith in the political process. They wanted to do something to 
help others restore that lost faith. This motivated Littleton and his 
friends to create American Junto, an organization named after 
meetings that Benjamin Franklin hosted in his home to discuss 
issues of the day. American Junto was never intended to be an ad-
vocacy organization or to engage in political campaign intervention, 
and in fact, did not engage in these activities. Littleton’s plan was 
to make American Junto a non-profit, community-centered, edu-
cation organization that would provide scholarships and host edu-
cational events aimed at encouraging people to involve themselves 
in the political process. 
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In 2009, Littleton decided that American Junto would best be 
able to accomplish its goal of encouraging citizen participation in 
the political process by becoming a charitable organization under 
501(c)(3). As a 501(c)(3) organization, donations made to American 
Junto would be tax-deductible. Littleton, without legal assistance, 
prepared an application for tax-exempt status under 501(c)(3), and 
submitted it to the IRS in or about February 2010. Thereafter, 
Littleton incorporated American Junto, opened a bank account for 
it and began operating American Junto like a 501(c)(3) organiza-
tion. American Junto sponsored a conference that dealt with liberty 
issues, hosted a conference on climate change, and raised hundreds 
of dollars for scholarships. 

American Junto received a development letter from Carter Hull 
in July 2010. The letter inquired about American Junto’s connec-
tion to the Tea Party, as well as to Ohio Liberty Council, a 
501(c)(4) organization that Littleton had recently formed to take 
positions on political issues. Littleton felt that the questions asked 
by Hull were invasive and that the time and effort required to re-
spond to the letter would be substantial. Nevertheless, he an-
swered the development letter since he understood that American 
Junto’s ability to raise funds through sustained donations was di-
rectly linked to its receiving approval from the IRS to operate as 
a 501(c)(3) organization. Sometime after responding to the develop-
ment letter, one of the co-founders of American Junto called Hull 
to inquire as to the status of the application. The call to Hull was 
motivated by the need to get IRS approval so that the organization 
could raise in earnest the money it required to fund its planned ac-
tivities. Hull responded by stating that the application was ‘‘under 
review.’’

While American Junto’s application was ‘‘under review’’ by Hull 
and his IRS colleagues in Washington D.C., Littleton began to in-
volve himself more with the activities of Ohio Liberty Council. 
Then, nearly 10 months after responding to Hull’s first develop-
ment letter, in April of 2011, he received a second development let-
ter from Hull. The application for exemption was now 14 months 
old and Littleton began to lose heart that it would ever be ap-
proved. Littleton weighed the possibility of simply shutting down 
American Junto and moving on with Ohio Liberty Council. After 
consulting with his co-founders, Littleton decided to submit a re-
sponse to Hull’s development letter and did so in May 2011. 

In November 2011, American Junto received yet a third develop-
ment letter requesting more information, this one from Hillary 
Goehausen. This letter sounded the curtain call for American 
Junto. After waiting nearly 22 months and enduring several rounds 
of detailed and intrusive development letters, Littleton felt that no 
matter how he answered the development letter, American Junto 
would never be approved as a 501(c)(3) by the IRS. In December 
2011, Goehausen called Littleton to inquire if American Junto was 
going to provide the information requested in the November devel-
opment letter. Littleton informed Goehausen that American Junto 
would not respond and that the organization would be dissolved. 
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Goehausen subsequently sent Littleton a letter advising him that 
the application was closed.406

Littleton explained to Majority staff how the IRS’s handling of 
the American Junto application had a profoundly negative effect on 
American Junto’s ability to operate as a 501(c)(3) entity. First, the 
absence of an approval letter from the IRS prevented American 
Junto from fund raising effectively, since donations would not be 
tax-deductible until the IRS granted tax-exempt status. Littleton 
recounted how one donor offered American Junto several thousand 
dollars to fund an event, but withdrew the offer after learning that 
American Junto had not yet been approved as a tax-exempt organi-
zation. Second, Littleton indicated that the length of time that the 
application was pending and the string of burdensome development 
letters contributed to his decision to quit the process. In essence, 
the IRS’s glacial pace in developing the application and the time 
consuming nature of its interactions with Littleton simply wore 
down his resolve to complete the application process. Third, Little-
ton feared that his activities with American Junto had elevated his 
profile with the IRS and other government agencies, a fear he be-
lieves was realized in 2010 when he was audited by the IRS. While 
there is no direct proof that the audit resulted from his activities 
with American Junto, Littleton was quick to point out that an ac-
quaintance of his who is active with the Cincinnati Tea Party was 
also audited by the IRS at about the same time. Littleton’s sus-
picions about the IRS’s motivations in auditing him and his ac-
quaintance stem from a deep-rooted lack of confidence in the im-
partiality of the IRS, a conviction shared by many of the groups 
with whom Majority staff spoke. 

3. Pass the Balanced Budget Amendment (PBBA) 

This organization was started by Charles Warren and several of 
his friends who share a common belief that the government must 
eliminate unnecessary spending and balance the federal budget. In 
November 2010, PBBA filed with the IRS an application for tax- 
exempt status under section 501(c)(4). In its application for exemp-
tion, PBBA indicated that its activities included education, re-
search, lobbying and media efforts aimed at securing the passage 
of a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. PBBA stated 
to the IRS that it would use town hall meetings, social media, 
speeches, rallies, and printed media to promote its message. In 
support of the requirement for exemption that it be primarily en-
gaged in promoting the common good of the citizenry, PBBA as-
serted in its application that its activities would benefit the public 
by resulting in a more robust economy, limiting federal spending, 
and reducing inflation. Notably, in response to question 15 of the 
application which asks if the organization will attempt to influence 
the selection, nomination, election, or appointment of any person to 
public office or office within a political organization, PBBA an-
swered ‘‘no.’’ Indeed from a review of PBBA’s application and the 
supporting documents submitted to the IRS, it is clear that PBBA’s 
purpose and activities were dedicated exclusively to stimulating the 
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electorate into supporting the passage of a balanced budget amend-
ment.

PBBA’s application was screened in EO Determinations in Janu-
ary 2011. The screener noted that there was no indication of direct 
political activities in the application and supporting documents. 
However, the screener characterized PBBA as an ‘‘advocacy group’’ 
and sent its application to the advocacy inventory. While PBBA 
was not a Tea Party and was neither partisan in its message nor 
its educational activities, it did promote a common theme advanced 
by Tea Parties—the elimination of the national debt and of deficit 
spending. Indeed, one of the screening criteria relied upon by EO 
Determinations to identify ‘‘Tea Party’’ cases was the presence of 
statements in the application related to ‘‘Government spending, 
Government debt . . ..’’ 407 If the screener applied the ‘‘Tea Party’’ 
screening criteria when reviewing the application, it is highly prob-
able that his decision to send PBBA’s application to the advocacy 
inventory was based on the conclusion that PBBA met the criteria 
for a Tea party application. In any event, the decision to send the 
case to the advocacy inventory proved a fateful one for PBBA, as 
explained below. 

The application was initially assigned to an EO Determinations 
agent in California. She sent the first development letter to PBBA 
on March 31, 2011, and a second development letter on May 12, 
2011. After PBBA had responded to the development letters and re-
solved an issue about its status as a ‘‘for-profit’’ corporation under 
state law, the EO Determinations agent was prepared to approve 
the application in September 2011. However, she then realized that 
PBBA was classified as an ‘‘advocacy group’’ and was therefore re-
quired to send the application to the Emerging Issues Group in 
Cincinnati.

The application was assigned to an EO Determinations agent in 
Cincinnati in February 2012. The agent sent PBBA an extremely 
detailed development letter containing, with subparts, 48 ques-
tions. A number of the questions asked for information that PBBA 
had already provided to the IRS in its responses to the prior two 
development letters. However, many of the questions asked for 
highly specific information: 

• a hardcopy printout of PBBA’s entire website; 
• a hardcopy printout of its social media outlets; 
• copies of all handouts and workshop materials for all pub-

lic events conducted or planned to be conducted by PBBA, 
including:

⊕ the content of all speeches delivered or planned to 
be delivered at those events; and 

⊕ the identities of the speakers and their credentials; 
• copies of all communications distributed by PBBA regard-

ing the outcome of specific legislation; 
• copies of all radio, television or internet advertisements re-

lating to lobbying activities; and 
• copies of all written communications with members of leg-

islative bodies.408
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Shortly after receipt of the third development letter, PBBA se-
cured the services of an attorney who then submitted a response 
to the IRS. On May 25, 2012, PBBA received a determination letter 
from the IRS approving its application for tax exemption under 
501(c)(4).

Even so, PBBA was adversely impacted by the IRS’s mishandling 
of its application. First, the application and supporting documents 
clearly demonstrated that PBBA, while undoubtedly espousing a 
conservative message, was not a Tea Party or an advocacy group. 
The decision to characterize PBBA as an advocacy group delayed 
the IRS’s decision to approve PBBA’s application for exemption. 
Had the application been assigned to general inventory and devel-
oped in January 2011, it is likely that it would have been approved 
shortly thereafter. Aside from speculation, it is clear from the case 
history that the EO Determinations agent in California was pre-
pared to approve the application in September 2011. However, be-
cause PBBA had been characterized as an advocacy group, its ap-
plication was sent to Cincinnati where its approval was further de-
layed by 8 months. In addition, PBBA was required to respond to 
three rounds of development questions, and in particular, ex-
tremely onerous and burdensome questions that were hardly justi-
fied in light of the information already provided to the IRS. That 
information bore stark witness to the fact that PBBA was not a 
partisan political organization engaged in campaign intervention. 
Finally, after receiving a third development letter in 14 months, 
PBBA deemed it prudent to secure legal counsel at substantial cost 
to it, as a hedge against the vagaries of the application process. 

4. King Street Patriots and True the Vote 

Catherine Engelbrecht founded King Street Patriots (KSP) and 
True the Vote (TTV) in 2009–2010 after witnessing voter fraud and 
related abuses while serving as a volunteer poll watcher in a Texas 
election. Her experiences as a poll watcher convinced her that more 
needed to be done to ensure the ‘‘sanctity of the vote.’’ Accordingly, 
she formed KSP as a non-partisan, non-profit organization dedi-
cated to addressing some of the problems at the polls that she had 
personally experienced. KSP’s activities included enlisting volun-
teers to work at the polls, training those workers, leading voter 
registration drives, and hosting events to encourage voter turnout. 
In May 2010, Engelbrecht filed with the IRS, on behalf of KSP, an 
application for tax exemption under 501(c)(4). 

In September 2010, Engelbrecht submitted to the IRS an applica-
tion for exemption under 501(c)(3) for TTV. Engelbrecht described 
TTV’s activities as centering on the recruitment and training of vol-
unteers to work inside polling places. Among other things, TTV 
was formed to aggressively pursue voter fraud allegations to ensure 
prosecutions where appropriate, to provide a support system to as-
sist poll watchers carry out their duties, and to engage in efforts 
aimed at validating existing voter registration lists. 

The IRS issued its first development letter to KSP in February 
2012, some 21 months after KSP’s application was filed. The devel-
opment letter contained 95 questions and requests for documents, 
including subparts. In a now all too familiar pattern, the develop-
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ment letter sought from KSP an enormous amount of highly de-
tailed information of dubious probative value: 

• copies of every page of KSP’s webpage; 
• minutes of every board meeting; 
• copies of every fundraising solicitation; 
• a list of all issues important to KSP and KSP’s position on 

each issue; 
• the criteria KSP used when determining whether to en-

dorse a candidate for political office; 
• copies of all training materials; 
• copies of all materials distributed at educational events; 
• copies of all materials distributed at candidate forums; and 
• copies of all materials distributed during voter registration 

drives.
KSP responded to the IRS’s development letter in May 2012 with 

a submission totaling nearly 300 pages. The IRS’s next develop-
ment letter was sent to KSP eight months later in October 2012. 
KSP responded in November 2012 with the requested information. 
Almost a year later, in December 2013, after waiting nearly 3 and 
a half years, KSP received a determination letter from the IRS ap-
proving its application for exemption under 501(c)(4). 

Development and resolution of TTV’s application for tax-exempt 
status under 501(c)(3) followed much the same course as that of 
KSP’s. TTV received its first development letter in February 2011, 
five months after filing its application. The letter asked a reason-
able number of questions specifically aimed at eliciting information 
about TTV’s activities, information clearly necessary for the IRS to 
be able to determine if TTV’s activities were consistent with tax- 
exempt purposes. The next development letter that TTV received, 
a year later in February 2012, was not so reasonable. The number 
of requests for information and the demands for documents actu-
ally exceeded that of the February 2012 letter sent to KSP, topping 
the prodigious sum of 120.409 Moreover, many of these oppressive 
and burdensome requests were identical to those contained in the 
KSP development letter. It is indeed difficult to understand how 
the answers and information provided to many of these requests 
would possibly assist the IRS reach a conclusion on whether TTV 
should be granted tax-exempt status. The following examples give 
a flavor of the irrelevance of most of these requests: 

• the percentage of people trained as election administration 
workers versus the percentage trained as election observers; 

• the names and credentials of the election law experts used 
by TTV to review TTV’s materials and to staff its voter integ-
rity center; 

• the number of individuals trained to perform voter reg-
istration integrity activities as well as the number who are 
currently in training; 

• the number of jurisdictions in which TTV conducted voter 
registration integrity activity; 

• the name of the owner of the intellectual property rights 
to the software used by TTV to review lists of registered voters; 
and
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• the name of any person or organization that provided edu-
cational services to TTV, together with a full description of the 
services and the political affiliation of the person or organiza-
tion.

Notwithstanding the enormity of the effort required to respond 
to these largely superfluous and invasive requests, TTV did, in fact, 
respond in March 2012. Thereafter, TTV heard nothing from the 
IRS as another year passed. Then in March 2013, TTV was re-
quired to respond to yet another request for information from the 
IRS. Ultimately, after waiting three years, and responding to at 
least four different requests for additional information, TTV re-
ceived its determination letter from the IRS granting it status as 
a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization. 

Engelbrecht explained to Majority Staff that the delays experi-
enced by both KSP and TTV adversely impacted the operations of 
these organizations. She recounted that the long delays and mul-
tiple rounds of development letters caused these entities to incur 
substantial legal fees, as assistance of counsel was required at 
nearly every juncture of the application process. She also indicated 
that KSP and TTV suffered the ‘‘stigma’’ of not having approved 
tax-exempt status while attempting to operate as tax-exempt enti-
ties, since the lack of IRS approval created the perception to some 
that the organizations lacked legitimacy. She also expressed frus-
tration over TTV’s inability to apply for foundation grants while it 
waited the three years required by the IRS to approve the applica-
tion. Engelbrecht told Majority staff of one instance in which TTV 
had been awarded a grant with the condition that the funds could 
not be expended unless TTV was approved as a 501(c)(3) organiza-
tion by the end of the year. When IRS approval was not forth-
coming within that time, TTV was required to return the funds. 
Engelbrecht also noted that since KSP and TTV were both ap-
proved tax-exempt status, donations have increased, which lead her 
to the reasonable conclusion that the lengthy delays that both orga-
nizations endured from 2010 to 2013 negatively affected their abil-
ity to raise funds in those years. 

Perhaps the most disconcerting aspect of Engelbrecht’s saga is 
the heightened interest that several agencies of the U.S. Govern-
ment took in her personally from 2010 through 2013, as well as in 
the operations of KSP, TTV and in Engelbrecht Manufacturing, the 
business that she and her husband operate. In January 2011, the 
IRS audited the tax returns of her business for tax years 2008 and 
2009 and then in June of 2011, audited her personal returns for 
those same tax years. Throughout 2011, she was contacted by the 
FBI six times (four phone calls and two personal visits) regarding 
the general activities of KSP and about a particular individual who 
attended a KSP function. In 2012, a new round of government in-
quiry into her business affairs commenced with two audits of 
Engelbrecht Manufacturing by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms, and Explosives as well as an audit by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration. Engelbrecht indicated that be-
tween the years 1994, when she and her husband started their 
small business, and 2010, when she first filed the applications for 
tax exemption, the extent of her contact with the government had 
been limited to the filing of annual tax returns. However, this 
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changed dramatically after she submitted applications to the IRS 
in 2010 seeking tax-exempt status for KSP and TTV. It is unclear 
whether this increased scrutiny into the business of Catherine 
Engelbrecht and her husband was simply serendipitous, or was the 
product of an orchestrated campaign by the government to harass 
her. It may also have resulted from the decentralized actions of 
like-minded bureaucrats in various agencies who were executing an 
unstated directive to intimidate the political opponents of the ad-
ministration, or perhaps was a combination of some or all of the 
above. Whatever the cause, Engelbrecht believes with unshakable 
conviction that she has been personally targeted by the government 
and that the actions directed against her, as recounted above, re-
flect the ‘‘weaponizing of government.’’ 410

VII. POLITICAL INFLUENCE WITHIN THE IRS 

Recent events have demonstrated that the organizational structure of the IRS is 
fundamentally flawed, resulting in an environment rife with political bias. 

A. THE IRS’S LACK OF INDEPENDENT AGENCY STATUS FOSTERED
THE EXPRESSION OF POLITICAL BIAS AND HAS IRREVOCABLY
TAINTED THE AGENCY’S CREDIBILITY

One of the critical lessons learned from the Committee’s inves-
tigation is the need for the IRS to be an independent agency. To 
fully appreciate the politicized environment of the IRS, it is nec-
essary to understand the IRS’s role as a bureau of the Treasury 
Department—an entity that is closely controlled by the President 
to implement his economic and financial initiatives. 

Many errantly believe that the IRS already is an independent en-
tity. Indeed, Jay Carney, the former White House press secretary, 
mistakenly called the IRS ‘‘an independent enforcement agency 
with only two political appointees,’’ during a press briefing on May 
10, 2013.411 President Obama also claimed that the IRS was an 
‘‘independent agency,’’ during a May 13, 2013 press conference. 
Specifically, he stated, ‘‘If, in fact, IRS personnel engaged in the 
kind of practices that had been reported on and were intentionally 
targeting conservative groups, then that’s outrageous and there’s 
no place for it. And they have to be held fully accountable, because 
the IRS as an independent agency requires absolute integrity, and 
people have to have confidence that they’re applying it in a non- 
partisan way—applying the laws in a non-partisan way.’’ 412

Despite these claims from the Administration and the 
misperception of many in the public that the IRS is indeed an inde-
pendent agency, the reality is that it is most definitely not. The 
IRS is a bureau within the Treasury Department, which is an exec-
utive branch agency within the Federal Government.413 According
to the IRS website, the agency was ‘‘organized to carry out the re-
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sponsibilities of the Secretary of the Treasury under section 
7801 of the Internal Revenue Code.’’ 414

The IRS Commissioner is a political appointee nominated by the 
President and confirmed by the Senate. However, the IRS Commis-
sioner does not report to the President, as the head of an inde-
pendent agency would; instead, the IRS Commissioner reports to 
the Secretary of the Treasury via the Deputy Secretary of the 
Treasury.415 This reporting line ensures that the IRS remains 
within Treasury’s purview. 

The law further states that the IRS Commissioner can be re-
moved from the position ‘‘at the will of the President.’’ 416 That ac-
tion cannot be taken against the heads of some other ‘‘independent’’ 
agencies without a reason. For example, the Chairman of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board can ‘‘be removed by the President, 
upon notice and hearing, for neglect of duty or malfeasance in of-
fice, but for no other cause.’’ 417 Likewise, Members of the Federal 
Reserve Board, another independent agency, can only be removed 
‘‘for cause.’’ 418 These officials presumably have less concern that 
their judgment could result in removal if the Administration does 
not find it agreeable—unlike the IRS Commissioner, who can es-
sentially be fired at will. 

Indeed, President Obama may have indirectly exercised his au-
thority to remove the IRS Commissioner on May 15, 2013, when he 
stated that he had directed Treasury Secretary Jack Lew to review 
TIGTA’s findings. Soon after the President’s directive, Lew re-
quested and accepted the resignation of then-Acting IRS Commis-
sioner, Steve Miller.419 At that time, it had been reported that Mil-
ler was aware of the agency’s targeting of conservative political 
groups and chose not to disclose it to members of Congress.420

One way that federal law attempts to remove partisanship from 
the IRS is through the use of five-year terms for its Commissioner 
that overlap the four-year presidential election cycles. The only 
other political appointee in the agency besides the Commissioner is 
the IRS Chief Counsel, who ‘‘provides legal guidance and interpre-
tive advice to the IRS, Treasury and to taxpayers.’’ 421

Another safeguard is that the law prohibits the President, Vice 
President and members of their executive office staff from request-
ing, ‘‘directly or indirectly, any officer or employee of the Internal 
Revenue Service to conduct or terminate an audit or other inves-
tigation of any particular taxpayer with respect to the tax liability 
of such taxpayer.’’ 422

The Treasury Department is supposed to keep an arms-length re-
lationship with the IRS on matters of tax administration, enforce-
ment and ‘‘process,’’ which essentially means that it doesn’t ask the 
IRS for information about taxpayers. However, on matters of tax 
policy and regulations, the Treasury Department works closely 
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with the IRS. This dichotomy is a difficult one to balance and is 
made even more challenging because the IRS Chief Counsel is ac-
tually organizationally housed in the Treasury Department and is 
not a part of the IRS. Instead, the Office of Chief Counsel and the 
Chief Counsel reports through Treasury Department’s chain of 
command, thereby adding an even greater appearance of 
politicization.

This close working relationship between IRS and the Treasury 
Department creates the appearance, if not the actuality, of an in-
herent conflict of interest that allows exactly the type of political 
bias that occurred when conservative groups applied for tax-exempt 
status between 2010 and 2013. If the IRS is to fulfill its mission 
to act in a fair and impartial manner while carrying out its very 
unique function, then it needs to be treated uniquely. 

Making the IRS an independent agency, like the Social Security 
Administration, would minimize the political influence of the 
Treasury Department, while at the same time allowing the Com-
missioner to be an independent voice for tax administration. In 
order for the American public to ever have its faith in the IRS re-
stored, it is essential that the IRS be taken out of the political 
realm and put squarely where it needs to be—as an independent 
enforcement agency that is free from all real and perceived political 
influence and bias. 

B. UNION INFLUENCE WITHIN THE IRS HAS CREATED AN
ATMOSPHERE OF POLITICAL BIAS

It is virtually impossible for the IRS to maintain the reality, 
much less the appearance, of neutrality and fairness to all tax-
payers, when a substantial number of IRS employees are members 
of the highly partisan and left-leaning National Treasury Employ-
ees Union (NTEU). The NTEU is one of the largest and most pow-
erful federal employee unions in the federal government. Currently 
the union represents about 150,000 employees in 31 government 
agencies, including the IRS.423 At the IRS alone there are approxi-
mately 48,972 dues-paying union employees, representing 65.5% of 
the bargaining unit employees at the IRS.424

Politically, the NTEU is extremely active and twice endorsed Mr. 
Obama for President, first in 2008 and again in 2012. NTEU’s cur-
rent president, Colleen Kelley, was a 14-year IRS revenue agent 
and is now both union president and an Obama administration ap-
pointee to the Federal Salary Council, whose function is to rec-
ommend raises for IRS and other federal employees.425 During the 
2010 election cycle, when the IRS targeting of Tea Party groups 
began, the NTEU raised $613,633 through its political action com-
mittee (PAC), donating approximately 98% of that amount to 
Democrats. In 2012, $729,708—or 94% of NTEU PAC contribu-
tions—went to anti-Tea Party Democrats.426

Of further note is that as of 2011, at least 201 IRS employees 
worked full time on union issues. For that year, 625,704 hours of 
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official employee time within Treasury Department (including the 
IRS) was spent on union duties. These union activities cost tax-
payers an estimated $27 million. 

Although IRS employees are career civil servants, many of them 
are political partisans. For example, in the past three election cy-
cles, the Center for Responsive Politics’s database shows about 
$474,000 in political donations by individuals listing ‘‘IRS’’ or ‘‘In-
ternal Revenue Service’’ as their employer.427 This money heavily 
favors Democrats: $247,000 to $145,000.428 IRS employees also 
gave $67,000 to the NTEU political action committee, which in 
turn gave more than 96 percent of its contributions to Democrats. 
When NTEU political action committee contributions are added to 
the donations by individual IRS employees, those contributions 
favor Democrats 2 to 1.429

The IRS office in Cincinnati involved in the targeting of Tea 
Party applications is even more partisan than the IRS as a whole, 
judging by FEC filings. More than 75 percent of the campaign con-
tributions from that office in the past three elections went to 
Democrats. In 2012, every donation traceable to employees at that 
office went to either President Obama or a particular Democratic 
Senator.430

These figures indicate that IRS employees are primarily paying 
for efforts to elect anti-Republican candidates, both through their 
union membership and by their direct contributions. Moreover, IRS 
employees are beholden to the NTEU, as it has negotiated favor-
able labor agreements with the IRS on their behalf that affect vir-
tually every aspect of work life, such as ‘‘alternative work sched-
ules, flexi-place, transit subsidies, performance awards and much 
more.’’ 431 These labor agreements also make it more difficult for 
IRS management to discipline and terminate employees who are 
failing to perform their jobs. 

In addition to the NTEU’s leanings towards the Democratic 
Party is the fact that the Tea Party’s anti-IRS views are well docu-
mented.432 These factors together create an atmosphere that may 
foster an outright bias against Tea Party groups by IRS employees 
in the performance of their duties; or, at least one that may color 
their perspective to a degree that could cause them to administer 
the tax laws unfairly to the detriment of the Tea Party. 

Under current law, most federal employees are permitted rep-
resentation by a union. The major exception to this rule is Federal 
employees who work in national security or other agencies where 
the nature of their work requires them to be completely apolitical. 
The Federal Labor-Management Relations Statute provides that 
employees at the following agencies are not entitled to union rep-
resentation: Government Accountability Office, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Agen-
cy, Tennessee Valley Authority, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 
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Federal Service Impasses Panel, and U.S. Secret Service and U.S. 
Secret Service Uniformed Division.433

The IRS is currently not one of the exempted entities, but the 
issues and facts brought forth by this investigation make a compel-
ling case of why they should be exempted. The charge of the IRS 
is to administer the tax law in a fair and impartial manner. It is 
difficult, if not impossible, for that to occur when the union pres-
ence is so pervasive. The only way to completely eliminate the ap-
pearance of any bias is to add the IRS to the list of agencies where 
union membership is prohibited. 

C. RECENT VIOLATIONS OF THE HATCH ACT SHOW PERVASIVE
POLITICAL BIAS THROUGHOUT THE IRS

The Hatch Act was enacted in 1939 following widespread allega-
tions that Federal employees were exerting improper political influ-
ence in the course of their official duties. The Act has been amend-
ed several times since its enactment and prevents Federal employ-
ees from engaging in partisan political activity while on duty. The 
Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is authorized to issue advisory 
opinions about alleged violations of the Hatch Act throughout the 
Federal Government.434

Federal employees are routinely warned about the consequences 
of participating in prohibited political activity. Still, in every elec-
tion cycle, there are violations of the Hatch Act. Some of these inci-
dents occur when a reasonable person may have made a mistake 
in judgment. Often, though, the incidents are blatant violations, 
such as those described below in recent investigations into the ac-
tivities of IRS employees. 

In total, OSC received 38 allegations of Hatch Act violations com-
mitted by Treasury Department employees from fiscal year 2010 
through fiscal year 2013.435 Of those 38 allegations, 95% were 
lodged against IRS employees (the remaining 5% comprised em-
ployees from all other bureaus within the Treasury Department). 
In fiscal year 2013 alone—which included the months surrounding 
the 2012 election—there were 22 allegations of Hatch Act viola-
tions filed against IRS employees. 

OSC issued a press release on April 9, 2014, announcing its in-
vestigation of several cases against IRS employees and offices sus-
pected of illegal political activity in support of President Obama 
and fellow Democrats in 2012.436 In the press release, OSC stated 
that it has evidence that an IRS employee used his authority and 
influence as a customer service representative for a political pur-
pose.437 When fielding taxpayer’s questions from an IRS customer 
service help line, the employee urged taxpayers to reelect President 
Obama in 2012 by repeatedly reciting a chant based on the spelling 
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of his last name. In June 2014, OSC announced that the employee 
had agreed to serve a 100-day unpaid suspension and ‘‘acknowl-
edged that he had used his authority and influence as an IRS cus-
tomer service representative for a political purpose and did so 
while at work.’’ 438

In another recent IRS case, OSC found that an employee in Ken-
tucky promoted her partisan political views to a taxpayer she was 
assisting during the 2012 Presidential election season.439 The em-
ployee in question had previously been warned about violating the 
Hatch Act. A recorded conversation between the employee and a 
taxpayer revealed the employee saying that she was ‘‘for’’ the 
Democrats because ‘‘Republicans already [sic] trying to cap my pen-
sion and . . . they’re going to take women back 40 years.’’ The em-
ployee explained that her mother always said, ‘‘ ‘If you vote for a 
Republican, the rich are going to get richer and the poor are going 
to get poorer.’ And I went, ‘You’re right.’ I found that out.’’ The em-
ployee then told the taxpayer, ‘‘I’m not supposed to voice my opin-
ion, so you didn’t hear me saying that.’’ 

Following OSC’s investigation, the employee entered into a set-
tlement agreement in April 2014, agreeing to serve a 14-day sus-
pension. In the agreement, the employee admitted to violating the 
Hatch Act’s restrictions against engaging in political activity while 
on duty and using her official authority or influence to affect the 
result of an election. 

Finally, OSC recently completed an investigation of allegations 
that an IRS manager in California violated the Hatch Act while on 
official travel to Las Vegas in November 2012. The manager alleg-
edly canceled a meeting in Las Vegas to meet her husband at the 
site of a rally for President Obama’s 2012 reelection campaign. 
OSC concluded that the manager’s likely attendance of the Obama 
rally violated the Hatch Act’s restrictions on engaging in political 
activity during official time. OSC referred its findings to the IRS, 
which is considering misconduct charges against the manager.440

In view of the IRS’s targeting of conservative groups, the actions 
of these employees have re-focused attention on whether the IRS 
may have been used to benefit one political viewpoint or candidate 
over another. Incidents such as these are unfortunate, as they 
denigrate the public image of an agency that has been given tre-
mendous influence over the lives of Americans and is supposed to 
be impartial in wielding this influence. 

VIII. THE IRS HAS YET TO FULLY CORRECT ITS 
PROBLEMS

The IRS has failed to correct many of the fundamental problems that led to the 
inappropriate targeting of Tea Party groups. 
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Soon after being installed as Principal Deputy Commissioner, 
Danny Werfel recognized the importance of addressing the prob-
lems identified in TIGTA’s report: 

I assure you, we’re doing everything we can to re-look at 
this process to make sure that it moves more quickly and 
swiftly. It’s too slow right now, I absolutely agree. But the 
reforms that we put in place, and I’m happy to send more 
time with you and your staff detailing exactly how we’re 
looking at the reengineering these processes to make these 
improvements. We’re going to do everything in our power 
to make sure that they take effect and take effect quick-
ly.441

Commissioner Koskinen affirmed his commitment to fixing these 
problems—and to working with the Committee—during his con-
firmation hearing before the Committee: 

Taxpayer services need to be improved, particularly in 
the areas of tax-exempt organization filings and oper-
ations. There are several investigations ongoing into the 
delays encountered by many of those seeking to establish 
themselves as 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations. And I 
look forward to working with this committee as it con-
cludes its investigation of that matter.442

Although there have been some changes at the IRS since May 
2013, neither Mr. Werfel nor Mr. Koskinen has enacted the type 
of structural changes that are necessary to correct the serious prob-
lems identified by TIGTA and by this Committee. Moreover, the 
IRS unsuccessfully attempted to modify the regulations to con-
strain free speech of 501(c)(4) organizations, which would have in-
stitutionalized the type of targeting that TIGTA found to be prob-
lematic.

A. ALTHOUGH THE IRS HAS ADDRESSED SOME PROBLEMS
IDENTIFIED BY TIGTA, THERE IS MUCH WORK LEFT TO DO

1. Initial IRS Response and Suspension of BOLO 

There was a flurry of activity after the IRS targeting of conserv-
ative organizations became public in May 2013. The first glimpse 
inside the agency came on June 24, 2013, when the Principal Dep-
uty Commissioner Werfel released a 30-day update. Among the key 
steps noted in that report were the results of the IRS’s internal in-
vestigation, which found ‘‘significant management and judgment 
failures;’’ replacement of four levels in the management chain that 
had responsibility for the activities identified in the TIGTA report; 
and the suspension of use of the BOLO spreadsheet.443 At the time 
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of the 30-day update report, Lerner had been placed on paid ad-
ministrative leave by the IRS. She eventually retired in September 
2013 after an internal investigation found that she was guilty of 
‘‘neglect of duties’’ and recommended her removal.444 Notably, be-
fore TIGTA’s report was released, Lerner had been contemplating 
retiring on October 1, 2013—exactly one week after her actual re-
tirement date.445

These initial actions did not immediately cease all of the prac-
tices that TIGTA found to be problematic. As discussed in Section 
III(G) of the Bipartisan Investigative Report, it appears that sev-
eral months after TIGTA released its report, employees lacked ap-
propriate instructions from management and possibly continued to 
pull out applications containing the words ‘‘Tea Party’’ for separate 
processing. Since the Committee conducted the interviews ref-
erenced in that section of the report, the IRS has issued additional 
guidance to employees implementing new procedures for reviewing 
tax-exempt applications.446 We have no knowledge of whether the 
IRS’s recent guidance has affected the screening procedures applied 
to incoming applications for tax-exempt status or whether the IRS 
continues to subject Tea Party applicants to improper levels of 
scrutiny named on their names or political affiliation. 

2. The Expedited Process 

In June 2013, the IRS also announced a ‘‘new voluntary process’’ 
for political advocacy organizations with applications for 501(c)(4) 
tax-exempt status that had been pending for more than 120 
days.447 The IRS would grant tax-exempt status to applicants that 
certified that the organization ‘‘satisfies, and will continue to sat-
isfy, set percentages with respect to the level of its social welfare 
activities and political campaign intervention activities[.]’’ Specifi-
cally, applicants were required to certify that during each past year 
that the organization has existed, during the current year, and dur-
ing all future years in which the organization will rely on the IRS’s 
determination of tax-exempt status: 

The organization has spent, or will spend, 60% or more of 
both the organization’s total expenditures and its total time 
(measured by employee and volunteer hours) on activities that 
promote the social welfare; and 

The organization has spent, or will spend, less than 40% of 
both the organization’s total expenditures and its total time 
(measured by employee and volunteer hours) on direct or indi-
rect participation or intervention in any political campaign on 
behalf of (or in opposition to) any candidate for public office.448
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As of April 2015, the IRS reported that 145 political advocacy or-
ganizations in the ‘‘backlog’’ were offered expedited treatment; of 
those, 43 elected to participate in the expedited process and were 
granted tax-exempt status.449 The low participation rate—less than 
a third of eligible organizations—indicates that the expedited proc-
ess was a deeply flawed proposition. First and foremost, the stand-
ards were based on an arbitrary measure of organizational activity 
that is not found in any statute or regulation. Rather than asking 
applicants to certify that they will comply with the existing law, 
the IRS created new standards. 

A second and related problem is that the invented standards are, 
in fact, more stringent than the existing law. The expedited option 
was not available to an organization that had, in the past, per-
formed a legally-acceptable amount of political campaign interven-
tion that exceeded 40%. Likewise, by attesting to these require-
ments, an organization would be forfeiting its ability to ever engage 
in the amount of political campaign intervention allowable under 
the current law, thereby restraining its speech. 

Finally, the expedited process required applicants to certify that 
their submission was accurate under penalty of perjury. The IRS 
frequently requires all types of taxpayers to sign submissions 
under penalty of perjury. But in this area of tax law—where the 
IRS had difficulty applying its own statues and regulations, and 
then invented new standards just for this process—risking perjury 
seems like a risky proposition, particularly when the organization 
must perform a precise calculation of all past, current, and future 
activities.

Indeed, many organizations that were eligible for the expedited 
process elected to proceed with the IRS’s standard process rather 
than submit to these onerous demands. The Majority staff spoke 
with attorneys who together represent a large number of Tea Party 
organizations, and they uniformly advised their clients not to par-
ticipate in the expedited process. Some of those attorneys believed 
that the IRS then drew adverse inferences about their clients’ level 
of political activities, a charge that the IRS has denied. 

Despite these concerns, the IRS later broadened the expedited 
option to ‘‘include all applicants for 501(c)(4) status (as opposed to 
only those with applications pending for more than 120 days as of 
May 28, 2013) whose applications indicate the organization could 
potentially be engaged in political campaign intervention or in pro-
viding private benefit to a political party[.]’’ 450

Overall, as of March 26, 2014, 117 applicants that were ‘‘central-
ized’’ by the IRS were still waiting for a final determination—more 
than one-fifth of the total number that were delayed. Tellingly, all 
of those organizations preferred to stick with the IRS’s normal de-
termination process, which by that point had resulted in delays of 
more than three years for some applicants. As of April 2015, 10 of 
those applicants were still waiting for a final determination of their 
tax-exemption.451
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3. FURTHER UPDATES ON TIGTA RECOMMENDATIONS AND OTHER
CHANGES

Since May 2013, the IRS has continued to update the Committee 
about its progress in implementing TIGTA’s recommendations and 
other changes to its review of applications for tax-exempt status. 
As of January 31, 2014, the IRS reported that it had implemented 
all of TIGTA’s recommendations.452 TIGTA concurred, writing in a 
March 2015 report that ‘‘[t]he IRS has taken significant actions to 
address the nine recommendations made in our prior audit re-
port.’’ 453 In that report, TIGTA made two additional recommenda-
tions: one related to employee training, and a second suggestion 
that if the expedited process becomes permanent, it should be 
available to ‘‘additional organizations with similar political cam-
paign interventions.’’ 454

We note that in addition to its implementation of the rec-
ommendations outlined in TIGTA’s March 2015 report, the IRS has 
also made a number of other changes to the EO division, which are 
reflected in the IRM and internal IRS operational procedures. 

B. ATTEMPTS BY THE IRS AND OTHERS TO SUPPRESS POLITICAL
SPEECH AND DISCOURAGE AN INFORMED CITIZENRY MUST BE RE-
JECTED

Following the release of the TIGTA report, some argued that al-
though the IRS’s actions were misguided, the larger underlying 
problem lies in law and regulations that are vague, outdated, and 
difficult to apply. Indeed, this theory is advanced in the Additional 
Democratic Views. We disagree. As described throughout this docu-
ment, the fault in this matter lies squarely with IRS executives in 
Washington, D.C. who purposefully misapplied and manipulated 
well-established rules, thereby interfering with the work of EO 
field offices. 

In response to these concerns, the IRS proposed regulatory 
changes in November 2013 that would have constrained political 
speech by 501(c)(4) organizations. Although the IRS later withdrew 
the regulations, the proposal should be recognized for what it was: 
an attempt to suppress dialogue that leads to informed debate. 
Based on these and other concerns, the proposed regulations were 
roundly rejected by citizens, regardless of their personal political 
affiliation.

Legislative proposals that would require near-universal disclo-
sure of donors, such as those advanced by the Minority Staff, 
should also be rejected. These proposals show a troubling indiffer-
ence to harassment of individuals that follows from the publication 
of donor identities—a concern that was raised by the American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) in response to the IRS’s proposed 
regulations on political speech. As the ACLU and others of all polit-
ical affiliation have noted, there is a dark side to disclosure. 
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1. Background on 501(c)(4) Exemption 

Section 501(c)(4) provides a tax exemption for civic leagues or or-
ganizations not organized for profit but operated exclusively for the 
promotion of social welfare, and no part of the net earnings of 
which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or indi-
vidual. Treasury regulations provide that an organization is oper-
ated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare if it is engaged 
primarily in promoting in some way the common good and general 
welfare of the people of a community or bringing about civic better-
ments and social improvements.455 Contributions to 501(c)(4) orga-
nizations are not tax deductible.456

Treasury regulations provide that the promotion of social welfare 
does not include ‘‘direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate 
for public office’’ (‘‘political campaign intervention’’).457 However,
social welfare organizations are permitted to engage in political 
campaign intervention so long as the organization is primarily en-
gaged in activities that promote social welfare.458

Under current Treasury regulations, the determination of wheth-
er an activity constitutes political campaign intervention depends 
on all the facts and circumstances of the particular case.459 The
rules concerning political campaign intervention apply only to ac-
tivities involving candidates for elective public office; the rules do 
not apply to activities involving officials who are selected or ap-
pointed, such as executive branch officials and judges. Similarly, 
section 501(c)(4) organizations may engage in activities that edu-
cate the public on important issues. Thus, section 501(c)(4) organi-
zations are allowed to hold candidate forums and distribute voter 
guides outlining candidates’ positions on issues important, in the 
view of the organization, to the public. Section 501(c)(4) organiza-
tions also are allowed to conduct nonpartisan get-out-the-vote 
drives and voter registration drives.460

Similar rules apply for determining whether other types of sec-
tion 501(c) organizations have engaged in political campaign inter-
vention, including charities (section 501(c)(3)), labor and horti-
cultural organizations (section 501(c)(5)), and business leagues (sec-
tion 501(c)(6)). However, while section 501(c)(4), (5) and (6) organi-
zations may engage in some political campaign intervention with-
out jeopardizing exempt status, section 501(c)(3) organizations 
alone are prohibited by statute from engaging in any political cam-
paign intervention.461
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The lobbying and advocacy activities of a section 501(c)(4) organi-
zation generally are not limited, provided the activities are in fur-
therance of the organization’s exempt purpose. 

2. IRS’s Proposed Regulatory Changes 

On November 29, 2013, the Internal Revenue Service and the 
Treasury Department published proposed regulations regarding the 
political campaign activities of section 501(c)(4) organizations.462

The proposed regulations, which were eventually withdrawn by the 
IRS in May 2014 in the face of fierce public opposition, sought to 
replace the present-law facts-and-circumstances test used in deter-
mining whether a section 501(c)(4) organization has engaged in po-
litical campaign intervention with an enumerated list of activities 
that constitute political campaign activities.463

The proposed regulations were intended to replace the political 
campaign intervention referenced in the existing section 501(c)(4) 
regulations (i.e., ‘‘direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate 
for public office’’) with a new defined term, ‘‘candidate-related polit-
ical activity.’’ 464 Candidate-related political activity is defined in 
the proposed regulations as: (1) communications that express a 
view on, whether for or against, the selection, nomination, election, 
or appointment of one or more clearly identified candidates (often 
referred to as express advocacy communications); (2) certain public 
communications (as defined) within 30 days of a primary election 
or 60 days of a general election that refer to one or more clearly 
identified candidates, or in the case of a general election one or 
more political parties; (3) communications the expenditures for 
which are reported to the FEC; (4) contributions (including gifts, 
grants, subscriptions, loans, advances, or deposits) of money or 
anything of value to or the solicitation of contributions on behalf 
of a candidate, a section 527 political organization, or a section 
501(c) organization that engages in candidate-related political ac-
tivity; (5) conduct of a voter registration drive or ‘‘get-out-the-vote’’ 
drive; (6) distribution of any material prepared by or on behalf of 
a candidate or by a section 527 political organization; (7) prepara-
tion or distribution of a voter guide that refers to one or more 
clearly identified candidates, or in the case of a general election to 
one or more political parties; and (8) hosting or conducting a forum 
for candidates within 30 days of a primary election or 60 days of 
a general election.465

For purposes of candidate-related political activity, the proposed 
regulations define the term ‘‘candidate’’ to mean ‘‘an individual who 
publicly offers himself, or is proposed by another, for selection, 
nomination, election, or appointment to any federal, state, or local 
public office or office in a political organization, or to be a Presi-
dential or Vice-Presidential elector, whether or not such individual 
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is ultimately selected, nominated, elected, or appointed,’’ including 
officeholders who are the subject of a recall election; 466 this in-
cludes certain judicial and executive branch appointments. 

The proposed regulations would have applied only to section 
501(c)(4) organizations.467 Other section 501(c) organizations (in-
cluding section 501(c)(3) charitable organizations, section 501(c)(5) 
labor and horticultural organizations, and section 501(c)(6) busi-
ness leagues) would continue to use present-law rules concerning 
political campaign intervention. The regulations were proposed to 
be effective on the date they were published in the Federal Register 
as final regulations.468

Conservative social welfare organizations—the types of organiza-
tions targeted by the IRS—weighed in strongly against the regula-
tions. But it was not just conservative groups that submitted com-
ments critical of the proposed regulations. Left-leaning and pro-
gressive groups also were highly critical. The ACLU, for example, 
submitted a comment letter arguing that the proposed regulations 
would ‘‘produce the same structural issues at the IRS that led to 
the use of inappropriate criteria in the selection of various chari-
table and social welfare groups for undue scrutiny.’’ The ACLU ar-
gued that social welfare groups should be free to participate in the 
political process because that kind of participation ‘‘is at the heart 
of our representative democracy. To the extent it influences voting, 
it does so by promoting an informed citizenry.’’ 469 In all, the IRS 
received more than 150,000 comments on the proposed regulation 
before the comment period closed on February 27, 2014—by far the 
most comments ever submitted in response to a proposed IRS regu-
lation.470 On May 22, 2014, the IRS gave public notice that it view 
of the comments it received, it would make changes to the proposed 
regulation, issue a revised proposed regulation, and then hold a 
public hearing on that revised regulation.471 The IRS has not indi-
cated when the revised proposed regulation will be published. 

3. Legislative Proposals 

The legislative response to the proposed regulations that has gar-
nered the most support from Republicans in the Senate is the Stop 
Targeting of Political Beliefs by the IRS Act of 2015 (S. 283), intro-
duced on January 28, 2015, by Senator Jeff Flake (R–AZ). The bill 
would prohibit the Secretary of the Treasury from finalizing the 
proposed regulation, or from issuing other forms of guidance (e.g., 
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revenue rulings, etc.) to restrict 501(c)(4) political activity. The bill 
also provides that the standards and definitions in effect on Janu-
ary 1, 2010, which are used to determine whether an organization 
is operated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare for pur-
poses of section 501(c)(4), shall apply for determining the tax-ex-
empt status of organizations under section 501(c)(4). The provisions 
in the bill would sunset after February 28, 2017. 

The legislative solution suggested by former Chairman Wyden 
was the enactment of a bill he introduced on April 23, 2013, co- 
sponsored by Senator Lisa Murkowski (R–AK), the Follow the 
Money Act of 2013 (S. 791). The bill required comprehensive disclo-
sure of independent federal election-related activity—both the 
money coming in and the money going out. Independent federal 
election-related activity involved an expenditure made by any per-
son for the purpose of influencing the selection, nomination or elec-
tion of any individual to any federal office which was made by a 
person or entity independent of the candidate and which was not 
coordinated with the candidate. The full universe of independent 
political spenders was covered by this regime. This included inde-
pendent spending by individuals, unincorporated organizations, 
partnerships, Limited Liability Companies, corporations, trade as-
sociations, labor unions, SuperPACs, Indian tribes, 501(c) organiza-
tions of all types and 527 groups. 

Not later than January 1, 2015, the bill required the FEC to 
make available a real-time contribution disclosure system to its 
regulated community. Once this system was implemented, the reg-
ulated community would be required to report contributions, in-
cluding covered contributions to certain politically active 501(c)(4) 
organizations, not more than 10 days after receipt and, in some 
cases, just 48 hours after receipt. The FEC would immediately dis-
close this information to the general public upon receipt. 

The bill did not address the question of how much 501(c)(4) orga-
nizations can spend on political activity, but in many cases it would 
have required disclosure of 501(c)(4) donor information currently 
protected as confidential by the Internal Revenue Code. Thus, 
donor anonymity would be a thing of the past for many 501(c) orga-
nizations.

What supporters of donor disclosure fail to fully appreciate are 
the important Constitutional values that would be impaired by 
their proposals. Just as we should not allow the government to pull 
back the curtain of privacy that surrounds the voting booth, we 
also should not allow government to use donor identification infor-
mation to suppress free speech or impair the right to anonymous 
political association, including when those rights are expressed in 
the form of financial support for the causes of one’s choice. This 
country has a long history of reprisals and harassment that follow 
government disclosure of the identity of donors to controversial 
groups. As the ACLU observed in its letter commenting on the pro-
posed 501(c)(4) regulations: ‘‘It is well and long established that 
forced donor disclosure for any controversial group—even partisan 
groups—is unconstitutional.’’ 472
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The ACLU was not making a frivolous argument. It was refer-
ring to U.S. Supreme Court cases such as McIntyre v. Ohio Elec-
tions Commission, 514 U.S. 334 (1995), which recognized a Con-
stitutional right to distribute anonymous campaign literature; 
Brown v. Socialist Workers ’74 Campaign Committee, 459 U.S. 87 
(1982), which required exemption from donor disclosure for con-
troversial groups subject to reprisal or harassment, and National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People v. Alabama, 357
U.S. 449 (1958), which prohibited the State of Alabama from re-
quiring donor disclosure as a condition for in-state operation. As 
the ACLU pointed out, the NAACP Court expressly recognized that 
imposing taxes upon an activity as well as directly prohibiting an 
activity pose equally severe First Amendment concerns. 

The pattern is well known. First, a governmental entity compels 
or permits the disclosure of donor identities. Next, private actors, 
armed with information regarding donor identities, embark on a 
campaign of reprisals and harassment. This is precisely the sce-
nario that concerned the Supreme Court in the NAACP case: citi-
zens that associate with particular groups, having had their identi-
ties disclosed, will be subjected to ‘‘economic reprisal, loss of em-
ployment, threat of physical coercion, and other manifestations of 
public hostility.’’ 473 Nor should we forget that many of the tax-
payer privacy protections in the Internal Revenue Code were added 
in response to the common practice of both Democrat and Repub-
lican Administrations in the 1970s and earlier of using the Internal 
Revenue Service and the government’s taxing power to harass and 
intimidate political opponents.474

Contrary to the suggestion in the Additional Democratic Views, 
the Committee’s Republican Members do not assert a Constitu-
tional right to a charitable tax deduction or insist on a tax break 
when exercising one’s free speech rights. As previously noted, con-
tributions to 501(c)(4) organizations are not tax deductible. But the 
identity of the 501(c)(4) donors is protected. As set forth above, ano-
nymity in one’s political associations is an American value worth 
preserving and, as even progressive groups like the ACLU have ob-
served, has Constitutional implications. 

4. View of the Majority Committee Members on Legislative and 
Regulatory Proposals 

In the view of the Committee’s Republican Members, it would 
have been a grave mistake for the Treasury Department to finalize 
the proposed 501(c)(4) regulations and thereby institutionalize the 
very type of IRS targeting of grassroots organizations that came to 
light in 2013. On April 2, 2014, Commissioner Koskinen said, ‘‘It’s 
going to take us a while to sort through all [of the] comments [re-
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ceived by the IRS], hold a public hearing, possibly re-propose a 
draft regulation and get more public comments.’’ 475 Subsequently,
the IRS announced that it will publish a revised proposed regula-
tion in the future.476 We encourage the IRS to carefully review all 
existing and future comments and heed the warnings of people 
from all sides of the political spectrum. The IRS should refrain 
from issuing another fatally flawed proposed regulation. 

Similarly, it would be a mistake for Congress to enact legislation 
that requires or allows the government to compel the disclosure of 
the identities of donors to 501(c)(4) organizations, or otherwise im-
pose new limits on their operations or tax status. The Minority re-
lies heavily on the notion that there was confusion at the IRS re-
garding the definition of ‘‘political activity’’ and imprecision in the 
term ‘‘primarily’’ to advance the argument that legislative changes 
to section 501(c)(4) are necessary. But the facts don’t bear out the 
need for, much less the wisdom of, new legislation. First, testimony 
received by the Committee’s investigators reveals that the EO tax 
law specialists in Cincinnati knew full well that ‘‘primarily’’ means 
51%.477 Second, the distinction between social welfare activity and 
political activity has a 55 year administrative track record of inter-
pretation by the IRS. For example, nonpartisan activities like voter 
education, voter registration and get-out-the-vote drives have long 
been acceptable activities for 501(c)(4) organizations. It is the 2014 
proposed regulation that has sown confusion in this area, not the 
well-worn 1959 regulation. 

IX. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Committee’s investigation uncovered serious organizational 
problems throughout the IRS, which are detailed both in the Bipar-
tisan Investigative Report and in these Additional Republican 
Views. The IRS has received recommendations from TIGTA and 
from others, such as the National Taxpayer Advocate, and has been 
receptive to implementing at least some of them. Those measures 
are a step in the right direction, but they are not sufficient to cor-
rect the underlying problems uncovered by our investigation. We 
believe that any attempt to address those problems, if it is to be 
successful, must immunize the IRS from the whims of the party 
that controls the Executive Branch, whether that party is the 
Democratic or the Republican Party. Achieving this goal will not 
only require legislative changes, but also constant vigilance by both 
Congress and the public to ensure that the IRS stays true to its 
mission and administers the tax laws fairly and without regard to 
politics of any kind. 

A chief finding of the Majority staff is that the organizational 
structure of the IRS enabled the political bias of individual employ-
ees like Lois Lerner to flourish. Indeed, at least partly because of 
this bias, the IRS uniformly targeted applications from Tea Party 
and other conservative groups for extra scrutiny, which resulted in 
their experiencing lengthy delays and in many cases, multiple 
rounds of burdensome development questions. Unlike other organi-
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zations seeking tax-exempt status including those on the left side 
of the political spectrum, applications received from Tea Party and 
other conservative groups were identified, collected and then sub-
jected to full development based on the political philosophy of the 
groups, rather than on their planned activities. Accordingly, these 
Tea party and other conservative groups were, in fact, ‘‘targeted’’ 
by the IRS based on their political views. We found no evidence 
that the IRS scrutinized left-leaning organizations in the same 
manner, or for the same politically motivated reasons, as it tar-
geted Tea Party and other conservative organizations. 

Lois Lerner’s personal political biases directly affected how the 
IRS processed applications received from Tea Party and other con-
servative organizations. Lerner managed a process that caused ap-
plications received from these organizations to undergo multiple 
levels of review by different components within the IRS, virtually 
guaranteeing that these applications would languish through the 
political campaign cycles of 2010 and 2012. Lerner showed com-
plete disinterest in the plight of these organizations as they sought 
tax-exempt status, even in the face of growing Congressional inter-
est in claims that they were being treated unfairly by the IRS be-
cause of their political views. 

In 2012 Congressional interest finally prompted management 
above Lerner to intercede and take remedial measures to reduce 
the backlog of applications that she had allowed to grow. By that 
time, irreparable damage had been done to many of these Tea 
Party organizations. Most were small, grass-roots entities, unable 
to withstand the withering barrage of intrusive IRS development 
questions punctuated by year-long stretches of silence from the 
IRS. As a consequence, many of these Tea Party organizations sim-
ply withdrew from the application process. Without IRS approval 
of their tax-exempt status, those that stayed the course found it 
difficult to raise funds to carry out their stated purposes, which 
generally included engagement in the political process. Many were 
forced to secure legal help in fending off the IRS at considerable 
expense to their fledging budgets, and with a corresponding ad-
verse impact on their ability to exercise political speech. 

Majority staff also found that top IRS officials, including Doug 
Shulman, Steve Miller and Lois Lerner, continuously misled Con-
gress throughout 2012 and 2013 regarding the IRS’s mistreatment 
of Tea Party and other conservative groups. They also actively con-
cealed from Congress the existence of the IRS’s political targeting 
of the Tea Party and other conservative groups with names that in-
cluded ‘‘9/12 Project’’ or ‘‘Patriots,’’ thereby allowing the IRS to es-
cape scrutiny for that conduct until Lois Lerner made her fateful 
admission regarding political targeting at an ABA Conference 
meeting, just days before TIGTA released its report in which it con-
cluded that the IRS had used ‘‘inappropriate criteria’’ when proc-
essing applications for tax exemption. The lack of candor by these 
three individuals in their communications with Congress not only 
concealed IRS wrongdoing, but it also undermined the exercise of 
congressional oversight into the IRS’s treatment of Tea Party and 
other conservative groups. 

Unfortunately, the lack of candor by senior IRS officials in their 
dealings with Congress did not end with the release of the TIGTA 
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report in May 2013. The IRS was derelict in its duty to preserve 
backup tapes containing Lois Lerner’s email and made subsequent 
false statements to Congress in June 2014 denying the existence of 
those backup tapes. Furthermore, IRS officials misrepresented to 
Committee staff in March 2014 that the documents that had been 
provided to the Committee by that date completed its production 
of documents. In truth, some senior IRS officials knew at that time 
that many of Lerner’s emails from 2010 and 2011, a period critical 
to the ongoing Congressional investigations, were missing. In April 
2014, the IRS concluded that the missing Lerner emails were not 
recoverable, and so notified the Treasury Department of their loss. 
Unfortunately, the IRS failed to also notify the Congressional com-
mittees conducting investigations of the IRS of their loss, choosing 
instead to conceal that fact, ostensibly in the hope that the loss 
might never be discovered by Congress. Only when this Committee 
demanded a written statement from the IRS Commissioner attest-
ing to the completeness of the IRS’s document productions did the 
IRS reluctantly reveal the loss of Lerner’s emails. This pattern of 
shoddy conduct by IRS officials in their dealings with Congress is 
deeply disappointing and confirms that a ‘‘culture of concealment’’ 
remains at the agency. 

In addition, Majority staff concluded that the Obama Administra-
tion’s efforts to limit spending on political speech directly or indi-
rectly influenced the treatment of conservative organizations by 
Executive Branch agencies. The IRS served as the lynchpin for Ad-
ministration activities against conservative organizations. Not only 
did it engage in political targeting of Tea Party and other conserv-
ative groups, but it also actively assisted both the DOJ and the 
FEC in the pursuit of various initiatives aimed at chilling the polit-
ical speech rights of conservative organizations. Indeed, the IRS 
provided advice to the DOJ on various proposals to criminally pun-
ish organizations that engaged in political activity in excess of that 
stated in their applications for tax-exempt status, and offered FEC 
information regarding specific conservative organizations under in-
vestigation by the FEC for airing political advertisements. 

Even if the IRS is able to root out all of the specific causes of 
problems noted in this report, only the most significant of which 
are mentioned above, it will still operate in a politicized environ-
ment by virtue of its position as a bureau within the Treasury De-
partment, where the omnipresent IRS union wields considerable in-
fluence.

To enable the IRS to meet its mission of administering the tax 
code ‘‘with integrity and fairness for all,’’ the following changes are 
needed:

1. The IRS must be removed from the authority of the 
Treasury Department and established as an independent 
stand-alone agency. 

2. The Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute 
must be amended to designate the IRS as an agency that is ex-
empt from labor organization and collective bargaining require-
ments.

3. Congress should amend section 7428 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code to enable applicants for tax-exempt status under 
501(c)(4), (5), and (6) to seek a declaratory judgment if the IRS 
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478 We note that the IRS’s expedited process for applicants is currently limited to organiza-
tions that engage in political advocacy. As discussed in these Additional Republican Views, we 
do not believe that this process is an effective way to handle these applications, nor do we en-
dorse extending that process to all applicants for tax-exempt status. 

has not rendered a decision on whether or not it will approve 
an application within 270 days. Doing so would afford these or-
ganizations the same remedy currently available only to 
501(c)(3) organizations, thereby advancing parity among non-
profits.

4. A key finding of this report is that many small organiza-
tions with limited resources were overwhelmed by unduly bur-
densome IRS demands. We recommend that the IRS establish 
a streamlined application process for small organizations ap-
plying for tax exemption under 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) that en-
ables them to avoid unnecessary administrative burdens, pro-
vided that appropriate conditions are satisfied.478

5. Any further attempt by the IRS to promulgate regulations 
revising the standard for determining whether section 501(c)(4) 
organizations have engaged in political campaign intervention 
must not chill the free exercise of political speech by those or-
ganizations, nor disproportionately affect organizations on ei-
ther side of the political spectrum. 

While Majority staff is confident in the soundness of the findings 
expressed herein, there is no doubt that its investigation into the 
IRS’s treatment of political advocacy organizations seeking tax-ex-
empt status was hampered, if not harmed, by the IRS’s failure to 
preserve electronic records belonging to Lois Lerner, the central fig-
ure in this sordid story of how Tea Party and other conservative 
groups were targeted by the IRS because of their political views. 
Extraordinary efforts were made by TIGTA to locate and restore 
some of Lerner’s lost email, and indeed, those efforts yielded posi-
tive results, with the recovery of over 1,300 emails not previously 
produced by the IRS. Moreover, Majority staff secured from 
sources, including the Treasury Department and the White House, 
copies of emails between their employees and Lerner in an effort 
to bridge the gap in the missing emails. Together with the nearly 
1,500,000 pages of documents produced by the IRS, these docu-
ments reveal a disturbing pattern of mismanagement and politi-
cally motivated misconduct by IRS employees at all levels within 
the agency. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Committee has conducted significant investigations into the 
activities of nonprofits in recent years. The Finance Committee 
Democratic staff investigated Jack Abramoff’s use of nonprofits 
such as Americans for Tax Reform and Citizens Against Govern-
ment Waste to lobby Congress, summarized in a 2006 Finance 
Committee staff report.1 Senator Grassley, when he was chairman 
or ranking member of the Committee, closely scrutinized the non-
profit sector, investigating religious organizations and nonprofit 
hospitals, among others. Together, Chairman Grassley and Senator 
Baucus investigated the Nature Conservancy, a 501(c)(3), in 2005.2

On May 10, 2013, the Director of IRS Exempt Organizations Lois 
Lerner disclosed that IRS employees selected tax exempt applica-
tions for further review with ‘‘names like Tea Party and Patriots 
and they selected cases simply because the applications had those 
names in the title.’’ Lerner described this process of selecting cases 
for review because of a ‘‘particular name’’ as ‘‘wrong, insensitive, 
and inappropriate.’’ 3

In addition, Lerner described how the IRS improperly handled 
the tax-exempt applications that were set aside for further review, 
subjecting them to delays and overly broad and unnecessary re-
quests for information.4

According to Lerner, IRS employees’ inappropriate scrutiny of ap-
plications was not ‘‘because of any political bias.’’ Rather, the em-
ployees were trying to streamline and centralize cases but ‘‘they 
didn’t have the appropriate level of sensitivity about how this 
might appear to others and it was just wrong.’’ 5

On May 14, 2013, the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Ad-
ministration (TIGTA) released a report finding that the IRS ‘‘used 
inappropriate criteria that identified for review Tea Party and 
other organizations applying for tax-exempt status based on their 
names or policy positions instead of indications of potential political 
campaign intervention.’’ 6

At the time of the disclosures from the IRS and TIGTA, there 
was speculation and concern expressed that singling out conserv-
ative organizations by name may have been a consequence of polit-
ical bias or motivation on the part of IRS employees, possibly at 
the direction of political appointees at the IRS, Treasury Depart-
ment or the White House. 

The Committee began an in-depth bipartisan investigation to de-
termine the facts surrounding the controversy due to the serious 
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nature of allegations that political considerations may have driven 
the IRS’s heightened scrutiny of conservative leaning organizations 
applying for tax-exempt status. 

On May 20, 2013, the Committee requested that IRS answer 
questions and turn over internal documents relating to the tar-
geting controversy.7

Key Democratic Staff Findings: 
• Actions by IRS personnel were not politically motivated. 
• Political appointees did not influence the enhanced scru-

tiny of 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) applications presenting political 
advocacy issues. 

• Under federal tax law the IRS’s scrutiny of tax-exempt ap-
plications showing political activity was completely justified. 

• The process of examining applications was plagued by inef-
ficiency, bad judgment, bad management, and unwarranted 
delay.

Staff investigators received over 1.5 million pages of documents 
and conducted 32 interviews with IRS employees. 

The bipartisan narrative describes key events in the years 2010, 
2011, and 2012 during which Tea Party and conservative-leaning 
applications were set aside for special analysis. A smaller number 
of politically left-leaning applications were also subject to special 
scrutiny during that time. 

There are currently 1.5 million nonprofits in the U.S and 70,000 
nonprofit applications per year are received by the IRS. Nonprofit 
organizations spent hundreds of millions of dollars to influence the 
2010 and 2012 election cycles. A 501(c)(3) organization must be or-
ganized for religious, charitable, or educational purposes, and these 
organizations cannot participate or intervene in any political cam-
paign activity.8 A 501(c)(4) organization must be organized for the 
primary activity of promoting ‘‘general welfare of the people of the 
community’’ and may engage in political campaign activity only if 
the organization is determined not to be ‘‘primarily engaged’’ in 
campaign activity.9

Because federal law does not allow unlimited political activity by 
501(c)(4) nonprofits, it was necessary for the IRS to scrutinize the 
applications of organizations seeking favored tax status, including 
those associated with the Tea Party. There is only a right to 
501(c)(4) status under federal tax law if standards for that status 
are met by the applicant. 

Some argue that there is a Constitutional First Amendment 
right to free speech through anonymous donations to 501(c)(3) and 
501(c)(4) organizations. Contrary to this view, IRS Chief Counsel 
William Wilkins explained that case law indicates ‘‘the prohibition 
on political activity by 501(c)(3)s is not a prohibition on free speech 
because there are other avenues for the speech to proceed that 
don’t generate charitable deductions for the donor and that there 
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is not a First Amendment right to a charitable deduction.’’ 10 This
same standard applies to 501(c)(4) nonprofits. 

Section 501(c)(3) organizations must apply to the IRS to be recog-
nized for tax-exempt status.11 The tax law allows section 501(c)(4) 
organizations to operate as tax-exempt without applying for IRS 
recognition of their status, although most organizations apply for 
an IRS determination.12 Once nonprofit status is granted, the IRS 
can investigate the political activity of nonprofits in a thorough, 
but evenhanded way. Nonprofit status can be terminated if it is de-
termined that political activity is the primary activity of the non-
profit (see Section II(D) of the Bipartisan Investigative Report for 
discussion of the law governing 501(c)). 

What is not defensible is the appearance the IRS gave of ‘‘tar-
geting’’ the Tea Party, even though no evidence exists that it was 
based on political beliefs or orders from political appointees. And 
the best way to avoid that appearance would have been to process 
the Tea Party applications as quickly as possible using the fairest 
possible standards. 

New IRS management has moved aggressively to address the 
broken system of processing 501(c)(4) applications with political ad-
vocacy issues by (1) removing key employees in the IRS who failed 
to properly manage the processing of these applications, (2) estab-
lishing new procedures to help process nonprofit applications quick-
ly, and (3) processing nearly all the delayed applications.13

These actions will help ensure that mistakes made by the IRS in 
2010, 2011 and 2012 are not repeated. 

II. NO EVIDENCE OF POLITICAL MOTIVATION BY IRS 
EMPLOYEES

This investigation, based on staff interviews with 32 IRS employ-
ees and a review of 1.5 million IRS documents, found no evidence 
of political motivation driving the heightened scrutiny of Tea Party 
and conservative groups and the subsequent delays in processing 
their tax-exempt applications. Furthermore, TIGTA, whose report 
highlighting the inappropriate criteria used to identify tax-exempt 
applications for review was the impetus of this investigation, made 
no finding that political motivation was behind the inappropriate 
activity.14

During interviews with Committee staff, IRS employees did not 
cite political motivation as a factor for heightened scrutiny of Tea 
Party applications. Attached are questions and answers from each 
of the interviewees denying that politics was involved.15

While TIGTA should be lauded for exposing the flawed review 
process used by the IRS in screening tax exempt applications for 
political activity, the narrow scope of its report and its omission of 
key information contributed to a misimpression that the con-
troversy was politically motivated. 
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TIGTA documents released months after the report was pub-
lished show that its investigative staff, based on a review of 5,500 
emails, concluded three weeks prior to the release of the audit re-
port that there was no political motivation on the part of IRS em-
ployees. An email from Timothy Camus, the Deputy Inspector Gen-
eral for Investigations at TIGTA, concludes: 

Review of these emails revealed that there was a lot of 
discussion between the employees on how to process the 
Tea Party and other political organization applications. 
There was a Be On the Lookout (BOLO) list specifically 
naming these groups; however, the e-mails indicated the 
organizations needed to be pulled because the IRS employ-
ees were not sure how to process them, not because they 
wanted to stall or hinder the application. There was no in-
dication that pulling these selected applications was politi-
cally motivated. The e-mail traffic indicated there were un-
clear processing directions and the group wanted to make 
sure they had guidance on processing the applications so 
they pulled them. This is a very important nuance.16

Despite this finding of no political motivation by IRS employees 
in selecting Tea Party groups for additional scrutiny, in a glaring 
omission, TIGTA failed to mention this investigative finding by the 
Deputy IG in its audit report. 

TIGTA Chief Counsel Michael McCarthy also concluded that 
TIGTA had no evidence that IRS employees had political motiva-
tions. After McCarthy reviewed a draft of the TIGTA 501(c)(4) 
audit report in late February 2013, he suggested that the TIGTA 
auditors had overreached in writing that IRS officials ‘‘targeted’’ 
the Tea Party. He wrote: 

As an initial concern, ‘‘targeted’’ has a connotation of im-
proper motivation that does not seem to be supported by 
the information presented in the audit report. I think ‘‘se-
lected’’ or even ‘‘singled out’’ would be more accurate.17

The same counsel commented on the criteria used in the BOLO 
list (discussed in the following section ‘‘The BOLO List’’). 

It was not until a Congressional hearing held three days after 
the TIGTA report was released, in the midst of a media frenzy that 
Inspector General Russell George confirmed, in response to ques-
tioning from House Ways and Means Committee Ranking Member 
Sander Levin, that his office did not find any evidence of political 
motivation on the part of IRS employees.18

Levin: Did you find any evidence of political motivation in 
the selection of the tax exemption applications? 

George: We did not, sir.19

Additionally, the public did not learn about TIGTA’s review of 
IRS staff emails and its conclusion about the nonpolitical nature of 
this controversy until House Oversight Committee Democrats and 
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House Ways and Means Democrats released the internal TIGTA 
email describing the review in July 2013.20 TIGTA failed to include 
critical information about the nonpolitical nature of the IRS mis-
management of the Tea Party applications that would have pro-
vided crucial context to a sensitive issue. 

III. NO EVIDENCE OF PRESSURE FROM OBAMA ADMIN-
ISTRATION POLITICAL APPOINTEES TO INCREASE 
SCRUTINY OF POLITICALLY ACTIVE NONPROFITS 

There is no evidence of Presidential appointees at the IRS, the 
Treasury Department or the White House pressing IRS personnel 
to target nonprofits engaging in political activity. 

All of the IRS personnel interviewed were asked directly whether 
political appointees in the Obama administration had influenced 
the processing of the applications with political activity issues, and 
not one of them identified any pressure from the political ranks.21

In a Senate Finance Committee hearing on the TIGTA report in 
May of 2013, Senator Crapo questioned TIGTA IG Russell George 
on this issue. 

Senator Crapo: You know there has been a lot of discussion 
about who knew what and when they knew it. One of the big 
questions I have, Mr. George, is it seems that there is an argu-
ment being made that there was no political motivation in 
these actions. Is that a conclusion that you have reached? 

Mr. George: In the review that we conducted thus far, Sen-
ator that is the conclusion we have reached. 

Senator Crapo: And how do you reach that kind of a conclu-
sion?

Mr. George: In this instance it was as a result of the inter-
views that were conducted of the people who were most di-
rectly involved in the overall matter, so you take it one step 
by another and we directly inquired as to whether or not there 
was direction from people in Washington beyond those who are 
directly related to the Determinations Unit they did indicate to 
us that they did not receive direction from people beyond the 
IRS.

Senator Crapo: When you say ‘‘people beyond the IRS,’’ that 
could be anyone up the chain of the IRS? 

Mr. George: It in theory could be, but we have no evidence 
thus far that it was beyond, again, the people in the Deter-
minations Unit.22

The TIGTA office reiterated this point in an answer to questions 
posed by the Finance Committee: 

Did any official from the office of the president or the 
White House have any form of communication with any 
IRS official employed in the Tax Exempt and Government 
Entities Division between January 20, 2009 and the 
present?
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U.S. Senate Committee on Finance 
List the days any communications occurred and the form 

it took (i.e. phone, email, in person, etc) 
TIGTA responded: 

We have no knowledge of any communications between 
the White House and any employee in the Tax Exempt and 
Government Entities Division.23

And the question was asked again with a focus on the Treasury 
Department:

Did any employee of the Treasury Department (exclud-
ing the IRS) who was appointed by the President have any 
form of contact with any employee of the Tax Exempt and 
Government Entities Division between January 1, 2010 
and May 1, 2013? 

List the days any communications occurred and the form 
it took (i.e. phone, email, in person, etc.) 

TIGTA responded: 
We have no knowledge of any communication between 

Presidential appointees at the Department of Treasury 
and any employees in the Tax Exempt and Government 
Entities Division.24

IV. DELAYS IN PROCESSING OF NONPROFIT 
APPLICATIONS

The key failure in this matter was the delay in processing the 
Tea Party and other conservative leaning applications for 501(c)(4) 
status. The IRS took over two years to process what were essen-
tially a handful of applications. In February of 2010 the first Tea 
Party applications were received by the Cincinnati office. In March 
2012 TIGTA began their audit. Making a decision on one applica-
tion a day during this period would have avoided most of the delay 
in processing the applications. 

Senior leadership at the Exempt Organizations office should 
have stepped in much earlier in the process and demanded expe-
dited consideration of these politically sensitive applications. They 
failed to take charge. The applications piled up, complaints from 
Congress and the applicants intensified, and a crisis developed. 
Eventually TIGTA stepped in to investigate. 

The decision in 2010 to allow the applications to pile up while 
a confusing and inefficient process for analyzing them was devel-
oped over the next two year period is inexplicable and inexcusable. 

The IRS prides itself on being nonpolitical. However, in this case 
a more politically astute leadership team would have never let this 
problem develop. 
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V. LACK OF CLARITY IN STANDARDS FOR POLITICAL 
ACTIVITY BY 501(C)(4) NONPROFITS 

While it is not an excuse for the delays in processing, it is a fact 
that the rules for political activity by 501(c)(4)s are extremely hard 
to understand. 

501(c)(4) are intended to be organized exclusively for the pro-
motion of social welfare, however, social welfare organizations are 
permitted to engage in political campaign activity so long as it is 
not the organization’s primary activity.25

The primary activity standard (discussed in the following section 
entitled ‘‘Need for Reform of the Tax Code Related to Political Ac-
tivity of Nonprofits’’) is confusing and imprecise. While it is logical 
to assign a percentage to determine whether political campaign ac-
tivity is an organization’s primary activity,—51%, 60%, 75%—the 
law and regulations do not set such a number.26 Without a percent-
age standard to apply, it is extremely difficult to make judgments 
about an application from a 501(c)(4) nonprofit which shows an in-
tent to engage in political activity. 

Second, ‘‘political activity’’ is not well defined. The law provides 
virtually no guidance at all on what ‘‘political activity’’ means. This 
lack of clarity in the law, both on the primary activity standard 
and on what constitutes political activity, partially explains why 
IRS personnel froze at the sight of hundreds of applications exhib-
iting evidence of political activity. 

This lack of clarity should have been well known to senior mem-
bers of the Exempt Organizations team—the law and the regu-
latory structure had been on the books since 1959. 

Focused and aggressive assistance to the Cincinnati office by sen-
ior management in Washington D.C. could have overcome the con-
fusion surrounding the rules for 501(c)(4) nonprofits. Inept manage-
ment plus an uncertain legal and regulatory situation led to two 
years of confusion and delay. 

VI. THERE WAS AN INCREASE IN APPLICATIONS FROM 
RIGHT-LEANING NONPROFITS 

The IRS was scrutinizing progressive non-profits with political 
activity in addition to Tea Party-related applications, as described 
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below in the section entitled ‘‘Liberal/Progressive Groups Were 
Scrutinized by the IRS.’’ 

However evidence suggests that applications from conservative- 
leaning groups substantially outnumber applications from left-lean-
ing groups. In fact, EO staff told the Committee they were ‘‘inun-
dated’’ with Tea Party application issues in 2010.27 This trend con-
tinued at least through 2011, when Holly Paz observed ‘‘EOD 
Screening has identified an increase in the number of (c)(3) and 
(c)(4) applications where organizations are advocating on issues re-
lated to government spending, taxes, and similar matters.’’ 28 The
greater number of Tea Party applications resulted in a greater 
number of Tea Party applications being scrutinized. This outcome 
was used to establish an unproven narrative of bias against non-
profits on the conservative side of the political spectrum. 

One explanation is the increase in the amount of political activity 
engaged in by the Tea Party and related organizations. The health 
care reform struggle resulted in many groups mobilizing to influ-
ence the political system in 2009 and 2010. 

But this does not explain the intense interest by hundreds of 
groups in becoming 501(c)(4) organizations. 

There is some evidence that conservative groups were competing 
for anonymous donations to fund their activities, donations from a 
number of very wealthy conservative donors. In 2010, Scott Reed, 
a Republican lobbyist and the Chamber of Commerce’s political 
strategist, told the Center for Public Integrity in an interview that 
‘‘501cs are the keys to the political kingdom . . . because they 
allow anonymity.’’ 29

A Wall Street Journal article published on August 28, 2013 pro-
vides some clues about why the Cincinnati office found itself in 
2010 looking at dozens of right leaning organizations seeking non- 
profit status under the Internal Revenue Code. The political activ-
ity of the Tea Party movement, which was born in the summer of 
2009 as citizens participated in town hall meetings protesting ef-
forts by Congress to reform the health care system, helped the Re-
publican Party take control of the House of Representatives in the 
2010 elections.30

The Journal article focuses on the Tea Party Patriots group, ex-
plaining that it applied for nonprofit status in late 2010. The Jour-
nal article stated that the Tea Party Patriots had a 400,000 person 
donor base, a $24 million a year budget and its director made 
$250,000 a year.31

The article explained: ‘‘One problem dogged the group: The Patri-
ots didn’t have tax exempt status, a disincentive to some potential 
donors. The group applied for such status in late 2010 but says it 
had heard nothing from the IRS during all of 2011.’’ 32

Nonprofits do not need to publically disclose who has donated 
funds, nor do they need to disclose how much an individual or cor-
poration has contributed. 
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The Wall Street Journal article confirms a widely held belief that 
political contributions are disguised by cycling them through non-
profits. Again, no dollar amount from any individual is revealed to 
the public. 

This same incentive for obtaining nonprofit tax status is identi-
fied in the article in a quote from Jenny Beth Martin, executive di-
rector of the Tea Party Patriots: ‘‘I kept telling everyone—including 
the big donors who wouldn’t give to us without our nonprofit sta-
tus—that the IRS appeared to be targeting tea-party groups.’’ 

The influx of 501(c)(4) applications to the IRS may have been the 
result of a desire to attract ‘‘big donors’’ who would not give to 
right leaning groups ‘‘without . . . nonprofit status.’’ 33

Finally, many point to the Citizens United decision as the reason 
political spending soared during the years in question. 

Acting Commissioner Steven Miller told the Finance Committee 
that the number of 501(c)(4) applications doubled since ‘‘Citizens
United released this wave of cash’’ and ‘‘some of that cash headed 
towards c(4) organizations. That’s proven out by FEC data and IRS 
data.’’ 34

VII. THE ‘‘BOLO’’ LIST 

Evidence suggests that the number of conservative-leaning tax- 
exempt organizations active in this time period outnumbered lib-
eral organizations.35 The number of 501(c)(4)s reporting political 
campaign activities almost doubled from tax year 2008 through 
2010, and the amount of campaign activity for large filers almost 
tripled.36 According to the Center for Responsive Politics, more 
than 80% of the political funds spent in the 2012 elections by non-
profits were sponsored by conservative 501(c)(4)s.37 This amount of 
spending, along with the desire to attract large donors, partially 
explains why most of the nonprofit applications with political advo-
cacy issues were from conservative-leaning organizations during 
2010, 2011 and 2012. The IRS was not targeting these groups, 
rather it was facing the reality that more politically active conserv-
ative groups than left-leaning groups were sending in applications 
to the IRS Exempt Organizations office in Cincinnati. 

A great deal of attention has been focused on the ‘‘Be On The 
Lookout’’ (BOLO) list which designated the Tea Party as a term for 
IRS employees to watch for when reviewing applications for non-
profit status. 

There is no question that the use of the BOLO and the terms 
used therein presents a very unattractive picture of an IRS focus 
on Tea Party groups seeking nonprofit status. Even Lois Lerner be-
lieved it was wrong to place the term ‘‘Tea Party’’ on the BOLO 
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list.38 Placing names of right-leaning groups on the BOLO list was 
inappropriate.

While not endorsed by the Democratic staff, another point of 
view on how the IRS operated should be noted. The charge is that 
Cincinnati ‘‘targeted’’ the Tea Party because of its political affili-
ation. But once the IRS had selected the two Tea Party applica-
tions for review in the Washington D.C. office it can be argued that 
it was logical to develop a method of collecting all the Tea Party 
applications that continued to surface in Cincinnati. The BOLO list 
can be seen as an efficient procedure to use to make sure personnel 
in Cincinnati identified the right applications to set aside while 
Washington D.C. determined the best way to deal with these appli-
cations. Applications by left-leaning groups were also collected in 
this manner. 

The IRS receives 70,000 applications a year for nonprofit status. 
With so many applications to process the placement of terms on a 
BOLO list was one way to gather all of the relevant applications 
in one place while the experts in Washington D.C. delivered to Cin-
cinnati a plan for approving or disapproving the applications. 

Supporting this perspective, TIGTA’s Chief Counsel expressed 
concern about TIGTA describing the BOLO list terms—Tea Party, 
9/12 and Patriots—as ‘‘inappropriate’’ because it did help IRS 
screeners centralize political cases. He wrote in an email: 

Also, it is not clear why exactly we find the criteria used 
were ‘‘inappropriate.’’ 

It is because specific names associated with political ac-
tivity shouldn’t be used as criteria? That would seem to 
make it difficult for the IRS to identify potential political 
applications for referral to the specialized unit. If this is 
the rationale, the information in footnote 11, that the use 
of organization names occurs in non-political cases as well, 
seems like it needs more attention, since it suggests both 
that the IRS was not politically motivated in this case, and 
that our recommendations might need to be broader. 

Or are we saying it was inappropriate because the use 
of names was one-sided, i.e. name criteria included only 
certain types of groups seen as conservative, and names of 
other political groups with different policies should have 
also been included? If that is the rationale, do we have evi-
dence that similarly situated groups from the left side of 
the political spectrum should have been included by name 
in the criteria, but were not? The later sections of the re-
port seem to suggest this, but it is not clear.39

The TIGTA Chief Counsel makes two critical points: 
(1) Using names in the BOLO list simply helped the IRS 

‘‘identify potential political applications for referral to a spe-
cialized unit.’’ The names were not placed on the BOLO list be-
cause of political bias. 

(2) Use of names in the BOLO list identifying left-leaning 
groups (as reviewed in following section) is evidence that the 
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IRS was evenhanded in its administrative processing of 
501(c)(4) applications. 

VIII. LIBERAL AND PROGRESSIVE GROUPS WERE 
SCRUTINIZED BY THE IRS 

The IRS’s treatment of liberal, Democratic, and progressive orga-
nizations applying for tax-exempt status was similar to its treat-
ment of Tea Party applicants. Although TIGTA intentionally lim-
ited the scope of its report to ‘‘narrowly focus on Tea Party organi-
zations’’ at the request of the Chairman of the House Committee 
on Oversight and Government Reform,40 many of TIGTA’s findings 
with respect to the IRS’s treatment of Tea Party groups also apply 
to the IRS’s treatment of left-leaning organizations before and con-
current with the IRS’s screening of Tea Party groups. 

A. IRS DETERMINATIONS SCREENED LEFT-LEANING GROUPS FOR
REVIEW

TIGTA characterized the IRS Determinations Unit’s use of ‘‘spe-
cific names (Patriots and 9/12) or policy positions’’ to identify cases 
to be reviewed for political activity as inappropriate.41 However,
TIGTA’s audit did not focus on similar methods used by the IRS 
to identify and select left-leaning applicants for review.42

A PowerPoint presentation and notes from a July 28, 2010 
screening workshop meeting show that IRS employees were in-
structed to look for applications with the terms progressive and 
Emerge (an organization that sought to train female Democratic 
political candidates) in addition to Tea Party groups.43 The notes 
from the meeting state that Gary Muthert indicated that the ‘‘fol-
lowing names and/or titles were of interest and should be flagged 
for review: 

⊕ ‘‘9/12 Project, 
⊕ ‘‘Emerge,
⊕ ‘‘Progressive
⊕ ‘‘We The People, 
⊕ ‘‘Rally Patriots, and 
⊕ ‘‘Pink-Slip Program.’’ 44

Similarly, the PowerPoint presentation from this screening work-
shop has a slide that reads, ‘‘Politics’’ with a picture of an elephant 
and a donkey. The slide states ‘‘Look for names like’’ preceding ad-
ditional slides with the words ‘‘Tea Party . . . Patriots . . . 9/12 
Project . . . Emerge . . . Progressive . . . We the People’’ under 
the heading ‘‘Current Activities.’’ 45
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Numerous iterations of the BOLO spreadsheet included the term 
‘‘progressive’’ on the ‘‘TAG Historical’’ tab. For example, a BOLO 
list dated August 12, 2010 instructed screeners to flag applications 
for the word ‘‘progressive.’’ The BOLO list entry for ‘‘progressive’’ 
further instructed screeners that the: 

‘‘Common thread is the word ‘progressive.’ Activities ap-
pear to lean towards a new political party. Activities are 
partisan and appear as anti-Republican. You see ref-
erences to ‘blue’ as being ‘progressive.’ ’’ 46

According to IRS agent Ron Bell, who was responsible for the 
BOLO list, screening terms were placed on the ‘‘Tag Historical’’ tab 
after IRS employees were not seeing the cases as frequently.47

While the organizations with the name ‘‘progressive’’ in their name 
were not applying for tax-exempt status as frequently as conserv-
ative or Tea Party organizations, the IRS was still instructing its 
employees to screen and set aside cases because of potential polit-
ical activity based on the word ‘‘Progressive.’’ 

The Emerge applications that screeners were instructed to flag 
at the screening workshop were not specifically listed on the 
BOLO, but an IRS Determinations manager alerted screeners via 
email on September 24, 2008 to look for applicants with ‘‘Emerge’’ 
in their name along with other ‘‘politically sensitive’’ cases.48

1. ACORN 

Another PowerPoint presentation presented at training events in 
June and July of 2010 titled ‘‘Heightened Awareness Issues,’’ listed 
‘‘Successor to Acorn’’ as a ‘‘Watch For Issue’’ specifying that 
‘‘[s]pecial handling is [r]equired when [a]pplications are 
[r]eceived.’’ 49 ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for 
Reform Now) was a national ‘‘community organization group’’ with 
local chapters that ‘‘fought for liberal causes like raising the min-
imum wage, registering the poor to vote, stopping predatory lend-
ing and expanding affordable housing.’’ 50 In addition, ACORN as-
sisted lower income families with tax return preparation.51 The na-
tional organization declared bankruptcy in the wake of accusations 
of fraud, embezzlement, and mismanagement but several local or-
ganizations decided to regroup under new names.52

An entry for ‘‘ACORN successors’’ appears on copies of the BOLO 
list examined by the Committee from 2010 until it was removed by 
EO Director of Rulings and Agreements Holly Paz in June 2012.53

On March 22, 2010, EO Determinations Director Cindy Thomas 
notified EO Technical that descendants of ACORN were reorga-
nizing citing three specific cases.54 In April 2010, Sharon Camarillo 
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emailed Cindy Thomas and Robert Choi telling them that EO De-
terminations received two ACORN-successor cases.55

The August 2010 BOLO lists ‘‘ACORN Successors’’ as an ‘‘Issue 
Name.’’ The description states that ‘‘Following the breakup of 
ACORN, local chapters have been reforming under new names and 
resubmitting applications.’’ Screeners are instructed to send these 
cases ‘‘to the TAG Group.’’ 56

An October 7, 2010 email from Jon Waddell alerted Steven Bowl-
ing and Sharon Camarillo to two ACORN-related cases. Waddell 
recommended sending an alert to screeners ‘‘to be on the lookout 
for the following name [and] application factors associated with 
ACORN related cases.’’ 57 In addition he suggested adding the fol-
lowing ‘‘factors to the Watch Issue Description section for this cat-
egory:

‘‘1. The name(s) Neighborhoods for Social Justice or 
Communities Organizing for Change. 

‘‘2. Activities that mention Voter Mobilization of the 
Low-Income/Disenfranchised.

‘‘3. Advocating for Legislation to Provide for Economic, 
Heathcare, and Housing Justice for the poor. 

‘‘4. Educating Public Policy Makers (i.e. Politicians) on 
the above subjects.’’ 58

Sharon Camarillo forwarded the alert to John Shafer instructing 
that his screeners ‘‘be on the lookout for these cases.’’ 59 John
Shafer forwarded Camarillo’s email to IRS screeners in his group.60

The February 2, 2011 BOLO instructs IRS screeners to look for 
the words ‘‘ACORN’’ or ‘‘Communities for Change in the name and/ 
or throughout the application.’’ It reads: 

Local chapters of the former ACORN organization have 
reformed under new names and are requesting exemption 
under section 501(c)(3). Succession indicators include 
ACORN and Communities for Change in the name and/or 
throughout the application.61

ACORN cases continued to be screened in 2012. Ron Bell wrote 
an email to Carter Hull on May 13, 2012 stating: ‘‘I’ve got a case 
that I believe is an acorn successor org. I googled the name of the 
org and that is where several websites (such as the capital research 
center) indicate that it is an acorn successor. The BOLO list states 
to contact you . . . Please advise how you want to process this 
case.’’ 62 [sic]

2. Watch For ‘‘Occupy’’ Groups 

In January 2012, the IRS Determinations office began screening 
organizations with the term ‘‘Occupy’’ in its name on the ‘‘Watch 
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For’’ list on the BOLO. After a news article was distributed within 
the IRS that suggested some organizations affiliated with the Oc-
cupy movement were seeking tax exempt status, Cindy Thomas 
told Steven Bowling, the manager of the IRS Determinations group 
that handles political advocacy cases, that the Occupy cases should 
be referred to his group so they can be worked ‘‘with the advocacy 
cases.’’ 63

EO Determinations Group Manager Steven Bowling told Cindy 
Thomas that the BOLO list would need to be modified in order to 
properly flag the Occupy cases but expressed frustration that the 
IRS does not want to use the words ‘‘Tea Party’’ or ‘‘Occupy’’ in 
screening.64 Thomas replied: 

[w]e can’t refer to ‘‘tea party’’ cases because it would ap-
pear as though we’re singling them out and not looking at 
other Republican groups or Democratic groups . . . How 
about a compromise—What do you think about changing 
the description for advocacy organizations on the Emerg-
ing Issues tab to that which you’ve included under sce-
nario #1; then, you could include the Occupy description 
from your scenario #2 on the Watch For tab specifying that 
these cases should be referred to your group? We could 
still have the same grade 13 agents working the advocacy 
and Occupy cases.65

After receiving this instruction from Thomas, Bowling adds 
‘‘$ocial economic reform / movement’’ to the BOLO entry for advo-
cacy cases. In addition, Bowling added ‘‘Occupy orgs’’ to the BOLO 
watch list. Ronald Bell wrote an email to Bowling questioning the 
need for a separate entry for ‘‘Occupy orgs’’ on the watch list since 
he thought ‘‘$ocial economic reform . . . was our ‘code word’ for the 
occupy organizations.’’ Bowling replied, ‘‘I think we can leave it in. 
Some of the orgs are pushing that other than occupy groups.’’ 66

Emails written in May 2012 show that at least two Occupy cases 
were flagged by IRS screeners after the term was added to the 
BOLO list.67 By the next month, Holly Paz had Cindy Thomas re-
vise the BOLO list to ‘‘remove the references to ACORN and Oc-
cupy from the ‘Watch List’ ’’ and replaced the ‘‘Emerging Issue’’ de-
scription of ideological positions of conservative and liberal groups 
with neutral language.68

3. Liberal and Progressive Organizations Experienced Three-Year 
Delays

TIGTA’s finding that ‘‘[o]rganizations that applied for tax-exempt 
status and had their applications forwarded to the team of special-
ists experienced substantial delays’’ 69 applies to left-leaning appli-
cant organizations in addition to Tea Party and conservative 
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groups. The Committee investigation and press reports show that 
applicants affiliated with Emerge, ACORN successor groups, and 
others also waited years for a determination from the IRS after 
their applications were flagged as potentially political by screeners 
and forwarded to the EO Technical office in Washington, D.C. 

Emerge
In the case of three of the Emerge groups, it took three years 

from the time they applied until the applications were denied. Pre-
viously the IRS erroneously approved five applications affiliated 
with Emerge for 501(c)(4) status from 2004 through 2008, including 
the main umbrella organization Emerge America.70 These approv-
als were subsequently determined to have been in error because 
Emerge groups were found to benefit the Democratic Party.71

On September 2008, emails show that IRS employee Donna 
Abner recommended issuing an ‘‘alert’’ for other incoming Emerge 
cases because of the ‘‘partisan nature of the cases’’ as well as a re-
minder that ‘‘ ‘sensitive political issue’ cases are subject to manda-
tory review’’ per IRS guidelines and subject to full development.72

EO Technical staff asked EO Determinations to transfer the 
Emerge Maine and Emerge Nevada applications on October 10, 
2008 to be held ‘‘until the litigation on this issue and concluded 
and then we will work them.’’ 73 EO Technical instructed EO Deter-
minations to hold any additional Emerge cases ‘‘pending the out-
come of a similar issue in the DLC litigation.’’ 74 However, a Janu-
ary 18, 2010 Sensitive Case Report indicates that Emerge Massa-
chusetts applied for tax-exempt status on August 15, 2008 and was 
transferred to EO Technical on April 16, 2009. Additionally, 
Emerge Oregon applied on February 9, 2010 and its application 
was transferred to EO Technical on April 14, 2010.75 The IRS did 
not inform the four Emerge groups, whose cases were selected for 
review and then developed at EO Technical until 2011, that their 
applications had been denied, creating delays of approximately 
three years for some of the organizations.76

ACORN
Organizations the IRS determined to be related to the disbanded 

ACORN organization also experienced delays of nearly three years. 
EO Determinations began receiving ACORN-successor organiza-
tions in April 2010.77

ACORN-successor organizations were the subject of congressional 
interest at this time as well. On June 3, 2010, Ranking Member 
Darrell Issa on the House Oversight Committee submitted a letter 
with an attached report to Commissioner Doug Shulman urging 
him not to ‘‘stop your investigation into ACORN and its use of fed-
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eral funds. I ask that you maintain oversight over ACORN’s re-
branded affiliates.’’ 78 In response, on June 8, 2010 the Acting Man-
ager of EO Technical Steven Grodnitzky instructed Cindy Thomas 
not to develop or resolve ACORN-related cases until they receive 
further instruction.79

On July 15, 2010, Cindy Thomas alerted Robert Choi that EO 
Determinations received another ‘‘potential successor to ACORN’’ 
applying for 501(c)(3) status that is related to a 501(c)(4) ACORN- 
successor application received in April 2010.80 Thomas reported 
that ‘‘[w]e placed the other case in suspense pending guidance from 
the Washington Office and are doing so with this case.’’ 81

Emails show that additional ACORN-successor organizations 
were flagged in October 2010.82

Cindy Thomas emailed Holly Paz on October 24, 2010 with a re-
quest for technical assistance on ACORN-successor cases from EO 
Technical. Over a month later, on November 26, 2010, Holly Paz 
told Cindy Thomas to work with Carter Hull in EO Technical on 
the ACORN-successor cases, the same employee in charge of devel-
oping the Tea Party cases.83

An EO Determinations employee contacted Carter Hull on March 
4, 2011, telling him that ‘‘we have four exemption applications for 
organizations that have previously operated as ACORN. Could we 
arrange to discuss these cases with you by phone sometime next 
week?’’ 84 It is unclear what guidance Carter Hull provided EO De-
terminations on the ACORN-successor applications but he told an-
other EO Determinations employee in July 2011 that ‘‘his manager 
informed him that he should not be doing research for our cases.’’ 85

Hull asked EO Determinations to remove his name ‘‘from the 
BOLO list as a contact person.’’ 86

In April 2013, EO Technical was still developing two ACORN- 
successor applications including one of the applications that 
spurred EO Determinations managers to alert screeners to flag 
ACORN-successor cases in October 2010.87 The other case men-
tioned in the email was transferred from EO Determinations to EO 
Technical in April 2012.88 ACORN-successor cases were still on 
hold as of May 2013, according to Cindy Thomas.89

Other Left-Leaning Groups Also Experienced Delays 
Other liberal and progressive groups told media outlets their ap-

plications were delayed as well. One left-leaning group, Alliance for 
a Better Utah, told NPR Morning Edition in a story that aired on 
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June 13, 2013 that it had been waiting almost 600 days for a deter-
mination on its application for 501(c)(3) status to do ‘‘voter-edu-
cation work.’’ 90 The same group told Politico a month later that the 
delay was ‘‘causing problems because it can’t apply for foundation 
and grant money while that application to become a charitable or-
ganization is in limbo.’’ 91 Progress Texas reported that it took ‘‘18 
months to get its 501(c)(4) approval.’’ 92

B. INAPPROPRIATE AND BURDENSOME INFORMATION REQUESTS TO
LEFT-LEANING GROUPS

As summarized by the TIGTA report and described in the bipar-
tisan narrative of this report, in January 2012, the IRS Determina-
tions Unit made unnecessary and burdensome requests to a num-
ber of tax-exempt applicants that in some cases included requests 
for donor information.93 Many groups that received these questions 
saw the inquiry about donors as an unwarranted intrusion.94 Ulti-
mately, IRS officials decided the request of the donor information 
was inappropriate and ordered the donor information destroyed.95

Left-leaning/progressive groups also received inappropriate devel-
opment questions regarding donor information while experiencing 
lengthy delays in the application process, similar to Tea Party 
groups.

Although TIGTA points out in its report that thirteen of the 27 
organizations that received requests for donor information had 
‘‘Tea Party, Patriots, or 9/12 in their names,’’ 96 it is clear from re-
viewing documents that the IRS was not acting on a partisan basis. 
Liberal and progressive groups were subject to burdensome re-
quests for information from the IRS, similar to the requests made 
of conservative groups. At least three of the groups that received 
donor information requests were left-leaning applicants for tax-ex-
empt status.97 This treatment was unfair and inappropriate wheth-
er directed at conservative or left-leaning groups. 

This indicates that the donor list requests were not a concerted 
political effort within the IRS to harass or discriminate against 
conservative groups. While more conservative groups were subject 
to burdensome development letters, there were simply more con-
servative groups applying for tax-exempt status during this period. 

In addition to asking liberal organizations about their donors, 
IRS Exempt Organizations Specialist Grant Herring asked burden-
some questions to at least one voter registration organization.98

The letter asked the organization to respond to approximately 82 
different questions/requests for information within twenty days. 
Two of the requests asked the applicant to provide ‘‘recruitment 
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materials, training materials and manuals you will create and em-
ploy’’ (emphasis added) for the purposes of voter registration activi-
ties and assistance to other charitable organizations.99 These ques-
tions indicate the IRS was asking the organization to provide docu-
ments that may not have existed at the time it was applying for 
tax-exempt status. 

Herring provided the questionnaire as an example to another 
IRS employee who was reviewing a voter registration organiza-
tion’s application for tax-exempt status. In his email to the IRS em-
ployee he wrote: 

What worries me about the big ones is that they con-
centrate on turning out voters that historically support one 
of the two parties, and this is their unacknowledged pur-
pose, rather than increasing civic participation or voter 
education.

These questions are from one of my letters. I don’t know 
how complicated your organization is. If it is big and ambi-
tious all these questions may come in handy. I think we 
need at least to put them on record that in their voter con-
tacts their conduct will be as pure as the driven snow, be-
cause I do not think we will ever apply the American Cam-
paign Academy rationale to these organizations, as we 
should.

If it is getting a lot of [private foundation] money and 
seem to lean to the left, make sure it isn’t an ACORN suc-
cessor.100

After EO Determinations employees began receiving ACORN- 
successor applications in April 2010, Herring flagged a ‘‘get-out- 
the-vote’’ organization that had already been approved as tax-ex-
empt but ‘‘many internet sources allege is an ACORN affiliate or 
front’’ and had asked the IRS for an advance 4945(f) ruling. A 
4945(f) ruling is an IRS determination that the organization’s voter 
registration activities satisfy legal requirements to receive private 
foundation grants for that purpose. On May 18, 2010, Herring 
wrote:

I question whether the applicant qualifies for exemption. 
501c3s can engage in non-partisan voter registration, of 
course, but what is the basis of their exemption if that is 
their exclusive or primary activity, as in this case (no voter 
ed)? Also, I don’t think this org’s activities are nonpartisan 
in effect: they don’t say ‘‘Republican’’ or ‘‘Democrat’’, but 
they target their extremely-well-funded-by-left-leaning-PFs 
voter registration activities to areas where traditional 
Democrat constituencies are concentrated. I don’t think it 
would be difficult for EOT to revoke the approval letter.101

Grant Herring reported his activities related to developing this 
case in July 2010: 

A letter was sent on 7/15, with response due 8/4. I asked 
very detailed questions about how they are conducting 
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their voter registration activities, to make sure that they 
are being conducted in a non-partisan manner. I do not 
think there is any doubt that the targeted demographics 
will vote overwhelmingly for Democratic candidates, and 
that it is the unstated purpose of the organization to turn 
out the vote for ‘‘progressive’’ candidates; but I don’t think 
the request can be denied on that basis, although I am 
going to make sure of that before I issue a favorable letter. 
However, I thought that a politically biased applicant like 
this one should be made to demonstrate that it treats all 
political candidates and parties even-handedly in its con-
tacts with unregistered voters. I am talking to Mike Re-
pass in Technical about this case and a different voter reg-
istration organization.102 [sic]

The case was sent to EO Technical as a result of Herring ‘‘raising 
concerns’’ because ‘‘it involved voter registration and a possible link 
to ACORN,’’ according to an EO Determinations manager summa-
rizing the case a year later. As of May 2011, there was a decision 
to grant a favorable 4945(f) ruling with a referral to the Review of 
Operations Division but the case was awaiting another layer of re-
view by EO Quality Assurance.103

IX. WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN 

Another useful perspective on the inefficiency and mismanage-
ment at the IRS is a focus on the month when the Tea Party appli-
cations first arrived in Cincinnati and a two week period when the 
IRS first acted decisively on the Tea Party and right-leaning appli-
cations.

As discussed in the bipartisan narrative of this report, the first 
Tea Party application arrived in February of 2010. Cindy Thomas 
contacted Washington D.C. and asked for guidance from EO tech-
nical. Holly Paz, in Washington D.C., agrees that the applications 
should be reviewed by experts in Washington D.C. 

Results Come 26 Months Later 
In May/June of 2012, the IRS finally finds a process and per-

sonnel who make decisions relatively efficiently about the about 
200 applications that have been piling up starting in February of 
2010.104 This was referred to as a ‘‘triage’’ effort by IRS personnel. 
A team of five Washington D.C. based staff, led by Sharon Light, 
was sent to Cincinnati. There they meet up with a team from the 
Determinations unit. The two teams conducted a workshop to es-
tablish a common understanding of the rules for political activity 
and 501(c)(4) nonprofits. 

Teams of two—one from Washington D.C. and the other from 
Cincinnati—were given applications to review. They were allowed 
to reach one of these conclusions: 

• If they both agree an application should be approved it is 
approved—no further appeals to multiple IRS personnel in 
Washington D.C. follow. The decision of the team is final. 
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• The team can also agree to deny the application. Again, no 
final review is necessary. 

• Finally the two teams can agree to gather more informa-
tion about the applications. 

Using this process the Sharon Light led team approved 65 appli-
cations and denied 30, about 100 applications were set aside for 
more information gathering.105

If this process had been used in the summer of 2010, a few 
months after the first Tea Party applications were received, much 
of the delay in processing the applications could have been avoided. 

Another possible way to address large volumes of political advo-
cacy cases was devised by Acting Commissioner Danny Werfel in 
the aftermath of the TIGTA report. This process allows applicants 
to declare that over 60% of their activities are non-political. If this 
declaration is made, a favorable determination on the application 
is issued by the IRS within 2 weeks.106 (see discussion of the IRS 
30 day response in these views). 

X. WHAT WAS 

Between February of 2010 and the ‘‘triage’’ effort in June of 
2012, the Finance Committee investigation found a continuing se-
ries of missteps, bad management, inefficiency, confusion and in-
competence.

A quick summary of what transpired for two years in the Wash-
ington D.C. office is contained in an email from Steve Grodnitzky. 
EOT here is the Exempt Organization Technical office which had 
the lead in analyzing political advocacy issues related to 501(c)4s: 

EOT is working on the Tea Party applications in coordi-
nation with Cincy. We are developing a few applications 
here in DC and providing copies of our development letters 
with the agent to use as examples in the development of 
their cases. Chip Hull is working these cases in EOT and 
working with the agent in Cincy, so any communication 
should include him as well. Because the Tea Party applica-
tions are the subject of an SCR, we cannot resolve any of 
the cases without coordinating with [Robert Choi, the Di-
rector of Rulings and Agreements].107

In short, Tea Party cases piled up in Cincinnati for two years 
while Washington D.C. unsuccessfully tried to develop a way to 
process them, i.e. approve or deny them. For some time the focus 
was on two of the applications, but even that focus was lost toward 
the end of the two year period and the EO team became completely 
disorganized in its effort to make decisions on the applications. 

On April 28, 2010 Grodnitzky emailed Lerner and Choi a sum-
mary chart of sensitive case reports (SCRs) being handled by EO 
Technical that included Tea Party applications.108 He wrote: 
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Of note, we added one new SCR concerning 2 Tea Party 
cases that are being worked here in DC. Currently, there 
are 13 Tea Party cases out in EO Determinations and we 
are coordinating with them to provide direction as to how 
to develop those cases based on our development of the 
ones in DC.109

The SCR dated April 19, 2010 describing the two Tea Party cases 
shows that the cases were flagged because they were determined 
to be ‘‘Likely to attract media or Congressional attention.’’ 110

On May 13, 2010, in response to an inquiry from Lerner about 
the basis for EO Technical’s examination of Tea Party cases, 
Grodnitzky replied that: 

The [Tea Party] organizations are arguing education, but 
the big issue for us is whether they are engaged in polit-
ical campaign activity.111

By November 3, 2010, the number of applications on hold in EO 
Determinations increased to 40 as Cincinnati continued to wait for 
development of the two Tea Party test cases in EO Technical.112

Robert Choi told Committee investigators that he inferred the 
Tea Party cases were likely on their way to being resolved because 
a November 2010 summary of the sensitive case reports indicated 
that EO Technical (Carter Hull) was drafting a favorable deter-
minations letter for one of the Tea Party test cases.113

This was not the case—the confusion and bureaucratic buck 
passing continued until the triage effort, 19 months later, in June 
of 2012, well after the TIGTA investigation had begun, sounding 
alarm bells at the IRS. 

The bulk of the responsibility for managing the processing of 
these applications falls on Lerner as manager of the nonprofit tax 
division of the IRS. She refused to testify in open session before the 
House Government Affairs Committee, pleading the Fifth Amend-
ment.114 She has refused to talk to Finance Committee and Ways 
and Means investigators. Consequently, her side of the story will 
not be completely told in this report. 

Perhaps the best summary of her perspective comes from a 
TIGTA interview with her conducted on May 22, 2012. Lerner de-
scribes the initial process used to collect the applications containing 
political advocacy issues: 

It has been customary for the applications group in Cin-
cinnati to document emerging issues through emails. How-
ever, we received complaints at a CPE that employees 
were receiving too much information via e-mail and there 
was no consolidated place where employees could go for 
this information. As a result, Cincinnati began consoli-
dating information into what is called a BOLO (Be On the 
Lookout). In the spring of 2010, the applications group 
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began seeing a surge in applications that were very up 
front about political work the organizations would be con-
ducting. It is not unusual for us to send cases to a specific 
group when we see an uptick of applications with the same 
issues. We like to have a specific group or set of people 
work the applications so that we are consistent in our de-
terminations.115

She continued in the interview to summarize her decision to 
order a change in the Tea Party designation in the BOLO list: 

When I heard the criterion being used, I immediately 
asked that the criterion be changed. While I don’t believe 
our folks in Cincinnati meant any malice, I was dis-
appointed with the language used to describe the emerging 
issue. I would agree that the language should be more 
about the issues in the applications and not about par-
ticular groups that are applying for tax exemption. I be-
lieve that Cincinnati was just using shorthand to describe 
the cases and was not thinking about the impact of de-
scribing the cases in a particular manner. Our work is 
much more out in the public and, while I believe the Cin-
cinnati employees were just trying to find an easy way to 
describe the applications, our employees need to be cog-
nizant of the fact that we need to make it clear that we 
do not select cases for additional determinations or exam-
ination work based on political affiliation. It should not 
enter into the conversation.116

Holly Paz, a key EO figure and by all accounts a conscientious 
worker, shifted jobs frequently and was often designated as ‘‘act-
ing’’ while filling a position. She was not able, perhaps understand-
ably, to take charge and move the Exempt Organization team to-
wards a quick resolution of the Tea Party applications piling up in 
Cincinnati. Paz, between March of 2010 and May of 2012, went 
through four different position changes. This constant changing of 
jobs, and the multiple times she was placed in an acting position, 
whether as a manager or director, probably contributed to her in-
ability to take charge and resolve the challenge of dealing with the 
dozens of 501(c)(4) applicants who were intending to become in-
volved in political campaigns.117

She did not feel able, apparently, to confront Lerner about the 
endless process of review and delay that was inevitably leading to 
the TIGTA investigation, and the eventual explosion of the issue in 
Congress and in the U.S. media.118

Months and months went by with the IRS personnel developing 
‘‘guidesheets,’’ constructing a ‘‘bucket’’ system for analyzing the 
cases, drafting development letters, and training personnel on the 
501(c)(4) political advocacy issues. ‘‘Triage’’ was attempted in the 
fall of 2011 (reviewing all the applications and attempting to make 
a quick decision on denial or approval), meetings occurred, various 
offices refused to take charge and resolve the pending applications. 
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No evidence was uncovered that political motivations fed this bu-
reaucratic nightmare, but that does not make it acceptable. Once 
the TIGTA investigation began it was too late to undo the damage. 

Two email chains providing an example of the endless, confused 
and disorganized process is included in the appendix of this report. 
In one, two months are squandered in an email exchange that is 
almost incomprehensible. This occurs, incredibly, 18 months after 
the first Tea Party emails were received in Cincinnati, and 10 
months after the Tea Party had been partially credited with taking 
back the House of Representatives for the Republican Party, an 
event that produced a massive amount of media exposure and na-
tional attention.119 In another email the reader can see a narrative 
of buck passing and confusion that squandered three months, from 
June 8, 2012 to September 12, 2012. Incredibly this email covers 
a period after the TIGTA investigation had begun.120

Three opportunities to expedite the processing of the conservative 
leaning applications were missed from the summer of 2010 to the 
summer of 2011. 

Carter Hull was given the job of analyzing two Tea Party appli-
cations (a 501(c)(3) and a 501(c)(4)) in April of 2010. As one of the 
EO Technical employees with the most experience with nonprofit 
political activity he was in a position to develop a definitive test for 
the applications waiting to be resolved. 

He took until January of 2011 to recommend that one of these 
applications be approved. Had he been managed better and fin-
ished his analysis in September or October of 2010 the standards 
he set could have been used to test the dozens of applications sit-
ting in Cincinnati. 

Another opportunity was wasted when Hull recommended ap-
proving the (c)(4) application in January. A better management 
team would have seized this moment and used his analysis to im-
mediately resolve the Tea Party applications pending in Cincinnati. 

A ‘‘triage’’ team similar to the one formed in June of 2012 could 
have made short work of the applications using the standards set 
by Hull in recommending approval of the two applications selected 
by the Washington D.C. office for special analysis. 

Instead of using the Hull decision on the 501(c)(4) application to 
kick off a final review of the pending applications his decision was 
reviewed by Senior Technical Advisory Judy Kindell. Kindell rec-
ommended the application be reviewed by Chief Counsel’s office be-
cause the issue of private benefit, namely whether the Tea Party 
groups were operating for the benefit of the Republican Party, was 
not explored by Carter Hull in his examination.121 This may have 
been a good idea if a two week deadline for that effort had been 
enforced. But the meeting with Don Spellman of the Office of Chief 
Counsel did not occur until August—seven months after Hull had 
belatedly made a final decision on the two applications. 

No clear 501(c)(4) political activity guidance was ever given by 
the Counsel’s office so this step in the process was a complete 
waste of time. 
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A final missed opportunity was the failure to follow up on the 
July 2011 meeting between Lerner and her senior team with a plan 
to approve or disapprove the applications. 

Lerner does get credit for ordering a change to problematic 
BOLO terms that specifically mentioned the Tea Party and con-
servative groups.122 But at the same meeting (June 29, 2011) at 
which she ordered the offending language removed she did nothing 
to get her team to expedite the processing of Tea Party applica-
tions.123 One hundred applications had piled up in Cincinnati at 
this point.124

This turned out to the last chance for the IRS to resolve the 
pending applications before the TIGTA investigation was initiated. 
From the June 29 meeting on, the IRS tax-exempt office continued 
drifting on the political advocacy cases. With no decisive action by 
Lerner or Paz, the IRS bureaucracy stumbled forward without es-
tablishing a competent and efficient plan for processing the appli-
cations.

Without a resolution of the applications in the fall of 2011 the 
frustration of the applicants increased. In early 2012 press reports 
and congressional inquiries triggered the TIGTA investigation. 

XI. RESPONSE TO ADDITIONAL REPUBLICAN VIEWS 

A. NO EVIDENCE OF POLITICAL BIAS IN 501(c)(4) DETERMINATIONS

1. No Evidence of Lois Lerner Political Bias 

Federal employees are allowed to have political affiliations. The 
question is whether they let those affiliations affect their profes-
sional duties. There is no evidence that Lois Lerner allowed her po-
litical beliefs affect how she carried out her duties as manager of 
the Exempt Organizations, merely anecdotal evidence that she was 
a Democrat. 

Even though the decision came too late, Lois Lerner was respon-
sible for removing from the BOLO list the terms Tea Party, 9/12 
and Patriots out of a concern that these terms gave the appearance 
of ‘‘targeting’’ the groups.125

In addition, a September 15, 2010 email chain shows that 
Lerner’s office was concerned about the potential abuse of 501(c)(4) 
status by organizations from across the political spectrum.126 After
Lerner expressed concern about ‘‘a perception out there that’’ 
501(c)(4) organizations were set up specifically for political activity, 
her colleague Cheryl Chasin emailed her and wrote the abuse was 
‘‘definitely happening.’’ 127 In this email she listed ‘‘a few organiza-
tions . . . that sure sound . . . like they are engaging in political 
activity:
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Faulkner County Tea Party 
Paradise Republican Womens Club 
Culver PAC 
Taxpayersadvocate Org State PAC 
Escondido Republican Women Federated 
Folsom Republican Women Federated 
Alice B Toklas Lesbian & Gay Democratic Club 
Obama Democratic Club Of Silicon Valley 
National Breast Cancer Coalition Political Action Com-

mittee.’’ 128

Lerner’s response was, ‘‘OK guys. We need to have a plan. We 
need to be cautious so it isn’t a per se political project. More a (c)4 
project that will look at levels of lobbying and pol. activity along 
with exempt activity.’’ 129 The email shows that employees in the 
Exempt Organizations division were concerned about abuse of the 
tax code no matter what political views represented. 

Lerner’s weakness in managing her office’s processing of tax-ex-
empt applicants affected both left and right-leaning organizations. 
Both types of groups faced delays in the processing of their applica-
tions for nonprofit status. There is no evidence Lerner treated left 
and right-leaning groups differently. 

There are no facts demonstrating that Lerner told her employees 
to focus in an unfair way on right-leaning applications. As the re-
port states, left-leaning groups were also placed on the BOLO list, 
were asked extensive questions about their activities as part of the 
nonprofit approval or disapproval process and waited years for 
their applications to be processed. 

Lerner’s concern with the Citizens United decision was appro-
priate given her role at the IRS. If the Supreme Court decision led 
to more political advocacy activity by nonprofits then the case was 
central to the Exempt Organizations team that Lerner led. Making 
reference to it in conversations or in speeches is not surprising; to 
ignore the decision would have been odd. 

It is similarly appropriate for Lerner to take notice of Congres-
sional efforts to reform campaign finance through the DISCLOSE 
Act. The bill, which would require independent groups to disclose 
the names of contributors who gave more than $10,000 for use in 
political campaigns, had wide support in 2012. The Senate version, 
S. 3369, had 40 co-sponsors, while the House version, H.R. 4010 
had 165 co-sponsors. 

Furthermore, campaign finance reform and the Citizens United 
decision are issues that are important to many Americans. Eighty 
five percent of Americans believe we should either ‘‘rebuild’’ or 
make ‘‘fundamental changes’’ to our campaign finance system.130 In
addition, 75% of Americans believe that groups who participate in 
political campaigns should be required to publicly disclose their do-
nors, and 8 in 10 Americans oppose Citizens United.131

As for congressional inquiries, media interest and outside groups 
contacting the EO office, this is the norm for any federal agency 
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The One Fund has been a huge success and an important contribution to Boston’s recovery. 
All of the $60 million in funds donated to the One Fund Boston through June 26, 2013 were 
distributed to those who were most affected by the bombings, in accordance with a protocol de-
veloped by Mr. Feinberg. In addition, the One Fund Boston will continue to provide support for 
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or department. These interactions occur on a daily basis in every 
federal government office. There is no evidence that Lerner reacted 
to these contacts by ordering a delay in the processing of 501(c)(4) 
applications.

2. No Double Standard for Members of Congress 

The Additional Republican Views cite three cases in which they 
say that Democratic Senators intervened to request that the review 
of applications for tax-exempt status be expedited, and where that 
apparently was done. The inference is that there was a double 
standard, contrasting the quick resolution of these cases to the long 
delays, described in this report, in the cases of applications for 
501(c) status by Tea Party and other advocacy groups. 

On their face, the facts of the three cases relied on do not sup-
port the inference of a double standard. It appears that the three 
applications were for 501(c)(3) status, organizations that are not al-
lowed to engage in any political activity, not for the 501(c)(4) status 
which is the focus of this report. Further, there is nothing to indi-
cate that the three applications were particularly difficult or con-
troversial. The one exception appears to be a request for the expe-
ditious consideration of an application for tax-exempt status by the 
One Boston Foundation, in order to facilitate fundraising and as-
sistance to the victims of the Boston Marathon attacks in April, 
2013; in that case, it appears that the IRS did in fact cut through 
some red tape so that the organization could get up and running 
quickly.132 The three cases that the Additional Republican Views 
rely on were not cases where Democratic officeholders sought to ex-
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pedite the approval of progressive groups’ applications for 501(c)(4) 
status. Further, we have not looked carefully to consider how simi-
lar requests from Republican Senators and Representatives (i.e., 
requests for expeditious treatment of noncontroversial 501(c)(3) ap-
plications) were handled. 

As the bipartisan narrative makes clear, the IRS took far too 
long to review 501(c)(4) applications from Tea Party and other ad-
vocacy groups, and subjected many of the groups to inappropriate 
review; the IRS was insufficiently responsive to requests, from 
those groups as well as members of Congress, for information and 
for better consideration. But the fact that the IRS was able to han-
dle a few very different cases reasonably well does not show a dou-
ble standard. In this regard, the Additional Republican Views are 
comparing apples and oranges. 

3. No Evidence To Validate Charge of Union Bias 

Union membership in and of itself does not mean political bias. 
The Additional Republican Views establish no factual evidence that 
any IRS employee, whether they belonged to a union or not, was 
politically biased in their actions related to the 501(c)(4) applica-
tions with political advocacy issues. Moreover, Lerner, as a senior 
manager, was not eligible for union membership. 

4. No Evidence Individual Employee Views Influenced Decisions for 
Political Purposes 

Again, there is no evidence of political bias on the part of IRS 
personnel involved in the processing of the 501(c)(4) applications 
with political advocacy issues. The Committee has received signed 
statements from each of the IRS employees in interviewed assert-
ing that politics was not involved in the decision making proc-
ess.133 TIGTA also found no evidence of political bias on the part 
of IRS personnel involved in processing of 501(c)(4) applications. 

Of the 85,000 employees at the IRS, the Additional Republican 
Views highlight three who engaged in political activity during com-
pany time in violation of the Hatch Act. None work in the IRS of-
fices processing the 501(c)(4) applications. 

5. No Evidence White House or Treasury Officials Influenced Tea 
Party Applications 

There is no evidence of Treasury or White House officials partici-
pating in the processing of 501(c)(4) applications or influencing how 
they were processed. There is no evidence that any Treasury or 
White House employee directed or influenced the actions of the IRS 
with regard to Tea Party or other political advocacy applications. 
The Additional Republican Views provide only unfounded specula-
tion about the involvement of Treasury and White House officials 
in the processing of advocacy applications. 

Two high ranking Treasury officials were interviewed by the 
Committee, Mark Patterson, former chief of staff to the Secretary, 
and Neal Wolin, former Deputy Secretary. One other employee was 
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requested by the Republican staff to appear for an interview, Ruth 
Madrigal. Madrigal served as a policy expert on 501(c)(4) law at 
main Treasury. 

Her interview transcript with the Oversight and Government Re-
form/Ways and Means Republican staff was made available, and 
after reviewing the transcript of the interview the Democratic staff 
was satisfied that Madrigal had not even a remote connection to 
the key decisions made by the EO office regarding the applications 
with political advocacy issues. She did not participate in any way 
in the management of those applications by the IRS Exempt Orga-
nizations office. Nor did she consult with upper level management 
of the IRS on how to respond to the delay in processing of those 
applications once the mismanagement was uncovered. 

B. IRS FAILURE TO PRESERVE LERNER’S EMAILS

On June 23, 2014, then-Chairman Wyden and then-Ranking 
Member Hatch asked Inspector General George to investigate the 
circumstances surrounding a June 2011 hard drive crash suffered 
by Lois Lerner, and to determine whether any additional docu-
ments belonging to Lerner could be recovered.134 The hard drive 
crash predated any investigations of Lerner by nearly two years. 
TIGTA’s resulting investigation found no evidence that any IRS 
employee intentionally destroyed records to hide information from 
Congress. TIGTA invested a significant amount of time and re-
sources to activate available disaster recovery backup tapes used 
by the IRS. This effort resulted in the production of 1,007 emails 
that had not been previously produced as part of the 1,500,000 doc-
uments produced to the Committee.135 Very few of these documents 
were germane to the Committee’s investigation. 

TIGTA’s investigation also uncovered a second batch of backup 
tapes dating back to May 2011 that were erased by IRS employees 
in May 2014. TIGTA ‘‘did not uncover evidence that the IRS and 
its employees purposely erased the tapes and order to conceal re-
sponsive e-mails from the Congress, the DOJ and TIGTA.’’ 136 The
IRS reasonably, but erroneously, assumed that these backup tapes, 
which sat in storage in an IRS warehouse for years, had been de-
stroyed long ago. Disaster recovery backup tapes do not store infor-
mation in an easily accessible format and are rarely utilized in liti-
gation.137 However, given the extraordinary interest in this matter, 
the IRS should have exercised greater care and diligence in deter-
mining whether meaningful information could be recovered from 
disaster recovery tapes. 

The Additional Republican Views take great issue with the 
amount of time that elapsed between when the IRS learned of Lois 
Lerner’s hard drive crash, February 2014, and when it disclosed 
that information to Congress, June 2014. There is bipartisan agree-
ment that the IRS showed a lack of candor in this matter. How-
ever, the Additional Republican Views characterize statements 
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made by the IRS to the Committee on March 19, 2014 as ‘‘false’’ 
and ‘‘intended to hasten the Committee to complete its investiga-
tion.’’ While the Democratic staff respects the Republican staff and 
their view about the veracity of these statements, we do not reach 
the same conclusions. On March 27, 2014, Committee staff asked 
the IRS for a statement attesting to the completeness of the IRS 
production. When the statement arrived on June 13, 2014, Lerner’s 
hard drive crash was clearly disclosed.138

C. MISLEADING CONGRESS

The Additional Republican Views charge that senior IRS officials 
continuously mislead Congress, citing hearings before various Con-
gressional committees and subcommittees, a meeting with Finance 
Committee staff, and responses to letters from Senator Hatch and 
other Republican Senators. The veracity of these IRS officials’ testi-
mony and statements has not been a subject of our bipartisan staff 
investigation. While we have particular respect for Chairman 
Hatch’s views about the veracity and completeness of responses to 
him, it would, in our view, take considerably more bipartisan work 
to reach conclusions about such serious charges. 

D. IRS INDEPENDENCE

The IRS is organized under the Treasury Department because 
the tax function is a critical element of government and clear lines 
of authority and management need to be established. This report 
demonstrates how important accountability and the power to act 
quickly are when mismanagement has occurred. Treasury Sec-
retary Jack Lew was able to fire the head of the IRS almost imme-
diately after revelations about the alleged Tea Party targeting were 
unveiled. A truly independent agency, with lengthy burdensome 
process for removing executives, could have continued with its ex-
isting management for some period of time. 

While there are clear lines of authority, this is balanced by the 
nonpolitical nature of the IRS, demonstrated by the fact that un-
like other agencies, only two executives are political appointees— 
nominated by the President and confirmed by Congress. Except for 
the Commissioner and the Chief Counsel, every other employee at 
the IRS is nonpartisan, ensuring that the IRS acts in a nonpolitical 
fashion. Furthermore, it is important to note that Commissioner 
Shulman, the Commissioner during the relevant time of this inves-
tigation, was a George W. Bush appointee. 

Most agencies and departments have dozens of political ap-
pointees, resulting in a much greater political focus by the man-
agers of the department. 

E. NO INAPPROPRIATE FEC INTERACTION

501(c)(4) nonprofits report their campaign spending to the Fed-
eral Election Commission. It is clear from the investigation that 
the IRS tries to determine levels of political spending in their proc-
essing of 501(c)(4) applications with political advocacy. The FEC 
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deals with political spending even more directly. Essentially there 
is overlapping jurisdiction over campaign activities/spending be-
tween the FEC and the IRS. Agencies in the federal government, 
all existing under the umbrella of the executive branch, are encour-
aged to share information when that information will assist them 
in carrying out their responsibilities to the taxpayer. The informa-
tion shared in this case between the FEC and the IRS constitutes 
proper cooperation between two agencies in the executive branch. 

F. ATTEMPTS TO ‘‘SUPPRESS’’ POLITICAL SPEECH

Efforts to change the law governing nonprofit political advocacy 
are addressed in the following section entitled ‘‘Evolution of 
501(c)(4) Nonprofits into Political Entities Creates a Need for More 
Transparency.’’ The IRS withdrew proposed regulations governing 
political activity by 501(c)(4) nonprofits on May 22, 2014. 

G. WAYS AND MEANS REFERRAL LETTER

On April 9, 2014, the Ways and Means Committee voted to send 
a letter to the Attorney General asking DOJ to investigate Lois 
Lerner to determine whether she violated ‘‘multiple federal crimi-
nal statutes.’’ 139 The primary charge in the letter is that Lerner 
focused intensively on the 501(c)(4) application from Crossroads 
GPS and turned a blind eye to liberal groups. The letter attempts 
to make the case that Lerner relied on her own political party af-
filiation to investigate the group’s activities, eventually seeking to 
cancel their 501(c)(4) status.140

The issues raised in the Ways and Means referral letter have not 
been the focus of the investigation conducted by the Democratic 
and Republican Finance Committee staff summarized in this re-
port. There has not been enough development of the facts in the 
current investigation to reach any informed conclusion about the 
legality of Lerner’s actions regarding Crossroads. In addition, it is 
properly the role of the Justice Department to determine the legal-
ity of Lois Lerner’s actions highlighted by the Ways and Means 
Committee.

However, the public should also be aware of significant facts 
about Crossroads GPS that the House Ways and Means Chairman 
omitted from his letter to the Justice Department. These facts may 
explain why the Lois Lerner, the IRS official primarily responsible 
for ensuring that political campaign organizations are not 
masquerading as social welfare organizations, would focus on 
Crossroads GPS. 

The IRS permits 501(c)(4) organizations to ‘‘engage in political 
campaigns on behalf or in opposition to candidates for public office 
provided that such intervention does not constitute the organiza-
tion’s primary activity.’’ 

A Federal Election Commission First General Counsel’s Report 
filed in November of 2012 concluded that Crossroads GPS spent 
53% of its budget on federal campaign activity in 2010. Chairman 
Baucus’s letter to the IRS in 2010 was partially based on public re-
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ports of the vast amounts of money being spent on political activity 
by Crossroads and left-leaning groups.141 OpenSecrets.org con-
cluded that in the 2010 and 2012 election cycles Crossroads spent 
almost $90 million on independent expenditures (ads that advocate 
the election or defeat of specific candidates). Consequentially it is 
not surprising that Lois Lerner examined the activities of Cross-
roads as Director of the Exempt Organizations team. Her job was 
to make sure that 501(c)(4) nonprofits obey the law and are not en-
gaged primarily in political activities. Without a full investigation 
it is unfair to criticize her for doing her job on this matter. 

Whether Lerner was evenhanded in doing her job is certainly a 
legitimate question for any full investigation. As pointed out in 
these views, left-leaning nonprofits were subject to delay, applica-
tions for nonprofit status were denied and withdrawn. Applications 
from left-leaning organizations were subject to full development. 
The BOLO list contained terms identifying left-leaning nonprofits. 

A new investigation would have to examine the total number of 
left-leaning nonprofits conducting political activity and how Lerner 
dealt with each of them. Large left-leaning nonprofits involved in 
political activity such as Priorities USA and Organizing for Amer-
ica would be part of this inquiry. Only after a complete investiga-
tion examining Lerner’s actions regarding both right and left-lean-
ing applicants could a final determination of bias be established. 

XII. IRS RESPONSE TO THE TIGTA REPORT 

A. IRS 30 DAY REPORT

On June 24, 2013 a report was released by the IRS describing 
their response to the TIGTA investigation. 

• A team appointed by Danny Werfel, Acting Commissioner 
of the IRS, found no evidence of intentional wrongdoing by IRS 
personnel, or ‘‘involvement in these matters by anyone outside 
the IRS.’’ 

• Personnel were replaced in the four levels of the manage-
rial chain that had responsibility for the activities identified in 
the TIGTA report. 

• The following personnel were removed from or left their 
management positions: the IRS: Acting IRS Commissioner 
Steve Miller, Commissioner for Tax Exempt and Government 
Entities Joseph Grant, Lois Lerner (Lerner was put on paid 
leave on May 23, 2013 and retired from federal service in Sep-
tember of 2013), and Holly Paz. 

• BOLO (Be on the Lookout) lists were suspended. These are 
the lists that contained the term Tea Party and that identified 
left-leaning organizations. 

The 30 day plan also established a method of expediting the 
processing of applications for nonprofit status. The new procedures 
are available to applicants that are: 

• Involved in political campaign activities or issue advocacy, 
and

• Have had applications pending for more than 120 days as 
of May 28, 2013. 
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The IRS mailed letters to applicants caught up in the enhanced 
scrutiny process. They received Letter 5228, ‘‘Application Notifica-
tion of Expedited 501c4 Option.’’ 

The organization is allowed to self-certify by signing and return-
ing the letter if it agrees to abide by special rules for obtaining tax 
exempt status. 

Groups are granted 501(c)(4) status within two weeks if they cer-
tify that 60% or more of their time and expenses are devoted to ac-
tivities promoting ‘‘social welfare.’’ They must also certify their po-
litical campaign intervention involves less than 40% of their spend-
ing and time. 

B. ADDITIONAL IRS RESPONSE

In testimony before the House Oversight and Government Re-
form Committee on March 26, 2014 IRS Commissioner John 
Koskinen summarized additional changes made following the 
TIGTA report: 

• Establishing a new process for documenting the reasons 
why applications are chosen for further review; 

• Developing new training and workshops on a number of 
critical issues, including the difference between issue advocacy 
and political campaign intervention, and the proper way to 
identify applications that require review of political campaign 
intervention activities; 

• Establishing guidelines for IRS EO specialists on how to 
process requests for tax-exempt status involving potentially 
significant political campaign intervention; and 

• Creating a formal, documented process for EO determina-
tions personnel to request assistance from technical experts. 

XIII. NEED FOR REFORM OF THE TAX CODE 
TREATMENT OF POLITICAL ACTIVITY BY NONPROFITS 

The Joint Tax Committee summarizes the law addressing polit-
ical advocacy by 501(c)(3) organizations as follows: 

[U]nder present law 501(c)(3) charitable organizations 
may not participate in, or intervene in (including the pub-
lishing or distributing of statements), any political cam-
paign on behalf of (or in opposition to) any candidate for 
public office. The prohibition on such political campaign 
activity is absolute and, in general, includes activities such 
as making contributions to a candidate’s political cam-
paign, endorsements of a candidate, lending employees to 
work in a political campaign, or providing facilities for use 
by a candidate. Many other activities may constitute polit-
ical campaign activity, depending on the facts and cir-
cumstances. The sanction for a violation of the prohibition 
is loss of the organization’s tax-exempt status. 

For organizations that engage in prohibited political 
campaign activity, the Code provides three penalties that 
may be applied either as alternatives to revocation of tax 
exemption or in addition to loss of tax-exempt status: an 
excise tax on political expenditures, termination assess-
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ment of all taxes due, and an injunction against further 
political expenditures.142

Section 501(c)(3) organizations are required to apply for exempt 
status.143 Contributions to these organizations are tax deductible. 

The Joint Tax Committee description of the law relating to 
501(c)(4) organizations is as follows: 

The promotion of social welfare does not include direct 
or indirect participation or intervention in political cam-
paigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for 
public office; however, social welfare organizations are per-
mitted to engage in political campaign activity so long as 
it is not the organization’s primary activity. 

[. . .] 
Social welfare organizations need not, but may, seek for-

mal IRS recognition of exempt status, whereas charitable 
organizations are required to file an application for rec-
ognition of exemption.144

Along with section 501(c)(4) organizations (social welfare), (c)(5) 
organizations (labor unions) and (c)(6) organizations (trade associa-
tions) may participate in some political activity as long as that ac-
tivity is not the organization’s primary activity. 145

If it is determined the primary purpose of the 501(c)(4) organiza-
tion is political activity—that 70 or 80 or 90 percent of the money 
goes to political activity—then that organization could lose its tax 
exempt status.146

Contributions to 501(c)(4) organizations are not deductible.147

Section 527 organizations are political organizations and may en-
gage in unlimited political activities. At formation, these groups 
must give notice to the IRS within 24 hours. These organizations 
are required to make public donors making contributions of more 
than $200 per person, per calendar year.148

A. EVOLUTION OF 501(C)(4) NONPROFITS INTO POLITICAL ENTITIES
CREATES A NEED FOR MORE TRANSPARENCY

Much has changed since the Tariff Act of 1894, which contained 
the earliest statutory reference to tax exemptions for nonprofits. A 
critical change was made in 1959 when the IRS issued an adminis-
trative rule opening the door to 501(c)(4) political activity by inter-
preting ‘‘exclusively’’ to mean that groups had to be ‘‘primarily’’ en-
gaged in social welfare and helping the community. Whether or not 
this was a valid interpretation of the statute,149 it put the IRS in 
the position of determining what level and type of activities con-
stitute ‘‘primarily political’’ activities. The events described in this 
report illustrate the difficulty of such an exercise. This is especially 
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true given the vagueness of the existing regulations, which have 
not been significantly modified since 1959. A lot has changed since 
then, including the apparent surge of political activity by 501(c)(4) 
groups in recent years. The story told in this report is not just 
about mismanagement. It also is about vague regulations that are 
inherently difficult to apply and have become outdated. 

For this reason, Democratic staff are surprised by the implica-
tion, in the Additional Republican Views, that the 1959 regulations 
never should be revised in any way. This goes too far. The current 
regulations are part of the problem. Granted, the revisions that the 
Treasury Secretary proposed in 2013 generated a huge public re-
sponse, and there were places where the proposed revisions clearly 
went overboard, such as with respect to voter registration and get- 
out-the-vote activity. But that is not a sufficient argument for 
maintaining the 1959 regulations into perpetuity. Organizations 
seeking tax-exempt status, as well as the IRS itself, would benefit 
from greater clarity in this area, and we believe that the IRS and 
the Treasury Department should continue to seek improvements to 
the current regulations, with appropriate public input. 

Better guidance on how to measure what is the ‘‘primary activ-
ity’’ of social welfare organizations was also recommended by the 
May 2013 TIGTA audit report. 

We also are surprised by the Republican views’ broad opposition 
to transparency with respect to disclosing the identity of contribu-
tors to groups engaging in extensive political activities. One of the 
underlying questions in this case is why there was such an appar-
ent surge in applications for tax-exempt status under section 
501(c)(4), thereby necessitating the IRS review of whether an appli-
cant’s primary activities would be political. As it now stands, 
groups can obtain tax-exempt status and engage in as much polit-
ical campaign activity as they want: their activities can be not only 
primarily political but exclusively political. They simply have to ob-
tain their tax-exempt status pursuant to section 527 rather than 
section 501(c)(4); section 527 requires, in turn, greater disclosure, 
including of the identity of those who contribute $200 or more. To 
some extent, the increase in applications may have been designed 
to avoid disclosure requirements. 

According to the Center for Responsive Politics, in 2012 nonprofit 
501(c)(4) organizations spent over $200 million on political activ-
ity.150 By electing to use 501(c)(4)s instead of 527s, none of the or-
ganizations behind this $200 million effort were required to reveal 
their donors. 

Some have pointed to the Citizens United case as the reason po-
litical spending by nonprofits has increased exponentially. In Citi-
zens United v. FEC (2010) the Supreme Court invalidated restric-
tions on independent political campaign expenditures by corpora-
tions, associations and labor unions. 

Acting IRS Commissioner Steven Miller said at the Senate Fi-
nance Committee hearing on the TIGTA report in May of 2013 
that:

There is no doubt that since 2010 when Citizens United 
sort of released this wave of cash that some of that cash 
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headed towards c 4 organizations. This is proven out by 
FEC data and IRS data. That does put pressure on us to 
take a look.151

During a time where campaign spending is soaring and the Su-
preme Court is loosening controls on political spending it is critical 
that as much transparency as possible is required by federal regu-
lation and law. 

Finance Committee Chairman Max Baucus wrote a letter to IRS 
Commissioner Shulman in September of 2010 encouraging the IRS 
to investigate the flood of political spending by social welfare orga-
nizations. He asked this question: ‘‘Is the tax code being used to 
eliminate transparency in the funding of our elections—elections 
that are the constitutional bedrock of our democracy?’’ 152

The Additional Republican Views sharply criticize proposals to 
increase disclosure requirements for political campaign contribu-
tions, arguing that such proposals would violate free speech, citing 
the Supreme Court’s decision in NAACP v. Alabama. This shows 
a lack of confidence in the positive role that transparency plays in 
our political process, and it also dramatically overstates the con-
stitutional point. The NAACP v. Alabama decision stands for the 
proposition that organizations cannot be required to disclose mem-
bership lists without a sufficient justification from the government 
that outweighs the implicated First Amendment and privacy 
rights.153 In contrast, the Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld 
reasonable political campaign disclosure requirements. Most nota-
bly, in Buckley v. Valeo, the Supreme Court considered NAACP v.
Alabama when deciding the constitutionality of campaign finance 
disclosure rules enacted in the Federal Election Campaign Act of 
1971.154 The disclosure provisions required candidates and political 
committees to file quarterly reports containing detailed information 
about donors who contributed over $100.155 While the Court de-
cided that, as a result of NAACP v. Alabama, campaign finance 
disclosure rules should be subject to strict scrutiny, it ultimately 
decided that the government’s interest can prevail in matters 
where the ‘ ‘‘free functioning of our national institutions’ is in-
volved.’’ 156 The Court found that the disclosure requirements were 
a ‘‘reasonable and minimally restrictive method of furthering First 
Amendment values by opening the basic processes of our federal 
election system to public view.’’ 157 The Supreme Court cited three 
justifications for upholding campaign finance disclosure: (1) cam-
paign finance disclosure laws provide voters with information about 
candidates, (2) the rules ‘‘deter actual corruption and avoid the ap-
pearance of corruption,’’ and (3) recordkeeping is required to detect 
violations of disclosure limitations.158 Similarly, in McConnell v.
FEC, the Supreme Court upheld the expanded campaign finance 
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disclosure provisions of McCain Feingold, including a provision re-
quiring the disclosure of contributors to political campaigns.159

Most recently, in McCutcheon v. FEC, Justice Roberts cited cam-
paign finance disclosure laws as part of the Court’s justification for 
striking down aggregate limits on campaign contributions to can-
didates.160 He argued that ‘‘disclosure of contributions minimizes 
the potential for abuse of the campaign finance system.’’ 161 In ad-
dition, disclosure laws are more effective against corruption now as 
opposed to when Buckley was decided.162

Justice Scalia summed the point up well in a 2010 case (Doe v.
Reed):

Requiring people to stand up in public for their political 
acts fosters civic courage, without which democracy is 
doomed. For my part, I do not look forward to a society 
which, thanks to the Supreme Court, campaigns anony-
mously and even exercises the direct democracy of initia-
tive and referendum hidden from public scrutiny and pro-
tected from the accountability of criticism. This does not 
resemble the Home of the Brave. 

Chief Justice John Roberts observed in the McCutcheon v. Fed-
eral Election Commission case:

With modern technology, disclosure now offers a particu-
larly effective means of arming the voting public with in-
formation.

Our political system will benefit from more transparency, not 
less.

An argument for why transparency matters was set forth in a 
New York Times article on March of 2014. A report from a special 
investigative committee in the Utah state legislature described a 
501(c)(4) organization set up solely to fund a candidate for Attorney 
General who told payday loan companies he would advocate for 
their policy interests.163 After winning election in 2012 the Attor-
ney General resigned amid allegations of corruption a year later.164

The article states that the campaign ‘‘exploited a web of vaguely 
named nonprofit organizations in several states to mask hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in campaign contributions from payday 
lenders.’’ 165 According to the New York Times, the Attorney Gen-
eral knew that the public would view his defense of payday lenders 
as unsavory: 

It was important to ‘not make this a payday race,’ he 
(the candidate) wrote. The solution: Hide the payday 
money behind a string of PACs and nonprofits, making it 
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difficult to trace donations from payday lenders to Mr. 
Swallow’s campaign.166

The section in the bipartisan views on flaws in the IRS’s re-
sponse to a FOIA request also demonstrates the need for trans-
parency in the operations of government. 

The goal of greater transparency is the basis for many proposals 
to reform the law governing political advocacy by nonprofits. 

B. STATUTORY CHANGES ARE NEEDED

Democratic staff believes further changes in the 501(c)(4) law are 
necessary and recommend the following be considered by the Sen-
ate Finance Committee. 

(1) Require (c)(4)s, (5)s, and (6)s to file notice of formation 
within 24 hours (same as 527s) 

(2) Create a bright-line test on political activity (lobbying 
and campaigning)—for example, a limitation of 10% of expendi-
tures during the calendar year 

(3) Penalty: Apply Section 4955 penalty to (c)(4)s—excise tax 
on excess political expenditures. 

(4) Require the disclosure of donors who contribute over $200 
to 501(c)(4)s who engage in political activity (same as 527 orga-
nizations), or $1,000, which is the threshold in the Wyden- 
Murkowski bill. 

(5) Require FEC filings to be attached to 990s. 
(6) Require electronic filing of 990s (included in the Senate 

Finance Committee’s Tax Administration Discussion Draft).167

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS

• Require disclosure similar to 527 organizations (or by cross 
reference) for tax exempt organizations that do any ‘‘election-
eering communications’’ as defined under FEC rules; 

• Require tax exempt organizations that wish to fund elec-
tioneering communications to fund these operations through a 
segregated 527 account, thus, contributions would be subject to 
disclosure; or 

• Require these organizations be reclassified as 527 organi-
zations

1. The Follow the Money Act 

The Follow the Money Act introduced by Chairman Wyden and 
Senator Murkowski requires that all individuals and entities en-
gaged in independent political spending, including 501(c)(4)s, dis-
close the names of donors that contribute over $1,000 per year. The 
legislation also requires real-time disclosure of significant inde-
pendent political expenditures by 501(c)(4)s similar to the way po-
litical candidates report spending to the FEC. This legislation 
would lessen the processing burden on the IRS Exempt Organiza-
tions office because its disclosure regime will eliminate the incen-
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tive for organizations to apply for tax-exempt 501(c)(4) status as a 
means to funnel large anonymous donations into federal elections. 

2. Return to the Pre-1959 Standard 

A final option which would not require changes in law envisions 
the IRS reversing its decision in 1959 to interpret ‘‘exclusively’’ as 
meaning ‘‘primarily.’’ The regulatory decision that has led to hun-
dreds of millions of dollars of political spending by ‘‘social welfare’’ 
organizations could be cancelled by another regulatory decision set-
ting the same standards that applied before 1959. 

3. Reform of 501(c)(5) and 501(c)(6) Organizations 

The Democratic staff recommends that additional work be done 
to determine what reforms to 501(c)(5) and 501(c)(6) organizations 
are needed. Because the TIGTA report did not involve those non-
profit categories, the Democratic staff does not include a discussion 
of them in these views. 

XIV. CONCLUSION 

Hundreds of thousands of federal government employees work 
hard every day to perform their duties, from the CIA personnel 
that tracked Osama Bin Laden to Abbattobad, Pakistan to the NIH 
researcher who makes it possible to take steps toward stopping 
cancer, from border patrol agents preventing human trafficking to 
weather forecasters tracking hurricanes. Sadly, in this case IRS 
personnel fell short. They took exactly the wrong approach to eval-
uating many 501(c)(4) applications, in particular the flood of politi-
cally right-leaning organizations. There is no evidence IRS per-
sonnel had any political bias, nor did they receive outside inter-
ference or pressure from political appointees in the IRS, at Treas-
ury or in the White House, but their actions created the appear-
ance of political bias and discrimination. 

This was a consequence of bad management and bad judgment. 
The director of the Exempt Organizations office, Lois Lerner, de-

serves the largest share of the blame. It was her job to manage and 
lead the EO division. In this case she failed to organize her staff 
to quickly review and either approve or deny the 501(c)(4) applica-
tions.

In a generous summary of her performance, former Acting IRS 
Commissioner Steven Miller said that Lerner ‘‘undermanaged’’ the 
influx of Tea Party applications.168 Mr. Miller also took a personnel 
action against Ms. Lerner, showing his frustration with the failure 
to resolve the right-leaning applications.169 Because Lerner refused 
to testify or be interviewed on this matter, we were not able to es-
tablish her side of the story. 

This investigation, as well as the TIGTA investigation, did not 
find any of the IRS actions to be politically motivated. Interviews 
of IRS personnel showed them to be uninterested in politics or po-
litically naive. The following email from a TIGTA investigator con-
cludes that there was ‘‘no indication of’’ political motivation. 
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170 Email from TIGTA Deputy Inspector General for Investigations Timothy Camus to TIGTA 
staff (May 3, 2013). 

171 House Ways and Means Committee Hearing on IRS Tax-Exempt Investigation (May 17, 
2013).

172 IRS Employee Responses to Written Questions from Finance Committee Staff (Dec. 19, 
2013).

Review of these emails revealed that there was a lot of 
discussion between the employees on how to process the 
Tea Party and other political organization applications. 
There was a Be On the Lookout (BOLO) list specifically 
naming these groups; however, the e-mails indicated the 
organizations needed to be pulled because the IRS employ-
ees were not sure how to process them, not because they 
wanted to stall or hinder the application. There was no in-
dication that pulling these selected applications was politi-
cally motivated. The e-mail traffic indicated there were un-
clear processing directions and the group wanted to make 
sure they had guidance on processing the applications so 
they pulled them. This is a very important nuance.170

Again, Russell George confirmed in a question from House Ways 
and Means Committee Ranking Member Sander Levin that no po-
litical motivation was found: 

Levin: Did you find any evidence of political motivation in 
the selection of the tax exemption applications? 

George: We did not, sir.171

IRS employees involved in processing and overseeing the proc-
essing of Tea Party applications were each asked if their actions 
were politically motivated. None of them answered affirmatively. 

No evidence was found linking political appointees at the IRS, 
Treasury or the White House to this delay and mismanagement. 
No IRS employees identified pressure from political appointees as 
the cause of the delayed scrutiny of right leaning applications.172

This was a case of gross mismanagement, rather than an at-
tempt to exert political influence. While the numbers of left leaning 
501(c)(4) applications were not as great as the right-leaning 
501(c)(4) applications, the IRS did use the BOLO list to select left- 
leaning cases. IRS personnel subjected them to a lengthy review, 
approving some applications and denying others. 

The IRS employees set aside Tea Party applications, waiting on 
a review in Washington D.C., and placed the term on a BOLO list 
when the applications should have been treated like any other 
501(c)(4) seeking nonprofit status and processed accordingly. 

To compound the error, various IRS personnel in the Washington 
D.C. office allowed month after month to go by as they analyzed 
a handful of the applications. One application was approved on 
January 11, 2011 by one of the most experienced 501(c)(4) political 
activity experts, Carter Hull, but his superiors decided even more 
review was warranted. 

At the same time this was taking place efforts were underway 
to develop a guidesheet to help Cincinnati process the applications. 
Months were wasted on this project. In the end no guidesheet was 
ever agreed to. 

A key meeting in July of 2011 between Lois Lerner and her team 
discussed the idea of processing the applications expeditiously, but 
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there was no follow through—the EO team stumbled along in the 
remaining months of 2011 until the TIGTA investigation began in 
early 2012. 

While these disorganized efforts to process the applications con-
tinued, the Tea Party was attracting massive amounts of media 
coverage—multiple in-depth articles appeared in the New York 
Times, the Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal and other 
publications across the country. 

Many political commentators credited the Tea Party with shift-
ing control of the House of Representatives to the Republican 
Party.

Yet no alarm bells went off at the IRS after the mid-term elec-
tions in November of 2010. More than a year and a half went by 
after this historic election without any efficient or aggressive action 
on the 501(c)(4) right-leaning applications. 

IRS personnel were completely oblivious to the harsh con-
sequences waiting for them because they ignored a new wave of ac-
tivism in the American political system. 

No plan to process the applications quickly was organized until 
June of 2012—after the TIGTA investigation was begun. By that 
time it was too late to avoid damage to the reputation of the IRS. 

Commentators have complained that any attempt to review an 
application for 501(c)(4) status, investigate how that nonprofit oper-
ates, or for the IRS to propose clarifying the political advocacy 
rules, is somehow a violation of the Constitution’s First Amend-
ment protection of free speech. This demonstrates a misunder-
standing of the tax laws of the United States and the Constitution. 
Any American or group of Americans have freedom of speech in po-
litical matters. What they don’t have is a Constitutional right to a 
tax break for engaging in political activity. IRS personnel have the 
responsibility to scrutinize applications for 501(c)(4) status in an 
evenhanded, thorough way. And after approving an application the 
IRS can investigate that nonprofit’s activities to determine if the 
501(c)(4) law is being followed. Under the law the tax status of 
nonprofits is determined by the IRS. If the participants in the non-
profit feel their freedom of speech is being limited they are free to 
engage in political activity outside the tax advantaged status of a 
501(c)(4) nonprofit. 

Management at the IRS has moved aggressively to address the 
broken system of processing 501(c)(4) applications with policy advo-
cacy issues. 

Four key employees in the IRS who failed to manage properly 
have been removed from their jobs. 

A new process for quickly approving 501(c)(4) applications with 
political advocacy issues has been put in place. 

Finally, the Democratic staff believes the law governing political 
activity by nonprofits must be strengthened further to prevent 
abuses.

The Finance Committee staff will continue to monitor the IRS to 
ensure these mistakes are not repeated. 
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XV. TIMELINE OF KEY EVENTS 

2010
February 25: Tea Party case arrives in Cincinnati Determina-

tions Unit. Because of recent media attention, the case is deter-
mined to be ‘‘high profile’’ and sent, along with two other Tea Party 
applications, to Washington D.C. for analysis. 

March/April: Tea Party applications are held in Cincinnati while 
the D.C. office examines the 3 test cases. 

April: Tax Law Specialist Carter Hull is assigned two of the 
three Tea Party test cases to review. Hull prepares development 
letters to send to the organizations. 

July: EO Determinations holds a screening workshop in Cin-
cinnati. A presentation instructs staff to ‘‘look for names like Tea 
Party, Patriots, 9/12 Project, Emerge, Progressive, We the People.’’ 

August: Be On the Lookout or ‘‘BOLO’’ spreadsheet distributed 
with Tea Party designation added to ‘‘Emerging Issues’’ Tab. 
Spreadsheet also identifies ‘‘Progressive’’ and ‘‘ACORN Successor’’ 
on other tabs. 

October 18: Hull sends a memo to his manager summarizing the 
relevant issues of the Tea Party cases he is developing and appris-
ing him of his progress. 

October 26: Determinations Director Cindy Thomas expresses 
concern to her superior about the manner and pace with which Tea 
Party cases are being worked. 

November: Burdensome development questions sent to left-lean-
ing voter registration applicant. 

December: Cindy Thomas inquires about status of Tea Party test 
cases in Washington D.C. 

2011
January: Carter Hull recommends approval of Tea Party test 

case applications. Recommendation sent to senior staff for review. 
March: Cindy Thomas is still concerned with pace of Tea Party 

applications. Recommends developing a specific plan of action to re-
solve cases. 

April: Hull’s recommendation is reviewed by a senior staff mem-
ber, who decides more development of the test cases is needed. The 
case is sent to personnel in the Chief Counsel’s office for review. 

July 5: Lois Lerner meets with staff on BOLO list issue (at this 
point 100 Tea Party cases were in Cincinnati waiting for decisions). 

July 5: BOLO terminology changed to remove Tea Party, per in-
structions from Lerner. 

August: Meeting with Don Spellman of Chief Counsel’s office to 
discuss the two Tea Party test applications that had been sent for 
review.

September: First attempt at application ‘‘triage.’’ 
November: Guidesheet for evaluating Tea Party applications sent 

to Cincinnati; IRS personnel did not find it helpful. 

2012
January: BOLO terminology changed again, modified to capture 

conservative and left-leaning groups. 
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January: Extensive development letters are sent to Tea Party 
and a few left-leaning applicants. 

February: Beginning of press attention regarding failure of IRS 
to approve or deny 501(c)(4) applications with political activity 
issues. Lerner attempts to disseminate new guidance to staff on 
how to reduce burdensome development requests. 

March: TIGTA audit begins. 
May: Commissioner Doug Shulman and Deputy Commissioner 

Steven Miller briefed on audit. 
May: Workshop conducted on bucketing exercise to expedite Tea 

Party applications. 
May 17: BOLO is changed again to eliminate current advocacy 

organization language that is capturing conservative and liberal 
groups.

June: Bucketing exercise begins in Cincinnati. 
June 4: Acting General Counsel of Treasury Christopher Meade 

briefed by Russell George. 
End of 2012: Commissioner Shulman leaves IRS, Steve Miller be-

comes Acting Commissioner. 

2013
May: TIGTA report issued. 
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